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ABSTRACT
Plane electromagnetic waves, originating from a source external 
to the earth, are assumed to be normally incident on the earth's sur­
face. The field within the earth is modified by the geometry of the 
earth's conducting layers; the total field satisfies not only Helmholtz' 
equation but also the boundary conditions imposed on the fields at the 
interfaces between regions of different conductivity. In particular, 
electric and magnetic fields measured at the surface of the earth 
vary markedly near a sharp change in conductivity such as occurs across 
a shoreline. Several theoretical models have been analyzed mathe­
matically to determine the influence of coastal geometry on the fields. 
The frequency limits are determined by the neglect of induction in
the mantle (periods less than 1 hour) and the neglect of displacement
3
currents in Maxwell's equations (frequency less than 10 Hz).
The models studied fall into three classes: those resembling a
vertical geological "fault" (i.e. a continental shoreline), a vertical 
"dyke" (i.e. a long promontory), or an "inclined fault" (i.e. a sloping 
ocean floor). In the first two classes, the fault and dyke are 
assumed to be either infinitely deep or of finite depth so that the 
effect due to the basement may be determined.
Maxwell's equations are solved for the vertical fault and dyke 
models, using a Fourier transform technique. The horizontal surface 
magnetic field is very insensitive to conductivity changes when the
iii
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media are horizontally stratified, and this fact is used to establish 
an approximate boundary condition.
The "coast effect" near an infinitely deep, vertical continental 
shoreline (fault) comprises a substantial enhancement of variations 
in the vertical component of the magnetic field, and a marked linear 
polarization of the electric field--normal to the coastline on land 
and parallel to the coast offshore. The presence of a horizontal 
non-conducting basement increases the enhancement of the vertical 
magnetic component and causes the electric field to become more linearly 
oriented; the effect on the electric field is more pronounced to 
seawards.
If, instead of a continental coast, a dyke or long promontory 
is present, the coastal enhancement of the vertical magnetic field is 
suppressed. The linearity of the electric field polarization is more 
pronounced than for the fault model, especially on the landward side 
of the shore, and the preferred orientation of the polarization is 
more evident in both media. The presence of a non-conducting base­
ment again increases the coastal enhancement of the vertical magnetic
field. The effect on the electric field polarization at sea is depen­
dent on the depth of the sea floor, but on land the polarization is
more linear than for a deep basement.
Specific examples of the frequency responses for the E , E , andx y
components are compared for sites over land and ocean, near both a 
continent and a promontory, over either a deep or a shallow basement.
iv
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The influence of a sloping sea floor on the electric and magnetic 
fields at the ocean surface is calculated for various basement conduc­
tivities. The calculations refer to sites remote from a coastline and 
are applied to observations on ice-islands in the Arctic Ocean. The 
vertical magnetic field is enhanced over the shallower depths, while 
the electric field polarization shows a transition from the behavior 
on the landward side of a continental shore to that on the seaward side. 
The width of the transition region is approximately ten times the oceanic 
penetration depth. The fields are computed for slopes of 3° and 10° 
and compared with those over an ocean with horizontal floor.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Although etymologically "geophysics" means "physics of the earth," 
the term now includes the study of the earth's spatial environment (the 
magnetosphere) and many aspects of solar-terrestrial relations, as well 
as the solid earth and its immediate atmosphere. Specifically, "solid- 
earth geophysics" refers to both "pure" geophysical studies such as 
~~ volcanology and glaciology, and "applied" geophysics, such as exploration
seismology. The other disciplines are branches of meteorology, aeronomy, 
or space geophysics; geomagnetism is interdisciplinary, involving pro­
cesses deep within the earth and far out in space.
The branch of geomagnetism sometimes called magnetotellurics links 
the otherwise remotely connected fields of exploration geophysics and 
space geophysics; it deals with the behavior of the electromagnetic field 
observed at the earth's surface. The origin of most of the variations 
in the magnetic field is remote from the surface, but induction effects 
in the conducting earth can result in anomalies of interest to both 
solid earth and exploration geophysicists. The former study variations 
with periods of one hour or longer, to determine the electrical con­
ductivity distribution deep within the earth. At shorter periods, 
localized conductivity anisotropies at shallow depths within the crust 
may be detected. In this case, simultaneous study of the electric field 
variations greatly simplifies the analysis.
1
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Most electromagnetic and hydromagnetic phenomena within the 
magnetosphere influence the surface electric and magnetic fields. The 
space geophysicist is concerned with the sources of these magnetic 
field variations, and must record the magnetic field at the earth's 
surface as well as in space. Because of the earth's inhomogeneity these 
records show variation not directly related to the sources. Since some 
variations (eg. micropulsations) are monitored or recorded by observing 
the electric field, the space geophysicist is interested in the effect 
of local conductivity anomalies on both the electric and magnetic fields 
at the earth's surface.
To see the basic mechanism involved in the induction process, con­
sider Fig. 1.1. Lens's Law states that currents will be induced in a 
conductor located in a changing magnetic field; the magnetic fields 
produced by the currents will oppose the flux change which can be con­
sidered as a movement of the conductor relative to the source. Suppose 
the primary magnetic field is harmonically varying in time with 
frequency w, and is proportional to cos wt. Assume that arises from 
some source distribution of electric field (Fig. 1.1 a). The initial 
decay of the field is equivalent to moving the conductor away from the 
source (b). The induced currents (c) oppose this "motion" (decay), and 
generate a secondary magnetic field (d). This induced field is such 
that the horizontal component of primary magnetic field Hp is reinforced 
at the surface by the secondary component H^, but the vertical component 
Zp is opposed by (e). Thus the primary and secondary electric fields 
are 180° out of phase, while the horizontal and vertical induced magnetic
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Fig. 1.1 Induction within the earth by a 
changing primary field.
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fields are respectively in phase and out of phase with the primary 
components (f). Further properties of the induced fields are given in 
App. 4. — "
The ideal study of these fields at a given location would involve 
an extensive set of observations over the entire frequency range of 
interest, at a great number of sites, for several different source 
configurations. Such a study would not necessarily be helpful in 
determining the effects at a different site.
Observational studies, although dealing with realistic geometries, 
are usually limited by practical considerations. Thus a study of the 
frequency response at a given site requires a power spectral analysis of 
the records. This means an extensive set of observations, difficult to 
obtain without a permanent observatory. Such observations would be 
necessary at a number of field sites even if a permanent observatory 
were present, and the difficulties in obtaining adequate data would be 
enormous.
There are thus three possible approaches: firstly, an observational
study of restricted scope; secondly, a model study, where a small scale 
model of the actual situation is studied in the laboratory; and thirdly, 
a mathematical approach, using a model which, though greatly simplified, 
reproduces the broad features of the actual geometry. These last two 
methods both involve simplifications, but can be expected to give the 
first-order behavior of the fields without the fine-structure due to the 
countless small variations occurring in nature.
In this work we apply the mathematical approach to several geo­
metries and extend earlier studies. The geometries are interpreted in
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5terms of coastlines between sea and land, the most significant con­
ductivity change which affects shorter-period variations (< 1 hour).
At longer periods the influence of the conducting mantle becomes pre­
dominant; we do not consider this.
In Chapter II we first briefly summarize the background material 
necessary to understand the nature of the sources of the electric and 
magnetic fields. The observational evidence for the influence of oceans 
and coastlines on the electromagnetic fields is reviewed in the latter 
half of this chapter, and, as much of the earlier research was applied 
to geophysical prospecting, a short account is given of this subject 
also. Some observations of the possible influence of a coastline on the 
aurora are mentioned in conclusion.
In Chapter III the concepts of electromagnetic wave theory are 
presented in a manner pertinent to the theoretical discussion of coastal 
discontinuities. The background theory used in the later chapters is 
also developed. A review of the theoretical approaches to several geo­
metries of conductivity distribution is given, including a summary of 
the controversy over the importance of the primary source distribution. 
This controversy was initiated when Cagniard published his papers 
(1953 a,b) applying magnetotelluric fields to geophysical prospecting.
Chapter IV deals with the effect of a straight coastline on the 
fields. From the geological analogy, we term it the "fault geometry." 
Previous work on an infinitely deep fault is compared with calculations 
for fields over a fault of finite depth. Comparison is also made wi-th 
observations of the "coast effect."
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6In Chapter V the same techniques are used to study a long promon­
tory— the model is termed the "dyke geometry." Again dykes of both 
infinite and finite depths are considered. The limiting cases for 
infinite depth and very shallow depth are computed and compared with the 
solutions for the fault. An application is made to a specific example, 
so as to examine the field behavior for all four geometries.
In Chapters IV and V the models for discontinuities of finite depth 
all assume a horizontal basement or sea floor. In Chapter VI we examine 
the case of a sloping basement. Mathematical difficulties prevent the 
solution from being obtained close to the shoreline, but a solution may 
be obtained which is valid at some distance seaward from the shore. Thus 
we are dealing with the "ocean effect". Application is made to the 
observations obtained on floating ice-islands over the Arctic Ocean.
Chapter VII summarizes the study and suggests further possible 
lines of research.
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF THE EARTH'S 
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS
This chanter outlines the basic nature and properties of the 
magnetic and electric fields associated with our planet. It 
presents the fundamental background for the considerations set out 
in the later chapters. The treatment is necessarily cursory - greater 
detail would be superfluous here. No attempt is made to reference 
the enormous literature relating to this background material, but 
some basic, comprehensive references are given in §2.4.
2.1 The Geomagnetic Field
The total magnetic field of the earth may be said to comprise 
a steady component and a varying component. The varying component 
has two main parts. One consists of a very long term change originating 
in the earth's core, termed the "secular" variation, with a scale 
time of centuries and probably a very great change in magnitude 
as well as direction. The other part consists of much smaller and 
shorter term "transient" variations with scale times varying from 
seconds to days and originating primarily outside the solid earth.
The steady state component and the secular variation component are 
generally termed the "main field", while the transient variations 
are subdivided into a number of component parts depending on their 
physical origin.
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2.1,1 The Main Field and Its Variation
If the main field of the earth is represented as a magneto- 
static field generated from a potential V which satisfies Laplace's 
equation, the potential may be represented by a series of spherical 
harmonic functions, representing in turn external and internal contri­
butions (Chapman and Bartels, 1940)
,n _ ne i 00 
V = V + V ^ a Z 
n=o H  I  6 + | a l T 1 la I n lr/ n
Here a specifies the earth’s radius, and the tesseral functions
are given by
T = Z (gra cos m<|> + hm sin m<t>) Pm (cos 0) 
n m=o n n n
The question of of units is omitted (hence the ^ relationship above).
The point in question has the spherical coordinates (r, 0, <|>), the
P™ are the partially normalized Associated Legendre Polynomials
in the Schmidt form, and the functions gm and hm contain the source
’ n n
specification, differing for sources within or external to the earth. 
The coefficients g and h can be determined from the analysis of 
the surface field at a large number of stations, and it is found 
that, within the accuracy of the spherical harmonic analysis, the 
main field is entirely of internal origin.
Such analysis shows the main field to be predominantly dipolar 
(n=l) with its axis inclined to the rotation axis, and eccentrically 
situated with respect to the earth’s center. There is a small
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■non-dipole contribution (n>l), and the coefficients g and h exhibit 
the long term secular variation, and must therefore be periodically 
redetermined.
The main field is of internal origin and must be maintained 
by some form of electrical dynamo action involving fluid-field inter­
actions within the highly conducting liquid core (see for instance: 
Bullard and Gellman, 1954). The secular variation probably results 
from the changes of large scale eddies. Such dynamo models are 
extremely complicated to develop, but simplified investigations 
show that instabilities may develop which allow the main field to 
reverse itself, a behavior strongly suggested from palaeomagnetic 
observations.
An extensive review of these matters has been given by one 
of its foremost workers, Rikitake (1966).
2.1.2 The Transient Fields
The transient fields which contribute to the total geomagnetic 
field are further subdivided into the daily contributions from a 
magnetically quiet sun (Sq) and the moon (L), together with the 
disturbance field (D), this last resulting from several different 
physical sources during magnetically disturbed periods.
A '
The Solar Daily Quiet Variation Field (Sa) may be regarded 
as essentially fixed with respect to the sun-earth line. It thus 
varies as a function of latitude and local time, as well as season 
and solar-cycle. Spherical harmonic analyses carried out along 
the lines indicated in the last section, but applied to the Sa fields 
only (Chapman and Bartels, 1940), indicate that perhaps 60% of the
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field is of external origin (ionospheric current systems), the remain­
der being due to the induction of electrical currents in the outer 
layers of the earth. The external part is most likely to be caused 
by dynamo action of E-layer winds across the field lines, resulting 
from solar tidal and thermal effects.
The Lunar Daily Quiet Variation Field (L) is similarly pro­
duced by lunar tidal dynamo action at ionospheric heights (Chapman 
and Bartels, 1940), but,except along the dip equator, is very much 
weaker than (c. 10% of) the Sq variation. A spherical harmonic 
analysis indicates the external contribution to L is about two- 
thirds of the whole. *
The disturbed field D has been subdivided in many different 
ways. Chapman resolved each element of the D-field for a given
latitude by applying a Fourier analysis so that
00
D * a + Z, a sin (nX + e ) o n=l n n
where X specifies the longitude (Eastwards) relative to the mid­
night meridian. Then the coefficients a , a and phase e are func-o n n
tions of both storm time and latitude. The initial constant ao
Chapman designated Dgt» the storm-time field, while the summation 
term was collectively designated DS, the disturbed daily solar varia­
tion. Thus D represents the mean value of D around the particularSt
latitude in question, while DS has zero mean around this latitude, 
and is a function of the station longitude relative to the midnight 
meridian. Chapman derived the equivalent current systems for both
10
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the D and DS fields and combined them to give an equivalent D- 
field current system (see Chapman and Bartels, 1940, Sugiura and 
Chapman, 1960, Chapman, 1964, Akasofu, 1966a).
More recent knowledge of the behavior of the earth's field 
and of solar terrestrial relations has led to an additional sub­
division based on the physical source of various parts of the disturbed 
field.
2.2 The Disturbance Field
Before describing the physical subdivisions of the D-field 
we outline the relationships of the earth's field with the sun 
and interplanetary matter. This clarifies the further subdivision of 
the disturbed part of the geomagnetic field.
2.2.1 Solar Terrestrial Relations and the Solar Wind
The disturbance component of the geomagnetic field variations 
has its origin ultimately in several events on the sun which have 
magnetic consequences at or near the earth. The disturbance field 
shows variations in close accord with the 11 year sunspot cycle, 
seasonal variations, and 27-day solar rotation period, in addition 
to such Individual events as sunspots and solar flares.
It is known that there is a plasma flow outward from the sun, 
which has three different components:
(i) The quiet solar wind, an ever-present stream of particles 
(electrons and protons) with a velocity of 300-400 km sec *.
(ii) The solar plasma stream, originating in hypothetical 
M-regions of the sun, rotating with it and lasting for
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perhaps several months. These streams are responsible 
for the 27-day recurrences in the disturbed geomagnetic 
field. Velocities of 300-800 km sec  ^occur, and weak 
magnetic fields (5-lOy) are present. The envelope of 
the particle trajectories is a spiral, and the stream has 
a limited cone of emission. This "garden hose" effect 
results from solar rotation, together with the outward 
motion of the solar wind and the "frozen-in" magnetic 
fields of the solar corona. Travel times to the earth 
are from 1 to 3 days.
(iii) The flare shells or clouds, wide-angle "pulse" emissions 
of particles at high velocities (1000-1500 km sec” >^ 
during solar flares, having travel times of a day or two. 
These emissions are followed by geomagnetic storms. In 
addition to the particle emissions, various electro­
magnetic emissions also occur. The Type IV emission 
usually associated with flares is a reliable predictor 
of geomagnetic storms.
The quiet-time interplanetary magnetic fields are very weak 
(c 5y), approximately in the plane of the ecliptic, and very dis­
ordered .
2.2.2 The Magnetosphere and the Earth's Environment
In 1931 Chapman and Ferraro considered the effect of a neutral 
but ionized highly conducting plasma, free of magnetic fields, on
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the geomagnetic field (taken as an axial dipole), if the plasma 
flow were initially assumed to maintain a plane front. They pre­
dicted that the plasma flow would compress the field inducing electric 
currents in the plasma. The plasma would continue its approach 
until the secondary magnetic fields established equilibrium with 
the primary geomagnetic field, The strongest interaction would be 
along the sun-earth line, and the interaction boundary would curve 
around the earth. Two neutral points (the foci of the current systems) 
would occur on the interface.
This prediction has since been confirmed by satellite measure­
ments. More involved and precise determinations have also been 
made of the three-dimensional nature of the interface. The basic 
boundary condition at the interface is that the magnetic and plasma 
pressures must balance:
u2 2 2
—  -  2 n m v cos x (mks units)
2v
o
Here H is the total magnetic field, including the field of the magneto- 
spheric surface current; n, m, v are the neutral ion-pair number 
density, mass and velocity respectively; and x is the angle of obliquity 
relative to the boundary normal.
The boundary region is termed the "magnetopause" and the cavity 
formed around the earth is the "magnetosphere". Its shape is approxi­
mately hemispherical on the solar side but streams out into the 
magnetospheric "tail" on the night side, taking the geomagnetic 
field with it. The subsolar point of the magnetopause is about 
8-10 earth radii (R_.) from the earth.E»
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Alfven velocity in a field-carrying plasma, and since the mean free 
path in the plasma is about 1 A.U,, a collisionless, standing shock 
wave is set up on the sunward side of the magnetosphere, the stand­
off distance at the stagnation point being some 3-4 R^. Great turbu­
lence in both particle velocities and magnetic fields occurs in 
the region between the shock front and the magnetopause. It has 
been termed the "magnetosheath". The lower latitude field lines reach 
the sunward side of the magnetosphere, while the higher latitude 
field lines sweep back into the magnetospheric tail. The field line 
reaching the neutral point of the magnetopause distinguishes the 
two regions.
Trapped bands of particles (electrons and protons) are located 
within the inner magnetosphere; they are popularly termed the Van 
Allen radiation belts. The particles in these belts spiral around 
the field lines. Their motion, associated with three adiabatic 
invariants related to their gyration, bounce and drift, produces 
a ring current around the earth at a distance of a few earth radii, 
Electrons in the "outer" belt are generally considered to be responsible 
for the aurora, but some kind of acceleration mechanism must be 
invoked to inject the particles to a sufficiently low altitude along 
the observed auroral oval.
The magnetic tail, first predicted in 1960 by Piddington, has 
since been detected as a permanent feature of the magnetosphere,
Since the solar wind velocity much exceeds the characteristic
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extending to at least 80 Rg, well beyond the moon's orbit (Ness 
Behannon, et al, 1967), and possibly to 1000 R^ or more (Ness, Scearce 
et al, 1967). The geomagnetic field lines are oppositely directed 
on either side of a thin equatorial, magnetically neutral region - 
the neutral sheet. There are probably daily and annual motions of 
the tail due to the obliquity of the earth's magnetic dipole axis 
relative to its spin axis, and its changing inclination to the ecliptic. 
Possibly the high energy auroral particles come from the solar plasma 
through the geomagnetic tail, but the acceleration mechanism is 
not yet understood.
2.2.3 Classification of the Disturbance Field According to its Physical 
Origins
In the above sketch, several physical mechanisms have been 
outlined which contribute to the disturbed geomagnetic field. These 
various contributions may be written as:
D = DCF + DR + DT + DP 
Here DCF is the disturbed field generated at the magnetopause by 
the interaction between the geomagnetic field and the solar corpuscular 
flux with the consequent production of electric currents,as initially 
predicted by Chapman and Ferraro; DR is the disturbance generated 
by ring currents flowing around the earth in the radiation belts 
and inner magnetosphere; DT is the disturbance produced by the 
magnetospheric tail currents; and DP is due to ionospheric currents 
predominant over the polar cap.
15
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Since there is always a quiet solar wind, there are always 
DCF and DT contributions from the magnetosphere; these portions are 
included in the Sq field and not the disturbed field. The DCF field 
is generally considered responsible for the "sudden commencement" 
and initial phase of magnetic storms, which Akasofu (1960) and Akasofu 
and Chapman (1963 a,b) pointed out were essentially independent 
of the "main phase" of magnetic storms, which result from the DR 
field. The duration of the DCF or initial phase may vary from 1/2 
hour to about 10 hours, while the DR main phase is typically of 
the order of 10-12 hours in the growth phase, and one or more days 
in the recovery phase.
The DCF and DR contributions to the D field constitute almost 
all the Dgt field at low and middle latitudes, but are dominated 
by the DP fields at high latitudes. The DT (tail) field is apparently 
modified during polar magnetic substorms, and the DP field is dominated 
by the auroral electrojet in auroral regions. The ionospheric currents 
are also enhanced over the daylight equator, because the ionospheric 
conductivity is increased by a polarization which suppresses the 
Hall current there. The polar substorms, concurrent with auroral 
substorms, correspond to "bays" in the magnetic field, which last 
for an hour or so.
2.2.4 A Summary of Solar Terrestrial Relations and Geophysical 
Disturbances
The effects of the various solar emissions at terrestrial observa­
tories are summarized in Table 2.1. The effects not mentioned already 
are designated as follows:
16
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PCA: Polar Cap Absorption (of cosmic rays)
SID: Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (eg. radio fadeout)
The high energy (cosmic ray) particle events are mentioned 
here solely for completeness; they are irrelevant to this discussion.
Table 2.1
Summary of Solar Terrestrial Relations
Source Conditions
Electromagnetic UV ionization and heating
Flares: optical
UV and soft X-rays 
radio
High Energy 
Particles
protons and heavier nuclei 
(1-103 MeV)
Solar Corpuscular Quiet Solar Wind
Flux (Kev protons; ev electrons)
M-Region Streams
Flare Shells
Effect
ionosphere formation 
and heating, atmospheric 
tide and dynamo action, Sq
monochromatic flare
SID
radio bursts of all types
cosmic ray particle increases, 
PCA
Quiet DCF, DR and DT,
Formation of magnetosphere 
and shock. Daily cosmic ray 
variation.
27-day recurrence in DCF, DR, 
DP, aurora, auroral absorption 
of cosmic radio waves, 27-day 
modulation of cosmic rays 
(solar diurnal variation, 
Forbush decrease)
Forbush decrease, auroral 
absorption, aurora, DCF, DR, 
DP.
2.2.5 Micropulsations
The geomagnetic and telluric fields vary with frequencies from 10 
cps to 10 cps, and amplitudes of less than 10 y. These variations
-3
\
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are collectively referred to as micropulsations; their origins 
are evidently complicated. Various classifications have been proposed 
for them, and three observational categories are given in Table 2.2 
this table also includes the-distinctive "pearls" separately.
Symbol
Pc
Pt
Pg
PP
Name
Continuous
Pulsations
Pulsation
trains
Giant
Pulsations
"Pearls"
Table 2.2 
Classification of Micropulsations
Period 
10-60 sec.
Amplitude Duration
0.1 y
40 sec-mins. 0.5 y
(damped)
several
mins.
0.3-4 sec
v  10 y
0.1y -ly 
or more
many hours
10-20 min. 
pulses
1 hour over­
all
1 hr. or 
more
10 min.-10 
hrs. with
in auroral 1-5 min 
zones spacing
Occurrence
morning hours, 
daytime
before midnight, 
often associated 
with magnetic bays
in or near auroral 
zones, morning
all latitudes 
with latitude 
dependent peak
Each of these types has been further subdivided and various 
other classifications have been proposed to take into account the 
geographical distribution or physical causes of the suggested sub­
divisions. Much of this work has been initiated by Troitskaya. 
Comprehensive review articles have been given by Saito (1962), 
Jacobs and Westphal (1963), Troitskaya (1964), Tepley (1966), and 
Wentworth (1966).
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The IAGA (Berkeley, 1963; Jacobs et al, 1964) proposed a classifica­
tion of micropulsations in an attempt to establish some uniformity 
in the vast number of schemes previously used (Matsushita 1963).
This classification is given in Table 2,3.
Table 2.3 
Classification of Micropulsations
19
Regular
Irregular
Terminology Period Range Old Terminology
pc 1 0.2-5 sec PP (pearl)
pc 2 5-10 sec \ Pc
pc 3 10-45 sec /
pc 4 45-150 sec \
Pgpc 5 150-600 sec /
pi 1 1-40 sec auroral and storm 
pulsations
pi 2 40-150 sec Pt
The Pc family of pulsations is thought to be due to poloidal 
and toroidal hydromagnetic waves generated in the magnetosphere 
by the solar corpuscular streams, the effects of which thus travel 
to the lower ionosphere. Here part of the hydromagnetic wave energy 
is expended in generating electric ionospheric currents. The latitude 
distribution of three suggested subgroups (Pc I: 10-40 sec.; Pc
II: 1-2 min.; Pc III (or Pg): 2-7 min.) is consistent with these 
current systems and oscillations, and a relationship is found at 
least between Pc-I and upper atmospheric phenomena. The origin 
of some of these Pc ranges has also been explained in terms of hydro- 
magnetic ionospheric resonances (Field and Grelfinger, 1965).
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The Pt pulsations are likewise thought to originate from either 
hydromagnetic waves developing in the equatorial plane of the night 
magnetosphere, or bursts of particles from the tail. They are closely 
related to high atmospheric phenomena and may be identified with 
poloidal oscillations of the highly asymmetrical magnetospheric 
cavity.
• "Pearl" type micropulsations tend to occur during quiet states 
of the magnetosphere, although some are characteristic of some magnetic 
storms and sudden commencement types of disturbances. They were 
once thought to result from trapped bunches of monoenergetic particles 
bouncing along the field lines of the magnetosphere and drifting 
around the earth. The mirror points would be considerably above 
ionospheric levels and the disturbance would be propagated down 
as hydromagnetic waves. This theory has now been discarded in favor 
of a hydromagnetic wave packet bouncing along a magnetic field line. 
Such waves may be produced by proton beams with certain pitch angle 
anisotropies traveling faster than the Alfven velocity (Cornwall,
1965). These pulsations are probably connected with characteristic 
regular ionospheric changes, and with the electron concentration 
there.
A further type of micropulsation not mentioned in the above 
table is the rapid irregular pulsation (SIP) characterized by periods 
of 6-10 sec., (and probably a part of pi 1), with amplitude maxima 
in the auroral zones on the night side of earth. They show connec­
tions with auroral zone phenomena, especially auroral intensity.
It is thought that SIP s result from an interaction of the
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corpuscular stream with the magnetosphere, which in some way causes 
symmetrical dumping of charged particles (auroral electrons) into 
the polar cap ionospheres, and leads to the development of pulsating 
currents in the lower ionosphere (E-layer). The magnetic field 
variations are observed as SIP s.
Jacobs and Sinno (1960) determined the overhead current systems 
arising with Pc and Pt micropulsations, and a few attempts have 
been made to associate ionospheric electric and magnetic dipole 
fields with micropulsations (Law and Fannin, 1961, Weaver, 1961, 
and Bomke, 1962).
Table 2.4 summarizes the micropulsation relations with other 
geophysical events; it is compiled from Troitskaya (1964); see also 
Saito (1963), and Campbell and Matsushita (1962).
2.3 Terrestial Induction by the Transient Magnetic Fields;
Harmonic analyses of world wide observations indicate internal 
contributions in many components of the transient geomagnetic field. 
These arise from the electric currents induced within the earth 
by the changing magnetic fields. The frequency of the variation 
governs the depth of penetration of these induced fields into the 
earth, and, as the conductivity of the earth is far from uniform, 
the fields will depend on the non-uniformities. We review here some 
of the pertinent points regarding the induced fields.
2.3.1 Long Period Induction and Investigation of the Earth's Interior 
Following Gauss, Schuster (1889) harmonically analyzed the 
Sq data from four stations and discovered that part of the field
21
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Table 2.4
Some Relations Between Geophysical Phenomena and Micropulsations
Type Relationship Exists Between
Pc Pc occurrence frequency and period with Kn; daily
variations of Pc with foF2; Pc occurrence and storms 
with no main phase; Pc-III occurrence with intensifi­
cation of long-period X-ray bursts; Pc-II and Pc-III 
with whistler dispersion.
Pt Occurrence frequency and period with Kp; occurrence with
onsets of magnetic bays. High peak occurrence at auroral 
zones of certain Pt.
Pp Occurrence of most Pp at low Kp; some Pn during SSC and
intense storms; some suggestion exists of Pp occurrence 
with X-ray bursts, solar proton bursts, low latitude 
red aurora, foF2 decrease, auroral form decay, pulsating 
aurorae and ionospheric diffusive spread; sudden large 
amplitude Pp possibly with cosmic noise absorption.
SIP Occurrence with auroral intensity fluctuations, cosmic
noise absorption and PCA, f0F2, X-ray bursts, storm main 
phase, duration with Kp. A polar substorm phenomenon.
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originates within the earth. He surmised that this contribution 
is an induction effect, and deduced that the outer part of the earth 
is relatively non-conducting compared to that at great depths.
Chapman later extended this with more extensive data, and several 
other analyses have since been made.
These were the first attempts to use the daily variations of 
the geomagnetic field to determine the electrical conductivity (and 
hence the composition) of the earth at great depths. Any time- 
varying magnetic field induces an electric field, according to Faraday's 
Law, written in its differential (Maxwell equation) form as:
3B
curl E = - ~  ,-v at * -
In principle it can be used to investigate the internal conductivity. 
Apart from the Sq (and also L) analyses, similar treatments have 
been made for the storm time variation (Dst: time scale 'v days),
bays (^ 1 hour), solar flare effect (sfe ^ 30 min.), and storm sudden 
commencements (ssc ^ minutes). Some attempts have also been made 
to use the much longer variations in the field (e.g. the 27-day 
variation with the solar rotation period) but here instrument instability 
becomes a significant matter to contend with. Rikitake (1966) has 
reviewed some of these investigations; he devoted several chapters 
to the interior conductivity. Earlier work, including the analytical 
procedures, is described in detail by Chapman and Bartels (1940).
The early model of the earth’s interior was a uniformly con­
ducting core surrounded by a concentric non-conducting shell. It
23
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agreed well with the first four harmonics of the periodic Sq and 
L analyses, but such a model could not accurately allow for the 
effect of the highly conducting oceans. Chapman, Price and Lahiri 
used a 3-layer model to interpret the slower aperiodic Dst varia­
tions; they obtained a good fit by taking an initial decrease in 
interior conductivity (after the enhancement by the oceans) with 
a sharp rise at about 800 km depth. MacDonald (1957) and Yukutake
(1959) obtained information about the conductivity at much greater 
depths, using the secular variation originating in disturbances in 
the highly conducting liquid core, and propagated dispersively 
outwards.
2.3.2 Earth Currents
The flow of electric currents in the immediate surface layers 
of the earth is well-known. Apparently it was first observed in 
British telegraph lines in the middle of the 19th century, at times 
of magnetic storms and aurorae. There are perhaps three basic mechanisms 
producing this current flow:
(i) Variations in the geomagnetic field.
(ii) Electrochemical potentials in the ground. These 
may vary seasonally with moisture content, freezing, 
permafrost, etc.
(iii) Artificial origins - induced from overhead lines, 
return currents from ground-earthed installations, 
etc.
24
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We shall concern ourselves only with those arising from geo­
magnetic field variations. From the earliest observations it was 
evident that occurrence of telluric currents was closely associated 
with magnetic disturbances. Various statistical studies were made 
to show the variations with sunspot cycle, 27 day recurrence and 
so on. The daily behavior of the earth-current and magnetic field 
is also very similar. Correlations exist between earth current activity 
and ionospheric phenomena - auroral activity, radio transmission 
through the polar ionosphere and geomagnetic micropulsations. As 
geomagnetic field and ionospheric phenomena show this connection 
with earth-current activity, there is a strong suggestion that the 
currents originate from ionospheric disturbances through induction 
in the earth. When quantitative connections between the earth current 
and magnetic records are attempted, the situation becomes much more 
complicated: however, earth current amplitudes do show a high correla­
tion with the amplitudes of magnetic variations.
Since the penetration of the induced currents depends on both 
frequency and conductivity, the local geological structure affects 
the earth currents. Such effects have been widely studied by geo­
physical prospectors to determine geological structure from earth 
current recordings. A study by Hessler and Wescott (1962) near College, 
Alaska, showed magnitude differences of more than 600% between stations 
a few km apart. The phase differences between orthogonal electric 
and magnetic fields are likewise complicated by the geological and 
physiographical surroundings.
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Ivanov (1951) and Troitskaya (1953 a,b) first studied micropulsa­
tions in earth currents, and noted considerably more detail in the 
earth current records than on the rapid-run magnetograms, Earth 
current recording is an established technique of investigating micropulsa­
tion it has a special advantage in the considerably greater signal- 
to-noise ratio obtainable, and in the relative simplicity of the 
equipment,
2.3.3 The Influence of Currents Induced in a Conducting Ocean on the 
Magnetic Field
Since the ocean is a relatively good conductor, the penetra­
tion of electromagnetic fields into it ie considerably less than into 
land. Thus the ocean shields the lower layers of the earth, especi­
ally for higher frequency magnetic variations (Lamb, 1883), Chapman 
and Whitehead (1923) anticipated considerable shielding of periods 
of even one day, so that the penetration of the Sq variation would 
be seriously influenced by a large ocean. This in turn would affect 
the internal contribution to Sq by induced currents and tend to reduce 
the observed vertical component of So over a large ocean. Rikitake 
(1961 a,b, 1962) pointed out that the effect would be lessened by 
a highly conducting mantle of a few hundred km depth.
Rikitake (1966) found that an ocean 1000 m. deep over the whole 
earth would completely shield the interior from magnetic variations 
with periods less than 1 minute. The conducting mantle would reduce 
the purely oceanic effect in this case also (Rikitake 1961a). Zhigalov
(1960), using observations on a floating ice station on the Arctic
26
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Ocean, concluded that the AZ/AH ratio of fluctuations is severely 
attenuated in deep oceans, and that for periods less than ten minutes 
it becomes almost insignificant at depths of about 3000 m.
The influence of small oceans has been indicated by the work 
of Ashour (1950) in his treatment of induction in a circular disc.
He showed that electric currents in a sea of radius less than 1000 km 
would have a decay time constant of only a few minutes. Hence geo­
magnetic variations of period 1 hour or more would not be greatly 
affected. The influence of a larger deep ocean is likely to be much 
more pronounced.
Rikitake has reviewed the studies so far made on this subject 
(1966, ch. 12). Clearly the electric currents induced in the ocean 
will to some extent affect the transient magnetic fields, especially 
the higher frequency components. However, the presence of the con­
ducting mantle diminishes the ocean effect, and must be taken into 
account, especially at lower frequencies.
2.4 Bibliographic Notes
The literature relating to tho. subjocts discussed so far is enormous 
and we have not attempted reference to original papers. Some of 
the books, review articles, and more comprehensive or pertinent papers 
are here briefly mentioned.
The great classical work on geomagnetism is of course the book 
of that title by Chapman and Bartels (1940, 1962), recently supplemented 
to some extent by Chapman (1964). Another general reference work 
in this field is by ttitra (1948).
27
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Among the more recent books covering various aspects of solar- 
terrestial relations, either broadly or within a specific area, we 
mention Parker (1962b), de Witt et al. (1963), le Galley (1963), 
le Galley and Rosen (1964), Odishaw (1964), Hess (1965), Hines et 
al. (1965), Mackin and Neugebauer (1965), King and Newman (1967) and 
Matsushita and Campbell (1967). Comprehensive review articles in 
addition to those included in some of the above books, are given 
by Obayashi (1959, 1964), Parker (1962 a, 1965), de Jager (1963),
Lust (1963), Akasofu (1963, 1965, 1966 b), Akasofu, Chapman and Meinel 
(1964), Piddington (1964), Ohshio (1964), Hess et al. (1965), Ness 
(1966), and Cole (1966). An exhaustive bibliography of the literature 
between 1958 and 1966 on many aspects of solar-terrestial relations 
has been compiled by Hess and Mead (1966); see also the Jaoanese 
National Report (1967).
The literature on micropulsations is enormous, and we mention 
only the comprehensive reviews by Kato and Watanabe (1957), Saito
(1962), Jacobs and Westphal (1964), Troitskaya (1964), Tepley (1966) 
and Wentworth (1966).
Various aspects of the main field and its secular variation 
have been summarized by Elsasser (1950, 1955), Jacobs (1956), Runcorn 
(1956),Hide (1956), Hide and Roberts (1961), Kern and Vestine (1963), 
Malkus (1963), Rikitake (1966), and Gaskell (1967), in addition to 
Chapman and Bartels (1940). The last two works also review the in­
duction effects of the various magnetic field variations and their 
use in investigating the deep conductivity of the earth.
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The properties of telluric currents have been discussed by Rooney 
(1939) and Chapman and Bartels (1940), and extensively by Cagniard 
(1956). A brief review of later work has been given by Hessler and 
Heacock (1962).
2.5 Geophysical Prospecting
Although we are not directly concerned with the field of applied 
geophysics, much of the work described in the next chapter arose 
in this connection. It is therefore of some interest to delve briefly 
into this sphere of man's study of the Earth's magnetic and electric 
fields.
Obviously a large deposit of magnetic material in the Earth affects 
the local magnetic fields, and, similarly, a deposit with a signifi­
cantly different electrical conductivity affects the telluric currents. 
Field geophysicists use these facts to try to determine the nature 
and location of the deposits.
Three basic techniques employing electric and/or magnetic fields 
are used:
(i) Magnetic Prospecting _
(ii) Electrical Prospecting
(iii) Electromagnetic Prospecting
The first involves the detection of static magnetic field anomalies 
around deposits whose permeability or susceptibility is appreciably 
different from that of their surroundings. The interpretation is 
ambiguous. It is aided by knowledge of the anomalies formed around 
mathematically idealized cases, together with the known geology
29
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of the area. This technique is also used to detect undersea features 
(Bullard and Mason, 1963). Because we are not interested in media 
with large permeability anomalies, this technique will henceforth 
be ignored. A survey of some of the applications up to 1940 is 
given by Chapman and Bartels (1940). The behavior of oscillating 
magnetic fields, rather than static magnetic anomalies, is mentioned 
later.
Electrical prospecting methods fall into two classes, employing 
either introduced electric currents or the naturally varying telluric 
fields. A comprehensive review has been given by Cagniard (1956). 
Although some studies had been carried out early in this century, 
it was Schlumberger who, in the 1920's and 1930's, developed the 
former techniques into a useable field tool. The method requires 
the passage of electric current into the soil through a pair of 
electrodes; the potential distribution is then measured at various 
points of the surface with a second pair of detecting electrodes.
At first, "potential maps" were prepared, but later it was found 
to be more practical to measure the current as well, and deduce 
maps of "apparent resistivity" of the region. This technique was 
developed into electrical "sounding", since the effect of greater 
sub-surface depths becomes more apparent with greater electrode 
separations. Both direct and, more usually, alternating currents 
are used. See Cagniard (1950), Griffiths and King (1965).
In the techniques that use the naturally induced telluric fields, 
the variations of the JE-field in two orthogonal directions are measured 
at two localities. The amplitude ratios are compared at several
30
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frequencies. The ratio of the apparent resistivities may then be 
obtained, assuming that the magnetic field is the same at both stations. 
The method has the advantage over the artificially introduced current 
technique of not requiring long electrode lines or cumbersome electrical 
power supplies, while still being able to penetrate high resistance 
layers. The literature on the subject is very extensive (Cagniard 
1956, Berdichevskii, I960, Fournier, 1966, and Van'yan, 1967).
The electromagnetic methods also fall into two groups depending 
on whether Che fields are artificially introduced. The artificial 
electrical method requires a fairly close electrode separation in 
order to resolve localized regions of anomalous conductivity. To 
circumvent this difficulty alternating magnetic fields are produced 
by a transmitting coil in a low flying aircraft. These induce electric 
currents in the ground, and the resulting magnetic field is recorded.
In 1950 Tikhonov in the USSR, Kato and Kikuchi, and Rikitake 
in Japan all pointed out that the telluric method using the natural 
telluric fields could be augmented * by simultaneously measuring both 
the magnetic and electric fields. None of these papers was developed 
from the point of view of the prospector, but Cagniard (1953 a,b) 
and Tikhonov and Shakhsuvarov (1956) developed the ideas extensively 
into what is now known as the magnetotelluric method. These papers 
are discussed further in §3.2.2. The ratio of orthogonal E and H 
components (the "impedance" - hence the Russian term "impedance method") 
is determined as a function of frequency, enabling the apparent resis­
tivity to be determined (as opposed to the ratio, given by the
31
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telluric method). The technique is now being used to an increasing 
degree, particularly in France and the USSR, (Berdichevskii, 1960, 
1962, Bostick and Smith, 1961, 1962, Fournier, 1966).
Several other methods have been developed as modifications or 
extensions of those described above. A brief review is given by 
Vozoff et al. (1964); see also Yungul (1966)^ .
2.6 Observations of Electromagnetic Fields Near and Over Oceans
Here we consider observations of fields over oceans, remote from 
the shore, and also over both land and sea, close to the shore.
2.6.1 The "Ocean Effect"
The influence of the ocean on the magnetic field at some observa­
tion point depends on the depth and area of the sea, and signifi­
cantly on the frequency (cf. S2.3.3). At high frequencies (where the 
mantle can be disregarded), and for seas of limited size, the curva­
ture of the earth may be neglected and a simple "skin" calculation 
suffices to indicate quantitatively the influence of the ocean (see 
§3.1.8 and Fig. 3.2); thus for oeriods of less than about an hour
•3
(frequency > 10 cps), any induction effect in the observed magnetic 
field is predominantly due to the electric currents induced in the 
ocean.
Perhaps the most elegant way to investigate such ocean effects 
is to establish a station on a floating ice-island, a technique used 
in recent years by a number of workers, particularly in the USSR. 
Zhigalov (1960) examined the magnetic data from such a station in 
the Arctic Ocean and found, in particular, that the short period
32
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variations (£ 10 min) in the vertical magnetic field become less 
evident when the ocean depth exceeds 200 m., and are almost non­
existent over depths of 2500 to 3000 m. He observed a similar, but 
less pronounced, effect in the mean of all frequencies. The H and 
D components were relatively unchanged. He also detected a high 
correlation between the AZ/AH ratio and the ocean depth.
Fonarev (1961 a,b) estimated the telluric currents induced in 
the sea using the Tikhonov-Cagniard theory (see §3.2.2), and (1961c) 
obtained measurements in the Barents sea at a mean depth of 200 m, for 
periods of 1-30 minutes. His telluric current measurements were 
made from a moving ship and no simultaneously recorded magnetic measure­
ments were available. Comparison with shore based magnetic records 
did, however, show a high correlation between the telluric current 
and magnetic H and D variations. He pointed out that this relation­
ship (between ocean telluric and land magnetic fields) is complicated 
by the effect of the coast, and also that the telluric current intensities 
at sea depend greatly on the conductivity of the underlying rock 
[Fig. 2.1 a]. He was not able to determine the expected enhance­
ment of telluric current variations at a given freauency as the ocean 
depth decreases.
Novysh and Fonarev (1963) continued this work from a floating 
ice station in the Arctic Ocean, over ocean depths of 80-260 m. For 
periods of 1-10 minutes, the records of the orthogonal horizontal 
electric and magnetic fields behaved almost identically. The electric 
field components in this period range showed elliptic polarization;
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Fig. 2.1 (a) The ocean effect on telluric currents (Fonarev, 1961c),
( b j (c)
Fig. 2.1 The contribution of the ocean effect to the horizontal 
magnetic field, for different skin depth ratios m, as a 
function of (b) depth h, periods 3-6 min. (c) period /f, 
mean ocean depth 1750 m (except point at 24 hr. where h = 
2700 m). (o represents observational values) (Fonarev and 
. Ivanov, 1966). ,
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it was never linear, but was sometimes nearly circular. The inclina­
tion of the ellipses was widely variable. The impedance (E^/H^ ratio) 
was quite period dependent; it decreased with decreasing frequency, 
and showed a small depth dependence at short periods. The E/H ratio 
was enhanced somewhat at a shallower depth. This observation supports 
Zhigalov's result that magnetic variations with periods of less than 
ten minutes are suppressed over greater depths. Observations over 
a deeper ocean were however necessary to confirm this, as the penetration 
depth is considerably greater than the 260 m maximum depth of these 
observations. The electric currents were in fact measured at depths 
of both 6 m and 200 m and no significant difference was detected.
They calculated that the ocean effect on the horizontal magnetic j
. J
field was 11-14% (130 m depth) and 16-19% (240 m depth) for oeriods i 
of 2-15 minutes, but only 1-2% for diurnal and semidiurnal telluric j  
variations.
Novysh and Fonarev (1966) and Fonarev and Ivanov (1966) continued 
these floating ice-island observations at much greater depths (1100­
4000 m) with simultaneous magnetic and electric field measurements.
They confirmed Zhigalov's (1960) observation that the vertical magnetic 
field variations with periods less than 10 minutes are damped out 
over these depths. Also the trend observed earlier was confirmed - 
the E/H ratio very definitely decreased with increasing depth (see 
Fig. 6.14). It was found however that, while agreement with the 
Cagniard-Tikhonov two-layer theory was good at great depths, this 
was not so at shallower depths; the explanation is probably connected
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with the slope of the sea-bed, and the influence of the deeper water. 
Polarization of the E-field components (10-20 sec period, depth 2200 m) 
varied from linear to circular. However since the writers do not 
indicate the simultaneous H-field polarization, it is not possible 
to distinguish the effects due to induction from those due to the 
source.
In their second paper, the authors use the same observations 
to calculate the contribution to the horizontal magnetic field caused 
by the ocean. They give the results as a variation with depth for 
periods of 3-6 min., and as a variation with / f , over a depth
of 1750 m (Fig. 2.1 b,c). For diurnal and semidiurnal variations 
the contribution is about 10%, but for short periods (< 1 min.) 
it is as much as 50% of the total field. The effect increases with 
the depth of the ocean, to a maximum of 50%.
Similar observations were made by Swift and Hessler (1964) , 
also on an ice-island in the Arctic Ocean. Again the orthogonal 
electric and magnetic records were closely similar, but a compari­
son of the power spectra of the H/E ratios did not indicate any fre­
quency dependence between periods of 1 minute and 1 hour. They suggest 
a possible explanation in terms of source size (Price, 1962). However, 
Fonarev (1961 a,c), Fonarev and Ivanov (1966) have indicated the 
significance of the basement conductivity in such observations, and 
this could be a contributing factor. Swift and Hessler, again like 
Novysh and Fonarev also find agreement with theory (that of Price
(1962), cf. §3.2.3) as to the dependence of the AH/AE ratio on
36
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the ocean denth, at great depths (2300 m.), over a fairly even bottom. 
But they found a large discrepancy at shallower depths (400-450 m.), 
at the edge of a sharp increase in depth. This was probably due 
to the sloping basement.
Hessler (1962) attempted to measure the penetration of the telluric 
currents at a depth of 1370 m; he found no significant difference from 
the surface currents at periods of 2 to 5 mins. This distance is 
considerably less than the skin-depth at these frequencies. He calcu­
lated the contribution to the total magnetic field from the telluric 
currents to be about 30 to 50% at 2250 m depth, but did not state 
the frequency. Results for depths of 400 m indicated about 16% contri­
bution.
Shand (1964) also observed the magnetic field at 6 cps on floating 
ice near Mould Bay, over a depth of 300 m,which corresponds to about 
3 times the skin-depth. He expected the vertical component to be 
almost undetectable, but found it to be significant though small.
The observations were preliminary, aimed at investigating ice-stability, 
and no further analysis was made. Heirtzler (1963, 1965) measured 
the total magnetic field variations at a depth of 306 m under an 
ice-island, over ocean depths of 3050-3300 m, between 70 and 400 
sec. periods. He found an attenuation and phase shift relative to 
the surface field.
Hill and Mason (1962) observed the total magnetic field magnitude 
at longer periods over water of depth 450 to 2200 m. They appear 
to have detected some enhancement of the daily variation. The
37
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observations, however,were complicated by effects which were apparently 
tidal and no frequency analysis was given.
Several attempts have been made to record the existence of vertical 
telluric current components in fresh water media. Vinogradov (1959) 
reported what appear to have been vertical telluric currents in the 
fresh water Lake Baikal, but could not conclude whether the short 
period oscillations in the total field resulted from phase shifts 
with depth, or vice versa.
Fonarev (1963) pointed out that these vertical currents probably 
resulted from conductivity inhomogeneities in the bottom. He cal­
culated the approximate effect of a rectangular lake in producing 
a vertical current, and concluded that a shore effect exists, maximizing 
the vertical current inshore. He quoted results of Vinogradov (1963), 
showing a decrease in vertical electric current with increasing distance 
from the Lake Baikal shore. '
Fonarev (1963) also reported that during strong electromagnetic 
disturbances, weak vertical telluric fields were observed from the 
ice-floe station in the Arctic Ocean, when this was over the sloping 
bottom near the continental shelf edge, at depths of 80 to 260 m.
In contrast, Fonarev and Novysh (1965) and Hessler (1962), in similar 
circumstances but above ocean depths of 1120 to 4006 m and 1370 m 
respectively were unable to detect any vertical components.
A recent investigation (Jones and Geldart, 1967) of vertical 
earth currents on land in eastern Canada, found a great similarity 
with the horizontal fields, and a close relationship between vertical 
telluric fields at locations 160 km apart.
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Thus we may conclude that electric currents induced in the 
ocean appreciably affect the magnetic field, particularly at short 
periods. This may be termed the "ocean effect". For periods of 
less than an hour the major modification to the magnetic field results 
from a pure ocean effect; at longer periods, however, the oceanic 
shielding of the high frequency variations from penetration to the 
mantle breaks down, and induction in the mantle becomes signifi­
cant. In general, over deep oceans the high frequency variations 
in the vertical magnetic component are smoothed out, and the induced 
contribution to the horizontal magnetic field may be as high as 
50%; the effects decrease with increasing ocean depth. The varia­
tions of the vertical magnetic component show a high correlation 
with the bathymetry. The influence of the ocean bed conductivity 
is appreciable, and in regions where the ocean is relatively shallow 
with a changing contour there is some evidence for the existence 
of vertical electric fields. These become less pronounced over 
greater depths. A high correlation between the orthogonal telluric 
and magnetic components is observed, and no particular polariza­
tion of the telluric field is found over great ocean depths, in 
contrast to that found from many land observations. Hessler (1962) 
noticed good correlation with auroral forms, however, based on visual 
observations during recording. Telluric current and active auroral 
arcs were always parallel. Theoretical AE/AH ratios for a uniformly 
deep ocean agree with observations, provided the ocean is deep and 
the floor relatively flat. But observations show large discrepancies 
when applied to the shallower, steeply shelving edge of the con­
tinental shelf.
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We have here dealt with the 'ocean effect'. Similar results 
have come from the many studies by geophysical prospectors of 
magnetotelluric fields in multilayered media based on the papers 
of Cagniard (1953) and Tikhonov and Shakhsuvarov (1956) (see §3.2).
2.6.2 The Effect of a Coastline
Vertical magnetic fields and electric currents are both signifi­
cantly modified by a shelving ocean floor. Close to a shoreline, 
this behavior is usually termed the "coast effect”.
Electromagnetic fields are affected over a very wide range of 
frequencies by large scale irregularities of conductivity such as 
occur at an ocean shore-line. At one extreme are the long-period 
daily variations in the earth's magnetic field; at the other we 
have radio propagation frequencies. We do not consider the latter 
(see, for example, the studies of Wait, 1963, and King and his co­
workers, 1965, 1966a, b, and the bibliographies therein). "Coast effect" 
observations must be considered with respect to the type of varia­
tion.
Two New Zealand workers, Baird (1927), and Skey (1928) (see Lawrie, 
1963), appear to have been among the earliest to investigate the 
coastal influence on magnetic observations. They found preferred 
directions of the disturbance* ratio AD/AZ to incline upwards toward
40
*Lawrie (1963) does not state the disturbance periods which Baird 
and Skey used, and the original papers are not available to me.
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the coast at Amberley, New Zealand and Watheroo, Western Australia. 
Several earlier workers had noted the connections between earth current 
and magnetic field disturbances (Chapman and Bartels, 1940, 513.15), 
and van Bemmelen (1908) suggested that telluric currents in the English 
Channel could account for the oppositely changing AZ variations at 
London and Paris during storm sudden commencements (see Barber, 1946).
Barber reported the results of three separate experiments, in 
an Icelandic fjord, in the Clyde Estuary in Scotland, and in the 
English Channel. These clearly showed that short period (10 sec - 
10 min) variations in the vertical magnetic field at nearby magnetic 
observatories were produced by telluric currents in the confined sea 
configurations. He recommended that magnetic observatories be sited 
well inland to avoid the coast effect.
Rikitake and his co-workers have extensively studied the geomagnetic 
variations in Japan, both theoretically and observationally, from 
about 1951 to date. Summaries of their work are given in his papers 
(Rikitake and Yokoyama, 1955, Rikitake 1959, 1961a, 1964a, 1966).
He has examined bay, ssc, sfe, Sq, and Ds^disturbances, and finds 
greatly enhanced AZ variations, which some writers consider to be 
evidence of a coast effect. For variations of 1 hour or more the 
influence of the mantle becomes significant, and Rikitake has shown 
several times that at these periods the Japan anomaly is more likely 
to result predominantly from an anomalous mantle distribution than 
from the effect of the ocean. He pointed out (Rikitake, 1966, Ch.
19) that several similar anomalies are known in Europe, Canada, USA,
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and Australia at these longer periods, and that many of them seem 
to require anomalous conductivity distributions at great depth to 
explain them. The Japan anomaly is also evident on Sakhalin (Van'yan 
and Marderfel'd, 1966).
Parkinson (1959, 1962a, b, 1964) developed a technique for represen­
ting the direction and magnitude of the tilt of a preferred plane 
of the magneticvector. He applied it to bay-like disturbances 
(half-period 5 minutes to 1 hour) at Australasian observatories.
Rikitake (1966, pp. 239-240) concisely summarized this technique 
and termed the resultant vector plots "Parkinson vectors". Parkinson 
found the magnetic disturbance vectors at coastal stations are always
f,
inclined upwards towards the deepest part of the ocean, while those 
at inland stations tend to be nearly horizontal. At first sight 
this appears to be a good example of the coast effect, but Parkinson 
(1963, 1964), on the basis of a model terrella experiment, concluded 
that a mantle effect was probably involved as well.
Schmucker (1964) observed enhanced AZ variations along the 
Californian coast, diminishing inland, for all periods from 7 1/2 
min to 24 hours. He plotted the Parkinson vectors for bay disturbances 
of 1 hour and found that the coastal vectors always pointed out to 
sea. He concluded that the ocean was responsible for all of the 
anomalies, though he took account of the presence of the mantle.
Lawrie (1965) calculated similar Parkinson vectors for disturbance 
half periods of 1 min, at Apia, (Samoa), and Scott Base (Antarctica) 
and for 1 min, 12 min, 1 hr, and 6 hr half periods at Amberley, New 
Zealand. At the two shorter periods the vectors are oriented seawards
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but the 1 hour vector is rather inconclusively oriented and the 6 
hour vector is oriented directly inland. Undoubtedly the influence of 
the mantle currents is involved here also.
In 1957, while installing the magnetic observatory at Mirny, 
the major USSR Antarctic station for the IGY, Mansurov observed signi­
ficant enhancements of disturbances in the Z and D components on 
the magnetograms. The effect fell off a few km inland from the shore 
or seawards, and the vertical magnetic field variations correlated 
well with the behavior of the ocean telluric currents immediately 
offshore, and strongly parallel to it (Mansurov, 1958, 1959, Sen'ko, 
1958, 1959, Baranskii and Naumenkov, 1959, Rokityanskii, 1963, 
Rokityanskii et al., 1964). Telluric currents measured 10 km out 
to sea were similarly oriented, but were only some 15% of the magnitude 
of those recorded immediately offshore from Mirny. Baranskii and 
Naumenkov reported that the land telluric currents at Oasis station 
are approximately normal to the immediate coastline. Mansurov and 
his colleagues did not investigate the frequency dependence, but 
Rokityanskii quoted later studies referring to the period range 20 
sec to 3 hours. Rokityanskii et al. gave the period of their results 
as 1-120 min. The conductivity ratio at Mirny is between perhaps 
104 and 105, and the ocean floor slopes away very steeply from the 
shoreline, then becomes more gradual.
Duffus et al. (1959) investigated the spatial variation of micro­
pulsations in the geomagnetic field, with periods between about 15 
seconds and 10 minutes. They compared records at a coastal station
43
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with those about 15 km inland, on Vancouver I,, and found an appreci­
able difference at short periods (< 2 min), particularly in the X 
and Z components. The coastal Z component was always greater, the 
difference apparently becoming even more marked at periods < 20 sec.
A factor of 3 to 1 or more was found at 20 sec periods. The X component 
was suppressed at the coastal station by about 70% at 20 sec and 
even more at shorter periods. The Y component showed a slight enhance-* 
ment (20%) at 20 seconds, changing to a slight suppression (to about 
80%) at periods of 5 minutes or more. The X and Y components were 
not resolved relative to the coastline but the writers regarded the 
ocean as contributing to the cause of this behavior.
The investigation was continued (Shand et al., 1959, Duffus et 
al., 1960 a,b) using for comparision a station 950 km inland. At 
periods of 20 seconds the ratio of Z at the coastal site was from 
5 to 1 to 20 to 1 or more. Two coastal stations 7 km apart, facing 
the Juan de Fuca Strait (off southern Vancouver Island) in different 
directions, showed significantly different responses on occasions, 
particularly in X and Z. At the coastal stations a close relation­
ship occurred between the X and Z records.
The coast effect at these micronulsation frequencies was further 
investigated in the area of the Fraser River delta (Western Canada), 
but the study was complicated by shallow mud banks and fresh water 
areas (Christoffel et al., 1961). However, it was concluded that 
the influence of the sea on the Z/H ratio for periods between 10 sec
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and 10 min became insignificant at a distance 10 km inland from the 
shore in this region.
Duffus et al. (1962 b) summarized much of the Canadian work at 
micropulsation frequencies, and determined the spatial coherency 
of these variations. They found that the magnetic field gradients 
are too small to be detected at inland stations over a geologically 
homogeneous terrain (see also Duffus et al., 1962 a), but that, for 
periods between 2 sec and 10 min, the response of the various field 
components is frequency dependent, and influenced considerably by 
local geology. They concluded that an observatory sited at a coastal 
location is unsuitable as a base station for comparisons in the study 
of spatial coherence (and hence sources) of these magnetic fluctua­
tions, because large perturbations can arise from the telluric currents 
induced in the seas.
Lambert and Caner (1965) also studied the coast effect in the 
magnetic field in Western Canada. They considered three separate 
frequency ranges in data at several stations on Vancouver Island 
and the associated mainland: low (6-24 hr); intermediate (20 min-
3 hr); and high (20 sec-10 min). At Tofino, on the west side of 
Vancouver Island, they found a marked enhancement of the vertical 
component in the~high and intermediate frequency ranges, peaking 
between 30 and 60 minutes in the latter case. The field was polarized 
roughly E-W, a direction not strictly normal to the edge of the con­
tinental shelf. However, the orientation at the higher frequency 
end of this range tended more towards perpendicular.
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They concluded that, at periods of less than about 15. minutes, 
enhancement of the vertical magnetic field represented a true coast 
effect, due to the sea-land conductivity change. At periods greater 
than about 1 hour, any apparent "coast" effect was considered due 
to inhomogeneities in the upper mantle, apparently associated with 
the continental shelf. Some agreement with seismic studies was found.
Yoshimatsu (1957) summarized the effects at earth current observa­
tories around the world. He classified three types of topographical 
response:
(i) Coast tyne: the principal direction of the earth currents
generally tends towards the normal to the coastline.
(ii) Promontory type: the earth currents are oriented across 
the peninsula.
(iii) Inland type: the preferred directions of the earth currents 
depend on local topography. There is a trend for them
to be parallel to river valleys or mountain regions.
Redding (1967), in a study of the diurnal variation of the telluric 
currents at Legon, Ghana, near the magnetic equator and 10 km from 
the coast, found their direction to be approximately normal to the 
coast. However, 450 km inland, there was apparently no preferred 
direction. The presence of the equatorial electrojet complicates 
the interpretation (see also. Hutton, 1962). A study by Wescott 
and Hessler (1962) also emphasized the significance of local topo­
graphy on telluric fields in both magnitude and direction.
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Rokityanskii (1961, 1963), and Rokityanskii et al. (1964), discussed 
observations of telluric currents near the Black Sea, on the Crimean 
peninsula. For periods between 10 sec and 60 sec they found a definite 
increase in the amplitude of the telluric currents, as the coast 
was approached. The telluric fields were polarized almost linearly 
along a line approximately normal to the coast. The sea-land conduc­
tivity ratio was estimated as at least 100, but the geological structure 
is complicated.
At a different noint on the Crimean peninsula, a shallow sea, 
shelving very slowly (5 m deep at 300 m, eventually reaching 10 m) 
abutted a homogeneous land mass with the very low conductivity ratio 
of 7 to 1. For all periods from IS sec to 1 hour, it was found that 
the normal telluric field component increased to 15-20% within 1 
km landwards and was 15% smaller 400 m seawards. The tangential 
field did not change more than 10% across the coastline, and the 
polarization was not greatly altered.
The effect of the shelving ocean floor on magnetotelluric observa­
tions has been studied on floating ice-stations over the Arctic Ocean. 
Zhigalov (1960) found a high correlation between the ocean depth and 
the AZ/AH ratio for periods » 10 min, while Fonarev and h is  colleagues 
found the telluric field/magnetic field disturbance ratio was quite 
depth dependent (see S2.6.1). Berdichevskii (1961) used the results 
of magnetotelluric sounding observations over a sloping igneous (non­
conducting) basement in the Dnieper-Don basin to compare with his 
theoretical analysis. The basement depth varies from 500 m to
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2000 m at an angle of 2-3° inclination and the observed telluric 
fields were linearly polarized parallel to the projected line of 
strike. The parallel telluric field component shows a close correla­
tion with the basement depth, in agreement with his theory. He found 
that the phase relation between the telluric field and its asymptotic 
value increased from about -15° to +20° with increasing depth, a 
finding also in good agreement with the theory.
Berdichevskii also reports the results of a survey made in the 
Polish Litovsk depression, by the All-Union Scientific Research Institute 
of Geophysics, to compare the techniques of telluric, magnetotelluric 
and magneto-variational prospecting. The last named method uses 
the horizontal magnetic variations, and they are likewise found to 
depend on the basement depth, which slopes from 400 m to 2100 m.
Similar results were also obtained in Eastern Siberia.
Recently Wescott (1967) made an observational study of magneto­
telluric field variations across a coastal profile at Barrow on the 
Arctic Ocean. Here the sea floor shelves gradually while the adjacent 
land is flat and marshy, with many lakes, and permafrost extends 
to great depths (up to 1500 m). The land conductivity was estimated 
at between 0.1 to 1 mho m \  but the near surface layers probably 
have a much lower value due to the permafrost. Saline impregnated 
layers, with a conductivity approximating that of the ocean, exist 
in the first 30 m depth. The effective ocean-land conductivity ratio 
is probably quite small, in contrast to other stations where the 
coast effect has been studied. He found that, for general disturbances,
<+8
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no significant coast effect occurs in either the vertical or horizontal 
magnetic field components. The electric field on land showed a pre­
ferred direction nearly normal to the shoreline, and this direction was 
maintained offshore at distances of 1-3 km (depth 35 m). This accounts 
for the lack of anomaly in the vertical magnetic field. The linear 
polarization of the telluric field became less marked at greater 
distances inland and was entirely absent 45 km from the coast. A 
decrease in the telluric field response to short period variations 
10 sec) was also found, but this may be due to the higher conduc­
ting surface saline layer, just as in the "ocean" effect. A visual 
analysis of the magnetic records indicated no consistently obvious 
frequency dependence.
Rokityanskii (1963) et al. (1964), gave excellent summaries 
of the effect of a coast for periods in the range 10 sec - several 
hours, based on observations at Mirny and the Crimea. Their inter­
pretation is given in terms of the theoretical calculations of Ponomarev
(1960) and Berdichevskii (1961), who discuss coastlines with a shelving 
floor under various approximations (see Chapter VI). Rokityanskii 
concluded that, in general, all components of the magnetotelluric 
fields will he affected by a coast, with the exception of the magnetic 
field parallel to the shoreline. The normal magnetic component is 
enhanced some 30Z over the asymptotic values near Mirny; it peaks 
slightly to the seawards of the shore (see Fig. 2.2 a,b). The vertical 
magnetic field is also enhanced at the shore line, but falls to about
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Fig. 2.2 The coast effect on the magnetic and electric field components 
• (Rokityanskii, 1963: Rokityanskii et al., 1964).
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85% of its asymptotic value about 1 km offshore, gradually recovering
again at greater distances. The asymptotic values are recovered
at distances of perhaps 8 km offshore and 3 km inland. These results
refer to a period range of 1-120 minutes, with a conductivity ratio
-3 -5between land and sea, in the range 10 to 10 . The sea bed slopes
steeply (from 50 m to 100 m depth within 100 o), becoming more gradual 
at greater distances.
The parallel electric field decreases very sharply by a factor 
of about 6 or 7 to 1 across the coastline, in the period range 20­
60 min. It attains a steady value within about 2 km on either side 
of the coast. The normal electric field is sharply enhanced above 
its asymptotic (far inland) value immediately to the landward side, 
and is depressed somewhat below its oceanic asymptote just to sea­
wards of the shoreline.
The penetration depths in the land and sea media are greatly
4
different, (100 to 1 for conductivity ratio of 10 ), being larger 
in the relatively non-conducting land. It is perhaps surprising, 
therefore to find the field perturbations penetrating further on 
the ocean side of the coast. However, it should be remembered that 
the oceanic observations are complicated by the relatively shallow 
sea (400 m at 10 km) with a sloping bed,
2 2 2The frequency responses of Z/H (where H = + H^) and E^/H^,
at points 50 m landwards and 100 m oceanwards, are reproduced from 
Rokityanskii (1963) in Fig. 2.2c. For comparison the asymptotic 
response of the ocean (two parallel layers) is given in the second
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case. It can be seen that the parallel telluric field falls off 
appreciably at both high and low frequencies.
2.6.3 The Island Effect
Since a large portion of the earth's surface is ocean covered, 
the need for island magnetic observatories is obvious. Nevertheless, 
the results described in the previous section cause some suspicion 
about records from islands, especially at shorter periods.
Parkinson (1962b) (see Rikitake 1966, ch. 17) investigated the 
AZ/AH ratio at seven island observatories and found it - 0.1 at 
S. Miguel (Azores), Guam, and Apia (Samoa). However, at the others - 
Honolulu (Hawaiian Is,), Koror (Caroline Is.), Heard I. and Macquarie 
I, - he sometimes found it relatively large (£ 0.5). As the last 
three are in either equatorial or auroral electrojet regions, a source 
effect is undoubtedly involved. In the Hawaiian case this is not 
so, although there may be a mantle inhomogeneity as suggested by 
Parkinson.
Mason (1963a) examined the AZ variation at seven points on Oahu 
in the Hawaiian Is. and found large differences in stations only 
20 km apart. A complete reversal in sign occurred for periods of 
1 hour or less, and there was a 30° phase-difference in Sq. Small 
effects were also noticed on the horizontal component records. He 
concluded that the effects were caused by induced electric currents 
flowing around the island and suggested that island observatories 
should be centrally located.
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Mason (1963 b,c) reported similar effects on Christmas i 
and on Palmyra, Fanning and Jarvis Is. in the Line is., all equator­
ial stations. Possibly some of this behavior may be explained by
fluctuations in the location of the equatorial electrojet, as it 
is suspected to change by more than 100 km from day to day (Osborne, 
1962). At Christinas I., AZ observations made at eight points changed 
by a factor of 5 or more in amplitude and 180° in phase from the 
values in the absence of the island, at periods of < 1 hour. A second 
order effect (a few percent) may also occur in the horizontal com­
ponent. The 24 hour daily variation (Sq) showed phase differences 
of up to 70°. Mason also considered these AZ anomalies as due to
the diversion of induced electric currents in the ocean around the
island.
The short period magnetic disturbance vectors on several islands 
(see Parkinson 1962a, Lawrie 1965) are oriented upwards towards the 
ocean, in a way similar to those on continental coasts.
Swift and Wescott (1964) noticed that the telluric field at 
Macquarie I. was linearly polarized to a very high degree, and that 
its magnitude was increased tenfold over that observed elsewhere.
The recording station is situated on a 250 m wide peninsula extending 
rather less than 2 km from the northern extremity of the 32 km long,
5 km wide island. The direction of polarization of the telluric 
field was normal to this peninsula. Good correlation exists between 
the telluric field and the orthogonally resolved magnetic field com­
ponent, particularly for periods of 15 to 30 min. They considered
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the presence of the island to have comparatively little effect on 
the frequency response, relative to the oceanic magnetic and electric 
fields (the surrounding ocean being some 3500 m or more in depth).
The behavior of the telluric field was explained in terms of steady 
state current flow around a non-conducting island.
2.6.A The Possible Effect of a Coastline on the Aurora
A coastal conductivity change of sufficient contrast causes 
a noticeable change in the magnetic and telluric fields. It is con­
ceivable, therefore, that other geophysical phenomena may also be 
influenced by a coastline.
In 1961, two Russian workers published studies of the aurora 
in the Arctic (based on IGY data) in which a "coast effect" was noted. 
Nadubovich (1961) and Duma (1961) investigated homogeneous and rayed 
arcs in the Tiksi Bay area of Siberia, and noticed a tendency for 
the arcs to take the shape of the coastline for brief periods. This 
tendency had apparently been suggested much earlier by the explorer 
Wrangel (see Nadubovich, 1963). Nadubovich (1963) extended his observa­
tions by analyzing early auroral records. He found the frequency 
of occurrence of aurorae increased by about 10% over a coastline 
but an individual auroral form tended to orientate itself along a 
coastline for only a brief period - some tens of seconds. He con­
cluded that sharply curved coastlines can possibly produce sharply 
curved auroral forms. Ponomarev and Rudenko (1963) studied various 
auroral forms in the Tiksi Bay area, and supported these observa­
tions. They concluded that the properties of the underlying
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surface did seem to influence certain auroral forms and their develop­
ment, particularly weak homogeneous arcs, Samsonov and Zaretskii
(1963) also noted a possible effect on rayed forms by the Novosibirskiye 
Is,, North of the Lena delta.
All of the above investigators studied the variation of the 
location of auroral forms near a coastline. Andriyenko (1965 a,b)^ 
studied the height of the lower border of auroral arcs, with regard 
to a coastline. He again (1965a) used the Tiksi Bay records, for 
1963 and 1964, and divided the data into two groups according to 
whether the height was 1 110 km or >110 km. This criterion was picked 
because a relative minimum occurs at 110 km in the height distri­
bution of lower borders at Tiksi Bay. The height of the arcs falling 
in the second group showed no dependence on position relative to 
the coastline, but those with heights - 110 km showed a distinct 
decrease in height with distance inland. The heights decreased linearly 
from approximately 110 km within the first 10 km out to sea, to about 
100 km at some 25-30 km inland. Only one of the arcs measured actually 
followed the coastline, although it was typical of the first group.
In the (1965b) paper the height determinations of Vegard in 
Northern Norway in 1913-1914 were similarly analyzed. The lower 
borders of aurorae over shallow water tended to be lower than those 
elsewhere, but the complicated fjord-river coastline and the orienta­
tion of the auroral zone prevented any conclusion as to the existence 
of a coast effect. However, there was a minimum in auroral height
*1 thank Mr. J. Boyd for drawing my attention to Andriyenko's papers.
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at the effective coastline defined by Andriyenko. The "shallow water 
effect" was located some 100 km from the auroral zone, and he considered 
it to be real. It thus appears that there is some dependence of 
auroral height as well as position on the ground conductivity, particu­
larly over oceans.
During his observations of the magnetotelluric field on an ice- 
island in the Arctic Ocean, Hessler (1962) also noted that active 
arcs with rapid longitudinal structural motion were aligned parallel 
to the telluric ocean currents. Swift and Hessler (1964) estimated 
that the scale size of the inducing field responsible for similar 
currents would have to be greater than 100 km in order to reach the 
ground without too great attenuation. Thus the tendency noted by 
the Russian observers may be connected with the enhanced electric 
current flow in the sea parallel to the coast, as was so clearly 
observed by Mansurov.
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CHAPTER III
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND THEORETICAL TREATMENTS OF 
SHORT PERIOD INDUCTION
In this chapter, we will discuss the theoretical analyses of 
the effect of an ocean on the magnetic and telluric fields. A number 
of fundamental concepts are first outlined, with appropriate emphasis 
to establish a background for the later chapters.
3.1 Some Basic Concepts in Electromagnetic Theory as Applied to 
Interface Phenomena.
The contents of this section may be found in far more elaborate 
detail in any good text on electromagnetic theory - for Instance, 
Stratton (1941), Sommerfeld (1948, 1952), Sroythe (1950), Landau and 
Lifschitz (1959, 1960), Panofsky and Phillips (1955), Jackson (1962), 
Tralli (1963), Schelkunoff (1963), Clemmow (1966). Giorgi MKSQ 
rationalized units are used throughout, and time dependence is taken 
in the form e
3.1.1 Maxwell’s Equations and Interface Conditions
In differential form, Maxwell's equations are written
3D
curl H = J + -rr ; div B = 0% *v dt r\j
(3.1)
curl E = - —  ; div D = px 3t ^
where p., ^ represent the free charge and current density. The field 
vectors JJ, JJ, and | are related in an isotropic medium by:
57
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B = p H ; D = e E • J = a E
'u *b % ' % %
Here p, e, and a are respectively the permeability, permittivity
and conductivity of the medium. We will assume that we always- deal with 
non-permeable media so that the permeability p = p^. This is true 
within 1% for most rocks and soils (Kato, 1938, 1940, 1941). We 
have
-2
W. e = c. o o
where c is the velocity of light. The free space values of pQ and
e are: 
o
Application of Maxifell's equations to an elementary section 
of an interface between two media yields the following conditions 
on the fields there:
o
n
e ^ 10 / 36 it farad m
o ^
: always continuous
H
tangential:
continuous in the absence 
of free surface currents; 
otherwise the difference 
[Ht3® free surface-current 
line density.
D
normal *
: continuous in the absence of
free charge; otherwise [D ] = 
free charge surface-densi£y.
Under steady state conditions we have
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so that J , is continuous across an interface. This is not necess- normal
arily true in time variant systems, since, in the presence of a changing
charge density og:
J . = - 3o /3t.
normal s
3.1.2 Low Frequency Condition
We are not interested in high frequencies (radio waves). We
may therefore neglect the displacement current term in Maxwell's
equations, in comparison with the conduction current, provided we
are dealing with a conductor. For harmonic time dependence e iu>t
of the fields, this is equivalent to assuming;
» «  -  (3.2)
e
and to neglecting the presence of free charges.
Certain metamorphic rocks, such as marble, have conductivities 
-8 —1as low as 10 mho. m. while some granites have conductivities 
of 10  ^mho. m. However most sedimentary, metamorphic and igneous 
materials, as well as earth, have conductivities greater than 10 ^ 
mho. ra.~* (Hodgman, 1963). The conductivity of sea water is with­
in 1 to 5 mho. m. * (Thomas et al., 1934). Examples of conductivity 
and permittivity for various media are listed in Table 3.1. Since 
the values of the permittivity are rarely more than ten times cq , 
the neglect of displacement currents for angular freauencles w << 100 
cps. is certainly valid even at these extremes, and in most media 
will be valid for w << 10^ cps (see also §3.2.3, eq. 3.17).
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Table 3,1
Some Values of Conductivity and Relative Permittivity for 
Common Natural Terrestrial Media
Medium Conductivity
mho.m.-1
Medium Relative , 
Permittivitye 1 = e / e -
Sea Mater 
Fresh Water
1 - 5
-2 -310 -  10 J Fresh water 78-81
Igneous Rock 
Granite 
Basalt (lava) 
Quartz
Metamorphic Rock 
Marble 
Mica Schist 
Shale
10" ?  -  10~1 
10"4 -  10'5
i-4< 10‘
10-* - 10*8 
10i „
10 -  10“3
Quartz
Marble
Mica
Slate
Sulphur
Diamond
Asphalt
Calcite
Dolomite
4.7-5.1 
8.3
5.6-6.0
6.6-7.4
4.0-4.2 
16.5
2.78 .0- 8.56 . 8- 8.0
Sedimentary Rock 
Limestone 
Sandstone
Unconsolidated
Clay
Gravel
(silt, sand, river 
gravel)
Silt
Permafrost-impreg­
nated silt2
10“ 2 - 10
10_1 - 10
10“ 2 - 10
10” 3
10-3 - 10
10“ 2 - 10‘
-3
-3
10"2 - 10"4 
10"2 - 10"3
1. All values adapted from 
Hodgman (1963) except those 
marked: 2 and 3.
2. Adapted from Wescott (1960)
3. Adapted from Stratton 
(1941) and Hodgman (1963).
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3.1.3 Static Cases -
In the steady state limit when the fields are not varying with 
time, Maxwell’s equations (3.1) reduce to
curl H = J ; curl E = 0
(a) Electric Field:
The electric field is therefore derivable from a scalar potential $
I  = -
In the absence of free charge, this potential is a solution of Laplace's 
equation
V2 4> = 0
Solutions of this equation under various boundary conditions 
have been investigated extensively, and in two-dimensional applica­
tions confortnal mapping may be used. Geophysical prospectors have 
employed this technique in investigating telluric current flow around 
non-conducting obstacles of various kinds (cf. S3.3.3).
The conjugate function to the potential leads to the concept 
of current function, originally introduced by Maxwell. This is a 
representation of the current flow-lines, as distinct from the equipo- 
tential surfaces. It has been employed by Ashour, Rikitake, Fonarev, 
and others, in their discussions of the electric and magnetic fields 
around islands and in ocean basins. The current function (often 
written V) is analogous to the stream function of hydrodynamics: 
it is defined as the current flowing across any line joining two 
points. The conjugate functions $ and T/o are related by the Cauchy- 
Riemann equations:
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. i i . . i  ai
3x a ay ’ ay o gx
It is often more convenient mathematically to use the current function 
¥ (or stream function) rather than the potential function $, since 
boundary conditions designate a value for ¥ itself, instead of the 
derivative of the potential 3$/3n, in a direction normal to the boundary.
(b) Magnetic Field:
In a non-conducting medium, the conduction current ^ is zero, 
and the magnetic field may be described analogously by a magnetic 
potential usually written also a solution of Laplace's equation.
Then:
H * -TO
Chapman and Price (1930), Lahiri and Price (1939), Rikitake 
(1950 a,b,c, 1951) and many others used this concept in their spherical 
harmonic investigations of the conductivity of the earth's deep interior. 
Price (1950), Ashour and Price (1948), and Ashour and Chapman (1965), 
also employed the idea of magnetic potential in the non-conducting 
atmosphere below the ionosphere, to determine the magnetic field 
resulting from current sheets. However, Nishida (1962, 1964), and 
Weaver (1963b) have pointed out the dangers of neglecting the displace­
ment current in such situations (see §3.2.3).
The principle in the second application above is to calculate 
the current function for the steady state current flow in a thin 
sheet, and relate it, through Maxwell’s relations, to the magnetic 
fields on either side of the sheet. A boundary condition is obtained
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from the connection between the current function in the sheet and 
the magnetic potential in the neutral medium immediately over 
it
fi * bV 
o '
With this boundary condition, Laplace's equation may be solved to 
give $2 in the non-conducting region over the sheet.
3.1.4 General Wave Case
In the time dependent case (taken as e la)t), Maxwell's equations
(3.1) reduce to
72 H + iup (a - iwe) H = 0 
-v o ^
2
7 E + imp (o ~ iu»e) E * 0 % o
However, as we neglect the displacement current in comparison with 
the conduction current, the field vectors JE and H are solutions of 
the complex vector Helmholtz equation:
(72 + in2) F = 0 (3.3)'V
2
where n = Po<*J0 (3.4)
The magnetic vector potential £ is defined by 1J = curl so 
that, for the electric field, Maxwell's relation gives:
I  " -7$ ’ ^  = +
The first (frequency independent) term is the static solution. The 
frequency dependence at low frequencies thus appears as an additive 
"perturbation" to the static solution.
63
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3.1.5 Plane Waves and Polarization
In a sourceless non-conducting medium, Maxwell's equations are 
homogeneous aid the individual cartesian components of JS and J3 
satisfy the wave equation:
(72 - —  — ) F = 0 
W Jt2 1
Separation of variables in the cartesian system leads to the plane- 
wave solutions:
i(k.r - mt) .
F. (k,w) * F e ; — = /uTj jo o>
with the general solution integrated over k and to, The simple harmonic, 
uni-directional vector solutions for the fields are then
64
i(k.r - mt)
n - i o „  ^ ^B - e B e
I. 1.2 o
The solenoidal nature of the sourceless jE and B fields in a homogeneous 
medium requires (£ t0 mutually orthogonal, and a trans­
verse wave is specified, with
B = -  k x E\  U)
The propagation constant k in a conducting medium is defined by
k^ = + ipou) (3.5)
and under the low frequency or "good conductor" approximation implied 
by (3.2), only the second term is significant. Thus
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k = ipoow (3.6)
in the conductors we deal with here.
To allow for non-linear polarization, the general form of a 
plane wave may be written (using the |j vector):
? ' <*1 E1 + fc V  " <3'7)
In general, the E^ and are complex and the polarization is elliptic. 
If and E£ are in phase, the wave is linearly polarized; if they 
are of equal magnitude but 90° out of phase (E^  = t i E^) the wave 
is circularly polarized, left or right handedly.
The determination of the polarization characteristics of an 
arbitrarily polarized wave is described in more detail in App. 1.
3.1.6 The Impedance Concept
From an analogy with transmission line behavior, Schelkunoff, 
Stratton and others devised the concept of "intrinsic impedance" 
for plane wave propagation (Stratton, 1941). It is defined by the 
ratio
Z * E /H = - E /H 
x y y x
the sign being defined by the coordinate orientation and the require­
ment that H x }£ and £ be directed.in the same sense. The boundary 
conditions on H and E require the impedance to be continuous across 
an interface; its value there is termed the "surface impedance".
The concept of impedance is used extensively by geophysical 
prospectors, particularly in Russia. Care must be taken with
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anisotropic media, since the condition that and H are orthogonal 
is no longer necessarily true. The same applies under certain source 
conditions (Price 1962),
3.1.7 Reflection and Refraction of a Plane Wave at a Plane Interface 
Consider a low frequency plane wave in a double layered medium. 
Suppose the wave impinges normally at z = 0 on a medium of conductivity 
o ,^ depth h which is underlain by another conducting medium of con­
ductivity and infinite depth. If the z-axis is taken vertically 
downwards, and the incident wave is specified by (Eo , Hq) then (Stratton 
1941) the total fields at the surface z = 0 are given by
66
z=0 “ VE Eo
H z=0 - ”VH Eo
The coefficients are
= 2
2ik^h
/D
H
= 2
2ik,h
(1+V  - “ ‘ V  * I/ZXD
D = (1+Z ) (1+Z ) + (1-Z ) (1-Z ) e
ol 12 ol 12
2ikjh
Here Z = Z /Z. = k /k ol o 1 1 o
z12= y z 2 -  k2/kl
where Z^  specifies the impedance of the j**1 medium (j = 0 referring 
to the atmosphere z < 0) and k^  represents the propagation constant
in that medium.
E
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Under the approximation made in §3.1.2, relation (3.6) applies
and the two media may both be considered "good conductors" at low
frequencies. Then the propagation constants may be written:
k = w/c 
o
i.e., the magnetic field at the surface of the upper layer is indepen­
dent of the underground conductivity structure, at least if it is 
horizontally layered.
Weaver (1963 a) similarly deduced this important point for 
a single layered homogenous medium where the above coefficients 
reduce to
with Zol » 1
The second coefficient above reduces to
v
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Again, becomes independent of the conductivity under the 
good conductor approximation ^ < < 11^ 1.
The essential constancy of the horizontal magnetic field at 
the surface implies that there are no vertical electric field com­
ponents (or currents) near the surface. Such a condition would 
be expected when horizontal layering is involved, but would not 
be expected to hold up over a sloping bedding-plane or sea-bed.
In fact, vertical telluric currents have been observed under just 
these conditions in relatively shallow lakes and seas (§2 .6.1).
3.1.8 Skin Depth
Since the JS and H waves are proportional to the factor e ,
then, under conditions (3.2) for a good conductor where k % /iu)pQo , 
there will be an exponential damping of the wave by a factor e r^ ,
The parameter 6 has the dimensions of length and is called the skin- 
depth, it represents the spatial rate of decay of an electromagnetic 
wave within a conductor.
In many applications it is a nuisance to include the 2 in relation
(3.8). The physical behavior is governed by the term
and in this work we use p rather than 6. We call the parameter r, 
the "penetration depth".
where
(3.8)
n * /y oxj * JT/ 6 (3.9)
-I
o
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In Fig. 3.1, values of n \  or D, are given in km for various 
values of the product fo. In particular the penetration depths 
for an ocean of conductivity 3 mho m * are shown for the relevant 
frequencies.
Relation (3.8) is based on the solution of the diffusion equation 
(3.3) under the assumptions that the medium is a homogeneous half­
space and that the induced currents are uniformly distributed in 
any horizontal plane. Price (1950, 1962, 1965, see also McCann 
and Price, 1965) has considered the modification to this type of 
decay when these assumptions arc relaxed. He finds that the penetra­
tion x?ill be reduced. The horizontal magnetic component attenuates 
more rapidly, for instance, in an ocean of finite depth, than do the 
similarly behaving vertical component and the induced currents.
The more rapid decay results from the interaction of the multiply 
reflected waves at the surface and basement interfaces. This effect 
diminishes as the depth becomes greater and the E, H, and Z fields 
attenuate similarly.
Price's work is discussed in §3.2.3.
3,1.9 A Plane Wave at Non-normal Incidence
We have assumed that the incoming plane wave impinged normally 
on the surface under consideration. This is not very realistic, 
but it turns out that the angle of incidence is not usually a very 
significant parameter as far as the refracted wave is concerned.
69
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for [cps. mho. m"1]
-l ,.. . , - h
o
Fig. 3.1 Penetration depth D = p = (Po^) as a function of (fa), with the specific 
frequency dependence f, for the ocean, assuming a = 3  mho. m.”-^.
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To see this, consider Snell's law of refraction for electro­
magnetic waves in conductive media. If 6 , kQ represent the vertical 
incident angle and propagation constant in air, and 8^, repre­
sent the complex refracted angle and complex propagation constant 
in the ground, then
k
sin 6 = -—  sin 0 
1 kj o
For a good conductor the true angle of refraction (defined for 
the normal to the planes of constant phase) is given approximately 
(Stratton, 1941, 19.8) by
Since *'< lO”** farad m”\  while a £ 10”® mho nf* (usually several
factors of 10 greater), the refracted angle differs insignificantly 
from the vertical under most conditions, even at grazing incidence.
Thus the refracted wave within the sea or land can be treated 
as propagating normally downward from the surface even if there are 
plane waves incident at a variety of angles. Zn other words, the 
medium "sees" the incoming waves as essentially normal to the surface. 
However, the reflected airwave depends on the angle of incidence, 
and the surface values of the fields are governed by the continuity 
relations between the internal and external fields. Since the external 
field (incident, reflected, and return wave refractions into the 
atmosphere) will be dependent on the incident angle, there may in 
fact be a dependence of the surface field on this angle.
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This point seems to have been overlooked until Dosso and Lokken
(1961) and Dosso (1962, 1965) made some calculations for single,
double, and triple-layered plane media. They found that only the
magnetic field in the plane of incidence and the electric field
normal to the olane are independent of the angle. The orthogonal
horizontal components both peak at normal incidence, falling to
zero at grazing incidence. The vertical H component peaks betweenz
45° and 60° incidence. Usually the fields are dependent on fre­
quency and conductivity.
3.2 The Cagniard-Tikhonov Problem: The Plane-Layered Half-Space
3.2.1 Possible Approaches
The most extensively investigated magnetotelluric problem is 
probably that in which several layers of differently conducting 
rock formations lie in horizontal strata. This is perhaps the simplest 
case to handle mathematically, and is also of great importance to 
the geophysical prospector, since it provides the "first approxi­
mation" to h is analysis of the underlying strata.
Some assumption must be made concerning the source of the electro­
magnetic radiation incident on the earth, and the assumption has 
caused considerable argument in the literature. Three possible 
cases have been considered:
(i) Plane-waves, resulting from sources of dimensions 
considerably larger than those with which the 
observer is concerned;
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(ii) Line current sources, such as occur, for instance, 
near the auroral or equatorial electrojets;
(iii) Dipole sources, of very localized nature.
We will be concerned with the first of these but the other cases 
are mentioned in S3.2.4. We note three books which are devoted 
to the study of wave propagation in stratified media, and which 
include some aspects of the studies described below: Brekhovskikh 
(1957, 1960), Wait (1962 b) and Banos (1965).
3.2,2 The Plane Wave Treatment
Magnetotelluric theory is basically a study of the relation­
ship between variations in the horizontal components of the electric 
and magnetic fields at the earth's surface, and its bearing on the 
surrounding terrain. Tikhonov (1950) realized this connection and 
showed that at low frequencies (i.e. the time derivative of 
the H^-component) is proportional to the orthogonal telluric component 
, a fact already known experimentally. He pointed out that knowledge 
of the coefficient of proportionality allows determination of the 
depth of the upper conductive layer of the earth’s crust, while 
further knowledge of the phase relation would determine the conduc­
tivity. His work was later extended, and used with field data, 
by Tikhonov and Lipskaya (1952) and Lipskaya (1953), in connection 
with two-layered media.
Kato and Kikuchi (1950 a,b; see also Kato and Yokoto, 1953), 
realized that departures from 45° of the phase relation between 
the magnetic and electric field could be explained by treating
73
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the medium as double-layered. Like Tikhonov, they examined the 
conductivity of the earth's crust at considerable depths. Rikitake 
(1950 a,b,c; 1951 a,b,c) also realized the connection between the 
fields and the electrical properties of the earth's crust.
All of these writers were concerned with the study of the earth's 
interior. However,Cagniard (1953 a,b) published the results of 
his extensive work in applying the theory to geophysical prospecting 
over plane multi-layered media, and together with the Russian counter­
part to his paper by Tikhonov and Shakhsuvarov (1956), triggered 
off an enormous number of both experimental and theoretical investi­
gations. The technique is now well established in various forms, 
oarticularly in Russia and France.
The subject was further extended and generalized by Lipskaya
and Troitskaya (1955) and Sheinman (1958), and comprehensive summaries
of the theory have been given by Berdichevskii and Bryunelll (1959),
Berdichevskii (1960), and Wait (1962a). All of these investigations
assumed plane wave incident on a plane stratified earth. Scholte
and Veldkamp (1955) studied the influence of the earth's curvature
and concluded that it would not affect the E/H ratios greatly, although
this was not true for the H /H ratio. Wait (1962a) and Srivastava
2
(1965 b, 1966) reached similar conclusions.
Bondarenko (1953 a,b) showed that the induced earth currents 
could cause phase effects in magnetic micropulsations.
The investigations in applied geophysics have all been concerned 
with determining the surface impedance of the magnetotelluric fields,
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(see §3.1,6). The impedance of a two-layered medium, with an upper 
layer of conductivity o^, and depth h, and a lower infinitely deep 
layer of conductivity O2 is:
75
-v 1 + e tanh n,h
Z = - i =  V - ^ 2 - . ---------------- —  (3.10)
H * 0 /»— .'
j 1 e + tanh /-i r^h
Here the time dependence is taken as e ; e = /o^To^, the skin 
depth ratio; and ® / [ T o , the parameter discussed in §3.1.8.
For a homogeneous single-layered earth (e = 1), relation (3.10) 
yields the well-known relation:
E . /-in w
Hj - V - 5 2- (3.11)
There is a 45° phase difference between the magnetic and telluric 
vectors, and an inverse dependence of E on /fa". (Note that, if low 
frequencies are considered, we recover Tikhonov's (1950) result 
for a relatively shallow, highly conducting upper layer, by allowing 
-*• o. Then Z varies as T \ )
A frequency and layer dependent "apparent resistivity" is then 
defined (in mks units) by
p = M -  x * 0.2T J212 
A 2iruo
where the units used in the later relation are E (mV/Km), H(y), T(sec), 
PA(ohm.m). Curves depicting the variation of apparent resistivity 
for various numbers of strata have been drawn up to assist in analysis 
of observational data (Cagniard, 1953; Berdichevskii, 1960; Wait, _ 
1962 a). Similar curves for the phase behavior of Z are also given.
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Many experimental studies of this method have been made (Niblett 
and Sayn-Wittgenstein, (1960); Vladimirov, (1960); Vladimirov and 
Kolmakov, (1960); Valdimirov et al, (1961 a,b); Bostick and Smith,
(1961); Smith et al, (1961); Berdichevskii et al (1962); Srivastava 
et al, (1963); Srivastava and Jacobs, (1964)). Cagniard, in his 
1953 papers, discussed the law of similitude in the interpretation 
of his curves and Rankin et al (1965), and Dosso (1966a) applied 
this to scale models. Model experiments for other geometries have 
also been made by Wescott and Hessler (1962) and Dosso (1966 d,f), 
(see S3.4).
Geophysical prospectors confine their studies to the electric 
fields within the earth. Duffus, Shand and their co-workers in 
Canada (see S2.6.2) considered the effect of a major conductivity 
change (notably the Pacific Ocean) on micropulsations in the magnetic 
field. Their results led Dosso and Lokken (1961) to study the 
magnetic field over a stratified-layer model similar to that of 
Cagniard. They assumed a simple conducting half-space and investi­
gated the behavior of the field with angle of incidence and conduc­
tivity, as well as with the geological parameters e and u, and the 
polarization of the incoming wave. They particularly investigated
the ratio of vertical (|H |) to total horizontal (|H J + |H | )'2z x y
—3 6
fields, for frequencies between 10 and 10 cps., concentrating
on the range 0.02 to 40 cps. They noted a dependence on the angle
of incidence in the H and H components peaking between 45° andz y
60° for H . Here H represents the component in the plane of 
z y
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incidence. The response of the vertical component was also quite
sensitive to conductivity and frequency. The component (normal
to the plane of incidence), however, was constant with frequency,
conductivity, and angle of incidence. Both horizontal components
showed frequency and conductivity dependence at frequencies greater 
3
than 10 cps.
They noted that, at 1 cps, the computed ratio (R) of vertical
_3
to horizontal magnetic fields was about Id of the ratios observed 
over land. However, their results showed that source direc­
tion, conductivity, and polarization of the incident wave are all 
highly significant factors at any particular frequency.
Dosso (1962) extended this study to a two-layered, plane earth, 
and concluded that, in addition to these factors, layer depth and 
conductivities are also highly significant in determining the behavior 
of the vertical magnetic field component. Amplitude, phase and 
frequency response are all affected, but he found no better agree­
ment with observations, perhaps not surprisingly in view of the 
number of sensitive parameters involved. He pointed out that better 
agreement might be obtained with measurements over the sea, since 
it is a far more homogeneous medium,
Dosso (1965) made a further extension to a three-layered medium, 
including a calculation of the electric fields, and in (1966 b,c) 
extended the treatment to multi-layered media, again including the 
electric field.
77
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3.2.3 The Source Controversy
Suppose we have a localized source of electromagnetic radia­
tion, the source scale size being much smaller than the wave length 
A of the emission. The positions (r) of an observer may be classified 
into three zones, depending on his location relative to the source:
(i) Near (static) zone: r «  A; the observer is rela­
tively near the source. In this region the fields 
are quasi-static, changing harmonically with time, 
but otherwise essentially satisfying the conditions 
of static electric and magnetic theory.
(ii) Intermediate (induction) zone: r ^ A; the observer
is a wave-length or so from the source.
(iii) Far (radiation) zone: r »  A; the observer is 
remote from the source. The fields are transverse 
to the direction of prorogation and behave as 
outgoing spherical waves.
For periods greater than about 10 sec the surface of the earth 
is certainly in the near field region for a localized ionospheric 
source and many studies of the geomagnetic field variations use 
the static field approximations (Price 1950, Ashour 1950, 1965 
a,b, Ashour and Chapman, 1965). Likewise a large number of the "library" 
examples in telluric current prospecting have been computed using 
the greatly simplified mathematics of the two-dimensional static 
cases (see, for instance, Kunetz and Chastenet de Gery, 1956, 1961; 
Berdichevskii, 1960).
78
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However, in general the electromagnetic fields are solutions 
of the complex Helmholtz equation (3.3); the static assumption reduces 
this to Laplace's equation, under the condition that
2
L u aw «  1 (3.12)
o
(here L is a scale distance for the problem involved). This will 
not be true at, for instance, micropulsation frequencies, with the 
conductivities of most terrestrial media (Table 3.1).
Cagniard, Tikhonov and their colleagues assumed that plane waves 
were normally incident on a plane earth,'thus requiring the source 
to be of very great dimensions. Cagniard (1956) pointed out that 
telluric currents are often uniform over large areas, and that simul­
taneous recordings show similarity at widely separated observation 
points - such as France, North Africa, Madagascar, and Venezuela 
(see also his interchange of letters with Wait referenced below). 
Cagniard argued that, since the ionosphere is perhaps the most probable 
source of the magnetotelluric fields, the source is likelv to be 
a current sheet of global dimensions. The radiation from such a 
source would certainly resemble a normally incident plane wave, uniform 
over a small region. This global distribution is not necessarily 
true at micropulsation frequencies, however, which may be due to 
quite localized sources (see 52.2.5). A discussion of the source 
origins has been given by Wait (1962a).
Shortly after Cagniard published his 1953 paper, oriented towards 
geophysical prospecting, Wait (1954a) pointed out some of the limita­
tions imposed by his assumptions. An exchange of views between
79
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Cagniard and Wait followed the paper. Wait pointed out that the 
plane wave solution (really based on a "separation of variables" 
solution of the partial differential equation) must include all the 
spatial harmonics; a plane wave spectrum must be used. He considered 
a plane uniform medium; the surface magnetic field component is'(using 
inks rationalized units and e time dependence):
Here f(k^, kj) is the "aperture distribution function" (actually 
the separation constant) for each harmonic component, and
2 2 2 2 2 k ** k, + k„ + k, * ip m  + y eoi is the general propagation 1 l  3 O o
constant.*
Using Maxwell's equations at the surface z = 0 with H =0,z
2 2 2 ^
and replacing 3/3z by ik3 = ik (1 - (kj + k2)/k ) , expanded as a 
series, he then obtained the expressions for and, similarly, for 
E^, at the surface z = 0, following Monteath (1951):
y (o o
(3.13)
E.X ) + 0 (~t) ) k
(see also Wait and Surtees, 1954).
* Note: there is an error in Wait's paper in the specification of k'
2
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Cagniard's relation
Z = . !* « ^
H ~ H k
x y
then follows if we assume the surface H-components vary sufficiently 
slowly in space that the derivatives higher than the first are negligible. 
Alternatively k may be large (i.e. the conductivity or frequency
is high). If L represents a scale length over which the surface
H-fields do not greatly vary, then
L << |k|-1
That is, at frenuencies satisfying (3.2) the displacement currents 
are negligible, and
-h -1
L << (p mo) " = n (3.14)o
Thus Cagniard's treatment is valid only if the magnetic fields are
constant over a horizontal distance equivalent to the penetration
depth of the underlying medium (see Fig. 3.1). For ground of con­
-3 -1ductivity 10 mho m at 0.1 cps, the fields should be constant 
over a distance of 35 km; over the ocean, however, the distance is 
less than 1 km.
Price (1962, see also 1964, 1965) noticed that the magnetotelluric 
method apparently made it possible to use data from one station only, 
at different frequencies, to infer a conductivity-deoth relation­
ship. This suggests that the influence of the source field distribu­
tion might be significant. Wait had assumed a homogeneous half­
plane in his criticism of Cagniard's assumptions, but Price pointed
81
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out that if the conductivity were depth dependent, even an inducing 
field of global scale cannot be ignored. He assumed a similar geometry 
to Wait but allowed a -  a (z). He took the solution of the E 
equation (3.3) in the form
l  = e-iwt Z(z) I  (x,y) 
with I  <x,y) =(|^i °)
+ A  = 0  , +  ( i h 2 ( Z )  -  v 2 ,  Z -  0
3x 3y 3z
Here P represents the magnetic potential dependence on the surface 
coordinates x and y. He then deduced that for a single value of 
the separation constant v, the magnetic field is
itou H = e“ia,t # ■  |2- ; 4^ ; v2 ZP)
o ^ dz 8x dz 3y
The surface impedance is
82
“ 7  —  (3.15)( 3 Z / 3 Z ) o
which is dependent on v, inhere v ^ is a measure of the horizontal 
scale of the source field. This treatment was an extension of an 
earlier paper, Price (1950).
Cagniard's treatment is equivalent t o v  = 0 , P  = y, corresponding 
to a uniform, oscillating, total field (induced plus inducing), parallel 
to the conductor.
In the solution for a single value of v, the E and H fields 
are orthogonal, but this is not necessarily true when all v are
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taken into account. The non-orthogonality is governed by the inducing
field, and if the band-width of v is small (as is probably the case
in most geomagnetic fluctuations with a globally defined period)
approximate orthogonality will hold. The limiting extremes of v *
2 4
are (10 , 10 ) km, governed by the earth's circumference and the 
height of the ionosphere.
For a two-layered medium, where the lower one (z > D) is non­
conducting, Price's solution is:
_ E* _ 6+v+(8-v)e'"29D
ip u>H , . -20D-
o y 6 {e+v-(0-v)e }
where ~ (3.16)
e = { [1 /7 + 7 +  v2] % -  t [V + v *  -  v2p ) / , / I
The two special cases of Cagniard and Wait follow from this:
(i) Cagniard's solution: v -  0
E , + -2D6c
x  1 + e
“i>Jo“By "2Deo.
8C (1 - e .)
where 6 = /-ip too I Re /-i > 0
o o
Then „ —  where |D0 I << 1 
H Da ' o 'y
x 'C
This last condition is equivalent to specifying the thickness 
of the conducting medium as much less than its own penetration depth
n-1 = |e I’1.
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(ii) Wait’s solution: v = <*>, D = °°
Ex 1
84
-ip uH 0o y
or for small values of the parameter v
i  ( i + -^ L - )
H V o 2iW wo
y o o
Price's solution (3.16) is shown in Fig. 3.2 for the case
of = 10 mho m.  ^sec \  for several values of the depth D and the
wave-number X = 2ir/v, Figures 3.2(a) and (b) show the amplitude
|Ex/po(uHy| as functions of v (or X) and D respectively, while 1
Fig. 3.2 (c) shows the phase difference as a function of D. As Price
used emu in his development, the ordinate in the magnitude relations
is presented as (E /u>H emu) and the values of v are in cm He x y
also used a harmonic time dependence e+ a^)t, so that his phase curves 
are 180° out of phase with the development above in mks rationalized 
units and e time dependence. Price’s numerical results may be 
extended by observing that /o f D and /o f X are invariant.
From Price's curves, it is evident that Wait's correction 
(D = “) is unimportant for fairly localized sources (X < 600 km), 
but that for D < about 10 km the source field correction is impor­
tant for all geomagnetic fluctuations, even those having a source 
of global distribution. Price concluded that Cagniard's results give 
the approximate value of E^/H^ over a limited region of the surface 
if the source field is of much greater extent and the-total vertical
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Fig. 3.2 Behavior of E/H over a conductor, underlain by a non
conductor, after Price (1962). of = 10”5 mho. m.~i sec“ -^ 
(a) variation of amplitude with source size parameter \> 
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of amplitude with thickness D for various source sizes (v). 
(c) variation of phase with thickness D for various source 
sizes (v).
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Note: Price's curves are given for emu, v in cm , time dependence e
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magnetic field is very small. However, he warned against attempting 
to use magnetotelluric methods to determine the conductivity at great 
depths within the earth's interior, without taking into account the 
distribution of the horizontal magnetic field over the earth. Wait 
(1954a, 1962a) pointed out that the influence of the source field 
is not as serious when the underlying substratum is highly conduc­
ting. Rikitake (1966) computed curves similar to Price's (Fig. 3,2a) 
for this case by idealizing the lower layer to a perfect conductor. 
His results indicate that only quite localized sources cause any 
correction.
• Quon (1963) has further discussed the importance of the source 
field in magnetotelluric prospecting. He presented several curves 
of apparent resistivity, calculated for various cases according to 
the theories of Cagniard and Price, and for a dipole source.
Ward and Morrison (1966) have criticized the analysis of records 
from Tikhaya Bay, USSR, by Hoffman and Horton (1966). They point 
out that Wait (1962a) and Madden and Nelson (1964) have defined 
a critical distance over which the observed fields should be uniform. 
In all three of these papers this distance is computed. The criteria 
used are that the change in apparent resistivity must be less than 
a certain quantity at a given frequency (within 10% for Wait, and 
Ward and Morrison, 20% for Madden and Nelson). In general the longer 
the period the greater the scale distance.
Madden and Nelson (1964) have examined the assumptions under­
lying Cagniard's theory. They consider the case used by Price
86
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(that of a good conductor overlying a poor conductor) to be physically 
unrealistic in application to magnetotelluric studies over most land 
areas, and find that Cagniard's assumptions are usually valid in 
practice. They consider the changes in conductivity in the hori­
zontal direction to be of more importance and attribute many of the 
apparent inconsistencies in observed data to such variations.
Srivastava (1965 a,b) studied various conductivity models (two
and three-layered) to examine the source effect, and concluded that
4
for periods of less than 10 sec. with a moderate conductivity dis­
tribution in "shallow” regions (10-20 kra), the effect of the source 
would be negligible. ~
Weaver (1964a) computed the total magnetic field for a general 
Inducing field, under the low frequency conditions (3.2) and (3.17).
He assumed the source to be some system of ionospheric currents any­
where in the region z < - h < 0, above the earth's surface z = 0.
The field above the earth's surface is then derivable from a Laplace 
potential 0 comprising an internal part and an external part 
For a given source distribution, is known. For a plane two-layered 
medium 0 < z < d < °°, with conductivities and a^ respectively, 
the Cartesian components of the field satisfy the complex scalar 
Helmholtz equation derivable from (3.3). This may be solved by applying 
a double Fourier transform in the horizontal variables x, y and applying 
the boundary conditions of 13.1.1 at each interface. He obtained 
the three components as double integrals, and showed that they reduce 
to Price's (1950) expressions under the appropriate conditions. He
87
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treated fields with rotational symmetry, and two-dimensional fields, 
including dipole and line-current sources, as special cases.
He pointed out that a simple extension to aperiodic fields may 
be made by using Laplace transforms in place of Fourier transforms.
Nishida (1962, 1964) and Weaver (1963 b) have pointed out an 
objection to the neglect of displacement currents in the non-conducting 
atmosphere, an approximation made in deriving the magnetic field 
from potential solutions. The displacement currents may be neglected 
if the dimensions of the region are much smaller than the wavelength 
of the radiation. In our case, if the source is assumed to be the 
ionosphere at height h, the near and induction fields must dominate 
the radiation field. Thus, a further condition to (3.2) is imposed 
on the frequency, viz.
u «  jj (3.3-7)
For a source height of 100 km, the frequencies must be much less 
than about 500 cps, certainly valid for most geomagnetic applica­
tions.
3.2.4 Other Sources
A large number of papers have been written considering the fields 
produced by line-current (cylindrical wave) and dipole (spherical 
wave) sources. We mention a few of them briefly.
Price (1950), in his study of induction in a homogeneous con­
ductor, considered the special case of an oscillating line current 
as an example. Wait (1954b) briefly reviewed several earlier studies
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and further considered the multi-layered case. Law and Fannin (1961) 
returned to the case of the homogeneous earth, and treated the radia­
tion from a current filament with respect to micropulsations. For
a source height of 200 km, angular frequencies of 0.3 rad sec  ^and
-4 -1conductivity of 1,25 x 10 mho m , they found the vertical magnetic 
field could be up to 50% of the horizontal field, within the observed 
frequency range. They also found the apparent surface impedance 
differed by only 10% in amplitude and 8° in phase from the impedance 
calculated from plane waves. Weaver (1961) extended this treatment 
by considering a cylindrical earth, and found a favorable compari­
son with the results of Law and Fannin. These were extended by Dosso 
(1966e) who found that all the field components were strongly dependent 
on source distance. The vertical magnetic and horizontal electric 
fields, and also the impedance, were strongly dependent on frequency, 
conductivity, and source height, but the horizontal magnetic field 
was fairly insensitive to these. Evidence of line current sources 
has been suggested, for instance, by Horton (1965).
The study of dipole sources has a long history, most of it referring 
to radio frequencies. Quon (1963) gave an extensive historical review. 
Wait (1951) and Slichter (1950) both considered two-layered plane 
media, and treated magnetic dipole sources from the geophysical prospec­
ting aspect. Bhattacharyya (1955) extended Price’s (1950) work to 
a two-layered earth for a magnetic dipole at the surface and (1956) 
considered artificially induced dipole transients (see also 
Bhattacharyya, 1959, 1963).
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Bomke (1962) reported micropulsation observations which he inter­
preted as originating from dipole sources. Quon (1963) considered 
the surface fields from both horizontally and vertically oriented 
electric and magnetic dipole fields, over a two-layered earth, and 
derived expressions for them. He compared the apparent resistivity 
curves^calculated from his results and from Cagniard's and Price's 
theories. Wait has published extensively on the subject of dipole 
fields over a plane earth (Quon noted some 25 of his works between 
1951 and 1962)*. His researches are collected in his book (Wait,
1962 b; see also Wait, 1958, 1959). The book by Banos (1965) is 
also devoted to a study of dipole radiations.
The general studies of Weaver (1964a) and Price (1962) also 
include these sources as special cases.
3.2.5 Application to Electromagnetic Fields Over an Ocean
One of the applications to which the magnetotelluric theory 
of a plane multi-layered earth has been put is the estimation of 
the "ocean-effect" - the effect which the highly conducting ocean 
has on the magnetic and telluric fields at various frequencies (cf. 
§2 .6.1).
Fonarev (1961a) assumed a two-layered geometry and concluded 
that the electric fields in the ocean would be increased at decreasing 
depth. He estimated the fields for a sea of 1 km depth, for magnetic 
variations with periods from 20 sec to several hours, and showed
* A study of dipole sources over an inclined fault has been published 
recently by Schlak and Wait (1967).
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that the effect of the basement conductivity is important in assessing 
the behavior of the fields. Figure 2.1 (a) depicts the calculated 
effect (from Fonarev, 1961c).
Fonarev (1961b) also considered a three-layered case, the lower 
layer being infinitely deep and perfectly conducting (to simulate 
the mantle), the other two having conductivities and and thick­
nesses h^ and hj, respectively. The calculations were carried out 
for long-period variations (3, 6, 12, 24 hours) for an ocean of depth 
h^ = 5 km, and two different crustal conditions. He concluded that 
the oceanic electric current density would be greatly enhanced in 
comparison with the land currents and that the phases were very sensi­
tive to the parameters of the upper layers.
Price (1962), corrected by McCann and Price (1965), applied 
his study of the effect of the source size to magnetotelluric measure­
ments at sea. He concluded that the source field could be ignored 
for seas deeper than 200 m and periods less than about 100 sec. The 
Cagniard treatment was then valid. For periods up to one day and 
oceanic depths of 5 km or more, Cagniard's relations would be valid 
for source dimensions greater than about 3.10 km, i.e. sources of 
global dimensions. The minimum source dimensions fall almost linearly 
with decreasing period, and Cagniard's relations are then valid for 
periods up to a day, for sufficiently large sources. The sphericity 
of the earth has little influence, but Price pointed out that the 
finite extent of the oceans is probably Important.
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Swift and Hessler (1964) applied Price's theory to calculate
0 1 /
the ratios H/E for several source sizes (L = 10 , 10 , 10 km), with
depths ranging from 100 m to 6 km, periods between 0.1 sec and 29
-3 -1hours, and an assumed basement conductivity of 2.10 mho ra. (see 
Figure 3.3). A similar calculation was also made by Rokityanskii 
(1963), based on the Cagniard-Tikhonov theory. He gave the relation­
ship of impedance (E/H) to period (T) at Mirny and Chemomorsk (N.
W. Crimea) based on one, two, and three-layered geometries. Swift 
and Hessler noted that the high and low-frequency asymptotic solutions 
represent the homogeneous case of an infinitely deep ocean, and Tikhonov' 
(1950) result, respectively. The high frequency limit is a -j-
phase difference with E/H varying as Ai /a ; the low frequency limit
* o  *
is a 90 -phase-difference with E/H proportional to u> and L. They
found the observed E/H ratio to be nearly independent of frequency
between periods of 1 min and 1 hour (see §2.6.1). With their assumed
basement conductivity, this response implies a very large source
distribution. Two factors may also contribute to the discrepancy
from the true depth in their depth calculations: first, a sloping
ocean floor, not allowed for in Cagniard's or Price's theories, and
second the unknown conductivity ratio between sea and basement.
Price (1965) pointed out that the penetration of the electric
and magnetic fields into a multi-layered medium is reduced from the
simple skin-depth estimate for a single-layered medium (§3.1.8),
For an ocean of depth D, the depth variation of the electric fields
and induced currents is
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Fig. 3.3 H/E ratio for a two-layered medium, for various source sizes, according to 
Price’s theory (Swift and Hessler, 1964).
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1 + 0e
where
0 + v
o
Here mks units and e lult time dependence are used, and 2it/v again
defines a scale size of the source field. The horizontal magnetic 
fields fall off as:
m l  , e '6z a  -  ae-26(°-z) 3 ,3 t,
H(o) 3 . •
but the vertical magnetic fields fall off according to (3.18).
The horizontal component thus attenuates more ranidlv with depth 
than the vertical magnetic field or electric fields and currents.
The amplitude of the vertical component is onlv slightly attenuated 
even at the bottom of an ocean 2000 m deep, although it is already 
greatly reduced at the surface by the induced electric currents.
The horizontal component, however, is increased at the surface by 
the induced currents.
3.2.6 Determination of the Internal Contribution to the Total 
Magnetic Field by Induced Currents.
The problem of determining the origin of the fluctuations in
the geomagnetic field led several investigators (see Chapman and
Bartels, 1940) to the techniciues of spherical harmonic analysis,
based on the potential representation of the field (see S2.1.1).
After the various techniques of magnetic and geomagnetic prospecting
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had been developed, this problem was studied to-locate bodies of 
anomalous magnetic and conductive prooerties. A short review of 
several approaches has been given by Weaver (1964b),
Price (1965), Novvsh and Fonarev (1963) and Fonarev and Ivanov 
(1966) have determined the contribution bv the "ocean effect" to 
the total magnetic field for oceans of finite depth. Fonarev and 
his colleagues used the relation (converted to mks) proved in the 
last-mentioned oaper, that:
h
H ho f  E(z)dz (3.20)
o
where H^ , represents the internal contribution to the horizontal magnetic 
field from currents flowing between the surface z = 0 and depth z = h 
of the sea. Their estimates (1963) were based on the assumption 
that the current density was constant with depth (see also §2.6.1).
In their (1965) paper they extended this, and calculated that for 
a two-layer model:
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H
o
2 2 2 2 
(k^ + k2) + kg tan kh
- - ~
k + kj + tan kh
(3.21)
where k = 6 ^ = (p axr/2) \ o
k^ = tanh kh + e
k2 = -e/cos kh cosh kh
kj s 1 + £ tanh kh
e * ^ 2  K 1 f°r a finitely deep ocean.
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The induction contribution at the surface will be equal to the 
primary field (ie. a two-fold enhancement of the horizontal field) 
at short oeriods. Some results of the computation are Riven in 
Fig. 2.1.
Price (1965) extended his (1950) work and gave the contribu­
tions to both the horizontal and vertical comuonents of the surface 
magnetic field, for a two-layered case. He allowed for the source 
size, but assumed a non-conducting basement and found that:
R, Z. d /i
_i = ----1  (3.22)
H Z _ 2 -28D
o o 1 - 6 e
where (Hq, Z ) refer to the primary inducing field, (H ,^ Z^) to the
induced component, and 6, 6, v are defined as for eq. (3.18). Price
calculated these relations for an inducing field of scale length
(2ir/v) 1000 km, period 1000 sec and conductivity A mho m. The
results show the vertical component to be nearly extinguished, but
the horizontal component nearly doubled; the phases are not greatly
different, however. Agreement with Zhigalov's (1960) results is
not exact, probably due to a combination of the several unknown factors
(source size, sloping floor, base conductivity, finite area of ocean,
etc.). However, Price concluded that Zhigalov's results were adequately
explained by ocean induction.
Over land areas, Price calculated that induction effects pre­
dominate at periods * 1 sec, except for very limited sources. At 
3
periods 10 sec, the importance of induction is critically depen­
dent on the source size.
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3.3 Non-Horizontal Layers and Non-Uniform Media
Several other types of interface problems have been studied.
These fall into three classes: firstly, layers with non-planar inter­
faces, secondly, homogeneous media with anisotropic conductivities, and 
finally, particular subterranean features which have electrical pro­
perties markedly different from their surroundings.
3.3.1 Sinusoidal Interfaces
Mann (1964) examined the magnetotelluric field in a two-layered 
earth where the boundary between the layers was sinusoidal in the y-z 
plane. He assumed plane waves were incident vertically on a plane 
air-earth interface and considered the two polarizations (sec §3.4.2).
He used a Fourier transform technique, similar to that developed 
by Weaver (1964a), to solve the scalar Helmholtz equations for the 
field components by reducing them to ordinary differential equations , 
in the vertical coordinate z. In contrast to the plane-interface 
case, he found the impedances E^/H^ and E^/H^ unequal, although the 
difference is usually small. He also found a vertical magnetic field 
associated with the former impedance, again in contrast to the Cagniard- 
Tikhonov problem.
Rikitake (1965) considered a semi-infinite perfect conductor 
with a sinusoidal surface. He treated only the case where the incident 
magnetic field was polarized across the undulations and concluded 
that the horizontal field would be enhanced over the peaks and suppressed 
over the troughs of the surface variations. The vertical field would 
be anti-symmetrically distributed across the peak. „
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3.3.2 Continuously Anisotropic Media
According to the model treated by Cagniard and Tikhonov, the 
impedances obtained from the two sets of orthogonal surface fields 
should be the same. This conclusion however depends on the isotropy 
of the electrical conductivity in the various strata, even though 
the strata are actually in plane layers. In media which are either 
anisotropic or inhomogeneous (or both), this equality between the 
two impedances breaks down and the surface impedance must be con­
sidered a tensor.
Chetaev (1960) considered a homogeneous, but anisotropically 
conducting, semi-infinite medium, with orthogonal conductivities 
ot and on along and normal to the bedding planes. He also assumed 
a tilt in the bedding plane, at angle a relative to the surface, 
and treated the electric field of the incident plane wave as polarized 
normal to the strike (y). Maxwell's equations then yield the expression 
for the horizontal magnetic field under e ia>t time dependence as
+ i k  ♦ „  , . o
i L O t
3y 3z
2
X = cr /a is called the coefficient of anisotropy. The solution 
t n ‘
for H and therefore E, gives the surface impedance as
98
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Z(y) = jJL = 1/-“ - El + (X - 1) sin a] 
x t
which reduces to the well-known result for an isotropic conductivity 
ot, when a = 0.
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Chetaev (1966) extended this result to the case of an aniso­
tropic layer between depth h^ and h^, with a tilted bedding plane.
The analysis naturally becomes very much more involved and he solved 
Maxwell's equations by introducing a generalized Lorentz condition 
such that the vector potential ^ has only two components in a co­
ordinate system oriented with the bedding planes:
♦ = “ div ^ 
t
The solution was then obtained through a difference equation.
Barsukov and Zybin (1960) attempted to determine the anisotropic, 
properties of a body by using the non-orthogonality of the E and 
H components. However Rokityanskii (1961) criticized their technique 
and examined the problem to determine the coefficient of anisotropy 
and the azimuth of the axis of anisotropy. He applied his analysis 
to the data obtained at Alushta in the Crimea, 1.5 km from the Black 
Sea (see §2.6.2).
Cantwell (1960) outlined procedures for determining the effects 
of anisotropy in either anisotropic or inhomogeneous structures. Bostick 
/  and Smith (1962) extended his work in an application to their observa­
tions in Texas, USA. Fournier (1963), Madden and Nelson (1964), and 
Mann (1965), also stress the importance of representing conductivity 
by a tensor relation when interpreting magnetotelluric field data.
Inhomogeneous media have also been treated by assuming an aniso­
tropic conductivity, due to the inhomogeneity. Several of the above 
papers on magnetotelluric prospecting include this approach, and
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Kovtun (1961) also used it in examining a basement fault overlain 
by a higher conducting layer of varying depth. The data from the 
Crimean coastal station Alushta at a period of 120 sec was used as 
an example. However, Wait (1962a) has criticized Kovtun's analysis.
3.3.3 Miscellaneous Discontinuities
Exploration geophysicists are interested in interpreting the 
magnetotelluric fields which arise when they are over some form of 
localized subterranean structure with a different conductivity. Such 
structures, occurring on ocean beds as well as underground, may cause 
noticeable effects on the surface fields. This problem becomes 
exceedingly difficult to treat mathematically in even the simplest 
cases; most of these have been considered only in the limit of steady 
current flow. In particular, induction in the presence of cylindrical 
bodies has been applied to conductivity anomalies in Central Europe 
and Northern Canada. Weaver (1964b) and Rikitake (1966) summarized 
the work of Hartmann, Kertz, Siebert and Scheube in Germany: see 
also Schmucker (1959) and Kertz (1960). Rikitake and Whitham (1964), 
Whitham and Anderson (1966) have discussed the Canadian anomaly in 
terms of circular and cylindrical cross-sections. Wait (1960) and 
Parasnis (1964a) have also discussed potential solutions over cylindrical 
bodies.
In cases where the geometry may be reduced to two dimensions, 
current flow around an "obstruction" can be treated with the powerful 
analytical tool of conformal mapping. Kunetz and Chastenet de Gery 
(1956, 1961) list a large number of solutions obtained in this way
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and others are given by Berdichevskii (1960). These cases include 
a vertical fault overlain by a continuous uniform medium, a valley 
and anticlines of various shapes, undulations and buried anomalies, 
a water filled channel, and synclines and folds of various forms. 
Extensions to three dimensions have been made in a few cases. Utzmann 
and Favre (1957) studied the effect of a buried rectangular block, 
using model experiments and steady state currents. Wait (1960) con­
sidered buried spherical and spheroidal bodies.
Studies of frequency dependent cases have been made for several 
vertical discontinuities, but we defer the review of these to the 
next section. We mention here only the model experiments of Nagata 
et al (1955), Wescott and Hessler (1962), and Dosso (1966 a,d,f) 
for a number of geometries, and the study of Latka (1966) who treated 
a rectangular, buried anomaly using a numerical relaxation technique. 
Nabighian (1965) considered a semi-elliptical infinite channel.
3.4 Vertical Discontinuities and the Coast Effect
The effect of the ocean on the magnetic and telluric fields 
has been described from the observational viewpoint in §2.6. Several 
attempts have been made theoretically to understand the effect of 
an ocean on the magnetic and telluric fields; the models necessarily 
involve simplified geometries. The vertical discontinuity is one 
such model. The geophysical prospector is also interested in vertical 
interfaces, such as occur in faults and dykes, and much of the theo­
retical investigation has been made in this connection.
In this section, we also introduce certain basic concepts and 
nomenclature used in the succeeding chapters.
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3.4.1 The Coast Effect Around an Ocean Basin
Early attempts were made by mathematicians, especially Lamb, 
to solve problems of current induction in electrically conducting 
discs, Bruckshaw (1936) and others experimentally investigated the 
induced fields in discs, in connection with telluric prospecting.
Ashour (1950) again took up the study and mathematically treated 
induction in a uniformly conducting disc. He determined the distri­
bution and also the free decay time of the electric currents. Applica­
tion to an ocean of 1000 km radius and 5 km depth, for periods of 
1 day in the inducing field, showed a magnitude increase in the currents 
near the edge. The decay time increased with both depth and radius, 
varying from 1/4 hour for a circular ocean of 1 km depth and 1000 
km radius, to 6k hours for a 5 km deep ocean of 5000 km radius.
DeWet (1949) calculated the induced currents at long periods 
in the great ocean basins, by conveniently approximating the continents, 
and allowing for the ocean depth distribution. Rikitake (1950a) 
also studied an ocean spanning 90° in meridian for currents induced 
by Sq variations.
All of these writers were concerned with variations of long 
periods. However, shorter period variations are also affected near 
a coastline and Rikitake and Yokoyama (1955) studied them for the 
magnetic anomaly in Japan. They treated a hemispherical shell of 
uniform conductivity, to represent a global ocean, and assumed an 
impulsive change in the external uniform magnetic field (simulating, 
for instance, a sudden commencement). They found that the induced
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vertical magnetic field practically cancels the inducing one over
the ocean, but enhances the vertical component over the land near
\
the coast, to as much as 60% of the total field. They termed this 
the "coast effect".
In the same paper these authors also study a more local problem, 
represented by periodically repeating step-function changes in con­
ductivity, the land and sea being of equal width. Price (1949) had 
developed the theory of induction in sheets and Rikitake and Yokoyama 
followed his treatment. They assumed time varying potentials for 
both inducing and induced fields and deduced current functions for 
the induced currents. The conductivity ratio between land and sea 
was approximated as both zero and infinite. They again found a coast 
effect on the vertical magnetic field, but the results of both analyses 
differ so significantly from the Japanese data that the anomaly in 
the magnetic records cannot be due only to the effect of the sea.
See also Hagata et al (1955).
Rikitake (1960, 1961a, 1962) studied the global ocean effect 
on Sq and on impulsive magnetic changes (1961b). In this last paper, 
he concluded that Rikitake and Yokoyama overestimated the ocean's 
influence, because they neglected currents deep in the earth's con­
ducting interior. Roden (1964) carried out a further study, at periods 
of 6, 8, 12 and 24 hours, for an ocean of 4000 km width, 5 km depth, 
represented by an infinitely long, plane sheet. He considered the 
mantle to be at a depth of 600 km. Roden's investigation was prompted 
by the observations of Hill and Mason (1962), who observed an
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enhancement in the magnitude of diurnal magnetic variations over the 
edge of the continental shelf, at the southern end of the English 
Channel.
Roden also made a model experiment, using a copper sheet to 
simulate the ocean in the Japanese region. He pointed out the difficulty 
of determining the effective coastline for his model study, since 
the real ocean shelved gradually. He was unable to allow for this. 
Nabighian (1965) attempted to do so, by assuming an infinitely long, 
semi-elliptical cylinder. He treated micropulsation frequencies 
and assumed a plane wave of normal incidence.
Shuleykin (1958, 1960) studied the distribution of induced 
electric currents in a shallow, circular sea. He assumed a suf­
ficiently low frequency that the displacement currents were 
negligible (see 13.1.2). He concluded that oscillations in the 
vertical component of the earth's magnetic field result in electric 
eddy currents directed along the shoreline, and markedly enhanced 
near the coast.
Ashour (1965 b,c) also considered the edge effect around a hemi­
spherical ocean shell, when a uniform inducing field is applied in 
any direction. Rikitake and Yokoyama had considered this problem 
only when the inducing field is parallel to the ocean boundary; their 
solution is an approximation while Ashour's is exact. The electric 
current flow near the coast is greatly enhanced and reverses the 
direction of the vertical magnetic component on land and the hori­
zontal component at sea.
104
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All of these studies of the coast effect were made for a global 
or near-global ocean. A number of other studies of the coast effect 
have been made on a much smaller scale. Before mentioning these 
we digress to describe the mathematical approaches and boundary condi­
tions which apply to the simplified mathematical models.
3.A.2 The Two "Polarization” Conditions of a Have at an Interface
Some of the most useful models for theoretically treating vertical 
interfaces, consist of infinitely long, plane boundaries. An example 
of such a model is given in Fig. 3.4a, representing an infinitely 
long coastline. We specify a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system 
as in Fig. 3.4b. The z-axis is vertically downwards, and the x and
y axes are located in the surface plane such that the y-axis is normal
and the x-axis parallel to the coast. For convenience we sometimes 
refer to this model as the 'fault' geometry. The fault plane is 
then the plane y = 0, while the surface is the plane z = 0.
In dealing with the zero frequency limit of steady current flow, 
two independent situations are evident: the current flow may be
either nomal or parallel to the coastline. An arbitrary current 
flow will then resolve into some combination of these two cases.
In the wave case, where frequency is no longer ignored, two 
similarly independent situations may be considered. If we assume 
an arbitrarily oriented plane wave, incident normally on the surface, 
it may be resolved as shown in Fig. 3.5.
(a) Jg parallel to the coast or strike, H in the plane
of incidence, and normal to the fault plane at
incidence. We designate this case as ^-polarization.
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(a)
z
(b)
Fig. 3.4 (a) Model of a vertical fault
(b) Coordinate system
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Fig. 3.5 (a) E-polarization
(b) H-polarization
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(b) H parallel to the coastline, E in the plane of
incidence, and normal to the fault at incidence.
This case we term ^ -polarization.
We use these terms in preference to the designations "parallel" and
"normal", to avoid the ambiguity. Some writers treat the discon­
tinuity plane as the reference, others the "plane of incidence" of 
the wave —  the yz-plane (eg. Stratton, 1941; Berdichevskii, 1961).
Treating each case separately greatly simplifies Maxwell's equa­
tions. Since the geometry is "cylindrical", and there are no x gradients 
involved, the problem is now two dimensional.
(i) E-Polarization:
By definition the components of the E-field are
x
E = [E (y,z) ; 0 ; 0]
From Maxwell's relation for plane waves:
curl E = iwy H
we are also able to determine the components of
the H-wave:
H = H (v,z) -y y iuiy 3z (3.23)o
1H = H (y,z) = - — i -
z z iuy0 3y
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The diffusion Helmholtz equation (3.3) in E then reduces 
to a scalar equation in E^.
s 2 |! x  2   + ---  + irTE = 0
 ^2 2 x
3y 3z
n = y wo 
o
(3.24)
H-polarization:
Again by definition the H-field is given by
H = [+H (y,z); 0 ; 0]
'o x
A negative sign must be introduced in the
value of H to allow for the oonosite 
x
orientations of H and the x-coordinate. From x
Maxwell’s relation
curl H = oE ,'V.
the E-wave, has components:
E = 0 
x
E . ! * »
y o 3z
i  3H
E = - — — - 
z o 3y
(3.25)
and the vector Helmholtz equation (3.3) in JJ becomes 
the scalar equation:
3\  , 3\  , 2„ . 2 „ 
~ t  ~ r  n * • n ~ v
3y 3z
(3.26)
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3.4.3 The Boundary Conditions at Vertical and Horizontal Interfaces 
For steady current flow, the boundary conditions described in
13.1.1 reduce to
(a) °lEln = ff2E2n
(b> “it “ *21
at any interface. TJhep the current flow is normal to the interface 
(Fig. 3.4), there is a discontinuity in the electric field:
°2E = —  E 
ly Oj^ 2y
Equivalently, the current is the same in each medium
Ji = J oly 2y
If the current flow is parallel to the strike, the electric field 
is continuous across the boundary, while the current shows a change:
E l x  =  E2 x
or
°1
J1 3 ~  J9lx o2 2x
This situation is illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 5.2. All com­
ponents of the magnetic fields always remain continuous.
For the wave case, we will apply the boundary conditions des­
cribed in 53.1.1, to the vertical faults and horizontal olanes used 
in the later chapters.
Weaver (1964a) reduced the general three-dimensional fields 
in each medium of a horizontally-layered earth by applying a
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double Fourier transform (§3.2.3). He then used the exact boundary 
conditions of §3.1.1 to obtain the relationships between the fields 
in each medium. The field above the earth was specified by a magnetic 
potential. This exact approach yields mathematical difficulties 
when vertical discontinuities are involved, and to overcome them 
we use the result of §3.1.7. Following Weaver (1963a), we showed 
here that, for a plane wave incident on a layered earth, the total 
magnetic field at the surface is essentially independent of the under­
ground conductivity structure, at least to a first order of approxi­
mation.
Let us assume a situation involving both a vertical interface 
(say the plane y = 0) and a horizontal interface (z = h), with the 
earth's surface at z = 0 (Fig. 4.2). For each of the two polari­
zations of the surface wave, there will be three sets of boundary 
conditions at (a) the vertical face, (b) the two horizontal planes, 
and (c) an infinite distance from any of the interfaces.
We term the region y < 0, medium 1, with conductivity o^ ; the 
region y > 0, we term medium 2, with conductivity 02* The under­
lying basement z > h, we designate medium 3, and assume it to be 
composed of some highly resistant material such as certain of the 
igneous and metamorphic rocks (see Table 3.1). Its conductivity is 
taken as o^ - 0. An electromagnetic wave will thus have an infinite 
penetration depth and, since we may assume the magnetic field varia­
tion to be zero at infinite depth, we may also take the horizontal 
magnetic field as zero at z = h. The continuity of the tangential
I l l
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electric and magnetic fields provides a pair of independent boundary 
conditions at each interface. The resulting conditions are given 
in Table 3.2.
3.4.4 Dimensionless Parameters and their Physical Significance.
In problems which involve several physical dimensions, it is 
usually possible to reduce the number of independent variables by 
using a set of dimensionless parameters. A dimensionless quantity 
expresses a particular dimension in terms of a special system of 
units. In the cases considered here, we have as physical variables, 
conductivities o^, , frequency w, basement depth h, dyke width
£, and the two-dimensional coordinates of the observation point (y,z). 
These may be combined in a variety of ways; we choose the following 
definitions as a basic set:
e -  ,,v ° r = v n2
Q -  hz  v'tT^ uxj^ " -  H I t),
H = h /y’ 0KJ„ = hr) 
o i  2
Y = (|y{!h&) - 1
Y = y /«ocoa1 = yni
In addition we define
y = h/*si = H/Q
H = H/n o
Various combinations of these are useful in expressing the behavior 
of the electromagnetic fields; their physical significance is given 
in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2
Summary of Boundary Conditions
E-polarizatIon H-polarization
Components E , H , H H . E . Er x y z x’ y* z
Defining Equation (V^ + in^) E^ = 0 (V^ + iq^) = 0
3H
Connecting Relations " x - ■*■ / -
y 3z ^z 3y
w L
(a) Vertical Interface y = 0
Continuity of Tangential Electric Field Tangential Magnetic Field
(i) E. * E. H. « H,lx 2x lx 2x
Tangential Magnetic Field Tangential Electric Field
(il> "l, - "2, Elz “ E2z
or
= H z
1 lx .
3y a 1 3y- i S s . a  ! ! k3y  o^ 3y 3y
(b) Horizontal Earth*s Surface z = 0
Continuity of Tangential Magnetic Field
(iii) H. = H. = A s,constant H. = H_ = -B = constant 
ly 2y\... , lx 2x
or
3E. 3E-
lx 2x . .  = iwu A3z 3z o
Horizontal Basement Surface z = h
Continuity of Tangential Magnetic Field
(iv) H. = H, « 0 H. = H, = 0
' ly 2y ly 2y
or
! i 5 - ! f 2 z - o
3z 3z 
(c) Conditions at Infinity
! y 1 -  -  9e 3E1x n
(v) o ->o
If h * •
jz | - » 3E 3H
<Vi> Eix* ST* * 0 . Hix ’ —  * °
In the geometry discussed in Chapter V, where a pair of vertical inter­
faces is involved, an additional symmetry condition will apply to the 
fields in both media.
i - 1,2
i « 1,2
(vii) Elx * E4
y>0 ix
H. = H.
. ixl n ixy<0 |y>0 y<0
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Table 3.3
Physical Significance of Dimensionless Parameters
Parameter Definition
Q
Qe
H
He
Yi
QY
QeY
h i / a0U)02
h/p iocr0 o *
h/p ua, o 1
h/Jgi
<|y|/»sD - 1
lyl’^Taio”
(|yI - UO2
(|yI -
Physical Meaning*
Skin depth ratio; ocean (2): 
land (1)
Half-width in units of oceanic 
penetration depth
Half-width in units of land 
penetration depth
Depth of basement in units of 
oceanic penetration distance
Basement depth in units of 
land penetration distance
Basement depth in units of 
half-width
Distance from nearest shore 
line measured in half-width 
units. Range is from -1 
at center of dyke, to 0 at 
shoreline, to + * remote from 
dyke
Distance from shoreline in 
units of penetration distance 
of respective medium
Distance from nearest coast in 
units of oceanic penetration 
distance.
Distance from nearest coast 
in units of land penetration 
distance.
The skin depth 6 
defined in §3.1.8
.  _x -1
/2 h and penetration depth n are
E
Y
a
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Table 3.4
Values of a Linear Dimension R, Expressed in Units of the 
Oceanic Penetration Distance
r(m ) f(c p s 1 0 '3 1 0 '2 1 0 "1 1 10 102 103
1 1 .5 4 .1 0 -4 4 .8 7 .1 0 "4 1 .5 4 .1 0 "3 4 .8 7 .10” 3 1 .5 4 .10~2 4 .8 7 .1 0 *2 0.154
10 1 .54 .10  3 4 .8 7 .1 0 -3 1 .5 4 .1 0 '2 4 .8 7 .1 0 -2 0.154 0 .487 ------ 1.54
102 1 .5 4 .1 0 '2 4 .8 7 .1 0 '2 0 .154 „0 .4 8 7  ...
...
1.54 4 .87 1 .54 .10
io 3 0.154 _  0.487 " " " l7 s 4 4 .87 1 .54 .10 4 .8 7 .1 0 1 .54 .10
\o ” l .5 4 4 .87 1 .5 4 .1 0 4 .8 7 .1 0 1 .5 4 .1 0 2 4 .8 7 .1 0 2 1 .54 .10
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To give some physical character to the dimensionless quantities 
of Table 3.3, we give in Table 3.4 the numerical values R of a linear 
dimension r defined by
R = r /u too 
o 2
Here r may be taken as any of the quantities h, h i ,  |y| or 
(jyj - h i ) within the relevant ranges, so that R specifies respec­
tively H, Q, Y2, QY. Taking 02 = 3 mho m ^ with r measured in m,
f in cps and uq = 4ir 10  ^henry m we may write
R = 4.87 x 10'3 r/T 
The diagonal dashed line indicates the values where R << 1, a condition 
imposed on H and Q in later chapters.
3.4.5 The Vertical Fault or Coastline
Neves (1957) investigated the effect of inclined faults on the 
apparent resistivity, determined from the surface impedance of the 
magnetotelluric fields (see §3.2.2). Since the ratio of the electric 
fields at great distances from the fault is /c^ToJ, the apparent
resistivity ratio is asymptotic to the true resistivity ratio. How­
ever, at points closer to the fault line, the impedance behaves dif­
ferently for each of the two types of polarization, owing to the 
different effect the conductivity change has on each field. Neves 
applied a finite difference technique to the complex Helmholtz equa­
tions, and used a relaxation method to find solutions for various 
cases, including that of the infinitely deep, vertical fault. He 
found both magnitude and phase of the apparent resistivity, for
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each type of polarization. However, in treating the case of electric 
polarization he assumed that the surface E-field is constant and 
this provides one of the boundary conditions for the solution. This
assumption is evidently erroneous, since the tangential E-field is
-*scontinuous across the fault, but behaves as o in the asymptotic
limit. It must therefore vary. This behavior is indicated in the
calculation of §3.1.7; the coefficient v_ remains conductivity depen-£
dent even at low frequencies. Neves1 solutions for the E-polariza­
tion case must therefore be treated with caution and are, at best, 
only very approximate.
D'Erceville and Kunetz (1962) treated H-polarization at a vertical 
fault in a uniformly deep upper stratum, underlain by a homogeneous 
medium. They assumed the basement to be either infinitely resis­
tive or infinitely conducting. The latter situation is unrealistic, 
but provides an upper bound on the case where the basement has a 
finite, but non-zero, conductivity. Like Neves, they consider an 
infinitely long, plane fault, so that the problem reduces to the 
two-dimensional one already described. The parallel magnetic field 
may be treated as a scalar. They assumed the H-field comprises 
the asymptotic field Hq at a great distance from the fault, together 
with a superposed "perturbation" field P, due to the fault. They 
expanded the perturbation P-field as a Fourier series with respect 
to the vertical coordinate z and applied the boundary conditions 
to determine P. The E-fields were then derived from Maxwell’s equations.
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Weaver (1963a) studied an infinitely deep fault with reference 
to the behavior of micropulsations near a coastline. He used a 
transform technique and treated the magnetic field as constant across 
the coast, under either polarization, to obtain solutions for the 
electric and magnetic fields (see Chapter IV). Some additional 
study of the surface conditions was also made by Coode (1963).
A step-function change in the depth of a lower layer apparently 
has not been treated theoretically for transient waves. Telluric 
prospectors have obtained the steady-state solution by conformal 
mapping — see Logn (1954), Kunetz and Chastenet de Gery (1956, 1961), 
Berdichevskii (1960), and Li (1963).
Dosso (1966d) studied various submerged faults and conducting 
dykes using scale model measurements and the similarity principle.
He also simulated an ocean of finite depth adjoining infinitely 
deep land, a problem mathematically difficult to solve analytically. 
The various parameters used by Dosso in his models are given in 
§3.4.7. He found that the enhancement of the ^2/®normai ratio is 
reduced for shallower "faults", or seas. The normal electric field 
is very sensitive to depth, while the parallel electric field is 
fairly insensitive. The vertical magnetic field is very sensitive 
to the presence of the discontinuity, although the parallel field 
is not. The normal magnetic field does not remain constant across 
the interface, as assumed by Weaver, but his computed ^z/Hnorjnai 
ratio is in good agreement with the model results, though of greater 
maximum at the interface. All of Dosso's measurements were carried
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out at a fixed frequency (0.3 cps); it is possible that Weaver's 
condition may be more valid at other frequencies.
3.4.6 The Shelving Coastline or Inclined Fault
Although the vertical discontinuity may be reasonably realistic 
as a representation of many geological structures, it is usually 
not a good model for most coastlines. The sea floor slopes gradually 
away from the shore, and a better model would be an ocean with a 
wedge-shaped vertical profile. The exact treatment of such a model 
causes mathematical difficulties, however, even in the zero fre­
quency limit.
The horizontal magnetic field at the surface is unlikely to 
remain nearly constant across the discontinuity, since there may 
be a vertical component of the electric field near the "apex" of 
the wedge. We expect a mathematical singularity at this point.
If we attempt to solve the problem with some kind of elemen­
tary transform technique, such as that applied by Weaver, we find 
that either the transform is inapplicable due to the azimuthal 
asymmetry, or else the transform may be applicable but the boundary 
conditions cannot be matched at the boundary.
Neves (1957) obtained an integral solution of* the Helmholtz 
equation (3.3) in cylindrical coordinates, based on a Green's func­
tion, initially developed by Dougall (1899), for a wedge-space.
The solution involved integration over the order of the Bessel func­
tions, and the boundary matching required the integrals, rather 
than the integrands. He obtained a set of four singular integral
119
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equations for the coefficients, and these were solved by the 
Kantorovich-Lebedev transform to yield an analytical solution. However, 
this solution is complicated to the point of impracticality (see 
§6,1.2). Neves developed a finite difference technique for the 
practical solution of the differential equation. His work always 
assumed as boundary conditions that both H^and E^are constant 
at the surface, and consequently his solution for the case of E- 
polarization is suspect. Coode (1963) has further discussed the 
boundary conditions for the inclined interface.
Ponomarev (1960) tried to explain theoretically the coast effect 
observed at Mirny (see §2.6.2). He considered a spectrum of plane 
waves incident at grazing angle on the surface, and originating 
from a line source extended parallel to the shore-line. The sea 
bed was assumed to slope at an angle $ for a specific distance and 
then remain uniformly deep. He obtained an approximate analytical 
solution, but only performed calculations for the simplified case 
when the bed slopes to infinity at a small inclination. He took 
the H-vector to be initially vertical and assumed the land to be 
non-conducting. The solution indicates that at the shore itself 
H^/H^ = tan $, but the asymptotic conditions are not realistic; 
the normal field approaches zero while the vertical field does not. 
Although the solution does show qualitatively the general behavior 
of the field components, the agreement with the Mirny data is poor. 
However, Ponomarev points out that it is possible to obtain good 
quantitative agreement by relaxing the condition that the waves
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be monochromatic. By assuming three waves o f different amplitudes 
and frequencies, he found excellent agreement with the observations.
Berdichevskii (1961) also considered the "sloping basement" 
problem. His technique is applicable at some distance seawards 
from the actual coastline, and is described in more detail in §6.1.3.
He assumed a non-conducting basement, with plane waves incident 
normally on the surface of the sea. He ignored the effects generated 
at the junction of sea and land, treating rather a submerged sea- 
floor. He allowed for both kinds of wave polarization and also 
considered the zero frequency limit with a steady electric current 
flowing in the sea. His method, which he termed the "method of 
images"*; is based on the reflection of the electromagnetic waves 
at the interfaces. The expressions deduced for the electric and 
magnetic field components show good agreement with several sets 
of magnetotelluric data obtained in various parts of the USSR, over 
inclined basements of very low conductivity. Anishenko (1965) discussed 
the interpretation of magnetotelluric prospecting curves when the 
basement surface is inclined.
Naidu (1962, 1965) studied the problem of an inclined "step" 
in a basement surface. He assumed a line source parallel to the 
strike of the fault. For a non-conducting basement he obtained 
a solution for steady current flow, by conformal mapping of the 
potential distribution, using a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation.
He also allowed for anisotropy in the vertical and horizontal conduc­
tivities. ’
* sposob izobrazhenii
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Dosso (1966f) applied his analogue model techniques to various
situations involving sloping shorelines, and measured the magnitudes
and phases of the electric and magnetic field resulting from a simulated
planewave source. He treated channels with sloping sides, sloping
coastlines and, at lower frequencies, sloping coastlines over an
upwelling mantle block underlying the sea, with a vertical edge
either to the seawards or inland from the shoreline. The equivalent
-2
frequencies he treated were from 0.3 to 10 cps for the first categories 
-2 -4
and 1.2 x 10 to 4 x 10 cps for the cases involving the mantle.
He assumed a land-sea conductivity ratio of 1.75 x 10 , and took
the angle of slope of the sea bed as a = 5.7° (tan a ~ 0.1). Both 
polarizations were considered. Dosso concluded that the sloping 
interface would have a significant effect on the H^/H^ ratio (y 
normal to strike) at frequencies near 0.01 cps. However, the mantle 
upwelling contributes to the enhancement near the coast, especially 
at lower frequencies, and the observations of Schmucker (1964) and 
Lambert and Caner (1965) may be explained in this way.
3.4.7 The Dyke. Including a Long Promontory, and a Sea Channel
Several geophysical prospectors have studied the magnetotelluric 
effect of a dyke, or vertical intrusion of different material into 
an otherwise homogeneous medium (for instance Logn, 1954; Berdichevskii, 
1960; Parasnis, 1964b). However, all of these investigations assumed 
steady current flow, with potential solutions derivable from Laplace's 
equation. In particular, the limiting case of an infinitely deep 
dyke and an infinitely deep, uniform current distribution is a
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nearly trivial application of the boundary conditions, (see §3.4.3). 
The normal electric vector is enhanced by over the low con­
ducting dyke, while the other fields are continuous.
Rankin (1962) applied the technique of d'Erceville and Kunetz 
(1962) to a finitely deep dyke for a magnetically polarized wave 
(ie. where the magnetic vector is polarized along the strike of 
the dyke). He also assumed the basement to be either perfectly 
resistive or perfectly conducting. He considered both resistive 
and conductive dykes, with penetration depth ratios e = 0.025 and
40 respectively. In terms of the parameters of Table 3.3, §3.4.4, ’
-1  -2
the cases considered were H = 2Q, Q = 0.32 x 1, 10 ,10 , corres­
ponding for instance to I = h ~ 1 km, and periods of 0.78 sec, 1 min 
18 sec, and 2.hr. 10 min. respectively.
Dosso (1966d) made analogue model measurements for a variety 
of conducting dykes or sea channels, of various finite depth: width
ratios. His parameters were equivalent to a frequency of 0.3 cps,
2 -4and a conductivity ratio e = 1.75 x 10 . Using the nomenclature
of Table 3,3, the conditions he treated correspond to y = h/%£ = 
0.0173, 0.103, 0.190, 0.276 at a constant width (Q = 24.4) for both 
polarizations: 2.0, 1.0, 0.667, 0.5, 0.4, 0.333, 0.1 at a constant 
denth (H «* 8.41) for H-polarization; 290, 580, 1160 at depth H = 48.8 
for E-polarization; and also a case of greater depth: H = 103
for Q ■ 19.5 (y “ 1.33), for both polarizations. Some of these 
values (those with very large 0 or y) are equivalent to faults rather 
than dvkes.
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3.4.8 The Island and Lake Effects
All of the above geometries involve infinite extensions along 
the strike or coastline, and reduce the problem to a two-dimensional 
one. But in practice, this idealization will not hold; the problem 
retains its full three-dimensional aspect and the mathematics is 
greatly complicated.
The simplest extension, for which many observations hAye been 
made (see §2.6.3), is to an island in a large ocean. If the island 
is treated as non-conducting, the zero frequency limit of steady 
telluric current flow in the surrounding ocean becomes analogous 
to streamline flow around an obstacle.
Similarly, the magnetic field lines represent the streamline 
conjugate to the magnetic potential and Rikitake (1964b) computed 
the resulting magnetic field around an infinite, thin, perfectly 
conducting plate with a circular hole in it. He found that the 
field lines could be reversed near the edge, even when a conducting 
layer underlies the island. By reversal, he means that the field 
line direction can be such as to penetrate some distance into the 
hole before reemerging. However he concluded that the model is 
rather too simplified to be realistic.
If the conductivity of the island is not entirely neglected, 
the potential in the zero frequency limit still remains a solution 
of Laplace's equation and may be solved by standard techniques (Smythe, 
1950). Swift and Wescott (1964) used such a solution for a laminar 
ellintic island to approximate Macquarie I. They were then able
124
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to explain the almost complete linear polarization of the telluric 
currents in a direction normal to the extent of the island.
Ashour and Chapman (1965) determined the magnetic field about 
a laminar, conducting, circular island when the magnetic field was 
distorted by the telluric current flow. They derived the current 
functions for flow about conducting elliptic and circular islands, 
and in the latter case, were able to determine analytically the 
magnetic potential over the island, by using a Hankel transfrom.
The vertical magnetic component is much enhanced near the boundary, 
the effect diminishing with height above the surface.
All of these treatments involve the zero-frequency limit and 
are idealized to laminar sheets for mathematical handling. The 
general wave case is much more difficult mathematically, since it 
involves the vector Helmholtz equation (3.3) in all components, 
and to this writer's knowledge no solution has yet been obtained, 
even approximately. However Dosso (1966d), in his extensive model 
experiments, studied conducting circular cylinders, thus simulating 
the reverse case of a cylindrical "lake" of great depth in a land 
medium. The effect of bay-like curvature may be to reduce the enhance-
below that for a straight shore, while the phase
ratio close to the edge would probably
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THE COAST OR FAULT EFFECT ON THE MAGNETOTELLURIC FIELD
In reality the actual geometry of an interface between two 
media will be very complicated; in fact the concept of the inter­
face itself is an idealization. Nevertheless the effect of these 
"microgeometries" will be of much lower order than that of the major 
structure involved. It is therefore useful to study greatly simplified 
models which represent the essentials of reality, without the less 
significant features. This may be done in two ways, either experi­
mentally by the use of model structures in the manner of Dosso (see 
§3.4) or mathematically.
The simplest way to represent a coast is by an infinitely deep 
fault-like change in the conductivity. This is a severe ideali­
zation, since it ignores the presence of the ocean floor; however, 
it does represent the first order problem. More important, such 
a model will provide a limit to the field behavior near coastlines 
which fall off steeply into very deep water.
In this chapter we consider the effect of such a vertical fault, 
and also allow for effects of the sea-floor.
4.1 The Infinitely Deep Fault
4.1.1 The Static Case
The boundary conditions which apply to steady current flow 
across an interface were described in §3.4.3. The tangential electric 
field is continuous and hence is unchanged in going from one medium
126
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to the other. The normal electric field, on the other hand, changes 
in the inverse ratio of the conductivity, thus maintaining contin­
uous normal current flow. The tangential and normal magnetic fields 
both remain continuous. This behavior is depicted in Fig. 4.1; it 
represents the limit to the behavior exhibited by the more general 
wave case as the frequency becomes progressively lower.
4.1.2 The Wave Case
When the frequency is not zero, the trivial behavior of the 
static limit no longer applies and the fields must be determined 
from Maxwell's equations. Weaver (1963a) applied a trigonometric 
Fourier transform technique to the scalar Helmholtz eauation (3.3) 
under the boundary conditions listed in Table 3.2. He obtained 
solutions for the electric and magnetic fields under each of the 
polarization conditions of §3.4.2. Since his analysis is similar 
to that used in the next chapter, we will only quote the results 
here. The geometry he assumed is shown in Fig. 3.4, where is the 
conductivity of the land and O2 is the ocean conductivity. The 
two polarization conditions are shown in Fig. 3.5.
Weaver used emu and a harmonic time dependence e+ w^t, and his 
nomenclature differs slightly from ours. In terms of our nomen­
clature and mks units, the expressions for the various field components 
are collected in Table 4.1.*
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There is a typographical error in the expression for eq. (19) 
of Weaver's paper. The coefficient of the integral term should be 
preceded by -, not +.
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l a ) (b)
(c)
Ht
II
II
Eig• 4.1 The limiting behavior of fields near an infinitely deep fault, 
at zero frequency, (a) normal electric field Ei (b) tangential 
electric field E^ (c) magnetic fields Hj_ and . '
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Field Components Near a Coastline or Fault
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Table 4.1 (cont'd)
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Table 4,2
Surface Field Components Near a Coastline, 
Expressed in Dimensionless Parameters
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At the surface, z = 0, the only non-trivial components are 
those for E^, and H^. They may be expressed in terms of the 
dimensionless constants e, Y^, of Table 3.3; the relations are 
given in Table 4.2. The integration variable E, has been changed 
to u by the substitution:
C = n2u
4.1.3 Special Cases
(a) Transition to a Uniform Medium
At great distances from the discontinuity, the field components 
approach asymptotically the conditions for homogeneous media. From 
Table 4.1, we see that as |y| “
E . -*■ p ojA — - e 
xj o n
■ iii a J
E -*■ p a)B --- eyj o .Ci■ i .. a J
_  (4.12)
-/-in.z
-/-in.z
H ♦ A ey.1
H -+ 0
jz
These expressions apply to the uniform media 1 or 2. The more 
useful criterion is evident from Table 4.2. If Y^ >> 1 (i.e. jyj >> n^)
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the Integral terms become very small and the expressions reduce 
to those of (4.12).
It is also evident that as ■* (e 1), the conductivities 
of the two media become more nearly equal, and the relations of 
Table 4.1 again reduce to those for a homogeneous medium. We conclude 
that the coast effect will certainly diminish with distance from 
the shore, and will be small when the conductivity ratio across 
the "fault” is close to unity.
(b) Values for the Field Components at the Plane_of Discontinuity
(i) The Vertical Magnetic Field_Hz:
Weaver examined the vertical magnetic field component H a t
the plane of the shoreline y * 0. H is continuous there, and Weaverz
found that it could be evaluated analytically. He obtained:
A
133
= ~  |[her (n2z) - ker (hjZ)] ~ 1 [kei (r^z) - kei (n1z>]]
y=0 1f 1
Since we are only interested in the fields at the surface, z = 0, 
this expression may be simplified, either by direct evaluation of 
the original integral (4.10), or by using the series expansions 
for the Bessel functions of the second kind ker x and kei x (eg.
Dwight, 1961, 824.3 and 824.4; Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, 9.9.12).
The simplified relation is:
H (0,0) 2
 ----   £  In e (4.13)
A n
The value of e is always less than unity, so that at the interface 
the vertical surface magnetic field Hz is always completely out
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of phase (180°) with the normal magnetic field (=A). The magnitude 
of the field increases with the difference in conductivity, and 
will be highly sensitive to the ratio for a great conductivity dis­
parity between the media. Since the vertical field peaks at the 
interface, the enhancement can be obtained easily from (4.13).
Values of (2/71) jlne (are given in Table 4.3 for various values
of e.
(ii) Tangential_Electrie Field E^:
Similarly, at the interface y * 0, we may evaluate analytically 
the expression for the continuous tangential electric field E^ , 
at the surface z = 0. This is done in Appendix 2, the result being:
(4.14)Vl-11
'O- “ Tf
where K (k) is the Complete Elliptic Integral of the first kind with
modulus k = Vl-c^. Useful tables of this function are given by
2
Fettis and Caslin (1964) who use the modulus k and parameter k
as arguments; Byrd and Friedmann (1954, p. 322), who use the modular
angle a = arsin k as argument; and for small values of e, Airey
2 2
(1935), who uses the complementary parameter h = 1-k = e as argument.
For small values of e, the asymptotic relation
~2
K ' 1-e * In (4/e) (4.15)
is very useful in determining the magnitude of Ex (0,0).
Evidently as the conductivity decreases, the value of (0,0)
increases. The increase is much "slower" than the ratio of the
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asymptotic values E ^ O ’o.O/E^^.O) * *e* much slower than c \  This
means that the transition in E (z = 0) from the land medium tox
the oceanic one becomes very steep on the landward side and approaches
a step function type of change. The change on the oceanic side is
much more gradual.
The phase difference between E (0,0) and H (0,0), never-x y
theless remains constant at 45°, the same value as the asymptotic 
phase. This phase angle differs from 45° at intermediate distances.
Values of (2/it) K cC7> are given in Table 4.3 for several 
values of e.
(iii) Normal Electric Field E :---------------------------------------------------------- y
Unlike the two field components discussed above, the normal 
electric field at the interface y = 0 is not continuous, and hence 
there are two relations for the value of E there. It does noty
seem possible to evaluate exactly either of these expressions in
terms of known functions, but if we restrict the conductivity ratio 
2
so that c «  1, we may obtain closely approximate expressions for 
both values of the E^ field. These approximate values provide upper 
limits on the departure of the E^ field from its asymptotic (uniform 
medium) limit.
The derivations are given in App. 2, the final expressions 
being:
135
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For very small values of e, the asymptotic relation (4.15) is valid, 
together with the approximation E (k) £ 1. Then (4.16) may be written:
dent of the value of e , although the phase away from the fault must 
evidently differ from this value.
As an example of the small error involved in using relations
(4.17), consider the evaluations of (E^, E2) from each pair of equa­
tions, when e = 0.1. Equation (4.16) gives (1.14, 0.114), while
(4.17) gives (1.17, 0.117). The values computed from the exact 
expression (4.9) are (1.131, 0.1131). The relation (4.16) is thus 
accurate to about 1%, and (4.17) to a few percent. The accuracy
> (4.17)
/
o /
2
The ratio E2y (0,0)/E ^  (0,0) = c = is still preserved in
this approximate relation. We notice again that the phase of E^ 
relative to = -B is always +45° over the fault line, indepen-
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Values of EX (0,0), Ey
Table 4.3
(0,0) and (0,0) Over a Fault
E
2 k 2 h2 (0,0) E (0,0) E2v (0,0)
E K
H
y E*2 < " - 0 ) E 2 y  < * ' . ° >
* ° l h 2 =  l-e2 “ f  |1«I =  -  k ( \ i - e 2 )tt (4.16 & 4.17)
1.0 1.0 0 0 1.0000 ( 1 . 0 )
0.5 0.25 0.75 0.4413 1.3729
0.3162 0.10 0.90 0.7330 1.6413
0.1 io"2 0.99 1.4659 2.3527 0.114(0.1131)
0.0316 10"3 0.999 2.1989 3.0820 0.0340
0.0173 3.10“4 0.9997 2.5821 3.4647 0.0181
O
1 NJ
io"4 0.9999 2.9317 3.8144 0.01032
0.316 x io"2 io"5 1-10"5 3.6647 4.5473 0.320 x 10'2
o
1
io‘6 1-10'6 4.3976 5.2802 1.005 x 10-3
*The values in this column are approximate (see text). The figures in 
parentheses are more precise.
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both sets of relations improves at smaller values of c, but then 
there is very little distortion of the fields from the limit (1.0, e) 
over the fault line. The land value will not change aooreciably 
with distance from the shore, but in the highly conducting ocean 
(medium 2) the coastal suppression of the will decay rapidly,
and the magnitude will rise with increasing distance towards the 
asymptotic value of 1.0.
Some values of ( 0 , 0 ) (“,0) calculated from equations 
(4.16) and (4.17) are given in Table 4.3.
4.1.4 Numerical Evaluation of the Fields Near a Coastline
The equations of Tables 4.1 or 4.2 express the fields at any 
distance from the fault line. Since they cannot, in general, be 
evaluated analytically, numerical procedures are necessary to obtain 
the more detailed behavior away from the coastline. Weaver (1963a) 
has given the results of such computations for the vertical magnetic 
field at the surface, in both media, for a conductivity ratio of
2.5 x l(f4 (e - 0.0158).
The computation of the surface electric fields from Weaver's 
relations was programmed for an IBM 7094 computer by D. Smith and 
B. Morton of this Institute's computing group, for D. Swift of this 
Institute. The calculation was performed by Western Data Processing 
Center at the University of California, and the results have been 
made available to me by courtesy of Mr. Swift.
A five-point Gaussian integration technique was applied to 
each of the real and imaginary parts of the integrals in equations 
(4.1) and (4.2). The results are discussed in §4.3.
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4.2 The Fault of Finite Depth
The geometry assumed by Weaver In his treatment cannot allow 
for the effect of the sea bed in perturbing the fields. In a medium 
comprising two homogeneous layers with a horizontal plane inter­
face this effect is well-known. The presence of the base layer 
of lower conductivity modifies the results obtained from a model 
such as Weaver's.
It seems more realistic to consider a semi-infinite ocean of 
rectangular vertical cross-section, abutting a homogeneous, infinitely 
deep land medium. The material of the sea-base might be considered 
uniformly conducting with a conductivity either different or equal 
to that of the land. Such a model proves difficult to treat math­
ematically, however, and one which is more amenable to mathematical 
analysis must be chosen.
A model which can be treated in an approximate manner is shown 
in Fig. (4.2a). It consists of land and ocean media of equal depth, 
both underlain by a non-conducting, homogeneous medium of infinite 
depth. The land medium is designated by the subscript 1 and the 
ocean medium by the subscript 2 in the analysis. D’Erceville and 
Kunetz (1962) used this model in their discussion of the H-polarization 
case (see S3.4.5).
4.2.1 The Static Case
In the zero frequency limit there will be direct electric current 
flow in the conducting media. The behavior of the fields involved 
will be very similar to that already discussed in dealing with the
139
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(a)
«Tj =0
(b)
Fig. 4.2 Fault of finite depth (a) model geometry'(b) 
coordinate system.
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infinitely deep fault (§4.1.1). The current flow normal to the 
fault will be continuous, ie. the normal electric field will be 
discontinuous. The other fields will be continuous.
4.2.2 The Wave Case
When frequency dependence of the fields is admitted, it is 
necessary to solve Maxwell's equations under the conditions imposed 
by the geometry of Fig. 4.2a and Table 3.2. We use the coordinate 
system shown in Fig. 4.2b and the two polarization conditions of 
Fig. 3.5 are treated separately.
(a) E-Polarization: The surface E-vector is parallel to the strike
of the fault or coast. The equation to be solved is eq. (3.24), 
viz.
n = uo(D0
Since we have a geometry involving a constant finite depth 
in the z coordinate, with known boundary conditions at z = 0, h 
(Table 3.2, conditions (iii) and (iv)), a finite Fourier cosine 
transformation is used. This transform and its inverse are defined 
by (Tranter, 1956):
(4.18)
where
2
\(y»C) = J Ex(y,x) cos £x dX (4.19)
o
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where X -  - z (4.21)
If we apply (4.19) to (4.18) and use conditions (iii) and (iv) 
of Table 3.2 in the form
3E
Lax x=0 iuy A ^o tt
a y
Lax - 0X=7T
then eq. (4.18) reduces to
d2 I ,
_ *  - £2 E = iu>p A J  
.2 x o h
dy
(4.22)
v 2 ,^ ..2 2 .2
where £ = (£) C - iq (4.23)
The general solution of (4.22) is
itop A
E (y,C) = a iO  e^y + 8(0 e"^y  J
x ^2 h
If we always take Re (C) >0, and apply the conditions at infinity 
(v), we obtain
y<0: t  ( y t O  " a.(C> e
lx 1
h y iWPo A *
(4.24)
- 4 y  i<*)M AZ °  _  jl
y>0• E2x(y,5).= b2<5) 6 " “2
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The conditions (i) and (ii) at the interface y = 0 provide simultaneous 
equations for the solution of the coefficients:
*
2 2 
Ho ""Hi 
a 7T I X
“o“A h T iW W
(4.25)
62( 0  - - v *  J  — 2s efa(c +c ) 1 2 V 1 2}
We now take the inverse transform (4.20) of (4.24). We note first that 
to maintain the condition Re (£^) > 0 always, it is necessary to take 
/ - i  » - i* ^  = (1- i) / / F
Then:
f  (y,0) = 
lx
j  o l A  
o ir
-  (1 - 1 -
nil
y w A
V y -0) ■ - V -  h
-/lin
2*
The inverse transform is
E ( y , z ) = l E  (y,0) + ^ t a t ±  I  -i. I
2 2 
2 1
(4.26)
lx * IX h 2
5=1 51
V W
5ly v .
e - i> cos r Cz
2y a) A » .
W » - * >  - i  - - s —  I 75 s* !  C o
2 2
n2-ni -C2y
 « + l
(4.27)
ii _
cos r  £z n
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The second term in the summations may be evaluated explicitly 
(see App. 3):
cos ct£ cos  ^>/T nh (1 - a/t)]
I  •  o  2 ? 7 7
(sr  ? -in 2in sin / i ph
(4.28)
where
■ I *
Equations (4.27) may then be reduced to the relations:
E (y,z) » p uA / 
lx o
f ir cosi'Tnj(h-z) ^in-jy
__ ■ - - e
1 sim/ip^h hnin2
2 2 ^ly z
2(n,-n1) ® e cosn e,
* — M -  j ------- * -
4=1 41?2(41+?2)
yr cosy/Tn9(h-z) h9-n-, ''^ -Tn,y
E (y,z) = V 0)A li  ^ 1 2 1 ‘ 2
2x " nn2 sin*'Tn2h
2
In2
(4.29)
2 2 ~^ >2y z
2(n2_n1) “ e cosn g £
-  j  2 )
Re (c±) > 0always with
This pair of relations is the solution of (4.18) and satisfies 
the boundary conditions (i) - (v) of Table 3.2 The expressions 
for the Hy and field components may be derived from them, using 
Maxwell's equations in the form shown in Table 3.2. All the rela­
tions are collected together in Table 4.4.
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(k) H-Polarization: The surface H-vector is parallel to the strike.
The Hx component satisifes eq. (3.26), viz.
2 2
3 h ,
 - +  - i - i t T H - G  (4.30)2 2 
3y 3z
2n * p lira 
o
The boundary conditions (Table 3.2, (iii) and (iv)) indicate 
that the finite Fourier sine transform is appropriate in this case.
The transform and its inverse are defined by (Tranter, 1956):
09
iMy.5) = | Hx(y,x) S i n  5x «*X (4.31)
00
H (y,5) = -  y H (y,c) sin ?x <4-32>
x ir ^  x
where x “ r 2 (4.33)n
The application of (4.31) to (4.30) together with boundary 
conditions (iii) and (iv) of Table 3.2 reduce the partial differential 
equation to
d2H
x - 52H = l£)2B K (4.34)
. 2 •’ x h.
dy
with again 4 = (■•) ? ~ in (4.35)
The general solution of the ordinary differential equation 
(4.34) is
H^ (y,£;) = o(?) e?Y + e ?y ~ B ~2
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With Re (O  > 0 always, the infinity Conditions (v) reduce the rela­
tion in each region to:
y<0: = e'lT - <?>2 B
h ' ' i
(4.36)
y>0: n2x(y>0 = 62( 0  e ?2y - (J)2 B - f
h
The interface conditions (i) and (ii) at y * 0 determine the coefficients 
as
C1?2(c1+e **2*
2 2 
V ni6 , ( 0  -  1 B (I )2 t - ,
v f o *  V
The inverse transforms of (4.36) yield:
(4.37)
H ( y , z )  lx 21TB r2  ^\ r  5-1
Sly, . . 2, 2 2, e 11 + ie (n -n ) ---------- -
I
?2(^1+e ?2>J 
^ 2 y
Z sin j- Zz 
-
h
Z sin c Cz n
(4.38)
5l (?l+£ h ) '
The first terms of these summations may be explicitly evaluated 
(App. 3);
00 2 r~ \r S sin _ h sin /i n(h-z)
5*1 (E) V - i n 2 27 sin  *T nh h
(4.39)
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where
We obtain
V y . z )  = -B
H (y.«) *
sinvTni(h-z) e2<no-ni) ®
1 + 2iri — - I
% e
-c2y
sin c z£
sin/Thjh 5=1 5jc2(Ci+e2C2)
sin/fn7(h-z) (h9-n?) * 5 e ^ sin ■» z5l
 i ------- 2iri — -— —  I n '
(4.40)
sin/Tr^h 5=1 K2)
These relations satisfy eq. (4.30) and the boundary conditions 
(i) - (v) of Table 3.2. The expression for and Ez may be obtained 
from (4.40) from the relations listed in this Table.
In addition to the boundary conditions of Table 3.2, a short 
calculation shows that, at the interface y = 0, the relations for 
Ey also satisfy the condition
alEly(°’2) = °2E2y(°’z)
All of the relations expressing the various field components
are collected in Table 4.4. We are only interested in the fields
at the surface, z = 0. Here the E , H and H fields are trivial,’ z* x y
and the remaining components are given in Table 4.5, expressed in 
terms of the dimensionless constants of Table 3.3.
4.2.3 Special Cases
(a) Transition to.Double-Layered Medium
As with the infinitely deep fault, at great distances from the
discontinuity plane, the asymptotic behavior of the fields is the
same as for the fields in a double-layered medium, where the lower
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Table 4.4
Field Components Near a Finitely Deep Fault
E , = u wA. xl o
E*2 ” ',o"A  <
yj- cos/? rijOi-z) rijy
|nl sin*''? njh bn^
yp cosvT n2(h-z) 1_£ ~ /^ i n25
2 2
n2 - n ,  - e ^ e o s j z c
+ 2 I -------------------b
^2 sin^T n2h 1^2
- 2
2 2 “ ”l’2y rr
n2 “ nl 6 cosj-z?
h 5=1 +
T? = U U)B 
yi
A
"E 0 = U «By2 o '
£ y
yr cos/I n, (h-z) . 2 00 5 e cosJz5
.  -------------------- i --------------  -  2 tt i  i = | -  J   h  -
1 sin/T n^h h C-l C^C2 (C1 + e2C2)
yj- cos/L n2(h-z)
" • _
^2 sin/i n_h
+ 2ir2i ^-1
„ .2 “C2y TT2 «° £ e coSf-z5
I  h
5=1 Cjtj + =252)
2*1 (,_„2, " _5e slnh ^
z l  . 2E „ »  y_uB  ( 1 - e  )  £h
"C2y . TT
Ei2 = “o”8 ^  « - = 2> I
oo 5 e sinj^z5
E=1 ^ 2 ^ 1  + e ^2)
(A-Al)
( A .42)
(4.43)
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Table 4.4 (cont'd)
Field Components Near a Finitely Deep Fault
“xl “ *  <
C y
sln/i »i (h-z) n?(1-e) ” E e * slnJzC-------------- 1----------  +  2 ir i   I  ---------
sint^T h 5=1 ( ^  + e2C2)
>
\ 2  “ - B <
sin^T r^Oi-z) 
sin/i
2/, 2X _ ~**2y  . v en0(l-e ) 00 5 e sinr-z5
- 2x1 s---  I  *
T"1 ^ 1  + £ ^2^
H = Ay i
sinvT p^(h-z) 
sint^T n^b
+ 2iri
jsin/T n9(h-z)
H = A -------    - 2iri
y  a ± a /i
- “il v  . * r00 e sinrz5£  h-
«-l + C2>
m -C0y
e sin^z?
S=1 ^ ^ 2 ^ 1  + ?2*
(4.44)
(4.453
H_„ = A /-/i — r  ezl
1-e
n-jh
S=±njy
+ 2i
H 2 “ A 4-i/i e ~ ^  + 2i
*2 i n1n2h
ln2 * " ll
4 Y 7T r 
00 e cos^zC
5=1 C1C2 (C1 + ?2^
-49y
oo A  7T _e co8j^z5 
5=1 ^ 2 ^ 1  + C2*
2 .iix 2 2 . 2 2 _ /——
= (j^ ) 5 -in± ; = ^ o ^ i  * Re^-1 > 0
(4.46)
(4.47)
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Table 4.5
Surface Field Components Near a Fault of Finite Depth in Dimensionless Parameters
Y,
a> 0 -
- H ^ - i C B  e)2
/ o ~  E . - Y. , 0 « H -e °
V  “^ “ ^ c o t ^ H e - i ^ e  1 + ^  e(l-e2)H^ J -
v w A He it o _ t i r o oi^ro--- TJ
5=1 [{2-i(HoE)2] \
~ \ l ^  cot ft. H + e ^  *2 - -  (l-eZ)H3 J
V u u A He IT o 4
Hoo o
e
5al ‘Vg2-i(Hoe)2 [s2“iH*] Dj
~\J^T7S ^  cot /f He - i(l-e2)Hoe 5!
o E*
- ^  V 52-i(Hoe)2 
E e °
C* 2 [e 2- 1 ( H o e ) 2]  "V e 2 - 1 H 2 D 2
- \ / 5 I  Jjl . s  cot/r H + |  i(l-£2)H0 I £
- r -  ^ - 1Ho2 Ho °
e
5’ 1 i 7 - W 0t ) 2 [c2-ih 2]d2
>(4.48)
i
\
K4.49)
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Surface Field Components Near a Fault of Finite Depth, in Dimensionless Parameters
Table 4.5 (cont'd)
-/z- Y " TT7
zl = . ^ i z £ e" “X 1 + i i  (1_£2)h2 £
2
oE
2 „  2X„2 r e °
e)2 ^ O^  ^ o 1
Y2 / 2 , „2
H r r v  ” i r v £ - iHoH - . -/-i Y_ 0 _ 0 ® o
—  = - /F —  e + i — (1-e )H--------------------------------
He tt o
C=1 V c2-i(H e)2 V c2-iH2 D
o o l
D = V C2-i(H e)2 + % 2-iH2
l ^ o   ^ o
D„ = ^ 4 2-i(H e) + e2 ^ 2-iH2
><4.50) 
\
^(4.51)
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layer is non-conducting and infinitely deep. From Table 4.4 the
transition can be seen by allowing |y| -*• “.
More usefully, we may impose limiting values on y, beyond which
the coast effect is negligible. In all three fields of Table 4.5,
the term before the summation requires >> 1 or |y| >> For
the Ew-fields, this condition may be relaxed when H (or He) <<1; y o o
ie. when h «  3 n”} Then it is only necessary that Yj >> Hq (or 
»  HQe), which is equivalent to y »  h/3. Under these conditions:
V A
E ,/B
yj
_  cos /£  n.(h-z)
U  / i — -----------------3--------
V “B
H fk
yj
)
nj sin /T rijh
sin vT q. (h-z)
 ^
sin *T rijh
H . + 0
zj
These expressions are the well-known solutions for such a double­
layered half-space; the derivation is outlined in App. 4.
Thus the effect of the fault is negligible at distances much 
greater than the penetration depth within the medium. If the base­
ment depth is small compared to the penetration depth in either 
medium, the effect of the fault on the E^-field is negligible at 
distances much greater than h/3.
If the conductivities and are nearly equal (n^ -► or 
e -> 1), the relations of Table 4.4 also show the above limiting 
behavior.
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(b) Transition_to an Infinitely Deep Fault
As the depth of the basement layer increases, the solutions 
of Table 4.4 approach those of Weaver (Table 4.1). We need only 
consider the Ex and relations, since the other components are 
derived from them. By expanding the numerator of the first terms 
and considering the exponential representation, the limits as h + ®, 
may be easily found. The central term of the Ex expressions 
approaches zero in the limit. In treating the limit of the summa­
tion terms we note that although h ■* ®, the summation over £ is
GD
also taken to infinity. Therefore we must replace ^  f(ir£/h) by
GO
/ f(£') d£* and remember that the £,*s are defined differently in 
o J
each case. Then for the Ex expressions (4.41):
r r  cos J i  n (h«z) r-r -/-in .z
lim —  ------- *----- = e 3
h -*• ® 3^ s n^ ^  n.h 713
j
153
-5jy|j 1 11 t
2 , 2 2 , ? ®  COSfiZ?
00
- I f 2 2^= ? (r^-nj)
-^jbl , ,
e cos f z dr
i » >  r r
n ?  (£ +c ) 
j 1 2 v 1 2
' ' 2  2 
where C. = £ - in
3 i
With these limits the relations (4.41) become those of (4.1). 
Similarly in the Hx expressions (4.44):
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sin /T n. (h-z) x\ z
lim -- -—  ■■■■ = e 3
h -»• » sin /T tijh
2tri rij (l-e ) 00 e J sinjj?J sSn-Fz
lim u
h * - h2 5-1 y . l S  (t1+e2t2)
7 . -5!|y|
= il 2n -  2) [ g e sin €’z d ,
7 n1 e I * « • * 2 ^  5
W 2  (C1+E C2}
Relations (4.44) then become (4.4).
The conditions for this transition to occur can be determined 
from the equations of Table 4.5. All of the fields behave as though 
the medium is infinitely deep if
H e » 1
••1 —J>5
ie. if h >> = (uQwcr^ ) “
Thus if the basement depth is much greater than the penetration 
depth in the land medium, the model may be treated as an infinitely 
deep fault. At shallower depths some of the fields will start to 
show differences in behavior. The oceanic electric field normal 
to the shoreline (E^) becomes insensitive to the basement depth 
if
H »  1
-1 -*s
or h »  n2 = (wo<*»2)
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and since << a^, this is usually an appreciably shallower depth
much less sensitive to the presence of the ocean bottom than the 
other field components.
(c) The Field Comgonents at the Fault Plane
(i) Vertical Magnetic Field
If we try to obtain an analytic expression for the Hz field 
component (4.50) in the plane of the fault, we obtain the relation:
The series obtained by separating this expression are divergent 
at the surface z = 0, although the complete series is not. An analogous 
relation to the expression (4.13) for an infinitely deep fault cannot 
be derived explicitly.
(ii) Tangential Electric Field
Here, too, the series expressions in the relations (4.48) cannot 
be summed explicitly; the expressions reduce to:
The summation term is not known in closed form, although the 
series is certainly convergent.
than is required by the other components. Thus the field is
ir
- \ cos g z£
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(iii) Normal Electric Field E  y
Since the analogous case for the fault of infinite depth did 
not yield on exact analytical expression for the value of the normal 
electric field immediately over the fault, a similar behavior might 
be expected for the present model:
The relations (4.49) cannot be explicitly summed; they reduce
Thus the analytical expressions obtained in 14.1.3(b), for 
the fields above a vertical fault of infinite depth, do not have 
simple analogues when the effect of an underlying basement is intro­
duced. Therefore, we cannot obtain easily the values of the field 
components, either to estimate the changes while traversing the 
fault, or to use as a check on computer calculations. It is possible 
to approximate these relations for shallow basements, however.
4.2.4 Approximations for Shallow Basement Depths
We have already studied the limiting behavior of the field express­
ions when the basement layer is taken to be infinitely deep. It 
is of interest also to examine the opposite limit, where the depth 
of the basement is shallow in comparison with the penetration
to:
cot /L H6 -
where 6^  ■= z" / (1 + z") .
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depth in the ocean. In terms of the parameters described in Table
3.3, this means that we take
H = h/yl^T «  1 (4.32)
O JL
If this condition is applied to Table 4.5, we see that the summa­
tion terms reduce to the form
» - EV Ho 
I  S-------------a
.e-i 5
where n = 2, 3, 4 for E , H , E respectively. This sum is a form
y z x
of the polylogarithm of order n (see van Wijngaarden, 1954, Lewin,
1958, Fletcher et al., 1962), defined by
v * >  - 1 4  . (4-53>
5*1 5
We also note the approximation:
S i cot/i"x % —  - +... as x ->-0 (4.54)
x 3 45
The expressions of Table 4.5 can be simplified considerably, 
under the approximation (4.52), and they are presented in Table (4.6).
The poly logarithm L^Cx) -*• c(n), the Riemann Zeta Function, 
as the argument x -► 1. The expressions for the fields directly 
over the fault (Y^ = 0) are therefore greatly simplified, and they 
still satisfy the boundary conditions that E^, oE^, and be con­
tinuous across the interface.
2 3 4
We note that c(n) has the values it /6; it /25.8; ir /90 for
n = 2, 3, 4 respectively.
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4.2,5 Computation of the Fields Near a Fault of Finite Depth
The equations of Table 4.6 were used to provide a "shallow- 
depth" limit on the field behavior, and so avoid the time-consuming 
and expensive computer calculations necessary to evaluate the more 
precise expressions of Table 4.5. We mention here that d'Erceville 
and Kunetz (1962) have carried out such computations for the normal 
E^ field. We evaluated equations (4.54) - (4.56) using a desk- 
calculator, and, where necessary, the polylogarithm tables of van 
Wijngaarden (1954). The contributions to the fields from the last 
terms however are usually very small, especially for larger values 
of or Y2.
4.3 Discussion of Results
The equations in Tables 4.2 and 4.6 describe respectively the 
two limiting situations of an infinitely deep fault and a very shallow 
fault. While perhaps neither case is applicable to a given situa­
tion, we can expect the fields to provide limitations on the behavior 
of the true field.
Figures 4.3 (a, b, c) show the behavior of the three field 
components Ex> E^, and respectively, for a penetration depth 
ratio e = 0.1. The E and E magnitudes have been normalized to* y
unity at the oceanic asymptote, so as to compare the relative changes 
across the coastline. The phases have not been normalized, and 
represent the phase difference between E^ and H^.
The results of d’Erceville and Kunetz (1962) for the component 
are included in Fig. 4.3 b, and the asymptotic limits of the magnitude
158
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The Field Components Near a Shallow Fault
Table 4.6
,____   - f - i X  3foZ E . . /. . 1 „ H e .
X .  - S i  i   iS £  + ( l- e 2) L
y u> A • He 3 ir ' ' 4
o
i l A  (l-e2) L,3 7f 4
°2 E x 2  i e-Kl-e) e ^
y id a 7 H£
o
' W
- V Ho
(4.55)
^ V e - i - . i S l . I i H e  i ^ - L .
y w B • He 3 * o . ,_2 z
O l+E
-Y./H e 
1 oe
(4.56)
V V W B * H 3 if <
, i = S l L
° l +e2 2
- Y 2 / H o
i . f t  i=l + ± _ 0 s d i  H2 L
A * He tt o 3
H 0 , -/-iY0 , 2. 9
z2 ± -  f T  il£ e + - H L.
A ’ He o 3
- W
' V o
(4.57)
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and phase of both the E^ and components are also shown in 
Figs. 4.3 (a, b), to indicate the trend of the fields at intermediate 
depths. Weaver's (1963a) result for the vertical magnetic field 
Hz (with e = 0.0159; H = «) is likextfise included in Fig. 4.3 c.
In Fig. 4.4 the electric field components have been combined 
by the method described in App. 1, to give the characteristics of 
the polarization ellipses. Some of the ellipses are also shown. 
Before discussing the field behavior shown in Figs. 4.3 and
4.4, a few remarks should be made concerning the normalization of
the electric fields. The electric fields at the surface depend
on the depth of the basement (specified here by the parameter H) 
through the relationship given in App. 4, so that the normalization 
factor 2^^  applied to the E field is different for each depth. It
is evident from Table 4.6 that when H «  1, this factor is very
nearly 1/H. The normalization of the fields eliminates this varia­
tion due to the asymptotic geometry and allows the effect of the 
fault to be seen more clearly.
If the exact behavior of the E^/H^ ratio is required, each 
of the magnitude curves in Figs. 4.3 a,b must be multiplied by the 
relevant normalization factor t, given in Fig. 4.5, where
160
4.3.1 The Vertical Magnetic Field Hz
The enhancement of the vertical magnetic field magnitude |Hz/H^ | 
over the discontinuity is seen in Fig. 4.3 c. Weaver (1963a)
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Y, (LAND) (SEA)
Fig. 4.3 (a) Parallel electric field near a fault, e  = 0.1
"x2a
; Arg =— ■ ; parameters defined in Table 3.3 
n
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Fig. 4.3 (b) Normal electric field near a fault, e= 0.1
x2“
Arg -H
-Curves from d*Erceville and Kunetz (1962)
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Y , ( L A N D )  Y ,  ( S E A )
Fig. 4.3 (c) Vertical magnetic field near a fault, e'* 0.1
H
;Arg f  .
y
■ — Curves from Weaver (1963a)
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Y, (LAND) 
POLARIZATION
Y, (SEA)
§  iS) ^
LAND SEA
H.o.1 ^
\  0  0  £ r
/  J & r  * © .
-3 -2 -I 0
Y,
J______ I
I 2 3 4  5
'ft
Fig. 4.4 The polarization of the electric field near a fault, e = 0.1, 
assuming a left circularly polarized surface magnetic field. 
The parameters are defined in Table 3.3.
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H
Fig. 4.5 The variation of the surface electric field over a plane double­
layered half space with a non-conducting base layer, for 
varying basement depths H, as defined in Table. 3.3. Also the 
normalization factor x used in specifying the electric fields.
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calculated this effect for infinitely deep media, but it is evident 
that the presence of a basement layer of low conductivity at a finite 
depth can greatly increase the degree of the enhancement. Over 
the fault itself the ratio becomes approximately (l-c)/He at small 
values of H, with an almost exponential decay on each side of the 
interface. Thus the enhancement is very dependent on the depth 
(measured in land penetration depths) provided it is relatively 
shallow, but is much less sensitive at greater depths.
Thus Weaver's estimate is probably a minimum-curve, although 
the values at the cusp are overestimates for any particular curve, 
a result of the idealization of the mathematical model. Such gradient 
discontinuities will not occur naturally, and the cusp would smooth 
over.
Different horizontal scales are used in Fig. 4.3. The near 
symmetry of the magnetic field curves in Fig. 4.3 c indicates that,
at the same number of skin depths within each medium, measured from
*
the fault, the vertical component of the magnetic field is nearly 
the same, at least for shallow basement depths. Since the land 
conductivity is usually much less than the oceanic conductivity, 
this means that the field falls off very much more slowly inland 
than to seawards when distance is measured in, say, meters, instead 
of penetration depths.
The influence of the conductivity ratio (land:ocean) on the 
vertical magnetic field is, probably seen most easily by examining 
the peak values directly over the fault (see Fig. 4.6 a). At
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shallow depths (H << 1), the field component is nearly inversely 
proportional to e at Y = 0, while for an infinitely deep fault,
Weaver has shown the proportionality to |ln e| (see eq. 4.13). The 
vertical magnetic field increases as the disparity in the conduc­
tivity from land to ocean becomes greater. It can also be seen 
from Fig. 4,6 a that the field is much more sensitive to the con­
ductivity ratio when a resistive basement is present at a shallow 
depth, than it is where an infinitely deep geometry is involved.
The effect of a change in the depth H on the phase difference
between H and H is, however, not as marked as the effect on the z y * ’
magnitude. Over basements at a very shallow depth, the phase dif­
ference is evidently quite insensitive to H, although there is some 
change in phase, as the sub-stratum progresses to greater depth.
We note that, for a given physical situation where h and e 
are fixed, the parameter H can be considered a measure of the frequency, 
since it is indeed proportional to /f. Figure 4.6 a then indicates
the behavior of lH /H I with e over a fault of fixed depth, for z y
various frequencies.
The frequency response for the vertical magnetic field where 
e = 0.1 is replotted in Fig. 4.7 a. For the values of H used here 
the curves of Fig. 4.3 c are very closely symmetrical, so that Fig.
4.7 a may be used to represent the field over both the land and
the sea. It is direct reading over the sea, but to convert to readings
over the land, the curves designated by A = n (n=0, 1, 2, 5, 10,
20, 30) represent instead the curves Ac = n. The values of y, the
167
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distance from the shore measured in meters, are given in the table 
on the figure. They also must be increased by the factor Thus-,
for example, the curves specify land distances, y, of 0, 50, 100,
250, 500, 1000, 1500, meters respectively, when h = 5m.
This simple transformation from the results at sea to those 
on land is only possible at low values of H (for e = 0.1); at greater 
values of H, the curves of Fig. 4.3 c lose their symmetry as they 
approach the limit H = °> more closely. We have not carried out 
the calculations for these values, for the reasons stated in §4.2.5, 
but it can be seen from the examples given on Fig. 4.7 a and Table
4.7 that the curves given here cover a number of practical ranges 
of frequency and depth.
The frequency response of the vertical magnetic field t^/H^
for the case H * ® is presented in Fig. 4.8 a for both the ocean
and land media, assuming an ocean conductivity of 3 mho m \  and
e * 0.1. We notice that, while the ratio H /H directly over thez y
fault is frequency dependent when there is a resistive basement at a 
finite d epth, it becomes completely insensitive to frequency when 
the two media are considered to be uniform to great depth.
If the basement depth h were much greater than the land penetra­
tion depth q”1, or H »  e”1, the geometry could be treated as having 
conducting media of infinite depth, (see §4.2.3b). This conclusion 
means that Fig. 4.8 a may be used in place of Fig. 4.7 a when both 
the depth and frequency are sufficiently high. The examples incor­
porated in Fig. 4.7 a indicate, for instance, that Fig. 4.8 a would 
apply for h ^  1 km and f > 10 cps, or H > 15.
168
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When the infinite fault geometry is applicable, the enhance­
ment of [H2/Hy | immediately over the fault is quite independent 
of frequency. If the depth of the basement is finite, however, this 
is no longer true. At points away from the discontinuity, the 
ratio is dependent on the frequency in all cases, but at great depths 
(see Fig. 4.8 a), points very close to the fault may be very frequency 
insensitive.
We conclude that, within a short distance on either side of
a very deep vertical fault, the magnitude of the vertical magnetic
field component will be enhanced, but the enhancement will be fairly
insensitive to the frequency of the field. However, if the fault
is terminated by a non-conducting basement at a finite depth below
the surface, the field is enhanced more greatly and the increase
is dependent on both the depth of the basement and the frequency.
The Ih /H I ratio also increases in all cases, as the ratio between z y ’
the conductivites on either side of the fault differs further 
from unity (i.e. as e -*• 0).
At low values of H, the phase of H relative to H remains * K z y
constant (-135°) with frequency immediately over the fault, but 
changes toward -180° at greater H values. For the infinitely deep 
fault, this value is maintained independent of frequency. At points 
close to the discontinuity the phase is relatively insensitive to 
frequency at both very large and very small values of H; at inter­
mediate values, however, it may be quite sensitive.
169
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Parameter Conversion Table for Use with Fig. 4.7 
(i) Frequency f (cps)
h H= 10-4 10"3 10-2 10-1 1.0 10 102
5 m 0.169 1.69 16.9 169 1.69xl03
-3 -2
100 m 0.42x10 0.42x10 0.042 0.42 4.22 42.2 422
-3 -2
1 km 0.42x10 ' 0.42x10 7 0.042 0.42 4.22
Table 4.7
(ii) Distance from Fault (y over ocean yi t  over land)
h A= 0 1 2 5 10 20 30
5 m 0 5 10 25 50 100 150 (m)
100 n 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 (km)
1 km 0 1~ 2 5 10 20 30 (km)
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«
Fig. 4.6 (a) Enchancement of |H /H | over a fault with various basement
depths as a function ofZe.^ The parameters are defined in Table 
3.3.
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Fig. 4.6 (b) The variation of [Ex/E^ooj with e.
  The field directly over the fault
  The asymptotic field on land Exl«°^Ex2«>
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<
Fig. 4.6 (c) The variation of over a fault, against e.
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H*
Fig. 4.7 (a) The frequency response of the vertical magnetic field Hz
at sea near a vertical fault of various depths. Parameter 
Xeiy/h=Y2/H, To obtain the response over land, replace X by Ae. 
The abscissa H2 - 2Tru0a2h2f = 0.2369 x 10“4 h*f may be 
converted directly to frequency f in cps by multiplying by 
factors 1.69 x 103, 4.22, 0.0422 respectively when h = 5, 100 
or 1000 meters. The arrow on the right hand side indicates 
the limit of the curve for X = 0 as I +  *.
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300 ^  <200 X  100/•'50 / " ^ O  ' X
« =0.1
60° -
40° -
20°  -
xl >» LI I ,
0°
X =30
■20° =■
-40°
A ,  /  V  - , .
N V ' C * * '  \ C ^
^00  200 100 50 20 10
 LAND (REGION I)
  OCEAN (REGION 2)
\
-60° _L
10* 10-5 10* 10“
H*
10
_i
10*
Fig. 4.7 (b) The frequency response of the tangential electric field
Ex near a vertical fault of various depths. Parameter 
X-y/h=Y2/H=YiL/He. For numerical value see Fig. 4.7(a). 
Ahscissa h2 = 2iry0a2h.2f = 0.2369 x 10“4h.2f (h meter, f cps).
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IO*4 IO*3 IO*2 IO' 1 I 10 102
H*
Fig. 4.7 (c) The frequency response of the normal electric field.
Ey near a vertical fault of various depths. Parameter 
X=y/h=Y2/H=Yi/He. For numerical values see Fig. 4.7(a).
. Abscissa = 2Trp002h2f = 0.2369 x 10“^h^f (h meter, f cps).
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y*f (km8.cps)
Fig. 4.8 (a) The frequency response of the vertical magnetic field Hz/Hy near an infinitely ‘■J
deep fault, for both land and sea. Distance y is measured in km, f in cps, for 
the abscissa y^f.
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Fig. 4.8 (b) The frequency response of the tangential electric field, IEx /E^*,! and Arg
(Ex/Hy), near an infinitely deep fault, for land and sea. Distance y is measured 
in km, f in cps, for the abscissa y^f.
oo
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OCEAN LAND
^ y, f(km,.cps)
Fig. 4.8 (c) The frequency response of the normal electric field |Ey/Ey2«>| and Arg (Ey/-Hx) , 
near an infinitely deep fault, for land and sea. Note the change in ordinate 
scale over each medium. Distance y is measured in km, f in cps, for the abscissay2f •
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4.3.2 The Horizontal Electric Fields E , E
x* y
The behavior o£ the electric fields near the fault is shown 
in Figs. 4.3 a,b. The fields are normalized in the manner described 
above; the normalization factors are given in Fig. 4.5. Evidently 
the presence of a basement increases the magnitudes of both |E/E^^ f 
ratios and changes the phase of E^/H^ in the asymptotic limit from 
-45° towards 0°. The presence of the fault further increases the 
tangential E^ field on the ocean side, and correspondingly reduces 
it on the land side. There is very little effect on the normal 
Ey field on the land side of the fault; the field on the ocean side 
however, is quite markedly reduced from its asymptotic value, the 
reduction increasing with the basement depth but becoming insensi­
tive to depth for H > 5. It is the ocean E^-field which is forced 
to c hange in order to satisfy the boundary conditions across the 
fault.
Similarly there is very little modification to the phase of 
the Ey/H^ field on the land side, but a sharp change occurs on the 
ocean side. The effect on the phase of ®X/Hy is appreciable in 
both media, but tends to be more pronounced at shallow depths, on 
the ocean side.
The combined effect of the fault on both electric fields is 
best studied through the polarization of the fields. Figure 4.4 
shows the characteristics of the polarization ellipses computed 
by the method described in App. 1. It is evident that, immediately 
to the seaward of the fault, the fields are strongly polarized
180
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along the coast. The Inclination of the major axis gradually becomes 
more normal to the strike, and the ellipticity becomes less marked, 
with increase in either the frequency (at a fixed position) or the 
distance from the shore (at a fixed frequency). The presence of 
the non-conducting basement increases the linearity of the polariza­
tion ellipse at any given Y2, and also retards the rotation o f the 
major axis. This behavior may be interpreted as due to an electric 
current flow which is intensified by being confined to the shallow 
ocean.
On the land side the electric field is predominantly normal 
to the coastline. The Inclination of the major axis decreases from 
normal with increasing distance from the coast or with increasing 
frequency, while the ellipticity is simultaneously reduced. The 
presence of the non-conducting basement reduces this effect.
Figure 4.6 b shows the variation-of the field with the conduc­
tivity ratio e. The solid curves show the value of the field 
IEx/Ex2«I Immediately over the fault for the two limiting cases 
when H is very small or very large. These values are always inter­
mediate between the two asymptotic results, one of which is always 
unity here because of our normalization. The other asymptotic curves 
are also shown in Fig. 4.6 b for the two extreme cases - additional 
curves may be obtained from the relation
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Figure 4.6 c shows a similar plot for the E field. The ratioy
|E _ /E I is used, as the effect of the fault on the E , field 1 y20 y2“' ’ yl
is quite small. D'Erceville and Kunetz (1962) have made calcula­
tions for c = 0.33, as well as the curves shown in Fig. 4.3 b, and 
these enable us to indicate the trend of the conductivity depen­
dence of the Ey field, at intermediate values of H (Fig. 4.6 c).
The effect of the coast or fault on both the tangential (E^ ) 
and normal (E^) electric fields becomes more pronounced as the conduc­
tivity ratio changes further from unity. The effect on the tangential 
field is further increased by the presence of a non-conducting base­
ment at some finite depth, but the effect on the normal field is 
reduced by the presence of a basement. The polarization ellipses 
at a particular Y-value thus become more linear as the value of 
c decreases, especially at points relatively close to the fault 
plane. This will be true at any fixed value of the depth H (expressed 
in units of penetration depth).
The frequency response curves of the electric field components 
E^ and E^ are shown in Figs. 4.7 b and c respectively, with e = 0.1.
As the curves representing the fields over the land and sea in 
Fig. 4.3 a,b are quite distinct, there is a different set in 
Fig. 4.7 b,c for each, region, unlike Fig. 4.7a. The curves of.
Fig. 4.7 b,c may be interpreted in practical cases through the examples 
of Fig. 4.7 a, or Table 4.7. They apply when the basement is at 
some finite depth; as H °°, the frequency response is presented 
in Figs. 4.8 b,c. These last curves have been calculated for an 
ocean conductivity of 3 mho, m \
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The electric fields E^ and immediately over the fault (A = 0) 
are quite insensitive to frequency over either very shallow or very 
deep basements. However, they show a frequency dependence at some 
intermediate range of depths. The normal field (E^ ) is quite insensi­
tive to frequency over a wide range of both frequency and distance, 
as can be seen from Fig. 4.7 c. For instance, with a basement depth 
h = 100 m and e * 0.1, the magnitude of the E^ field on the ocean 
side of the fault plane shows a dependence on frequency only for 
f > 5 cps, and then only within SO m of the shore. The phase angle, 
however, is sensitive for f > 0.5 cps and exhibits a coast-effect 
behavior within about 100m; the response beyond this becomes that 
for a two-layered medium. On the land side of the fault plane, 
there is very little effect on either the magnitude or the phase 
of the Ey field, which can be attributed to the presence of the 
fault. A small phase effect occurs within 100 m of the shore, at 
frequencies exceeding about 1 cps. Although the normal field 
is not greatly influenced, the tangential Enfield shows a strong 
frequency dependence, as can be seen in Fig. 4.7 b. The charac­
teristics of the polarization ellipses at a particular location 
will thus vary with frequency, the linearity increasing and the 
angle of inclination of the major axis changing towards normal (on 
land) or tangential (over the sea), as the frequency decreases.
4.3.3 Comparison with Observations
Most of the observations of the coast effect (see §2.6.2) either 
involve coastal geometries which are unlike ours, or are concerned
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with determining the approximate enhancement of the vertical magnetic
field. However Mansurov's observations at Mirny may be compared
with the theory developed here. At Mirny the land falls sharply
into the sea, and then flattens out at a depth of about 100 m. The
observations have already been described and we use the analysis
of Kokityanskii (1963), summarized in Fig. 2.1,
Rokityanskii gives a frequency response curve for the tangential
telluric field in the ocean; this has been replotted in Fig. 4.9
in terms of the parameters used in this discussion. The ocean floor
near Mirny, actually slopes from 100 m depth at offshore distance
100 m, to 400 m depth at 10 km distance, but the factor of 4 in
depth h makes no difference to the emu normalization parameter
t/f/2o (see Fig. 4.5), needed to modify Rokityanskii's values.
The value of the ocean conductivity was taken as = 3 mho m ^ =
3.10 ^  emu, so that t  = 2.65 mV km ^ y
In our analysis, we have assumed that the underlying substratum
is completely non-conducting. This is unlikely to hold true in
reality, and Rokityanskii has shown the response when this condition
is relaxed. He gave the frequency response of the E-field over
a plane double-layered medium, for several conductivity ratios
-4
(Fig. 2.1 c). The field at 10 cps would be reduced to 18%, 36%,
-3 -3 -2
and 64% of the field at 0.1 cps, when c = 2x10 , 6.3x10 , 2x10
respectively. The non-zero conductivity of the basement is undoubtedly
-4
the cause of the decrease in the field at 10 cps to 14% of
its value at 0.1 cps (Fig. 4.9 a). Such a decrease indicates that
_3
the value of e  is 10 or less.
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Fig. 4.9 The frequency response of the fields at Mirny, replotted from Rokityanskii (1963) 
in terms of the parameters of this discussion. (a) |Et2/Et2°°l > m to seawards 
of the shoreline (b) |Hzi/Hsl|, 5 0 ^  inland from the shore. The scale for (a) 
assumes h = 100 m, — 3 mho. m. .
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The observation point was situated 100 m offshore so that 
A = y/h = 1. Our frequency response curves for E^ (Fig, 4.7 b) were 
calculated for e  * 10 * and therefore are not directly applicable. 
However, the A * 1 curve shows a decrease of the E^-field to 85% 
at = 0.1 from the field at * 10 Examination of Figs. 4.3 c 
and 4.6 b indicates that a more rapid fall off in the | / E t<jo{ frequency
-3
response would be expected at a value of e  * 10 . The observa­
tion point is close to the shore, and the A = 1 curve is sufficiently
2
close to the A = 0 curve of Fig. 4,7 b, that, at H = 0.1, the fall
-3 -1
off for e = 10 would not be much sharper than for e = 10 . In
Fig. 4.9 a we see that there is a decrease to 80% observed between
2 -2 - 1  H = 10 and 10 , in good agreement with the theory.
We thus verify quantitatively Rokityanskii’s suggestion that
the decline in the frequency response of the tangential field E
at periods below 10 sec is due to the presence of the coast.
The behavior of the vertical magnetic field is not so well
verified, but as the model is less realistic over the land, perhaps
this is to be expected. There is no evidence for a non-conducting
basement 100 m underground at Mirny and, as the rock is metamorphic,
we are probably justified in assuming it to be very deep and not
underlain by a non-conducting medium. If we used the curves for
H = ® (Fig. 4.8 a) to compare with Fig. 4.9 b, taking y = 0.05 km,
we see that the frequency response for f < 0.1 cps is flat. This
-3 -1behavior would occur for e =10 as well as e = 10 . The down­
ward trend of the |H /H | response curve below 10 * cps is therefore
z s
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unlikely to be due to the presence of the coast. (H is the totals
horizontal surface vector.) It is more likely that, at these fre­
quencies, a variation in the deep stratification of the earth is 
responsible.
The selection of h = ® for the land medium is also supported
by the small enhancement of H - unless the medium were exceedinglyz
deep, the enhancement of |Hz/H^| would be very much greater than 
the factor of two observed (see Fig. 4.6 a). Much larger enhance­
ments of the vertical field were found by the Canadian investigators, 
in the several studies reviewed in §2.6.2. However they do not 
approach the values obtained in this calculation for the field 
immediately over the fault, probably because the idealized geometry
results in an overestimation of the H -field.z
The studies of Lambert and Caner (1965) in the Vancouver Island
area also yielded frequency response data. At the coastal station
Tofino, the frequency response curve shows a decrease of the Hz
ratio between Tofino and the observatory at Abbotsford (30 km inland).
The decrease at 50 sec period is about 87% of the ratio at 200 sec
period. Figure 4.8 a shows a decrease in the |H /H | ratio of aboutz y
90-95% in this period range if we assume Tofino to be 2-3 km from 
the coast. The Abbotsford response may be assumed flat at these 
frequencies. The experimental results (accurate to within about 
10%) thus agree with the theory when the basement is assumed infinitely 
deep, and the conductivity ratio is taken as 1:100. The effect 
of the ocean bed would be to reduce the higher frequency response
187
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further, but the unknown parameters (h, y, s) make the application . 
of Fig. 4.7 a too unreliable.
The computations of this chapter are further applied to a specific 
case in §5.4.
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THE EFFECT OF A DYKE OP LONO PROMONTORY 
ON THE MAGNETOTELLURIC FIELD
In this chapter we consider the influence of a dvke or long promon­
tory on the magnetotelluric field. In regarding a dyke as a model 
of a long promontory, we assume both ends of the promontory are 
sufficiently remote that the effects due to them may be neglected.
The treatment follows that of the previous chapter. First, we 
study the infinitely deep dyke and then extend the work of Rankin 
(1962) (see §3.4.7) to allow for the effects of the basement. The 
shorter term "dyke" is usually used, even in situations where a 
coast is being discussed.
5.1 The Infinitely Deep Dyke
For the geometry of our model we refer to Fig. 5.1a. The dyke 
is of width I and the dyke material has an electrical conductivity 
o^; the external medium has a conductivity • The coordinate 
system used is shown in Fig. 5.1b, having z vertically downwards, 
x parallel and y normal to the strike of the dyke and the discon­
tinuity planes at y * i h l .  The surface of the earth is the plane 
z » 0.
5.1.1 The Static Case
The behavior of the. fields in the limit as the frequency becomes 
zero is discussed in §3.4.3 with reference to a single vertical 
discontinuity— , aEj^ , are all continuous across the
interface.
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For a parallel-sided vertical fault, the form of the fields is 
shown in Fig. 5.2. Again these represent the limiting behavior of 
the fields in the general wave case, as the frequency decreases.
5.1.2 The Wave Case
When the frequency is non-zero, the trivial solutions above are 
no longer valid, and the fields must be determined from Maxwell's 
equations. He use the boundary conditions described in §3.4.3) to 
solve Maxwell's equations under the dyke geometry. The two polariza­
tion conditions (§3.4.2) are treated separately.
(a) E-Polarization. The surface E-vector is parallel to the 
dyke. The equation to be solved is (3.24), viz.
2 2
3 E 3 E
— ~  ~  + i n E  = 0 (5.1)
3yZ 3z x
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where
2n * y a>o 
o
Since we know 3E /3z at the surface z = 0 and at infinity (condi-X
tions (iii) and (vi) of Table 3.2) we may use the Fourier cosine
transformation and its inverse, defined by:
00
*x ( y , 0  =“/ F  | E(y,z) cos Sz dz (5.2)
w
Ex (y,z) “V F  j  E(y »^  cos 5^*3*
o
If we apply the transform (5.2) to (5.1) and use the boundary 
conditions (iii) and (vi) of Table 3.2, eq. (5.1) reduces to
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( a )
(b)
Fig. 5.1 (a) Model of an infinitely deep dyke,
(b) The coordinate system.
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Fig. 5.2 Static fields near a dyke (a) normal electric field (b) 
tangential electric field (c) magnetic field.
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d2E
x _2 s _
- c E = Yf iwu A (5.4)
dy x it o
where
2 _2 . 2  /c cv
C - C ~ in (5.5)
This second order differential eauation has the general solution
,  _ in ioA nr\
Ex ( y ,C )  = <*(C) e + 8 ( 0  e ' ? y  |—  V j
where the coefficients a(C), 6(C) are determined by the boundary condi­
tions .
Since Re(c) > 0 always, the symmetry condition (vii) and the 
condition at infinity (v) of Table 3.2 give:
Region 1: \y\<h.i a(C) = 8(C) = ^  (C), say
Region 2: |y|>%£ a(C) = 0 ; 8(C) = Y2(C), say
The solution in each region is then:
ip U)A rx-jlyI : Elx (y,C) = Y1(C) cosh ^ y  1—  ~y--
h
(5.6)
|y|>}5i *• E2x(y ’?) = Y2(5> e ----2—  ¥
c2
Conditions (i) and (ii) of Table 3.2, when applied to the inter­
faces y * , provide a pair of simultaneous equations from which
the coefficients Y^(C) way be determined:
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sinh f cosh hlx,^
The solution for is now obtained by taking the inverse trans­
form (5.3) of (5.6). The inverses of the last terms of relations
(5.6) may be explicitly expressed (see App. 5), since:
cos Ez /?ir -/-iTiz „ /—n „__— =  e ' ; Re /-i‘ > 0
€ -in 2n
(5.8)
The inverse trnasforms in the two regions are then:
\y\< h i : Elx(y»z) =
/ i
+ / T r  (ru  - n?)
cosh t^y
~2 ~  
h  h  1
cos Ez dE)
PomA - / ^ n 2z
|y|>hi : E2x(y,z) = ■— ■ (
/T
-(|y|“!5i)E.
- / P f
e sinh hit,
(5.9)
cos &  dE>
?1 ?2 A1
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with > 0, always.
These relations for constitute the solution of eq. (5.1),
which satisfies the boundary conditions (i) - (vii) of Table 3.2.
The and field components may be obtained from them, using
Maxwell's equations in the form given in this table. The expressions
for all the field components are collected in Table 5.1.
(b) H-Polarization. The H-vector at the surface is parallel
to the strike. The relevant equation is (3.26):
2 2
3 H 3 H -
— + in H = 0 (5.1C)
3y 3zZ X
where again
fl « p toa o
Since H is known at the surface z = 0 and at z = <*> (Table 3.2, 
x
conditions (iii) and (vi)), the Fourier sine transformation and its 
inverse may be used. These are defined by:
CO
Hx(y,C) --/jPJ R(y>z> sin £z dz (5,11)
o
CO
Hx(y,z) = H(y,£) sin £z d£ (5.12)
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Application of the transform (5.11) and the boundary conditions
(iii) and (vi) of Table 3.2, reduce eq. (5.10) to
d2H „
x 2-
dy2
- ?2H - J *  BC (5.13)
X  V  IT
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where
2 2 2 
Z - Z - in
This equation has the general solution
Hx(y,C) = H Z )  e“?y + v(£) e“Cy - J
C
where again the coefficients A(£) and v(£) are determined bv the 
boundary conditions. The symmetry condition (vii) and condition at 
infinity (v) of Table 3.2 require
\y\<hl : = VjCz) = h & ^ Z ) ,  say.
|y|>%i : X2(C) = 0 ; v2(£) = ^(C), say*
The solution in each region is therefore:
Iy! :  Slx(y,C) = 61(C) cosh ^j^ B
h
-  -^o|yI nri  f
\ j\> h l : H2xCy,C) “ 62(5) e " Vir B 2
. h
The coefficients are determined from the pair of simul­
taneous equations which result when conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Table 3.2 are applied to the interfaces y = ±hH:
(5.14)
1 v TT 2 2 " r  2n2 H 52 2
f P  , 2 2, 6 , 2 a i n h ^ !
V7 2 “ V  2 (5.15)«2<0 * iB-Vr (n n ) --------
51 52 A2
2
n.1
A2 = Cj sinh + “J cosh * ^ 1
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The Inverse transform (5.12) of relations (5.14) may now be 
taken. The inverses of the last terms of these relations may be 
evaluated explicitly since (App. 5):
£ sin £z tt -/-inz
J2 ; 2 d€ = 2 e 
£ -in
(5.16)
The inverse transforms of (5.14) are then: 
|y|<%£:
Hlx(y,z) = -B
|y|>^i:
-/Tn z 2 nl 2 2
n2
£ cosh 4,y .
— -^------  sin £z d£/
\  **2 A2
(5.17)
H2x(y,z) = "B \®
~/=in2z
\  CO
4 2 , 2 ^- i -  (n2 - V 2
?1 C2 A2
sin £z d£)
with Re(4^) > 0 always.
These relations for H constitute the solution of eq. (5.10)
x
under the boundary conditions (i) - (vii) of Table 3.2. The 
expressions for E and E may be obtained from them, using the
y z
Maxwell relations listed in this table.
In addition to the boundary conditions of Table 3.2, a short 
calculation shows that, at the interfaces y = ±h&, the relations 
also satisfy the condition
(®*z) = f>2y (0,z)
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All of the relations for the various field components are
collected together in Table 5.1. The only fields in which we are
interested are those at the surface z - 0. The E , H and H fieldsz* x y
here are trivial but the other components are listed in Table 5.2, 
in terms of the dimensionless variables defined in Table 3.3. We 
have changed the integration variable from £ to u by
u = C/h2 (5.18)
The uniform convergence of all of the infinite integrals in­
volved in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 may be established using Dirichlet's 
test for integrals (see for instance Carslaw, 1930), The dif­
ferentiations under the integrals, and their continuity with respect 
to the y and z coordinates, are thus ensured.
5.1.3 Special Cases
(a) The Transition to a Fault at Large Dyke Widths
When the frequency is sufficiently high, or the dyke sufficiently 
wide, the effect of the dyke on the fields at a given point, approaches 
that of a plane fault; i.e. the influence of the more distant inter­
face becomes negligible.
The definition of Y (Table 3.3) changes the origin of the 
coordinate system from the dyke center (Fig. 5.1) to one of the 
discontinuity planes. Since 0 is a measure of the dyke thickness, 
the transition from dyke to fault occurs when Q becomes large.
It is evident from the expressions in Table 5.2 that all of 
the hyperbolic functions reduce to exponentials when their arguments 
become large in magnitude. This only happens' to all of the hyperbolic
198
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Table 5.1
Summary of the Field Components Near a Dyke
cosh s.y
E , = y u)A 
xl o
-x2
Si
-/-T T) Z 
e * 2
2 2\ f cosh V  r Ir\9 - n -r------  cos £z d£>
^ I & 2 &l
-(|y I
- vQ l p
00
2 21 6 n2 - — sinh
C1^2A1
cos £z d£>
E =yi Si p.,
2 , oo 2
, 2 L  \  \ f 5 COsh V
~ ir I1 2
n2 I o ?152A2
cos £z d£
Ey2 - uo»B< 1, - 5,2 \ oo ^2 ly  l - ^ ) ^
vT n.
sinh HJtC-
“zl ip ojB —o  IT 1 -
'2
Ez2 ±iy ojB —o  TT
Mn/2'  o 
€ sinh s^y
j ?i?2A2
o
oo -(|y I-
2
C1 ? 2 A2
cos £z d£>
1 -
\) r  &
sin £z d£
sinh
2» o 51 C2 A2
sin £z d£
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H * -B (e + ixl
Table 5.1 (con't)
Summary of Field Components Near a Dyke
2 \ »
f 2 | ?  cosh ^ y
- a - :  I'2
2 sin £z dC)
o *1C2A1
- S - i n«z
Hx2 = - B ( e  + 1
H H 1
-(lyl-We,
H , - A( e
y1 1
0
CO
?1 ?2A2
sin £z d£>
2 / 2 2l f 5 cosh ?ly
0 'I2'!4!
sin £z
V  - M a ^  V  - 1 7  ("2 - "?
sinh
S1S241
sin £z d|)
H , - iA -zl ir
00
2 2\ f 8lnh V
n2 ’ nl( J 51C2A1 cos ?z dC
"z2 -
- ( |y |-J5i)c2
e sinh
V 21]
cos £z d£
)  (5 .22)
) (5 .23)
/
\
) (5.24)
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Table 5.1 (con*t)
Summary of Field Components Near a Dyke
cosh + ?2 sinh *14?^
2
A2 * ^  cosh + £ ^2 sinh
2 _2 . 2  2
5i ■ 5 - lnj 5 "j * % “°j
201
202
Table 5.2
The Surface Field Components Near a Dyke, 
in Terms of Dimensionless Parameters
" L i i . 1c r  +  £ < c i - e 2)
p u 1  ir
o
cosh[Q(Y+l)
/u2-i (u2-ie2) Dj
du
00 / 2 
-QY/u -i
0/u -1sinh Q ie~ \p - —  = 47  -  2 (l-e 2) f ____
* ' f 2 A T 2 no (u -i) /u -ie D^
00 <-■  .
■\/3L (i_e?) f u2cosh(Q(Y+l) W - i j l  * ,
Wo“ B * ‘  / T T  , 2 < 2. „o /u -i (u -ie ) D0 
-QYt i^2- !
a /-^- = A T  + i -  (1-e2)Vy u 11 -B
2 v 
u e sinh CoXi2-ie21 du
(u2-i) A u - i e  D,
H
= i f  (1-e2) A IT
H
|2 „ i 1  (1-e2)
A H
sinh CQ(YH-l) /u-ie2]
J T i  J F Z 2 h
-Oy A Af r *  -1 elnhfOru -le21 
/u2-l /l2-lS2 D,
du
D^ ® /i2-ie2 sinh [Qv^-ie2] + /u2-i cosh [QV/u2-ie2]
U- = /u2-ie2 sinh [Q/u -ie2] +  £2 -i cosh [0/u -ie ]
(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
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functions simultaneously when Qe >> 1 (ie. >> n ^ ) . The expressions 
in Table 5.2 then reduce to those in Table 4.2, independently of Y.
Thus an observer anywhere on either the land or the ocean will 
see a "coast effect" influence on the fields, when the half-width 
of the dyke much exceeds the penetration depth of the electromagnetic 
wave in the dyke medium. The effect of the double shore-line only 
becomes evident when the half-thickness is less than or comparable to, 
the penetration depth in the land medium.
That is, an observer in either medium "sees" (electromagnetically 
speaking) the land as a continent when Oe >> 1, but as a dyke or 
promontory, when Qe < 1.
It is also evident from the relations in these two tables that 
no value of Y governs the transition from promontory to continent.
In other words, the behavior of the fields is everywhere according 
to the "dyke effect" or everywhere according to the "coast effect". 
Similarly, it is not possible to observe a "coast effect" in, say, the 
oceanic medium and a "dyke effect" in the land medium, for the same 
physical parameters.
These conclusions are evident from a consideration of the 
denominator expressions and in the integrands: the only condi­
tion under which they simplify usefully is that Oe >> 1, and they 
are also independent of Y.
(b) The Transition to a Homogeneous Medium (Asymptotic Condition)
At a great distance from the interface in the oceanic medium 
(2), the effect of the discontinuity in conductivity becomes
203
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negligible and the expressions for the field components reduce to 
those for a homogeneous medium.
Consider either Table 5.1 or 5.2. As v -► + ® (or Y -* + <») the 
integral terms of all the field components approach ze ro , leaving 
only the first terms. More usefully, this behavior will occur when 
O(Y-l) >> 1; the integral terms then become very small in compari­
son with the initial terms, and:
y u)A -/-i n_z y w
E , . -a—  « -* — —  A at z ” 0
■'T n2 J i  n2
y u>B p z y u>
E -> — ---- e -> — -—  B at z = 0
y2 A. ^  /T „2
-/-T
H „ -B e -*-B at z = 0x2
-*/^ i n,z
H „ -*■ A e -+ A at z = 0
y2
Ez2 an<* both -*■ 0
The condition that 0(Y-1) »  1 outside the dyke means that the 
observer must be considerably further seawards from the shore line 
than the sum of the dyke half-width and the oceanic penetration 
distance. There the fields are not significantly affected by the 
presence of the dyke, and are governed by the homogeneous ocean 
only.
A similar behavior occurs within the dyke, provided it is 
sufficiently wide for the coastlines to have no influence on the 
fields. The integral terms in the field component expressions for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Region 1 all become small as Y -*■ -1 (the center of the dyke) since 
the numerator terms always exceed the D terms of the denominator.
If at the same time Qe »  1, the denominator dominates and the 
integral terms become negligible. These two conditions mean that 
the dyke half-width must be much greater than the land penetration 
distance, with the observation point a small fraction of that width 
from the center. The expressions for the field components near 
the center of the dyke are then analogous to those listed above; 
they correspond to the fields in uniform media (cf. 4.1.3a).
Thus, at a point distant from the shore line by considerably 
more than the penetration distance in the particular medium, the 
effect of the dyke is negligible. Within the dyke this implies 
that its half-width is much greater than the land penetration distance,
(c) The Field Components Directly_0ver the Discontinuity Planes 
The relations of Table 5.2 do not simplify aporeciably when 
the observation point is directly over the discontinuity nlanes 
(Y - 0), and analytical analogues of the expressions in §4.1.3b 
cannot be obtained.
5.1.4 The Numerical Computation of the Fields Near a Dyke
The relations of Table 5.2 cannot be simplified in terms of 
analytical functions, and to obtain the behavior of the fields at 
any point, they must be numerically evaluated. Since the expressions 
are complex and we are interested in the nhase-amplitude relation, 
the computations are required in the form
R e 1* ’
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where R, <j> specify the magnitude and phase-angle respectively.
For numerical integration, however, the integrands had to be 
separated into real and imaginary parts. This is done in App. 6. 
Each part was integrated using Simpson's rule, the real and imaginary 
parts of each field component computed, and finally converted to 
polar form.
The integrands themselves are quite complicated in behavior.
To express the twelve relations necessary for the real and imaginary 
parts of the three field components in both regions 1 and 2, some 
30 parametric relations must be defined. Each integrand requires 
13 relations to specify it. To see how the integrands varied with 
the changing value of the integration variable u, the integrands 
were evaluated for several values of u and for various values of 
the other parameters e, 0, and Y, using the IBM 1620 computer at the 
University of Alaska. A computational check was provided by the 
asymptotic expressions for the integrands at large values of the 
integration variable u (see App. 7).
The behavior of the integrands is critically dependent on the 
value of e; the dependence on Q and Y is much weaker. In many cases 
the gradients with respect to u change very rapidly within the 
range 0 < u < e, the contribution from e < u < 1 also being of 
importance. Beyond u = 1 the integrands fall off, although in 
some cases the contributions to the integral are still significant 
at or beyond u = 10.
206
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The programming of the calculations and the actual program are 
discussed further in App. 9. Because of computer storage and speed 
limitations, the IBM 1620 could not be used for the complete 
calculation, and the computations were carried out on an IBM 7094, 
under the auspices of the Western Bata Processing Center, at the 
University of California.
5.1.5 Discussion of Results
A variety of coordinates may be used to represent the relations 
of Table 5.2. Figures 5.3 - 5.4 show curves of (E^/H^l *
|E_j/Ej2J ,  Arg Ej/H^, and as functions of Y for various 0, e.
Here represents the surface value of the horizontal magnetic 
field component which is normal to E^ . Thus the electric field 
magnitude curves are normalized to unity at a great distance from 
the dyke in the oceanic medium, but the phase difference of 45° 
between the E^  and components at great distances is retained.
The use of Y for the abscissa is equivalent to a representation 
in terms of the distance from the shore-line in units of the half­
width of the ridge, for various thicknesses of the ridge. The more 
common method of plotting the field components as functions of 
distance measured in terms of the penetration depth factor, may be 
obtained by mentally converting the scale of the abscissa to 0Y in 
region 2 (or QeY in region 1) instead of Y. For a general idea of 
the behavior over several penetration depths, the curves for 0 = 1  
(in region 2) or 0 » e  ^(in region 1) may be regarded as representing 
the variation over integral numbers of depth-parameters. The
207
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adjacent curves for smaller and greater 0 then represent expanded or
compressed analogues for different ranges of OY (or OeY), for the
respective values of Q.
We are here dealing with the effect on the fields of a known
geological structure. This is just the reverse of the situation
encountered by a magnetotelluric prospector; he measures the fields
and attempts to deduce the structure from their behavior. From
his point of view the plot in terms of skln-depth is by far the
most convenient. He may not know the value of our or even
know that there is one. In our case, however, we may assume the
half-width " h i" is known and measure distances in terms of it, in
either medium. This enables us to fix the distance from a shoreline
and easily determine the effect at that point, at different
frequencies, by examining the different 0-curves.
The results of the computations are given in Figs. 5.3 and
5.4 for e-values of 0.5 and 0.1, representing conductivity ratios
of 1:4 and 1:100 respectively. The curves for 0 = 1  are shown
more heavily for easy reference.
(a) Electric Field (Figs. 5.3a,b, 5.4a,b, 5.5)
Within approximately twice the penetration depth on the oceanic
side of the discontinuity the effect of the coast on the magnitude
of the field components E and E becomes very small. The magnitude
x y
of the electric field then behaves as though the medium were an 
infinitely deep, uniform ocean. On land for a dyke which is very 
narrow compared with the land penetration depth, (Oe << 1)* the
208
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electric field normal to the shoreline is increased towards its 
steady-state value (see §5.1.1), while the parallel component is 
less affected; it also approaches its steady state limit for very 
narrow dykes. As the frequency increase (ie. the electro­
magnetic wave "sees” the dyke to be of smaller dimensions), the 
normal component is depressed and the parallel component enhanced 
towards the asymptotic limits for a uniform land medium of infinite 
depth. At thicknesses great compared with the penetration depth in 
the land (Oe >> 1) the influence of each coast becomes separate and 
the observer inland sees a "coast effect" rather than a "dyke effect" 
in the fields as he approaches either shoreline. The fields in the 
interior then behave as though no coastlines were present; this was 
anticipated in §5.1.3a.
At frequencies intermediate between these two situations there 
is a behavior peculiar to the dyke or promontory. Suppose the fre­
quency rises above that at which a steady state behavior obtains. The
normal electric field component has its magnitude affected at much
-3 ~1lower frequencies (Qe < 10 ) than the parallel component (Qe ^ 10 ).
The normal field also approaches the asymptotic behavior at lower 
frequencies (Qe ^ 10 )^ than the parallel component (Oe 1). In 
other words, the normal component is more frequency sensitive to 
a departure from the steady state conditions (often used in geo­
magnetic prospecting, for instance) than is the parallel component; 
it also remains sensitive over a wider frequency range. However, 
the parallel component is more frequency sensitive to a departure 
from the asymptotic situation. We will return to this again later.
209
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Fig. 5.3' (a) The parallel electric field near an infinitely deep dyke; e = 0.5
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The- parameters e, Q, Y are defined in Table 3.3
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Fig. 5.3 (b) The normal electric field near an infinitely deep dyke; e = 0.5
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Fig. 5.3 (c) The vertical magnetic field near an infinitely deep dyke, e =* 0.5
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Fig. 5.4 (a) The parallel electric field near an infinitely deep dyke; e = '0.1
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The parameters e, Q, Y are defined in Table 3".3
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Fig. 5.4 (b) The normal electric field near an infintely deep dyke,-e = 0.1
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Fig. 5.4 (c) The vertical magnetic field near an infintely deep dyke, e = 0.1
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Fig. 5.5 The polarization behavior of the surface electric fields 
near a infinitely deep dyke, e = 0.1. A left circularly 
polarized, surface magnetic field is assumed.
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Evidently the effects on the phase difference between the 
orthogonal and electric magnetic fields penetrate further into both 
oceanic and land media than do the effects on the field magnitudes. 
Again the normal electric field is more sensitive than the parallel 
component, in its phase response to departures from the low fre­
quency limit. The parallel component, however, remains more . 
sensitive to departures from the asymptotic limit.
The combined effect of the electric field components is best 
represented by considering the polarization of the surface E-waves. 
The E-wave at the surface may be expressed in the form
and will in general be elliptically polarized. Since we have 
computed the E-components in terms of the horizontal H-components, 
the polarization ellipses may be determined if we assume some 
condition on the surface H-wave. The most convenient is to take the 
total surface H-wave as circularly polarized: this case is easily 
identified in practice. We assume left-handed polarization; the 
relevant details of the computation are given in App. 1. The results 
for the case e » 0.1 are presented in Fig. 5.5, in terms of the 
ratio of the minor axis to the major axis of the ellipse, and the 
inclination of its major axis to the strike or line of the coast.
The ellipses themselves are also shown.
From Fig. 5.5, we see that for ar observer on land the E-vector 
is very strongly polarized in a direction normal to the shore­
line, at low frequencies. As the frequency rises (ie. the width
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of the promontory "increases’1, as far as the electromagnetic wave is 
concerned) the polarization becomes less linear and more elliptical': 
the orientation also becomes more inclined to the normal. But as 
an observer approaches the coast, he sees a more pronounced trend 
towards linear polarization perpendicular to the shoreline. At 
higher frequencies the effect of the coast becomes confined to 
its immediate neighborhood— a "coast effect" behavior is anparent.
The polarization towards the center of the ridge takes on the 
typical circular pattern of the uniform medium. '
On the ocean side of the discontinuity, there is a preferential 
polarization, parallel to the coastline. In the region close to the 
discontinuity, this becomes more marked with increasing frequency, 
but its angle of inclination rapidly diverges from parallel. The 
eccentricity of the ellipses also approaches zero rapidly at a given 
distance from the shore. At a distance of a few times the penetra­
tion depth- in the oceanic medium, the polarization is very nearly 
circular. This is tantamount to saying that the phase differences 
between G and H, for both components, have essentially reached 
their asymptotic (45°) values for a uniform medium.
This behavior can be understood from the conditions at the 
zero frequency limit and the asymptotic or uniform medium limit 
(cf-§5.1.1). The zero frequency condition is
Ejx “ ® 2x * ParaU-el component
°2E. * —  E„ : normal component
ly Oj 2v
2 ib
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The asymptotic limit is 
a 2 for a non-zero frequency,
and is independent of the distance coordinate. At low frequencies, 
at a given point on the land medium, the normal component will tend 
to be greater than its corresponding parallel component. At the 
high frequency end, however, the two components become approxi­
mately the same, since the influence of the coast does not penetrate 
sufficiently. Thus, at low frequencies, at a given position, we 
have nearly linear, normal polarization, becoming more circular as 
the frequency increases. On the ocean, at some point close to the 
shore, for high frequencies, we have the parallel component greater 
than the normal component. We therefore have strong polarization 
parallel to the coastline, in very close proximity to the shore­
line, becoming more circular away from it.
We mentioned above the sensitivity of the E-components to change 
in frequency. We now return to this question and consider it in 
more detail. In Figs. 5.6a,b the magnitudes and phases of the Ex 
and Ey components have been rearranged to show the dependence of 
each function on frequency, for any given observation point on 
either the land or ocean. These figures were constructued by 
replotting the data used to compile Figs. 5.3. Smooth curves were 
drawn through the points at each decade value of Q.
It is evident that, at a given point either over or outside the 
promontory, the normal component E^ (Fig. 5.6b) is fairly sensitive
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in both phase and magnitude to departures from the zero frequency 
limit. This sensitivity is also quite position dependent in the 
oceanic medium, but is relatively independent of position within 
the land medium. The behavior of the E^ component at land sites 
close to the coast will be highly erratic at higher frequencies, 
being exceedingly sensitive to both frequency and position. How­
ever, even at high frequencies, at a fixed observation point, there 
is a "cutoff" frequency beyond which the normal electric component 
reaches its "asymptotic" form.
The parallel component Ex (Fig. 5.6a) on the other hand is 
quite insensitive, especially in magnitude, to this low frequency 
end of the spectrum. However, at a given site, the departure from 
the high frequency, "asymptotic", condition occurs at much higher 
frequencies in this component than in the normal (E^ ) component.
The phase and magnitude each exhibit this behavior, over both land 
and ocean sites. The trend breaks down for oceanic sites which 
are very close to the shore, when both components become quite 
frequency sensitive.
An alternative method of depicting this change is again through 
the behavior of the polarization patterns of the electric vector.
If the surface magnetic vector is assumed to have circularly 
polarized, horizontal components (say, left handedly) the polariza­
tion parameters are shown in Fig. 5.7 for the case e = 0.1. The*- 
ratio of the minor to the major axis, and the inclination of the 
major axis to the line of the coast or strike (ie. the x-axis), are 
shown.
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At low frequencies within the land medium, there will be nearly 
linear polarization normal to the shoreline, independent of position. 
As the frequency at some observation station increases, the angle 
of inclination increases from 90° and at the same time the linear 
character of the polarization changes to elliptical and eventually 
circular.
In the oceanic medium, however, there is, in general, elliptic 
polarization at low frequencies. This at first becomes increasingly 
linear, but then rapidly becomes more circular. At positions very 
close to the shoreline the linearity will tend to be parallel to the 
coast, and at low frequencies the ellipticity will tend to be 
oriented this way everywhere.
(b) Magnetic Field:
Consider Figs 5.3c and 5.4c, which show the variation of the 
vertical magnetic field component at the surface as a function 
of the normal component H^. It is evident that a marked enhance­
ment of the vertical magnetic field occurs at the shoreline, within 
certain frequency ranges.
Since a plane wave field incident normally on a uniform medium 
does not produce any vertical magnetic component, the asymptotic
value of H is zero. At the center of the dyke, H is likewise z z
zero, a consequence of the asymmetry of eq. (5.24a) about y = 0 or,
in other words, the symmetry of the parallel component of the
electric field & .
x
221
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Fig. 5.6 GO  The frequency dependence of the vertical magnetic field 
near an infinitely deep dyke, for various values of Y; 
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Again at high frequencies, where Qe >> 1 inside the dyke or 
Q >> 1 in the oceanic medium 2, the field exhibits a skin-effect 
decay away from the discontinuity. However, as the dyke becomes 
progressively thinner to the electromagnetic wave (i.e. the fre­
quency decreases), the exponential decay within the land medium 
becomes more linear, ie. the effect of the remoter coastline becomes 
more significant. At the same time the magnitude of the maximum 
enhancement (directly over the coast) decreases, until it becomes 
negligible and the "dyke effect" no longer exists. This situation 
corresponds to the zero-frequency or static limit (§5.1.1). The 
enhancement at the shore-line increases as the disparity in conduc­
tivity between land and sea becomes greater.
As one leaves the coastline, the phase of H changes very
2
rapidly over a large range at the high frequency end of the spectrum. 
This is true in either medium over a distance where the magnitude 
of Hz remains significant. At low frequencies the phase change 
with distance is not so rapid, although still covering a large 
range eventually.
The frequency response curves of the vertical magnetic field 
are presented in Fig. 5.6c, for various values of Y when e = 0.1.
The presence of the dyke evidently affects the low frequency end 
of the response quite appreciably. Comparison with the general 
shape of the curve for a fault of infinite depth (Fig. 4.8a) shows 
that for Q < 10 the rising magnitude response suddenly starts to
fall again towards zero. The wider the dyke (large Q) and the
226
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nearer the observation point to the boundary, the more likely the 
response curve to approach the asymptotic value of a fault.
The phase curves show an even greater sensitivity to the 
presence of the dyke at low frequencies, although the influence of 
the dyke is less easily described in general.
Some specific examples are given in §5.4, following the study 
of the influence of a basement.
(c) Comparison with the Fields Near a Vertical Coastline
In 15.1.3a the transition of the "dyke" formulae to the "fault" 
formulae was discussed. Whenever the dyke becomes sufficiently 
large or the frequency sufficiently high (Qe »  1) the observer 
"sees" the dyke or promontory as a "continent" - in other words 
the fields are essentially unaffected by the remoter discontinuity 
and exhibit a simple coast-effect behavior.
Precise comparison of Figs. 5.4a,b with Figs. 4.3a,b (which 
represent the equivalent curves for the fault geometry) indicates 
the following behavior. The magnitude curves of the normal 
component are in close agreement even for Q = 1, in the oceanic 
medium, and Qe = 1 in the land medium. For smaller dykes, however, 
the magnitude is enhanced over the land and reduced over the sea.
The phase difference between the electric and magnetic field com­
ponents in the oceanic medium is generally rather smaller for a 
dyke with Q < 1 than it is for the simple coastline. The phases 
on the land side of the shoreline differ very little from the 
asymptotic values for a simple coastline, in marked contrast to
227
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the considerably larger phase differences inside a narrow dyke 
(Qe t  1). At greater dyke widths (ie. at higher frequencies) the 
phases again closely approach the asymptotic values.
By comparing the curves for the parallel components E^, we see 
that there are appreciable differences in the magnitudes for Q 1 1. 
The similarity which occurs for Q = 1 (ocean) and Qe = 1 (land) in 
the normal components is no longer evident. The land magnitudes 
are lowered while the oceanic ones do not greatly differ from the 
asymptotic limits for lower frequencies.
The phases are markedly different on land when Qe ^ 1, and are 
smaller on the ocean side at low frequencies in the dyke case than 
for a simple fault. For Q * 10 the oceanic phases are similar to 
those for a simple fault.
Thus to summarize the differences between the effects of a 
fault and a dyke geometry on the field components, we may say the 
following:
(a) Land:
(i) Normal component E^: For half-widths of the order of
one penetration distance or more (Qe _ 1), the fault geometry 
prevails, and there is no great effect on either the magnitude or 
phase of this field component. At lower frequencies the magnitude 
of the field component is enhanced towards the zero frequency limit. 
The phase difference between the normal electric and tangential 
magnetic fields remains close to the 45° asymptote for a homo­
geneous-medium at higher frequencies (Qe -  1). It becomes appreci­
ably smaller at lower frequencies, but returns towards 45° as the
228
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static limit is approached. The degree of reduction in phase dif­
ference increases as the conductivity ratio decreases from unity.
(ii) Parallel comgonent E^: For half-widths considerably
greater than one penetration distance (Oe >> 1), the fault geometry 
prevails - the field magnitude is greatly reduced as the discon­
tinuity is approached, while the phase difference becomes markedly 
greater than 45°. At lower frequencies (Qe £ 1) the reduction of 
the field magnitude becomes even greater, approaching the steady 
state limit. The phase difference at first differs more than the 
fault-geometry predicts, but as the static limit is approached 
at still lower frequencies, the phase decreases towards 45°.
Towards the center of the dyke both phase and magnitude become 
more constant as a function of position, even though modified, and 
this trend becomes more pronounced with falling frequency. The 
effects become more marked as the conductivity ratio is decreased 
below unity.
(b) Ocean:
(i) Normal Component E :^ For frequencies at which the half­
width is of the order of the penetration depth or greater (Q i. 1), 
the field behavior follows the coast effect, with some small dis­
crepancies starting to become apparent in the phase. The magnitude 
is depressed below the asymptotic level in the open ocean, gradually 
approaching it as the land is left, while the phase is increased 
appreciably from the asymptotic 45°, gradually returning to 45° 
at great distances from the shore. As the frequency falls (Q >1)
229
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Che magnitude is less supressed, approaching the steady state limit. 
On the other hand the phase difference is always reduced below the 
fault-geometry condition, and close to the shore-line it is markedly 
less than the asymptotic 45°. As one recedes from the shore-line, 
the phase becomes at first greater than 45°, and then decreases 
towards 45° again with distance. The dyke-effect becomes smaller 
in both magnitude and phase as the frequency falls towards the 
static limit. The effects become more marked with greater conduc­
tivity contrasts.
(ii) Parallel Cpmponent E^: At frequencies for which the
half-width is much greater than the penetration depth (Q » 1 ) , the 
fault-geometry prevails. There is a small enhancement of the 
magnitude close to the coast, falling off with distance. The phase 
at first falls below 45°, but increases towards 45° again with 
distance. At low frequencies (Q t  1) the effect on both magnitude 
and phase is similar, but less than the fault-geometry predicts.
The phase again tends to 45° everywhere as the static limit is 
approached. The effect is more marked with a greater conductivity 
disparity.
5.2 The Dyke at Finite Depth
The assumption of infinite depth made in the calculation in 
§5.1 is not valid where the ocean is relatively shallow. The 
sea floor will modify the effect of an infinitely deep dyke, 
on the electric and magnetic fields, much as it does for the fields 
near a fault.
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Again it is mathematically difficult to treat a model which 
is physically realistic, such as, for instance, an infinitely deep 
dyke in a finitely deep ocean. However, it is possible to treat 
a model analogous to that discussed in §4.2 for a fault of finite 
depth. We assume that both the "dyke" and the adjoining ocean are 
underlain by an infinitely deep, non-conducting medium (Fig. 5.8a). 
This model was used by Rankin (1962) in his study of the H-polariza- 
tion case (see §3.4.7).
5.2.1 The Static Case
The behavior of the electric currents flowing in the conduc­
ting media is similar to that discussed in §5.1.1. Again the 
magnetic fields, the tangential electric field and the normal 
electric current are all continuous across the planes o f discon­
tinuity, the normal electric field being stronger by a factor
°1^°2 t*ie dyke.
5.2.2 The Wave Case
To study the transient behavior of the fields, Maxwell's 
equations must again be solved under the conditions imposed at the 
various interfaces (see Table 3.2). The coordinate system used 
is shown in Fig. 5.8b, and each polarization (Fig. 3.5) is treated 
separately. As the analysis is quite similar to that descrbied in 
§4.2.2 for the finite fault, only a brief outline will be given.
(a) E-Polarization. The surface J^-vector is parallel to the 
strike.
The relevant equation is again (3.24), viz:
231
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(1) h<r. ' *  1
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.8 (a) Model of a dyke of finite depth
(b) The coordinate system .
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2 2a e a e 2
— 5^  + — + in E = 0 (5.29)ay az
with
2
n = y wo 0
The solution is found by the application of the finite Fourier 
cosine transformation (4.19), to the z coordinate, using conditions
(iii) and (iv) of Table 3.2. We obtain equation (4.22), with the 
general solution as before.
The symmetry condition (vii) and condition at infinity (v) 
restrict the coefficients so that:
y u)A
|y| • Exl ( y , 0  = y1(C) cosh ^ y  - 1 £
(5.30)
h
-C7|y| u.uiA 
|y|>hl: Ex2 (y,C) = y2(Q e - i — j- £
where
S2 = (J) 2 ?2 - in2 
h
The coefficients Yj(5) maY be determined by solving the simul­
taneous equations that result from the application of conditions (i) 
and (ii) at the interface y = ±h&
= PowA h ~ 2
2 2 144 52
q. - n, e sinh ir z i -  i
T ,W  ■ -"c”4 f  1-------- T ------ 1 « -3«
5152 1
sinh + 42 cosh 85451
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We now apply the inverse finite Fourier cosine transform (4.20) 
to (5.30) and obtain the E fields. With Re (c) > 0 always, we have‘ X ■
p b)A
O  IT
2 2 __
cosh /-i n^y
Ex2(y,0) =
U 0)A 
o ir
2 2 1 __
n7 - n. e sinh /-i hlx\y
_  ( i + — S----— ------------------------------i
h \ 2 A > (5.32)
nl
A = cosh /~d H It) + —  sinh /^ i k in
1 n.
The inverse transforms are then
2\i u>A °° . 7 j cosh c.y
Exl(y’z) = V  Exl<y’0) + 7  \(n2 ' nl}  C j A ™  ‘ i ) COS E CZ
r  - d y l - ^ ) ^
2y toA « j ? 7 e sinh%£4
Ex2(y’z) = 7  Ex2(y’0) " ~ h ~  I  ~2 ^  ~ ------------+
4 1 2^
(5.33) 
1
Tf
V l
+ i) cos ^  52
The transforms of the last terms in the summations are known explicitly 
(see eq. (4.28) and App. 3), so these results may be further reduced:
E*l(y-!£> = "o“A Sn
cos /i n1(h-z) x _ e2 cosh niy
1 sin /i Pjh 2 .h
2 (n2 - nj> • cosh t y
+  S  A  2 , "  T  “ S h  W
E 1 2  1
2 (n~ - ru)
yj- cos t/T n2(h—2) j_g2 e
sin /T 
-(|y|-^A)^
(5.34) 
i j d y l - W ^ h / i i  ,,U ]
E 0(y,z) = U U)A (— -------- =-----  + .
x2 0 ln2 r)2h nln 2
'2 ' r  y 
h L
'sinh^ic,
€=1
tl52Al
r V.cos t,z )
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This pair of relations is the solution of (5.29) satisfying the
conditions (i) - (vii) of Table 3.2. The H and H relations arey z
obtained from the relations above through Maxwell’s equations, 
as given in this table. The relations are collected together in 
Table 5.3.
(b) H-Polarization; The H-vector is parallel to the strike.
The equation to be solved is (3.26):
2 23 H 3 H 7
— ~  + — r  + i r * \  = 0 <5‘35>
3yZ 3zZ X
where n2 = y oioo
We apply the finite Fourier sine transformation (4.31) to the 
z-coordinate, and (iii), (iv), (v) and (vii) of Table 3.2. Then
|y|<%«,: Sxl(y,£) = ^(5) cosh ^ y  - B (~)2
h
r I I ( 5 ’3 6 )
i i - it 2 E
Iyj>h% : Hx2(y,0 = 52(5) e 1 - B (£)Z
2
Conditions (i) and (ii), applied at the interfaces y = ±h&,
determine the coefficients 6(5) ’
2 /2 2. e (n „ -  n , )
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«!«> = - IB (I)2 — J
„  0 0 ? € e sinh ^ 1  6 2 ( 5 )  -  iB  ( £ ) 2 ( n j  -  n p  ------------------- 2-------------  <5* 37)
?lC2A 2
2
fi2 = ? sinh + e C2 cosh
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Application of the inverse transform (4.32) to (5.36) yields:
• - 72 I
5 1 2. 2 2, cosh h y
2-B ' 2 j; A
h“ 5=1 I 1 4°2
+ 1 sin - 5z 
h
■ ¥  I  4  1 - I ’h 5=1 c,
3inh%&51 e 2 1 1
5 A 
1 2
- l) sin - 5z 
h
(5.38)
The last summation in each of these is known (eq. 6.39 and App. 3),
so that the fields may be written:
/ 2 2 
(sin Si n. (h-z) n, (l-e ) 00 S cosh ? y
H^y.z) = -B (------   + 2iri- 5---- I — -------sin £ 5z)
sin Si n^ h
' sin S i n (h-z) n2(l-e2) -
Hx2(y.z)=-B<-------   2iri  5-- I
sin Si n2 h 5-1 
-52(|y|-^)
(5.39)
sin ^ 5z)
These relations constitute the solution to (5.35) under condi­
tions (i) - (vii) of Table 3.2. The Ey and Ez fields are then 
obtained from Maxwell1s equations. The relations also satisfy
the condition
°lEyl ' °2Ey2
at the interfaces y = thz.
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T a b l e  5 .3
A Summary of the Field Components Near a Dyke of Finite Depth
E , = p ojA ( 
xl o \
jp  cos/l n^(h-z) i-e2 cosh/-i 
^1 sin/T n^h h Ao
cosh^ >
(5.40)
Ev 2 = VowA (
cos/i n (h-z) . 2 sinh/-i e
n2(|y|-*50
1-e
x2 ° ^n2 sin/? n2h n1n2h
-2
2 2
n0 - n, 00 sinh^fcs. e
I  1
5=1 r  r  2 A 1 2  1
« L
coshC57
/r coa/r ni(h-z) 2»2i a - E 2) ? c coshtiy v_      _ — -------  j   <:<>=(:«'>
1 sin/i n,h h 5=1 ?i ^2A2
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—11 - ~ 1  ^  ^ L 2
2 sin/i n2h h 5=1 ^1^2A2
sinh>s£,c
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Table 5.3 (cont’dl 
A Summarv of the Field Components Near a Dyke of Finite Depth
h i  ' “o"B p
n
2iri(l-e2) r Csinh^y
I
5=1 C1C2A2
j TTi-sinjjCz
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2Tri(l-e2) r € 8inh!s&c1 e
-C2 ( | y | -h i)
)  (5.42)
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. ir_ sinHjz
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A Summary of the Field Components Near a Dyke of Finite Depth
Table 5.3 (cont'd)
I
/ i d _ e2) sinh/-i njy Zip^d-e2) ® sinh^y ^
— V -     +     . > .—  cosr?z)
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S*1 ?1C2A1
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The Surface Field Components Near a Dyke of Finite Depth 
in Term6 of Dimensionless Parameters
Table 5.4
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o
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The Surface Field Components Near a Dyke of Finite Depth 
in Terms of Dimensionless Parameters
Table 5.4 (cont'd)
Hzl
A
- £ L slnh/-i Qe(Y+l) 2 „2 ,, 2, r
' ~ He * D + 1 7  Ho (1_e } I
sinh Q(Y+1) ~\£2-i(H^ e')
2>
H
?=1 V*2 -i(H e)HfeZ-iH2 *. Do “1 (5.49)
H
" S lm &
A “ _ He
inh^=I oe. QY
sinh ■q
i -  H2 (l-eZ) ITt n ' ' u
iCHoc)' H e o
ir o
?=1 ^ 4-i(H e)^  * Ve2-iH2 . D o o l
Dq *> cosh/-T Qe + e sinh/^i Qe
D -V52-i(H O 21 .inhfa- [2-
1 O  I H  J O  H
*■ O L O
D2 .V{2-l(Hoe)2 ' sinh [ g - + £2
(5.50)
iH2^  cosh o
s_
Ho
i(H E)' 
o
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All of the field components are summarized in Table 5.3. At the
surface z = 0, the only non-trivial components are E^, and Hz>
and the expressions for these are given in Table 5.4 in terms of the .
dimensionless variables of Table 3.3.
5.2.3 Special Cases
(a) The Transition to  a Double-Layered Medium (Asymptotic Condition):
Again the solutions for the various field components at large
values of Y tend towards those for a double-layered medium, the
lower layer of which is non-conducting. This may be seen from the
relations of Tables 5.3 and 5.4, as Y + «.
To be more definite we must consider the individual fields.
The E and H relations have two "terms" which become negligible 
x z
in the transition. The first of these requires always OY »  1 or 
y -*$£.>> This is sufficient to make the summation term
negligible too, whenever Hq e £ 1 (ie. when h £ 3n^). However, there 
are two other cases which give conditions in addition to the require­
ment that OY >> 1. These are
(i) if H e «  1 (h «  3d' 1 )o x
then: ^  -1 »  1 or y - hi. »  h/3
o n2
(ii) if H «  1 (h «  3n“X)o i
then: >> 1 or y - %Jl >> hi- + h/3RO
The E relations do not require OY »  1 under all circumstances,y
but otherwise the E^-field is governed by the cases given above.
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Under the above conditions on the observer's distance from the 
shore-line (y - h i ) ,  the effect of the dyke becomes negligible, 
since:
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These are the relations for a two-layered medium when the lower is 
non-conducting.
Within the dyke, an analogous behavior occurs toward the center, 
provided the width is sufficiently great that the effect of both 
the coasts is negligible. For all of the fields we need 0/H^ >> 1 
and Y + 1 «  1, or in other words h i »  h/3 and y «  h i -  The Ex 
and fields require in addition that Oe »  1, or equivalently, 
that h i >> n^ .  The Ey field will also show very little coast 
effect inside the dyke if << 1 or h/3 «  Under these
conditions the fields behave as though there were no coast or 
dyke present, and reduce to the expressions above for a two-layered 
medium. They are equivalent to the limiting conditions that 
y ■+ 0 (Y -*• -1) and I ■* 00 (0 ®).
U ojB
2 cot /T n2h > at z = 0
sin /L n„(h-z)
----------------   -B, at z = 0
sin /i r»2 1^
"2V '
H . ■> A -------- =-----  -* A,
^ sin / i
sin i/i n0(h-z)
at z = 0
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(b) The Transition to a Fault of Finite Depth:
At high frequencies, or for a dyke of sufficient width, the in­
fluence of the remoter coastline on the fields at any given point is 
negligible. The "dyke" then appears as a "continent" or a fault-like 
coastline, and the field solutions approach those of §4.2.2.
Again the transition is effected by the exponential behavior of
the hyperbolic functions, the only condition being that Qe >> 1. This
holds for all fields, but for small values of H e, the E .-field makeso y2
the transition when Q >> Hq. Thus when the dyke half-width h i greatly 
exceeds the land penetration depth n^^/3, the dyke behaves as a continent 
to all of the fields. If the basement is sufficiently shallow compared 
with the land penetration depth (h «  3n^) the E ^  “field behaves as 
though the dyke were infinitely wide.
The conclusions of §5.1.3a are therefore not changed qualitatively 
be the presence of the ocean floor, except for the normal E^-field over 
a shallow conductor underlain by a non-conductor.
(c) The Transition to an Infinitely_Deep_Dyke
As the basement depth h increases the field components approximate 
those given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for a dyke of infinite depth. We see 
this by applying the limiting process as h -* °°, described in §4.2.3b 
to the equations of Tables 5.3 or 5.4. Again the more useful criterion 
is that, for He »  1 (h >> n ^ ) , the fields behave as though the media 
are of infinite depth. The oceanic E^-field, however, only requires 
H »  1 or h »  ri~^  and the conclusions of §4.2.3b are unchanged— the 
normal electric field is much less sensitive to the presence of an ocean 
floor than the other fields.
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(d) The Field Components Directly Over the Discontinuity Planes 
When y * ±hZ, there is no appreciable simplification of the • 
field expressions, even to expressions analogous to those in §4.2.3c, 
for a fault of finite depth.
5.2.4 Approximations for Shallow Basements
In §4.2.4 we derived approximate expressions for the fields near 
a fault, when the non-conducting basement was located at a depth 
shallow compared with the oceanic penetration depth (and therefore 
the land penetration depth also), ie.
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H * h /p oxj_ «  1 O I
This approximation may also be applied to the fields around a 
shallow dyke, listed in Table 5.4. The summation terms take the 
following forms
(i) E , H terms: T
x Z 5=1
-5Q|y |/hq -50(|y |+d /ho
?n sn
(5.52)
where n « 3, 4 specify the H and E terms respectively and the ±
Z X
refer to regions 1 and 2 (inside and outside the dyke) respectively.
(ii) E term: \
y 5=1
•5o |y |/h o -50(|y |+1)/Ho
e ---- «. e2 “  2 
€  * 1-62 e
-5(20/H ) <5*53>
2 2 2
where 6 = (1-e )/(l+e ) and the ± refer to regions 1 and 2 respec­
tively. Relations (5.52) specify forms of the polylogarithm defined 
by (4.53). The expression (5.53) is not simply reducible; the 
terms are special cases of the relation
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where
, (5.54)
If r = 2Q/H »  1, o
(5.55)
then A£(x) **■ 1*2 (x), the dilogarithm.
This approximation is true to a high order if r i 7 and is still 
close for r ^ 3.
We recall relation (4.54) and simplify the relations of Table 5.4,
under the approximation H «  1. The results are given in Table 5.5,
and still satisfy the boundary conditions that E , oE and H be
x y 2
continuous at y *= 0.
It is usually unnecessary to impose the restriction (5.55) on 
£/h, since the terms in A are mostly small in comparison with H ^ 
or (He) ^ terms, and may be neglected even for cases where r is 
not large.
5.2.5 Computation of the Fields Near a Shallow Dyke
As with the fault geometry, the equations of Table 5.5 were 
used to calculate the limiting fields for a relatively shallow base­
ment, using a desk-calculator. This avoided the use of a large 
computer, which would be necessary to evaluate the relations of 
Table 5.4. When necessary the polylogarithm tables of van Wijngaarden 
(1954) were used. Some computations of the E^-field for the more 
complete case have been made by Rankin (1962), but his dimensions 
differ from those used here and no direct comparison can be made.
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Table 5.5
The Field Components Near a Shallow Dyke /
-o Iy I -0(2-1y I)
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o
_e
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H•'OLe J
V21V u w E x 2  1 iH H3 1-e2 sinhA = H “ 3 45 He Do o H"' ( L. tt o l 4
VS B Heo
Po<d B H
, He
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2i 1-e
L T IT , 2 1+e
H + 21
, 2
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j-r _ -*^i QY - 2 ^
/-i Oe e  1-e „3
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-0Y
H
- L,
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e (A
-q |y |/h
2
-QY/H
+ A2 6
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I
’1}
H
H
zl
A
z2
A
sinh J - i  Qe (Y+l)
He
l-g2 sinh /^i Oe e + i 1-e2 fl2
He D tt o
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a h
*» ^ f  [ -0Y/h 1 j" -Q(24Y)/H
s i *  °1 - s i
D * cosh /-i Qe + e sinh /-T Qe
o
( 5 . 5 6 )
(5.57)
( 5 . 5 8 )
L*
?Z
5.3 Discussion of Results
In Figs. 5.9a-c the three field components E^, E^, are given 
as functions of Y, for e = 0.1, Q = 0.1, 1, 10 and H = 0.1 and °°. The 
curves for H 9 0.1 were calculated from the relations of Table 5.5, 
while those for H = 00 are reproduced from Figs. 5.3a-c for compari­
son. Figure 5.10 shows characteristics of the polarization ellipses 
of the electric field. The calculations were made by the method 
described in App.l, for a surface magnetic field which is left- 
circularly-polarized .
The magnitude curves for the electric field components have 
again been normalized to the values in the ocean at great distances 
from the coastline. The normalization factor t was given in §4.3 
(eq. 4.58) and Fig. 4.5.
5.3.1 The Vertical Magnetic Field H (Fig. 5.9c)  _ _ z
Figure 5.9c shows that the vertical magnetic field is enhanced 
by the presence of the basement to a greater degree than the increase 
caused by a dyke of infinite depth. The maximum increase immediately 
over the discontinuity plane is reduced below that for a simple 
fault, when the dyke is narrow enough for the wave to "see" a dyke 
rather than a continent. The conditions under which this occurs 
were discussed in §5.1.3a and §5.2.3b.
Anywhere within a few penetration depths of the shore-line,
-2  2
at any frequency within 10 - 10 cps (at least), the influence of
a basement layer of low conductivity on a fault or dyke in a highly 
conducting upper layer will result in a large enhancement of the
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vertical magnetic field. If the thickness of the conducting layer 
is shallow compared with the penetration depth, the enhancement of 
the field may be enormous, when compared with the field over an 
Infinitely deep discontinuity. The numerical results in Fig. 4.9c 
are overestimates, especially near the shorelines— the cuspoidal 
nature of the field will be smoothed out in reality by the gradual 
change in the conductivity from sea to land.
The modification to the phase of the vertical magnetic field 
by the basement is, however, relatively small, although it is quite 
uniform at various distances within each medium.
The frequency response of the magnetic field at different loca­
tions near the discontinuity planes cannot be determined from 
Fig. 5.9c in the same way as were those for the fault (finite and 
infinite) and infinitely deep dyke. In all of these last cases, 
only one of the dimensionless parameters X, Q, H, specifying the 
curves, involved the frequency. However, in Fig. 5.9 the curves 
involve both Q and H, each of them frequency dependent. Replotting 
these with 0 as the abscissa would not give curves for a constant 
depth h, but only for constant H, the frequency dependent depth. A 
whole series of figures similar to Fig. 5.9 would be necessary to 
determine the response. As the usefulness of the equations of 
Table 5.5 lay in avoiding excessive computer work, such a computation 
has not been performed. However, in §5.4 we give a specific example 
where the frequency dependence has been calculated.
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Fig. 5.9 (a) The parallel electric field near a dyke of finite depth
(H. - 0.1) and of infinite depth (H = °°) for £ = 0.1 and
various widths Q
|E /E . I ; Arg (E /H )1 x x2“ l * e x y7
Parameters, e , Q, H, Y are defined in Table 3.3.
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Fig. 5.9 (b) The normal electric field near a dyke of finite depth
(H. = Q.l) and infinite depth (H = «>) for e = 0.1 and various 
widths Q
l W i  • 41:8 V s*1
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Fig. 5.9 (c) The vertical magnetic field near a dyke of finite depth
(E = Q.l) and infinite depth (H = ») for e = 0.1 and various 
widths Q
H /E. z y
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Fig. 5.1Q The polarization of the surface electric fields near a dyke 
of finite depth (H = 0.1) for different widths Q. A left 
. circularly polarized, surface magnetic field is assumed.
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5.3.2 The Horizontal Electric Field (Figs. 5.9 a,b, 5.10)
The presence of the basement increases the magnitude of all the 
electric fields near the shoreline, in both land and sea media, 
irrespective of the value of Q (ie. independent of the "width" of 
the dyke, expressed in penetration depths). For the very shallow 
depths discussed here, the normal field does not vary with 
distance from the shoreline, just as we found in treating a fault 
geometry. At great depths, however, there is a variation of the 
E -field with distance, as can been seen from the curves for H = °>.y
The phase of the E^-field is likewise unaffected by the dyke 
at very shallow depths: there is no change with distance no matter
what the dyke thickness. At greater depths however (H = “ curves) 
this is no longer the case and the effect of the dyke width is 
clearly evident. The transition between these cases was mentioned 
in §5.2.3c.
The influence of the non-conducting basement on the electric 
field is, therefore, to increase the magnitude, but for the 
Ey-field, the effect of the discontinuity is suppressed. The 
influence of the dyke on the phase is also suppressed by the base­
ment; for the Ey-field there may be no phase variation with distance, 
at very shallow depths.
The polarization characteristics for the electric field are 
shown in Fig. 5.10 for e * 0.1, Q = 0.1, 1.0, 10, for H = 0.1.
To avoid confusion we have not included the curves for H = “— see 
Fig. 5.5. Several of the polarization ellipses in each case are 
also drawn. It is evident from a comparison of Figs. 5.5 and 5.10
254
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that the non-conducting basement affects the polarization differently 
at different frequencies. When the electromagnetic wave "sees" a 
thin dyke (Q * 0.1 curve) the presence of the basement reduces the 
linearity of the oceanic polarization from that occurring near a 
very deep dyke, but has little influence on the polarization over 
the land. On the other hand, when the dyke appears relatively thick, 
the basement affects the polarization in the same way as for a fault 
(Fig. 4.4, and §4.3.2) - the linearity over both land and sea is 
increased, and the land ellipses are polarized more strongly in 
a direction normal to the coastline.
The frequency response for the electric field under the general 
conditions of Fig. 5.9, is not given here for the reasons described 
in the previous subsection. We refer to the next section for a 
specific example.
5,4 Application to Specific Examples
In §§4.3, 5.1.5, 5.3 the results of the computations for the 
different geometries of fault and dyke were presented in a general 
form. We now apply these results to a particular example, by con­
structing the frequency response curves for each of the field 
components E^, Ey, H^. We take the following values of the para­
meters :
Oj * 3 mho. m *
pQ * 4ir l(f7 henry, m *
* 1 km 
h ■ 100 m and 00 
e = * 0.1
255
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We assume four observation stations, at distances 100 m and 1 km 
Inland and seawards from the discontinuity plane. Then, for the 
dyke geometry Y = ±0.1 and ±1 respectively, and if the frequency 
f is measured in cps:
ru = V wo, = 2.37 x IO-5 f (m~2)
L O Z
The frequency responses of each component at each of the observa­
tion points are shown in Figs. 5.11 a,b,c, for a fault and dyke of 
either infinite depth or 100 m depth.
The overall effect of the dyke on the frequency response of 
each component, when compared with the response of the fault-like 
coastline, may be summarized as follows. The tangential electric
field |E | and vertical magnetic field |H | are both reduced in X z
magnitude, while the normal field is increased. The phases of
the E and H fields are increased negatively, while that of the 
X z
Ey field is increased positively near a dyke of great depth. How­
ever, the Ey phase does not change greatly from its "fault" behavior, 
when the non-conducting basement is at a shallow depth.
If we consider instead the change in the frequency response 
caused by the presence of a non-conducting basement, we see that 
all of the field components are enhanced, at least at low fre­
quencies. There may be some reversal of this behavior at higher 
frequencies. The phases are all increased positively by the 
presence of the basement.
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The behavior of the fields at higher frequencies is also 
governed by the limits and their practical approximations, described 
in §§4.1.3, 4.2.3, 5.1.3, and 5.2.3. Here we found that, if
f »  4.10^/(SgA) ^ « 4 cps 
the dyke geometry becomes indistinguishable from the fault geometry. 
The effect of the basement on the frequency response becomes 
negligible when
f >> 4.10^/h^ * 400 cps 
This trend can be seen in the figure; however at these high fre­
quencies the conditions imposed in (3.2) and (3.17) are likely to 
break down.
In the presence of a fault of either finite or infinite depth, 
the frequency responses approach those of the asymptotic, layered 
or uniform media, the conditions
f >> 4.10^/y^ or 4 . 1 0 ^ ^
must hold in the relevant media. This behavior can also be seen in 
Figs. 5.11a-c.
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Fig. 5.11 (b) The frequency response of the normal electric fields Ey for the examples
in the text.
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Fig. 5.11 (c) The frequency response of the vertical magnetic fields
Hz for the examples in the text.
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CHAPTER V I
Art OCEArt WITH A SHELVING FLOOR - AN INCLINED FAULT
In the previous chapters we have dealt with coastlines with such 
steep profiles that they may be considered vertical. This is an ideal­
ization of the conditions prevailing at most coastlines, as is the 
approximation of the ocean floor to horizontal. A more realistic 
situation would be the geometry of an inclined fault. Unfortunately, 
however, such a geometry causes mathematical difficulties, and an exact 
treatment has not so far been devised. Even if an analytical solution 
were possible, the treatment of Neves (1957)— see §6.1.2— indicates 
that its complexity would make such a solution computationally 
intractable.
6.1 A Review of the Problem
In §3.4.6 a brief description was given of the attempts which 
have been made to obtain solutions with this geometry. In this section 
we describe in more detail the solutions of Neves (1957) and 
Berdichevskii (1961). We first point out the mathematical difficulties.
6.1.1 The Mathematical Difficulties
In §3.1.7 we pointed out that, in the absence of vertical electric 
fields near the surface, the surface magnetic field over a two-layered 
structure is independent of the underground conductivity, at least to 
first order. Following Weaver (1963a), a boundary condition at the 
earth's surface was then established (Table 3.2). This useful condition 
may break down for a geometry involving a sloping basement, since a
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vertical electric field may occur. Vertical electric currents have
certainly been observed under such situations (§2.6.1). A boundary
condition such as is used in Table 3.2 could only lead to a solution
which is suspect at least near the shoreline.
A second difficulty arises if an attempt is made to solve the
Helmholtz equation (3.3) in cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z (z taken
to be horizontal parallel to the strike, so that the "wedge" of ocean
is bounded by the planes 6 *= o, a). A solution obtained by a separation
of variables, or by transform technique, will involve combinations
of trigonometric functions with Bessel or Hankel functions of argument 
2
(nr), wheren = MQwa. Any attempt to match boundary conditions at
the inclined interface 6 = a immediately breaks down because of the
different arguments (n^t) in each medium. Such a technique therefore
cannot be employed.
6.1.2 The Solution by Neves (1957)
Neves has attempted to circumvent the second difficulty described
above. He treated the two cases of magnetic and electric polarization
(see §3.4.2) and assumed that in the case of magnetic polarization,
the surface magnetic field remained constant across the fault, a
condition already pointed out as erroneous. In the case of electric
polarization, he considered the tangential electric field at the
surface to remain constant. While this assumption is true in the
zero frequency limit, it cannot hold in the wave case, since at great
distances from the shoreline the electric field will behave as in a
-huniform mediun, so that is proportional to a . At the interface,
262
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however, E£ must be continuous, so that certainly cannot remain
constant. Neves' solution for the E-polarization is thus incorrect,
although his solution for the case of H-polarization is probably valid
at some distance from the shore. His solutions are outlined below.
To avoid a confusion of nomenclature we adopt Neves' notation u
to represent the magnetic or electric fields in question. Fig. 6.1a
shows his coordinate system in which the horizontal magnetic field is
U (though elsewhere in this work, including later in this chapter, z
H denotes the vertical magnetic field); we have interchanged Neves' 
media 1 and 2 to be consistent with our specification that medium 2 
represents the ocean and medium 1, the land.
Neves overcame the difficulty of boundary matching by using a 
Green's function representation of the wedge-space solution u, following 
Dougall (1899). He then matched integrals rather than integrands, 
the integrals being taken over the order of the Bessel functions to 
allow for the inclined layer. The solutions then have the form
00
u fr.91 = K. fv FA (s'i co sh  s f l +■ B.(s) sinh s0] ds (6.1)
where
/ip iita. ,o j *
subject to the boundary conditions
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.1 (a) NevesT (1957) coordinate system and nomenclature.
(b) Berdichevskii's (1961) coordinate system and nomenclature.
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u = u = constant at 9 = 0, n o ’
at 6 = a ( 6 . 2)
U1 = U2
2 90 “ 2 30
n, n-
In the expression for u , the term K. (y.r) represents a modified
J  i *  J
Bessel function of the first kind of imaginary order "is" and complex 
argument (y^r).
He treated two cases. First the land was considered to be 
infinitely resistive, so that u * o at 0 = a and u = uq at 0 = o. 
Relation (6.1) now gives two simultaneous singular integral equations 
from which the coefficients A(s) and B(s) must be determined. Neves 
did this by using the Kantorovich-Lebedev transform pair. (Lebedev, 
1946; Erd^lyi et a l., 1954, T.l.T. 2)
F(s) = f(x) K. (x) dx xs
(6.3)
x f(x) = K. (x) s sinh sw F(s) ds
X S
where in this case
x * yr; f(x) = uQ/yr ; F(s) = A(s)/2s sinh sit
Using Hankel transform integrals and one of the Ramanujan integrals, 
the solution for the horizontal magnetic field u reduced to
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00
sinh s8 ds (6.4)
o
Neves also treated the case where the two media are conducting 
(neither of them infinitely), but applied his analysis to the electric 
field, with the incorrect boundary condition mentioned above. The 
analysis for the case of the magnetic field would be quite similar in 
principle. In the case he treated, the last of the boundary conditions 
(6.2) becomes
where now Neves used u to represent the surface electric field.
The application of the boundary conditions to the two solutions of 
the form (6.1) yields a system of four simultaneous integral equations
These may be solved by an involved application of the Kantorovich- 
Lebedev transform pair (6.3). The solutions are:
3u^ 3u£
30" = 30~
for the determination of the four coefficients A^(s), Bj(s) (J " 1*2) •
00
U. s sinh sir h(s)
o
0
(6.5)
2__ s sinh s9 sinh 
*2 h*(s)
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h (s) = s cosh sa g(s) - s f(s) sinh sa 
L*(s,Y1,Y2.r) = s f(s) W(Y1,Y2»r> “ g(s) V(Y1>Y2»r)
h(s) = s cosh sa g(s) - s sinh sa f(s)
L(s) = s cosh sa W(Y1>Y2>r) “ sinh sa V ^ . Y ^ r )
g(s) = cosh sa - coth sir sinh sa
f(s) = sinh sa - coth sit cosh sa
where
W<Yr Y2,r) - V  !<Kl8(Y2r) cosh s a - K ^ r )  fgjpf*) cosh sir/2 ds
V(Yi,Y2,r) - V  j^Kis(Y2r) sinh s a - K ^ r )  6 cosh sir/2 ds
o
The solutions for the surface fields, either electric or magnetic, 
are thus extremely involved, and even in the case of an infinite con­
ductivity ratio, (eq. 6.4), the numerical evaluation would be very 
impracticable. Neves himself did not attempt this, but solved the 
differential equations using a finite difference technique. However, 
as pointed out in §3.4.6, he again used the suspect boundary conditions 
on the surface fields.
6.1.3 Berdichevskii’s (1961) Solution
Berdichevskii approached the problem of the sloping basement 
rather differently. He avoided the influence of the actual land-sea 
boundary and considered the observation point to be well out to sea
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over an inclined sea floor— thus the problem is not the effect of a 
coastline, but the influence of a sloping sea bottom. His nomenclature 
is given in Fig. 6.1(b), except that we have interchanged his labels 
for media 1 and 2 to be consistent with ours. The land conductivity 
is taken as zero.
Both the static and wave cases were treated. In the former 
case the electric fields are the same as those of an equivalent 
line electrode along the y-axis, carrying a total current of I.
Then at any point in the conducting medium 2, the electric fields 
are:
268
ft
x a°2 x2+z2
Ey *» constant
The electric field potential is
( 6 . 6)
U = -  - i -  - In  A 2 + y 2
<xo.
To determine the fields in the wave case, Berdichevskii assumed 
a plane wave to be Incident normally on the horizontal upper surface.
It would undergo successive reflections at each interface bounding 
the conducting medium 2, and absorption of the wave would occur in 
the conductor. He treated two cases, where the electric vector of 
the primary incident wave was polarized either in the plane of incidence 
("parallel") or normal to it ("normal"). These two cases are equivalent 
to our magnetic and electric polarizations respectively.
*A similar analysis for a dipole source has recently been carried 
out by Schlak and Wait (1967).
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The secondary fields, resulting from the reflections, are cal­
culated by a technique which Berdichevskii calls the ’’method of 
images,"* for the cases where the angle of dip a is an integral
factor of tt/4 , i.e. a = rc/4N, where N = 1,2,3.... This condition
ensures that the final reflection always occurs from the surface 
of the basement, in a horizontal direction.
If the incident wave is specified by (Eq ,Ho) and the propaga­
tion constant in the oceanic medium (2) is
k- = /-iu wo, = /-i n_ (6.7)l o  i i
the field components at any point in medium 2 are given in Table 6.1.
The non-trivial fields at the surface z = 0 are given in Table 6.2
(Berdichevskii's analysis employs emu, but the relations in these
tables have been changed to mksu).
Evidently the parallel component of the surface magnetic 
field, Hy, remains constant, independent of both x and a .^ This
appears to confirm the approach of Neves (1957) in his treatment of
the magnetic polarization case, but it must be remembered that 
Berdichevskii's solution is only valid for distances of a wave­
length or more from the apex. The wave-length X2 *n t*ie medium 
is given by X2 a 2ir62 ■ 2/2irri2  ^* 2ir /2/p^aja2» Berdichevskii's 
solution does not support Neves' treatment of the E-polarization, 
however.
*Sposob izobrazhenii
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The Field Components Over an Inclined Fault with a Non-Conducting 
Substratum (Berdichevskii, 1961)
j  -k.z N-l -k.x sin 2aa ^
E =E <e + 2  T e cos 2ma cosh (k_z cos 2ma)]
x m-1 2
Table 6.1
-k~z N-l -k?x sin 2ma 2.
E =E (e + 2 £ e e~ cosh(2ima+k2z cos 2maY
^ ° ' m=l
N-l -k.x sin 2raa
E = -2 E 7 e sin 2ma sinh(k„z cos 2ma)
z o L . 2
m=l
-k,z N-l -k,x sin 2ma ,._2 
H =H (e - 2  I e acos 2ma sinh(2ima+k2z cos 2ma]|
m=l
N-l -k_x sin 2ma , . 2
H = -2H T e e" m a sin 2ina cosh(2ima+k7z cos 2ma)
z o ^  *m=l
sinh(k2z cos 2ma))
/vo“
E = U —  H 
o V o2
(6. 8)
(6.9)
( 6 . 10)
’( 6 . 11)
(6 . 12)
(6.13)
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Hie Surface Fields Over an Inclined Fault with a 
Non-Conducting Substratum (Berdichevskii, 1961)
Table 6.2
E I N-l -k2x sin 2ma
j-~j- = /T  (1 + 2 I  e cos 2mo^
N-l -k2x sin 2 m  i
e cos 2ma)
t ^ t  ■ 2i ! e
H N-l -k2x sin 2ma _.(4m2a + w/2)
» i + 2 ) e e sin 4ma
H L,o m=l
H N-l -k-x sin 2ma . , , 2  ,
2 . I e 2 e”i( m a + *> Sin 4ma
Ho m=l
(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
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It should be noted that at great distances £rom the shoreline, 
the fields of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 approach those for a uniform medium. 
The magnitudes of the electric fields have been normalized to unity 
at these distances, but the phase is retained at -45°.
6.2 The Inclined Fault Separating Two Conducting Media
In this section we extend Berdichevskii's (1961) solution by 
taking the substratum to be conducting; we also remove his restriction 
on the angle a.
6.2.1 Reflection of Electromagnetic Waves at an Interface Between Two 
Conducting Media
Figure 6.2(a) represents a plane electromagnetic wave in a medium 
(2) of conductivity c^ , incident at angle 0^ on an interface with a 
second medium (3), of conductivity o^. The wave will undergo reflec­
tion and refraction at the interface. The following discussion is 
based on Stratton (1941, Ch. 9). The propagation constants in 
each medium are given by (3.5):
k^ = y e + iy uic 
j o j o j
Under the low frequency or "good conductor" approximation (3.2)
272
u> «  Oj/e
the propagation constant is
k^ <= ip mo. = iiK (6.18)
j ° J 3
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.2 (a) Reflection at a conductor-conductor interface.
(b) A model of an inclined fault. The circled numbers 
represent the reflection numbers.
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We define the "plane of incidence" as the plane containing the
incident and reflected waves. Let the incident wave in medium 2 be
designated by the field vectors (E , H ) and the reflected wave by (E ,
'v-i <\>i <vr
H ). Two cases may then be considered (Stratton, 1941).
'V'T
(a) E is parallel to the plane of incidence: (H-polarization) 
ii_______________________________________
Under this condition it is known that
«r = “H %  <6-l9)
where the reflection coefficient Djj is given by
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k2 cos9 - k„ >4? - k2 sin20
BLj - -i 4 -------- 1----2------ i (6.20)
2 f t  2 2
k^ cos0^ + k2 /kj - kj sin 0^
Since
2 °1 kl
~ Z %
we may write the reflection coefficient (6.20) as
n = - 1 + — (6.21) 
H 1+v '
where
, V ^ - s i n V
v = -------- i (6.22)
H c2cos 0±
If medium 1 represents the land and medium 2 the sea, e < 1 always.
We must therefore consider two conditions in (6.22):
(i) e2 _> sin 0 : vi is real.
■"** 1 **
2 »
(ii) e < sin 0^ : v^ is pureiy imaginary.
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When vg is purely imaginary we may write '
275
vH = ivH 
Eq. (6.21) becomes
2 2vH
dh - - 1 + 7 7 2  - 1 7 7 2  (6-23)
H H
In the case shown in Fig. 6.2(b), where the interface is inclined
at angle a to the horizontal surface, these conditions mean that if 
2
a _> arsin e , case (ii) will apply to all further reflections as 
well as the first. If however a < arsin e^ , case (i) will apply to 
at least the first reflection. As the effective "8^" increases after 
each reflection, the criterion for case (i) will eventually break 
down and case (ii) will apply.
(b) is normal to the plane of incidence: (E-polarization)
We have
E = D E (6.24)'Kir E M.
with the reflection coefficient DE given by
Writing
k cos9. - M . - k2 sin20
Dp = — ---- ------ 1 2 .... —  (6.25)
E 72 2 2
k„ cos04 + /k, - k~ sin 04
Vg ® e2/sin0^ , (6.26)
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relation (6.25) may be written in tx«> forms:
2
(i) e < sin0., so that < 1.
—  I —
Then D = e (6.27)
where tan $ = J\ - tan 0 (6.28)
E X
2
<fi is in the first quadrant since 0^ is, and e 5 sin0^.
(ii) > sin0^, so > 1 
Therefore
D = - 1 + ------------------
E j y -  (6.29)
l+/v„-l tan0.£ i
The second case will apply to at least the first reflection if 
2
a < arsin e , but case (i) will eventually become valid as the
successive "0^" increase. Case (i) is valid for all reflections if 
2
a > arsin E .
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Reflections occurring at the surface of medium 2 have much 
simpler reflection coefficients, since the propagation constant 
in air is zero for the frequencies satisfying (3.17). The 
coefficients become
In addition to the reflections which occur at the boundaries of 
medium 2, the wave will also be attenuated as it travels through the
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conducting medium. With the propagation constant (6.18), the wave has 
the form*
„ „ ik*r -iwt
E = E„ e ^ ^ e
Oj 'Xj O
u „ ik.r -iwt <6-31>
H = H e ^ ^ e^ ^o
The ik term is actually (-l+i)n the first term representing the
absorption modulus. For convenience we will define
277
k = n *Vi/2 = Ai okj/2 = 6  ^ (6.32)o
where 6 is the skin-depth (3.8)
For convenience, in the following discussion we omit the time- 
dependent factor e *u)t.
6.2.2 Application to an Inclined Fault Separating Conducting Media 
Consider a plane wave incident normally on the surface, as in 
Fig. 6.2(b). The odd reflections occur at the conductor-conductor 
interface, whilst the even reflections are at the surface z=0. Even­
tually the reflected wave will leave one of the interfaces at such an 
angle that no further reflections will occur. There are two possible 
conditions:
(i) The last reflection occurs at the surface.
This situation will occur when the wave is incident 
at the reflection point with an angle of incidence 2. (^^2) 
- a. But since eA = 2na where 2n is the reflection number 
(n = 1,2,3,....), this is equivalent to the smallest n such 
that
*Note the difference in the definition of our propagation constant k, 
from Berdichevskii's. Berdichevskii (1961) adopts our (-ik) as his 
wave number k. Our ei^‘3[ is his e~k‘£.
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n > JL -1/2 (6.33)
~  Aa
(ii) The last reflection occurs at the basement.
Then the wave reflected after the (2n-l)-th reflection 
must leave at an angle 0^ j> (n/2) - a. Since 0r = (2n-l)a, 
this means n is the smallest number such that:
n ir/Ao (6.3A)
If we use [a] to mean the nearest integer < a, and let m be the 
reflection number of the last reflection, then
m = (6.35)
278
The last reflection is from the upper surface if m is even, and 
the lower surface if m is odd. If ir/2a is an integer the last reflec­
tion is the {— ■ -l)-th and the reflected wave is parallel to the oppo­
site interface.
Because the electromagnetic wave is attenuated as it traverses 
the conductor, we must know the total length of the ray path traveled 
from the point of entry. We adopt the coordinate system of Fig. 6.2(b), 
and we assume that the plane wave is incident normally on the horizon­
tal surface, at the point A. It passes normally into medium 2, and is 
attenuated thereafter.
To calculate the ray path we employ Berdichevskii's "method of 
images" and refer generally to Fig. 6.A. The ray path is ABCD...., and 
the figure is drawn for an angle a = 10°. Figure 6.3 explains 
the method. Consider first Fig. 6.3(a). For a point between A and B,
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2 = 0
2 * yTan a
z s y Tan 2a
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.3 Calculation of the path length by the "method of images'
(a) after 1st reflection
(b) after 2nd reflection
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the path length is simply Its coordinate z. For a point P(y,z) between 
B and C, the ray BP is normal to the image plane of the surface in the 
base interface, so that the ray path is BqP = BqQ - PQ * y sin 2a - 
z cos 2a.
If we specify the point P to be between C and D (Fig. 6.3b), the 
ray CP is normal to the image plane of the previous image plane, in the 
surface z=o. The total ray path is then CqP = CqQ + QP = y sin 2a + 
z cos 2a
In general, if P is between the (2n-l)th and 2n-th, or 2n-th and 
(2n+l)th, reflection points, the length of the ray path is obtained by 
replacing the (2a) in the above expressions by (2na). The successive 
image planes would then be those shown in Fig. 6.4.
At any point (y, z) in medium 2, the distances traveled by the ray 
after m reflections are:
(i) m even: s = y sin ma + z cos ma
(6.36)
(ii) m odd: s « y sin (tri-1) a - z cos (m+l)a
At a given point on the surface all of the reflection modes must
be taken into account in determining the total field at that point.
The waves must be considered both before and after reflection. We 
consider an observation point within medium 2, determine the total 
field there due to all the reflected waves, and then take the limit 
to the surface. In the case where the final reflection occurs from 
the basement, we consider the last reflection from the surface as the 
last ray to be included in the summation, since the rest of the reflec­
ted ray will not reach the surface observation point again.
281
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We take the two cases shown in Fig. 3,5 in turn.
(a) H-polarization: The ^-vector is polarized in the plane of incidence
We make the following designations for the magnetic field:
(i) between the entry point (A) and the first reflection:
H - H eik2z
(ii) immediately prior to the mtk reflection: ^
(iii) immediately after the oth reflection:
Here
k a Ay (do = (l+ik “ An,L o i i
when k is defined by (6.32) and we drop the subscript 2 without 
ambiguity. When m is odd, the reflection is from the base surface 
and from (6.19):
U r n ' “tt. (6'37a>
with D„_ denoting the reflection coefficient for an angle of incidence Hm
6 = met. If m is odd, the reflection is from the surface and, since 
&
the reflection coefficient is then -1 (eq. 6.30), we have:
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H * -H (6.37b)
arm M m
The magnetic vector H is always in the - ev direction so that we
<v
only need to consider the H component.
x
Then using (6.31), (6.36) and (6.37) we may write the expressions
for the H-waves in each ray path interval as  ^with
N *
. u - - I H. , , (6.38)
Hx " j*i I ' 1’ *
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where N is the nearest integer less or equal to (7r/2a)-l:
(6.39)
Then:
initial transmitted
wave H.:<v,t H01
1st reflected wave: H12
2nd reflected wave:
H23
3rd reflected wave:
H34
4th reflected wave:
H45
Nth reflected wave: H
N»
The form of the last
(-I+Dkz
0
,(-l+i) (y sin 2a-z cos 2a) tc
HI 0
{ h »(-l+i) (y sin 2a+z cos 2a)k
HI 0 ®
r n o  n h e(“1+i) (y sin 4a_z cos ^a)* 
k H1H3 0
( l'i2r> T) H e^~1+1  ^ (y sin *a+z cos 4a^K
V J HI H3 0
Using (6.38) we may therefore write: 
Hjj = - H e<-1+i)tc2 -
(-1+i) (y sin 2pa-z cos 2pa)<- a ,  I c-i>p«i> oH3...a H ,
p=X
^  _ e2(-l+i)«z cos 2paj
where R = N/2 if N is even (6.40)
(N-l) 12 if N is odd
The values of the D„/n are given by (6.21) or (6.23), whichever is 
tH2p-i.J
appropriate, with 0 = (2p-l)a. The E and E components may be
i y z
determined from (6.40) by Maxwell's equations, in the forms listed in 
Table (3.2). The relations for all the field components are collected 
in Table 6.3.
(b) E-polarization: The H vector is polarized in the plane of
incidence.
We define the respective rays of the E-wave analogously to those
for the H-wave above. Then when m is odd, the reflected wave is
'U
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E = D„ EJ (6.41)
M m  Em M m
with Dgm denoting the reflection coefficient for an angle of incidence 
6m = ma. If m is even, the reflected wave is
E = D° E (6.42)
M m  Em M m
where the electric reflection coefficient is given by (6.30):
Do = e“2i0m (6 43)
Em
Since Jg is always in the + direction we consider only the E^ 
component. It may be written
N
E = I E. , , (6.44)
'x  j=i
where N is defined by (6.39) and
initial transmitted (-1+i)kz
wave Et: EQ1 = Eq e
r (-1+i) (y sin 2a - z cos 2a) k
1st reflected wave: Ej^ ® dei e0 e
. (-1+i) (y sin 2a + z cos 2a)k
2na reflected wave: % 2 3  ~ DE2 ®E1 E0 e
rA o (-1+i) (y sin 4a - z cos 4a) k
3ra reflected wave: E34 * Dg£ DE3EE1 e
(-1+i) (y sin 4a + z cos 4o)k 
4tn reflected wave: e45 = °S4 DS2DE3 °E1 e ‘
#*v>
N reflected wave: E ^
The form of the last term depends on whether N is even or odd. From
(6.44):
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R
e~2ip(p-l)ae(-l+i) (y sin 2pa-z cos 2pa)«
+Eo DElDE 3 " * DE(2p-l)'
+ e-4piae2(-l+i)KZ cos 2pa^
where
R * N/2 if N is even
(6.45)
(N-D/2 if N is odd
The values of Dr/, are given by (6.27) or (6.29), whichever 
E(2p-1)
applies, where 8^ = (2p-l) a.
In deriving (6.45) we used the result that, since
. e-4iP“
E2p
then
r ^o -2iar(r+l)
T T  E2s ' e
s—1
Again the H and H components may be derived from (6.45) usingy z
Maxwell's equations in the forms given in Table 3.2. The relations 
are collected in Table 6.3.
We make the following substitutions in writing out the fields:
a = D D .... D 
p HI H3 H(2p-1)
b = D D .... D /t *£\
p El E3 E(2p-1) (6’*6)
(-1+i) < = -/-i n where n„ = ioo
2 2 o 2
Ex« ;
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Table 6.3
The Field Components Near an Inclined Fault with a Conducting Substratum
Iv «
e x 2 v < e
-V-i.n_z R -/^i (y sin2pct -z.cos2po)/ -2/^T n0z cos2pa\
e z |l+e” pae2r + J b e-2ip(p-l)a. *'2 * "2
y2
Jz2
tr a> -v^T n0z R
- £ (-l)P+^a cos2pa e
- / T  n2 (y sin2pa - , coS2P«)/ ^  cos2pa I,
nrsr r ., -/-i n,
- J t 2" h I (“D 1^  a sin2pa e 2
* 2 Xa,p=l p
V^  (y sin2pa - z cos2pa)
l - e
-2/-X n_ a cos2pa|
I
H «  - H  
x2 j w
-/-T r»2z R
e + f ( -1 )» +1 a e " ^  "2 ^  e i ° 2P“ " " C“ H  .  " , *
P=1 P \
'  - / ^ r  n 2 z  R  Hy2 = 6 " I  bn cos 2pa -2ip(p-l)a -/-T n, (y sin2pa - z cos2pa)[ _i4p^ ~2^-i n2z cos2pa\
p=l
H = -H I b sin 2pa e-21p(p-l)a e~/=± r>2 (y sin2pa - z cos2pa)L -i*pa
z2 y  p=i P \
-2/=i n z cos2po
(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)
(6.50)
(6.51)
(6.52)
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Table 6.4
The Surface Field Components Near an Inclined Fault 
with a Conducting Substratum
" &  11+2 I b e” 2ip “ cos 2P« V u .id H__ \ ^  p M
- / *  Y2 sin 2pa|
o y®
V S ^ =  { < - »
o x ®  1 p=l
-/-T Y„ sin 2pal 
P o 2 r 'r a cos 2pa e
P
R 2 - / T  Y„ sin 2pa
H „/H = 1-i T b e” p asin 4pa e
V2 Y» pi x P H
R - . 2  -/^i Y?sin 2pa
H _/H = - T b e ^ asin 4pa ez2 y ®  d  r
R -
p=l ^
N/2 if N even 
(N-l)/2 if N odd
A 1H(2s-1)
-IH
tfl DE(2s-1)
2
(i) e -  sina 
DH(2s-1) =
-1 + 1+vH(2s-1)
2v
- i
H(2s-1)
1+v.H(2s-1)
; V
Vsin2(2s-l)a -
H(2s-1) e2cos(2s-l)a
-2i<J»2s-l
E(2s-1) tan^2s-l =^ l-',E(2s-l)' tan(2s_1)“ ;
’ vE(2s-l) ” sin(2s-l)a
(6.53)
(6.54)
(6.55)
(6.56)
(6.57)
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(ii)
The Surface Field Components Near an Inclined Fault 
with a Conducting Substratum
288
Table 6,4 (cont'd)
2
e > sina 
2
e 1 sin(2s-l)a : (i) above applies 
e2 > sin(2s-l)a :
D = - 1 + ____ -____  • v' - ~ sin2 <2s-1)a
H(2s-1) A . * ' H(2s-1) 2
H(2s-1) 6 COS (2s“1)a
2 e2
DE(2s-l) ~ ~ 1 + — -------- 5 VE(2s-l) = sin(2s-l)a
1+ VE(2s-l)-1
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The expressions for the surface fields at z=o are listed in 
Table 6.4 in terms of the dimensionless parameter = r^Y ® Y 
We have also used the simplification:
n  e -2 ip (p -X )a  (1  ±  r i4 p . j  ,  2e- 2 i p 2a
6.2.3 Special Cases
(a) Agreement with Berdichevskie s. (1961) solution^
Berdichevskii assumed o^ o so that e=o. Then
, -2i(2s-l)o m .
E(2s-1) e * . DH(2s-1)
Thus a = (-1)^
P
. _21a 2b-1) -2ip2a
bp = e s=l = e
The relations of Table (6.2) then reduce to those in Table 6.1 
with allowance for the different orientation of the x-axis used by 
Berdichevskii.
The equations of Table 6.4 indicate that the approximation e=o
2
used by Berdichevskii is valid whenever e << sin a, or, for small a,
i
2
whenever e «  a (a in radians). Thus we expect the influence of the
2
conductivity to become evident when a is small, i.e. when c and a 
are comparable.
(b) Transition to a Uniform Medium
From Table 6.3 we see that as y ■+ 00, the fields behave as follows
289
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This is the same transition as 4.12 for the vertical fault (§4.1.3a), 
where we have replaced H with B and H with A; the limits representX® yoo
fields in a uniform medium of conductivity
The criterion for the field components to approximate their 
asymptotic values is
Y sin 2a »  1 
2 (6.58a)
or y »  T)^  cosec 2a
This criterion applies when we consider the distance of a station 
from the actual shore line. If, instead, the station is over the 
open sea (for instance, an ice-island), the criterion is better stated 
in terms of the ocean depth H:
2
H >> h sec a
2 (6.58b)
h »  ^ n2 sec a
For all values of a to which the theory of this chapter applies,
no serious error is incurred by relaxing this condition to
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Two considerations must be made in using the solutions derived 
above:
(a) The applicability of the plane-wave technique
(b) The scale size of the assumed geometry.
(a) Applicability of the Plane Wave Technique:
The validity of the plane-wave method used in the previous section 
must break down eventually, as can be seen from the following consid­
eration. If the angle o is increased from zero, it finally reaches
45®, where N=l. Beyond this value, the only reflection occurring is 
from the basement; the wave then passes further into medium 2 without 
returning to the surface. Under this condition our plane-wave solution
indicates no further influence of the coastline on the fields. Such
a conclusion seems absurd, since we know from Chapter IV that the coast 
effect certainly exists when a = 90°.
It must be remembered, however, that we are not including the 
effect of the land in this discussion. At a distance of several 
penetration depths from the shore, the ocean depth for a steeply 
sloping floor is too great for the electromagnetic wave to "see" the 
floor, and the effect of the basement becomes negligible.
The apparent anomaly arises from our assumption of plane waves.
In Fig. 6.5 we give a schematic outline of the contributions to the 
total electromagnetic field for an incident field of infinite extent.
At any point in the oceanic medium (2) the total field Fj is composed 
as follows:
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6.2.4 Conditions of Validity of the Solution
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F ^  represents the field in the uniform medium (2)
F2r rePresents the total field resulting from the multiple 
order reflections at both interfaces 
F2(j represents the perturbation field produced by scattering 
at the apex of the oceanic "wedge."
Similarly in the land medium (1), the total field comprises
F1 * Pl„ + Flt + Fld
The F and F contributions are analogous to their counterparts 
1«> id
in medium (2), and F represents the transmitted field resulting from
It
refraction across the fault plane. The last component will not contri­
bute to the surface field.
At small values of a, the disturbance field F will be small (it
d
is non-existent at a - o°), but becomes increasingly important as a
increases. In the oceanic medium the F contribution becomes zero for
2r
o > 45° and the entire "coast effect" is caused by F^. In medium 1,
the F contribution is responsible for the "coast effect" behavior at
all angles, and the influence of the inclined fault will thus be very
small on the landward side at low angles of inclination.
It is evident from Ch. IV (Figs. 4.3 and §4.2.3a) that the
influence of a vertical fault does not extend beyond about 8n
Since we might expect the F contribution to be a maximum for a = 90°,
d
we can say that the treatment in this chapter should be valid at least 
beyond a distance of *n tbe oceanic medium.
where .
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Another approach to the validity of the plane wave solution may 
be made. The concept of a plane wave is maintained only if the scale 
of change within the medium is not smaller than the wave length of the 
wave. Since the wave is specified by
293
Re(e^z) = cos z/6 6 = /2/p0<uo
the wave length of the wave is given by
X - 2tt6 (6.59)
The plane-wave approach will break down at distances nearer than 
X^  to the apex of the oceanic wedge. We thus restrict our solution 
to the region
y i  xi
or
Y2 * 9
These two approaches yield essentially the same condition on the 
region of validity. As they both yield overestimates of the value of 
Y^i we can take the minimum significant value to be = 5, without 
seriously affecting the validity.
(b) The Scale Size of the Incline
It is also necessary that the sloping sea floor extend far enough 
for all possible reflections to occur. We designate the distance by 
L and refer to Fig. 6.6. L is therefore the distance from the entryc c
point A of the wave to the point of the last (N^) surface reflection 
E, with
~  ■ » -  ( s  - !]
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i
Fig. 6
I I 1
,5 A schematic representation of the contributions to the total 
electromagnetic field near an inclined fault.
N>VO•C*
By reference to either Fig. 6.3 or 6.4, we see from the image 
planes that
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y = y. sec Na Jo J i
so that
Also
Lc = y^ (sec Na - 1) * h^ cota (sec Na - 1) (6.60)
Lc Lc—  a cos Na r—  (6.61)
h n,
o i
The specification of in terms of the depth h^ is useful if the
point E has been selected as an observation point. One then wants to
know the distance towards land necessary for the results of §6.2 to apply, 
and hence the distance over which the slope must be uniform. On the 
other hand, if the point A represents the start of the incline, we 
would like to know how far beyond A we must place an observation point 
in order that all the reflections would be received and the theory of 
this chapter be valid. Such a question is answered most usefully by 
specifying in terms of the depth h^.
In Fig. 6.7, the scale length is shown in terms of both hA
and hQ. The actual curves of (6.60) and (6.61) are saw-toothed in form
because of the step-function nature of N. A practical representation 
would be the curve through the upper limiting points, particularly in 
the highly "oscillatory" region for small a. The considerations in (a) 
above also limit the solution to this region.
A simple example will be useful in interpreting Fig. 6.7. Suppose 
the ocean floor slopes at a = 3°. For = 3 mho m  ^and f = 1 cps,
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Fig. 6.6 Determination of the scale length L£.
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Fig. 6.7 The scale length. Lc as a function of the depths tu and hQ 
. for various angles of inclination a.
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we have n * ^ 200 m, and our solution will be applicable at any 
2
distance from the shoreline beyond about 1000 m. If the observation
point (E in Fig. 6.6) is over a depth h = 100 m, the 3° slope must be
o
maintained shorewards for a horizontal distance L = 1800 m.
c
The scale distance L is not critical, however. At low values of
c
a the number of reflections is very large (29 in the above example), 
and consequently if the sea is deep the scale distance L£ is enormous 
(in the above example, if the point in question is A instead of E, L
c
is 33 km). However, the distances between the last reflection points 
become very large (see Fig. 6.4, when a = 10°) and the wave is consid­
erably attenuated by the conducting medium. The effects of these last 
reflections are insignificant and the actual value of will be very 
much less than that shown in Fig. 6.7.
The simplest way to determine a representative scale distance 
in a given case is to plot the ray path on a scale drawing (for 
instance, as in Fig. 6.4) and determine the next surface reflection 
point (say the N' - th total reflection) where the path exceeds
The effective scale distance L’ is then given by (6.60) with N'
c
replacing N.
To use Fig. 6.4 as an example, if AB * h^ = 200 m, with the above
value of n"1 = 200 m, then the point G is the N' - th reflection. Since
N' = 6, then L' = 1100 m, as compared with L = 5500 m determined from 
c c
Fig. 6.7.
6.2.5 Computation of the Fields
The relations of Table 6.4 were numerically evaluated with the use 
of the IBM 7094 and System 360/75 computers at Uestem Data Processing
298
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Center, University of California, and the IBM 360/40 at the University
of Alaska. The program is given in App. 10. The fields were computed
for several values of a and e , including the case considered by
Berdichevskii (1961), for which o = 3°, e = o.
6.3 Discussion of Results
In Figs. 6.8(a-d), we present the variation of the field components
with distance Y for several values of e, and a = 3° and 10° respect- 2
ively. The horizontal axes also show the depth H of the basement, given 
by
H = tan o
Berdichevskii's values are represented by the limiting curves as e -+ o.
The Influence of the sloping basement on all components is quite
marked over the region where the depth H < 3 (i.e., shallower than about
three penetration depths). At shallow depths, the electric fields are
enhanced with respect to their asymptotic values, as is the vertical
magnetic field H^. The normal magnetic field increases slightly
and then decreases from its asymptotic behavior, as the depth decreases.
The effect of the basement slope is less marked for conductivity ratios
2 -2near unity. At values of e <10 the fields are nearly independent 
of e, and the basement may be assumed non-conducting.
Fig. 6.9 shows the polarization of the electric field with distance^ 
for basement slopes of 3° and 10°, at various conductivity ratios. At 
shallower basement depths, there is a distinct trend towards linear 
polarization with a pronounced normal component; the tendency is stronger 
for greater contrasts in conductivity. As the abscissa of Fig. 6.9 
represents distance in units of penetration depth, the behavior with
299
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frequency at a given location over a basement of given slope, can be
determined. The linearity and the proportion of the normal component
in the polarization ellipse Increase at lower frequencies.
The behavior of the electric fields may be explained as follows.
At some distance from the coastline, the electric field behaves in a
manner qualitatively similar to the field near a vertical fault (cf.
Fig. 4.4). As the shore-line is approached, the field polarization
changes from circular (over the homogeneous [deep] ocean) to more
elliptical. At about one penetration depth (H^l) - the value varies
2
with slope a and conductivity ratio e - the field is oriented parallel 
to the coast; i.e., the oceanic electric currents are diverted by the 
relatively non-conducting land. As we approach the shoreline still 
more closely, however, a "transition region" is traversed. The depth 
becomes less than the oceanic penetration depth and an appreciable 
electric field component normal to the coast is evident in the polar­
ization ellipse. On land the field would be oriented normal to the 
shore (cf. Fig. 4.4); the region of shallow water with sloping base 
thus provides the transition between electric fields over the land
and deep ocean. For the observation distances for which our cal-
2
culations are valid, this transition region is only apparent when e 
—2<^10 ; at conductivity ratios nearer to unity, the region would be
closer to the shore and the scattering from the actual surface dis­
continuity would dominate the calculations (Fig. 6.5).
At points within about 10 penetration depths of the shoreline 
(Y^ < 10), the electric field shows a small anomaly in its variation
300
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with the conductivity. From Fig. 6.9, it is evident that the polar-
2 -i
ization is more linear for the values of e *v* 10 than for conductivity 
ratios greater or less than this. This tendency is not so obvious at 
greater distances from the shore, when the polarization becomes more 
circular.
Berdichevskii's (1961) results for a non-conducting basement
( e = o ) with a 3° slope are given in Fig. (6.10). Our computations are
in excellent quantitative agreement, although the lack of a distance
scale on his Arg (H^/tO curve prevents a comparison of this quantity.
Figures 6.8 a-d may also be interpreted as frequency response curves,
2 2with the scale in terms of y f (km *cps), as shown at the top of each 
of the curves. The conductivity of the ocean 02 is again assumed to be 
3 mho m”^ in calculating these values.
Compare the electric field over a sloping basement with that 
over a horizontal basement. In Fig. (6.11), we have plotted the 
electric field magnitudes for a horizontal basement and for inclined 
basements of 1°, 3°, and 10° slopes. The fields are normalized to unity 
for a field over a uniform medium, and the basement is taken to be 
non-conducting in all cases. The tangential E field is shown; the E
X »
field at these inclinations is almost identical with the E-field over 
a horizontal base, at least within the limiting frequencies shown here. 
The electric field over a non-conducting basement with a horizontal 
interface is given by eq. (4.58).
The representation as a function of H serves two purposes. If 
we consider a fixed depth h, then Fig. (6.11) represents frequency
306
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Fig. 6.10 The fields over a'non conducting basement inclined at 3°,
Berdichevskii (1961). See Fig. (6.1b) for his coordinate system.
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Fig. 6.11 Comparison of the electric fields over a conducting ocean
with horizontal or inclined basements, assumed non-conducting. 
The tangential E field over the inclined base is shown; the 
• normal Ey field xs indistinguishable from the E-field over 
a horizontal base.
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responses for the E-fields, when the sea floor is inclined at the
relevant angles. To assist this interpretation, the abscissa is
2
also scaled in terms of h f, where the depth h is measured in meters. 
The frequency response flattens out at low frequencies, but approaches 
closely the response of a horizontally layered medium at higher 
frequencies. Alternatively if we fix the frequency f, the curves show 
the variation of the electric field as a function of the depth, at each 
angle o. The low frequency limit is set by the limiting value of 
in Figs. 6.8(a).
As an example, over a sea floor at a depth of 500 m, sloping at 1°, 
the frequency response for periods longer than about 5 min (at least 
up to about 1 hr), would be relatively flat. We stress, however, that 
this is the frequency response of the normalized E field, not of the 
Impedance |e /h |. The responses vary in the ratio <^F, according to 
(4.58).
6.3.1 Comparison with Observations
Some comparison of the results of this chapter may be made with 
the observations of Wescott (1967) at Barrow on the Arctic Ocean (see 
§2.6.2). His station 10 (see Fig. 6.12) was located on the sea ice 
2 km from the shore, over a sloping sea bed of depth c. 11 m, and slope 
1°. Station 11 was located 3 km from shore over 35 m of water, with a 
sea floor of similar slope. The slope inshore from the two stations 
drops to about 0.1°, rising to 2.5° within 150 m of the coast. Wescott 
estimated the effective conductivity ratio to be about 1:40 (c = 0.16). 
He found that the electric field at these stations showed a strong 
polarization component normal to the depth contours.
309
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Fig. 2. Map of Barrow, Alaska, area showing numbered temporary variograph stations. 
Barrow Magnetic Observatory is located at 4. Arrows indicate the long axis of ellipse of 
polarization of telluric currents. Water depths in meters.
l i g .  6 .1 2  T e llu r ic  cu rre n t p o la r iz a t io n  n ear Barrow (W esco tt, 1 9 6 7 ) .
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At frequencies greater Chan about 0.1 cps these sites are distant 
from the shore by several times the penetration distance q *■, and the 
computations of this chapter may be applicable. However, the changing 
slope of the sea floor may introduce some complications. Wescott was 
not able to obtain data at specific frequencies, but instead used the 
hour,ly peak-to-peak amplitudes of irregular activity; his data are 
therefore effective at long periods.
Computation of similar curves to those of Fig. 6.9 for a slope of 
1° shows a highly linear polarization inclined at about 60°-75° to 
the coastline, over depths of H a. 0.15. Wescott's arrows for stations 
10 and 11 (Fig. 6.12) indicate major axis inclinations of about 55° 
and 65° respectively. Although his data are not for specific frequencies, 
it is known that at Barrow the periods of less than 40 sec are suppressed 
on the telluric current records. At periods greater than this our 
calculations are no longer valid within 3 km of the shoreline. However, 
the results show that there may be a strong normal component in the 
telluric field over shallow water, where the slope of the sea bed is 
very gradual. Interpretation of the field behavior at sites closer to 
the shore line, or at lower frequencies, must await a solution of the 
inclined fault problem with a greater range of validity than ours.
Wescott's (1967) data at Barrow show a trend in the orientation 
of the polarization ellipses between 3 and 1 km from the shore line, 
but his results are complicated by a changing coastal orientation and 
the difficulty of obtaining information at specific frequencies. His 
data at least do not contradict the suggestions made in the previous 
section, but confirmation would require more extensive observations.
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Swift and Hessler (1964) found no frequency dependence of the 
H/E ratio between periods of 1 minute and 1 hour, over an ocean floor 
of depth 400-450 o, sloping at an angle of 0.5°-1.5°. Point*A of 
Fig. (6.13) shows the area of the observations.
They considered a horizontally layered medium and applied the 
source theory of Price (1962), but were unable to explain this fre­
quency independence without requiring either a source of thousands of 
km extent, or an apparent depth of 1 km under station Arlis I (point 
A).
Hie flat frequency response of the |E/H} ratio is equivalent to a 
response of the ratio |E/E(h=«o) | (used in Fig. 6.11) which is propor­
tional to /F; i.e., 1/H. This is the response for a horizontal base­
ment or for the normal E field at slopes of 2° or less. At very lowy
angles of inclination (< 0.5°) such a response might be expected in
the tangential E field, but at greater slopes cannot occur. For a 
x
1° slope, the depth under point A should be at least about 900 m to 
cause this response.
Much of Swift's and Hessler's data for this site involves the 
normal E component for which a flat frequency response would certainlyy
be expected, even for a slope of 2°. Two observations were also
recorded using the E component, for which the corresponding theoret-
x
ical slopes should be £ 0.5°. The sea floor falls about 300 m in 170 
km or 0.1°, between Arlis and the Chukchi Shelf, and is therefore well 
within this range.
312
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Fig. 9. A chart showing the bottom contours of a section of the Arctic Ocean. The letter C denotes the positions of floating ice station Charlie on November 11, 1959, and the letter A denotes the position of Arlis on February 20, 1961.
140° 120°
F ig .  6 .1 3  The s i t e  (a )  o f  o b s e r v a t io n s  b y - S w i f t  and  H e s s le r  ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  C o n to u rs  are 
i n  m e te r s .  .
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The model is thus consistent with the data of Swift and Hessler, 
although it cannot explain quantitatively the disparity between actual 
and effective ocean depths. The sloping basement reduces the effective 
depth required by a model with a horizontal sea floor, at least at low 
frequencies; at higher frequencies, there is little difference from 
the results obtained over a horizontal floor. A smaller difference 
between the conductivities of ocean and basement would reduce the 
effective depth of the sea floor still further.
Novysh and Fonarev's (1963, 1966) data pertained to an ocean 
with depths varying from 80 m to 3 km (see §2.6.1). At the shallower 
depths we expect a sloping sea floor to exert an influence on the 
frequency response, but the observations at these depths were made 
over the East Siberian Sea where the slope is considerably less than 1°.
In their 1966 paper, Novysh and Fonarev present a graph of the 
dependence of E/H on the depth h, for periods of 6 min. (See Fig. 6.14). 
The horizontal scale (in km) may be converted to our H by multiplying 
by 0.26. The Cagniard-Tikhonov theory for a horizontally stratified 
medium shows good agreement with the results at depths below about 1 km. 
At shallower depths, however, there is a decrease in the relationship 
to well below the values resulting from a horizontal sea floor, just 
as we have calculated in Fig. 6.11. Quantitative comparison cannot 
be made, however, since our calculations do not extend to the necessary 
values of a, near 0.1°.
We conclude this comparison with observational results by 
referring to Berdichevskii's (1961) studies. He found good quantitative
314
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Fig. 6.14 The depth response of the impedance over an ocean at a peri 
of 6 min. The dashed line represents the impedance calcuia 
from the Cagniard-Tikhonov theory for two layers. To conva 
tftp scale from h in (kni) to H, multiply h. by Q.259 (Fonarev 
19661. '
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agreement between data obtained by geophysical prospectors 
working in regions with sloping bedding planes, and his calcula­
tions for a non-conducting basement (see §2.6.2).
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding chapters several coastal models have been
studied to determine the influence of topographical features on the
electromagnetic fields at the earth’s surface. The frequency of the
- 4  3
fields under study has been restricted to the range 10 to 10 cps, 
thus avoiding the low frequency contribution from the conducting 
mantle, and the high frequency contribution from the displacement 
currents. The frequency range studied includes micropulsations and 
also the frequencies used by exploration geophysicists in magneto­
telluric prospecting.
The results deduced in the preceding chapters have been combined 
with those of previous investigators to determine how a horizontal 
ocean floor at various depths influences the electric and magnetic 
fields near a coastline - the coastal anomaly in these fields con­
stitutes the so-called "coast effect". This term usually refers to 
the behaviour of the fields near of a continental shoreline, but we 
have also studied the fields near a narrow promontory of great length, 
for various ocean depths. Finally we examined the influence of a 
sloping ocean floor on the fields measured at the ocean surface remote 
from a coastline such as for instance, on an ice-island. In §5.4 
we compared the 'rectangular* models for specific examples. The 
effects of sloping and horizontal ocean floors were contrasted in 
§6.3 (Fig. 5.11).
317
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Previous studies have been concerned with only the electric 
field normal to a fault or coastline; our analysis treats, in addi­
tion, the tangential electric field and so enables the polarization 
of the E-field to be deduced. We have also studied the behaviour of 
the vertical magnetic field for each model.
The field anomalies calculated for an infinitely deep fault­
like shoreline are shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Over the land the 
normal electric field is not greatly affected, but the magnitude of 
the offshore field is suppressed in comparison with the asymptotic 
field at great distances from the shore. The tangential electric 
field is modified over both media; it is suppressed over the land and 
enhanced over the sea. The polarization of the electric field over 
the land is predominantly normal to the coast, but over the sea it is 
predominantly parallel; linearity is markedly increased near the 
shoreline.
The presence of a non-conducting basement at shallow depth (i.e. 
small in comparison with the penetration depth) enhances the electric 
fields and causes a more pronounced Influence of the shoreline oa the 
electric field tangential to the shore (Fig. 4.3). The coast effect 
on the normal field, however, is reduced by the presence of a base­
ment. The polarization of the electric field to seawards becomes more 
linear and is oriented more nearly parallel to the shore in the pre­
sence of a basement (Fig. 4.4). Hie polarization of the field on the 
land side is not changed so markedly, although it is more nearly 
normal to the shore line and is more nearly linear.
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A basement layer at shallow depth enhances the coast anomaly in 
the vertical magnetic field, but causes a sharper decrease in the 
frequency response towards higher frequencies than would be obtained 
with basements at deeper levels.
If the fields are measured near or on a parallel-sided peninsula 
of sufficient length that the end effects are negligible, instead of 
near a "continental" shore line, the surface fields are further 
modified. The tangential electric field over the land is suppressed 
and the normal electric field is enhanced. The magnitude of the 
departure from the fault-like field behaviour near a continental shore 
line is more pronounced for narrower dykes. The polarization of the 
electric fields is more linear over a narrow dyke than over a broad 
one (Figs. 5.5, 5.10). At sea, however, the polarization is signi­
ficantly dependent on the depth of the sea bed when the dyke is 
narrow - contrast the behaviour for Q = -  0.1 in Figs. 5.5
and 5.10 (H = h/jjHuioJ = <*> and 0.1 respectively).
The enhancement of the coastal vertical magnetic field is con­
siderably smaller near the shoreline of a narrow dyke than near a 
continental shore (Fig. 5.9c). If the basement layer is at a shallow 
depth, however, the coastal enhancement is more pronounced than it is 
near a deep dyke.
The conditions for the shore line to be 'invisible' to the elec­
tromagnetic wave are given in §§4.1.3, 4.2.3, 5.1.3, and 5.2.3. The 
conditions depend on the geographical structure and the field compo­
nent under observation; the observer must be at least one, and in
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some cases as much as six or more penetration depths distant from 
the coastline (see Figs. 4.3 and 5.9). Generally the parallel (Ex) 
component is the more sensitive component of the electric field, and 
usually the phase of a particular component is more sensitive than 
the magnitude.
We would expect that a long narrow promontory or island would
cause the electromagnetic fields to approximate those of our model,
provided the observation point is distant at least five penetration
depths from each end. At a frequency of 1 cps, and a conductivity
2 -2ratio (with respect to the sea) of e = 10 , the total length must
be 20 km or more; however, the distortion by the 'end effects' from the
fields of our model would not be great, even for a total length of
5 km, especially if the phases are not measured.
In most physical situations, the sea floor slopes away from the
shoreline at an angle, rather than falling suddenly to a constant
depth. The effect of such a geometry on the electromagnetic fields
n.ear the coast is difficult to calculate mathematically. However, the
influence of an inclined ocean floor at a site remote from a coastline
(such as an ice-island) has been determined by extending the method of
Berdichevskii (1961). Berdichevskii assumed a non-conducting basement,
while we have allowed for finite resistivity.
The electric fields and the vertical magnetic field are enhanced
over the shallower depths, but the normal horizontal magnetic component
is more complicated (Fig. 6.8). The fields are affected more greatly
by smaller inclinations of the sea bed, but the effect becomes less
2significant as the conductivity ratio c approaches unity. When the
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ratio is smaller than about 10 , the basement may be treated as non­
conducting; this limiting ratio decreases slightly with decreasing 
slope.
The polarization of the electric field indicates a transition 
between the strong normal orientation of the land field and the strong 
tangential orientation of the fields offshore over relatively deep 
water (cf. Figs. 4.4, 6.9). The gradually sloping sea floor forms a 
deepening wedge of highly conducting sea and the effective conductivity 
thus changes from a constant low value on land to a constant high 
value over deep ocean. The electric field responds to this effective 
transition in conductivity and its polarization changes gradually 
across the region, showing a strong normal component close to the 
shore. The width of the transition is perhaps ten penetration depths 
being greater for smaller slopes ie. the orientation of the polariza­
tion ellipses changes more rapidly with increasing distance over a 
more steeply sloping sea bed (Fig. 6.9). Observations by Wescott 
(1967) over the very shallow Arctic Ocean offshore from Barrow, Alaska, 
demonstrated the inshore portion of this transition: for a distance 
of about 3 km offshore there is a strong normal component in the 
polarization. His data were not spectrally resolved, however, and are 
probably dominated by longer periods than those to which our calcu­
lations apply quantitatively.
Swift and Hessler (1964) and Novysh and Fonarev (1966) both com­
pare their observations over the Arctic Ocean with theories assuming 
horizontal basements. In both cases, over ocean depths of 500 m or 
less, there is a discrepancy between the calculated and actual depths.
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The presence of an inclined sea floor reduces the effective calculated 
depth; our theory is therefore in qualitative agreement with their 
observations (compare Figs. 6.11 and 6.14) but exact quantitative 
comparison cannot be made.
The determination or estimation of the electric and magnetic 
fields for the topographical models discussed in this work has been 
possible because of simplifications that have reduced the problems 
from three to two dimensions. However, the equation governing the 
fields (eq. 3.3) is a vector partial differential equation, and most 
of the geometries occurring in nature are also three dimensional 
(islands, lakes, bays, promontories). The solutions of such boundary 
problems are very difficult, even numerically. Yet knowledge of the 
influence of a sharply curving coastline on the fields is important 
and a method of solution or approximation would be most useful.
Ashour and Chapman (1965) determined the magnetic field about a 
non-conducting circular island in a conducting ocean. Steady electric 
current flow would be diverted by the island in the same way as would 
plane hydrodynamic flow past a circular obstacle. However, their 
solution does not apply to time-varying fields with the periods 
studied in this work - e.g., for an island of 10 km, eq. (3.3) indi­
cates the transient term to be negligible for periods longer than 
about 40 mins. At shorter periods the frequency variation becomes 
important.
In our treatment of the inclined layer problem we have excluded 
the coastal region. An extension of the theory to include this region
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would be very useful; the approach of Neves (1957) in this respect 
would have been of more interest had his boundary conditions been more 
realistic. Likewise the extension of the source theory of Price 
(1962) to allow for a sloping basement would be valuable in treating 
problems such as those encountered by Swift and Hessler, and Fonarev 
and his colleagues.
As an immediate extension from this work, a small item which 
needs completion is the study of the fields near faults and dykes of 
intermediate depth. Our calculations of Chapters IV and V were made 
for H (= h/po<i502 ) * 0.1, ®, and the depth and frequency response 
curves are consequently incomplete. [D'Erceville and Kunetz (1962), 
and Rankin (1962) have studied the normal (Ey) component of the 
electric field at various depths, but not the other field components.] 
The computation would involve the calculation of the relations in 
Tables 4.5 and 5.4 on a computer, instead of using the shallow layer 
approximations of Tables 4.5 and 5.5 as we have done.
The approximate boundary condition (iii) of Table 3.2 (see also 
App. 4) necessarily prevents study of the normal magnetic field at 
the surface. The variation is probably small, but the restriction 
must be removed to study its behavior.
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Appendix 1: The Polarization of the Electric Vector
In Chapters IV, V, and VI, the E^, and field components
were derived with respect to the surface values of the horizontal
magnetic field components and H^. No relation was assumed between
these magnetic field components, To study the behavior of the total
horizontal electric vector at the surface, we must in some way compare
the two components and E .^ Some assumption must therefore be
made concerning the relative behavior of the surface H and H fields.x y
Let us write:
z = 0
z = 0
= A
= -B
(Al.l)
i* ,
E * R e X . Ae U where H x x  y
"^v -iojt E = -R e ^ Be where Hy y x
Here A and B are treated as constants.
The horizontal H-wave then has the form
H = ( H  e + H  e ) e ■*■“*■= (-Be + Ae ) e (A1.2)
 ^ x /v,x y ^ y <\,x ^y
and there will be some phase relation between A and B; in general the 
wave will be elliptically polarized. Two special cases are evident:
(i) when A and B are in phase, the H-wave is linearly polarized 
at an angle 0 with the e„ axis, with
tan 0 * ~
-J~2 2
and magnitude: H = YA + B
348
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(ii) when A and B are equal in magnitude but out of phase by 90° 
(A = ±iB), the H-wave is circularly polarized, either left or right 
handedly.
Assume that the H-wave at the surface is circularly polarized, 
say left(right)-handedly (remembering that H = -B). Then from
(ii), we have,
A = iB = H , say 
(+) o * 3
so that from (A1.2):
-iu)t
H = -H (e ,+vie ) e 
'v o <v,x(-) <vy
Using (Al.l), the E-field components are:
„ „ i(+* + 2> „ -i„tE = -R e H e
X X  o
E - -R e
y (+>y
e
o
so that the surface E-wave is given by:
E = E e + E  e * - 
^ x ^x y -\,y
H R e 
o x
*<♦«+ -
(A1.3)
e R e
^x (-) y
e -iwt
which, in general, represents elliptic polarization.
To determine the ellipse parameters in terms of the R’s and $'s, 
we use the more convenient notation suggested by Jackson (1962, §7.2); 
we write:*
e = i < e x * 1 ey>
*± %
*The reason behind this substitution is that instead of forming our 
total E-vector from two linearly polarized waves of complementary 
phase/''a pair of oppositely polarized circular waves has been used; the 
the superposition in general still gives an elliptically polarized, 
complex, resultant vector.
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as complex orthogonal vectors, so that the j^-vector ie:
-imt
% a <E+ U  + E_ U  e
where:
Now let
- (E ± i
H
R e
/2 X
K * x + j )
E- iip
— B A A
+ (r) R e-  +  y 1(S  + f >
Then the ratio of minor axis to major axis for the polarization 
is given by
„ - h a d  •w 1 +p »
and the major axis is inclined at angle k to the - axis 
The seonetry is shown in Fig. (Al.l)
Thus from (Al,4) and (Al,5)
pe
. R e  R e y
=  -* <+> v
i<*’v
R e /K R e
x (-) y
1-Y K-)1 2 YSlP ~ V
l+y2(-)2y cos (6 -  <f> )x y
R
where y »
x
( A l . A )
Ml. 5) 
ellipse
V
r(A1.6)
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Fig. Al.l Representation of the surface electric field by a polarization ellipse. 351
Immediately we have the relations:
352
y a -
2 2 2 2 
Y ) + 4y sin (<f> - <f> )
1+Y2 f a  2y cos (<(>x - d»v)
(Al.7)
f a  2y sin (4>x - 4>y)
tan tf/  ------- ~
1-Y
Equations (A1.6) and (A1.7) specify the characteristics of the polari­
zation ellipse for the surface jg-vector when the surface Jjl-wave is 
circularly polarized. The upper sign represents a left-handed polari­
zation of both H and E waves and the lower (parenthetical) sign 
represents a right-handed polarization. For convenience in further 
discussion we consider the left-hand case; the right-hand case 
is simply obtained by a mirror-reflection of the ellipse about the
e -axis.
- \ ,X
For clarity let us summarize the various special cases which may
arise from relations (A1.6) and (A1.7).
Case (i): Circular Polarization: (Fig. Al.2a)
Conditions: y=1; $ - <fr = o, ± ir, ± 2 ir x y
Result: p = o,y=l, 4> indeterminate,
Case (ii): Linear Polarization: (Fig. A1.2b)
Conditions: $ - <t> = (n iT -  tt) ; n=0, ±1, + 2 x y 2
Result: p,=l; u=0 ;tan & = (-l)n+^
1-Y
Special Cases:
.o
(a) Y=1 m  = C * o  "  ^ °;x2 (Fig. A1.2C)
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This represents linear polarization at ± 45°
<b>, ,Jo . /2 Jo° > polarization // x-axis (strike) (Fig# A1.2d)
r V  * |90°: polarization J. x-axis (strike)
independent
of (4 - 4 ) x y
Case (iii): Elliptic Polarization at Special Angles:
(a) Conditions: y=l; <ji - 6 J n \  (Fig, A1.2c)x y l
Results: p= |tan h  (<}>x-<J>y) I; V= |cot h  ( U x“*y l+ f) I
353
A2
+ ^  ±£ |<J>x - <|>yJ e(0,x) or (—2t t t t) 
- j  if (<J>x - <j>yj e(-ir,0) or (ir,2x)
This represents elliptic polarization at ± 45°.
(b) Conditions: 4 ~ 4 “ nx , n=0, ±1, ±2 ; y^O, 1,» 
- x y
if n=0 , ±2
Results: p = ( 1+Y (Fi". A1.2f)
y = y ; I" » 0° if y <1
y  «=1 / y ;  ^  =  ± 9 ° 0 i ^ Y > 1
a
This represents elliptic polarization // to the j^axis (strike)
or J. to the £x axis (strike)
Case (iv): General Elliptic Polarization:
The general case, when none of the conditions in the above three
special cases occur, is illustrated by Fig. (Al.l) - an ellipse,
ratio inclination h  \|».
l+p
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i  y
•yM *
A
*y
ii
y  r  00
y * 0
A
*x
(d)
N- » < ^ X“ ^y< 0
A
jiy
(e)
Pig. A1.2 Special polarization conditions of the surface electric field 
under the conditions described in the text.
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Appendix 2: foe Derivation of the Surface Electric Fields Over an
Infinitely Deep Fault
(a) Parallel Electric Field E
The surface electric field is given bv eo. (4.8) of Table 4.2, 
for both media. As the field is continuous across the interface 
it is irrelevant which of these expressions is used. jnav write
o E (o,o) 
2 x
= vCT +
21
* o T ' 1 /(u2-i£2) (u2-i)'
du
But from Anp. 3 we have
I = 
o
du _ /P ir
2 ~  2 
u -i
Thus we have only to evaluate
h -
du
A u 2- ie 2 ) (u2-i)’
The substitution u * /^T x gives
X l =
dx
v^x2+e2) (x2+l)
(A2.1)
This integral is well-known and may be found in manv tables [Bvrd and 
Friedman, 1954, 222.00; Grobner and Hofreiter, 1961, II, 223.11: 
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1963, 1965, 3.152(1)]:
355
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K [< C ? |
356
(A2.2)
,stwhere K(k) is the coranlete elliptic integral of the 1 kind, whose 
argument is the modulus k = £ ?  . It mav also be written as 
K(k) = F (j , k)
where F(a,k) specifies the incomplete elliptical integral:
dd>
F(a,k) =
A -k2 sin2
Then
- 2 - Ex(o,o) ^  t ^  T  2 k ( ^ 2 )
PU) a ir o i  tr I Io
(A2.3)
This relation is used in §4,1.3.
(b) Normal Electric Field E^
Equation (4.9) of Table 4.2 specifies the surface E^-field for each
medium. The field is discontinuous across the interface Y^=o so that
each expression must be treated in turn. The more complicated denominator
causes difficulties in evaluating the expression, and even so the final
expressions obtained are much more involved than those for the tangential
E field over the interface, 
x
(i) Oceanic E^ (o,o) field
The integral term involved in (4.9b) at is
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I = du
/ U ?  (u2-i) l / n ?  + e2
-  z ' J I 2
(A2.4)
If the integrand is multiplied throughout bv 
and the substitution
s2 .  - s i
l+e2
made, this integral may be reduced to
I -
l-e4
2 2 l+e £  ^ 2 r2ie 6
I"2'1 “ 2 - 1 { 2  / ( U 2- 1 C J ) Cu2-i>' (u2 - i « 2 ) / ( u 2 - t c 2 ) (u2-l')i
>du
1 \ (l+e2) 1^ - e2Iol - e2Ix - ie262 I2
l-e
The integrals involved here are all known except
I = o
»  J l JL 
2 , 1 2 u -i bv App. 5
ol
du &  if
2 ..2 6 2 u -16
by Apn, 5
Xl  =
du
/(u2-ie2) (u2-!)1
- /P K(k): k2 = l-e2, bv A2.2 of oart
(a) above.
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The last Integral I2 may be evaluated to a close approximation as follows:
I2 ‘
du
(u2-id2) ie2) (u2-i)1
Let u = /^T x; then
h . - &
dx
(x2+d2) /(x2+e2) (x2+l)
This does not appear to be know in closed form. However the error in
2 2 2 2 assuming 6 £ e when e <<1 is very small (1% in 6 , for e=o.1 ) .  If
this approximation is made, the integral takes the following form (Byrd
and Friedman, 1954, 222.05):
A
dx
(x2+e2) /(x2+e2) (x2+l)1
= - sd (u) du
where am(u^) = y  and u^ = K(k) * F(y, k), k2=l-e2, and sd(u) represents 
the ratio sn(u)/dn(u) of the Jacobian elliptic functions. This may be 
evaluated in closed form (Byrd and Friedman, 1954, 318.02):
l2 ^ 2 ^  ~ + snA ^  cdA ^
nd
where E(k) = EOj , k) is the complete elliptic integral of the 2 kind, 
with
E(a,k) =
7 2 2 "*
/1-k sin 0 d0
specifying the incomplete elliptic integral.
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The Jacobian elliptic functions with argument u^=K reduce to: 
(Byrd and Friedman, 1954, 122.02)
s n ( u j )  = 1 ;  cn (u ^ ) = o; d n (u j )  = e; c d (u 1 ) = c n (u ^ )/dnC^) = 0
so that I2 may be written:
^  e2 K(k) - E(k)\ (A2.5)
l 2 * e (l-e )
Combining all of these expressions we may write the total integral as 
I £ — L. (l+e2-e* £ ? )  - / T e 2 K(k) + E(k);
Substituting this in relation (4.9b), we have
i i i  = yCp + 2i (]_e2j x ■
/  b0«> B ^
so that
E 2(o,o) ,
L i  6 (1 +
p a) B
[(l+e2-e4) K(k) - E(k)]J; e2« l
( A 2 .6 )
(ii) Land (o,o)’field:
The integral in (4.9a) at = 0 is
I =
2
u du (A2.7)
, 2 < 2. / TT"?  f f T T ?   ^ 2 / r p l(u  - i e  ) / ( u  - x )  [ / u  - i e  + e / u  - x  J
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Treating this in the same manner as the previous integral (A2.6), 
it may be reduced to
I =
1-e
l+ e fc
i 2 2 - 2u - i o
162
u2- i e 2 / .  2 . 2 W  2 . ' . 2 . . 2 v / 2  ,  21 J T l {/ ( u  - i e  ) (u  - i )  (u  - i f i  ) / u  - i e  / u  - i  !
■l du
' M ' o l -  (1+e2) Io2 + I1 + 162 I2 I1- e
Most of the integrals involved in this also occurred in the evaluation 
above, the only different one being:
o2
du Si ir
2 . 2  e 2 u - i e
With the same condition (e «1) previously imposed on I^, we may write:
I
^ &  / _  I  1+e2 -  +  1+e2 -e
1 -e
K(k)
1 -e l-e<
Subs ti tuting in (4.9a) :
a — *> i
/ II 0) B  7t
/ O
Then
°1 eyl*— — £ jSL- {it - -2-r C(l+€2-£4) K(k)
^U co B o
I  .E(k)]j;e <<1
(A2.8)
Relations (A2.6) and (A2.8) are used in §4.1.3.
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Appendix 3: Evaluation of Series
(a )
cos a£
_ . .tt.2 2 . 2  ’
?=1 (^) £ - i n
a = uz (A 3 .1 )
We may simplify the notation by writing:
c  -  r  c o s2 2 
<•=1 € -iB
h h 2
where 0 = — n and the series (A3.1) is given by (“) S.
ir «
Since all the parameters are real, the series S is both absolutely and
t -2
uniformly convergent (this may be established by comparison with £ £ 
and Weierstrass' M-test respectively (Knopp, 1951). The following reduc­
tion can thus be made:
S =
2^Te
j, cos qg _ £ cos ag
c = i  s - / I &  e = i  e+v'Te 2/ id
(S_ + S+)
Here S+ and S are both uniformly (but not absolutely) convergent, by 
Dirichlet's test provided a $ 2mir, m=0, 1, 2, .... (Knopp, 1951).
Then S+ may be written:
s = I SSLJL£ „  . I1 £££_“£ 
+ g*l e+vTg —  5-/i0
and we can also write 
1S =
£ cos ag + 1
2^L0 j -« £-/i0 
The value of
0 ^ 0
361
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is known for a term a(=t/iB aere) unrestricted in the complex domain, pro­
vided that a#) or a real integer (Bromwich, 1926, §125). Then sub­
stituting for a and 3:
„ cos /Tn(h-z)
S]L = -  " ------- ;-----------
sin v'l’nh
Substituting for we obtain S, and hence:
I : -V  2 '-~2 = " S ’ l1 " ^  hn COS ) (A3.2)
£=1 (-r 5 -in 2in ^ sin /±nh
where 0 < z < h and n ^ 0,
This relation is employed as eq. (4.28).
CO
.. . „ t sin a t n /A, 0\
(b) , , 7 v T 7 2  ; *C-l (£> C -in
This series is uniformly convergent, provided a f  2mTr, m=0, 1, 2, ...., 
since it satisfies the Dirichlet conditions (Knopp, 1951, §199). It nay 
thus be treated as the derived series corresponding to (A3.2), the deriv­
ative being taken with respect to either z or a.
Thus we have that
 ^ £ sin h z£ h2 gin ^ ^ . 2)
I ’  " r, o S' “  ~TZ
5=1 (£) V - i n  sin ^Tnh
and this is the relation used as eq# (4.39).
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Appendix 4: The Derivation of the Fields in a Double-layered Half-Space 
We assume the geometry of Fig. A4.1, with a uniform medium of con­
ductivity o2 and depth h, underlain by an infinitely deep medium of con­
ductivity and separated by a plane horizontal interface. The electro­
magnetic field is incident normally, in the z-direction. Let us consider
the E-field. Since it is symmetrical in the horizontal directions and 
X
varies only with z, it satisfies a scalar Helmholtz equation (3.3) in
the form 2
(i-r- + E = 0, r\~ ~ p cuo (A4.1)
. 2 0 dz
The solutions in regions 2 and 3 must be of the forms:
_ -/-iri.z , , /iruz
2 * a2 e 2 + b2 e '2
(A4.2)
E3 = a3
The continuity of E and H (or dE/dz) at the interface z=h, and the 
relations assumed in (iii) of Table 3.2, viz.:
~  = iuip A at z=0 dz o
allow the three coefficients to be determined and (A4.2) becomes:
ipou> A ( )
E2 = — A ' \cosh *^in2(h-z) + (n3/n2) sinh *'^ Tn2(h-z)S
ip Ci) A r—r , , .
E, - 2 - 2 —  a-Cr'13<2-h) CM.J)3 A
sinh /^in2h + (n3/n2) cosh /^Tr^h)
363
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Fig. A4.1 A double-layered half-space with horizontal interfaces
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In the special case in which we are interested, Oy=0 and
U wA cos /in„(h-z)
E = / I  — ----------- s-----  (A4.4)
^2 sin i/ir^ h
The orthogonal magnetic field is then given by Maxwell's equation in the 
form:
 1_ dE
ip o) dz o
Then
sin /in_(h-z)
H = A ------- ------  (A4.5)
sin > ^ 2^
Relations (A4.4) and (A4.5) are the expressions for the asympototic fields 
in a bi-layered medium at great distances from the discontinuities dis­
cussed in §§4.2 and 5.2.
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Appendix 5: Evaluation of Integrals:
(a) I(z) = cos &2-2 2 
V  - in*
d£ (A5.1)
This infinite integral converges absolutely, by the comparison 
test. For convenience write: x » £/n^ ; y = r\^z
Then I
00
= t  1
COS XV
x2 - i
dx
Since the integrand is even, we may write this as:
I = 2n. is (e1*? ♦ e~lxy)X2 - i dx
Write *1 , 2  (y)
±ixy
e
x2 - i
dx
To evaluate these, consider
e+1”y 
w2 - i
dw
e-iwy
2 . 
w - 1
dw
where the contours and C£ are depicted in Figs. A5.1 (a) and (b) 
respectively. They are semicircles in the positive and negative half 
planes respectively, of radii R beyond the singularities in the respective 
upper and lower half planes, at w = i/i .
366
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lm
Im
Fig. A5.1 Contours for the evaluation of the complex integrals.
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The integrands satisfy the requirements of (i) Cauchy's Residue 
Theorem and also of (ii) Jordan's Lemma, so that the integrals may 
be evaluated from the residues; the contributions from the semi­
circular arcs vanish in the limit as R -*■ <*>, leaving the required 
integrals 1^ and (See, for instance, Phillips, 1954).
00
ixy
368
‘i ’ 1 x2 - i
00
-ixy
dx = 2iri (Residue in U)
f e~ ^
J *2 - i12 * j —5----  dx * -2?ri (Residue in L)
Residue in U at singularity w = +/f
" 2 .r
Residue in L at singularity w = -/i 
e+iy/i
2vT
Thus Ix - rt/ t y , Re/-i > 0
2
So I(z) = e 1 where R e / T  > 0 or / - £  ~ -iA  (A5.2)
i
This is the relation used in §5.1.2(a) as equation (5.8)
(b) I(z) =
I„ = u/i
-/=T n,
- A l
e y
A  ni z
03
dC (A5.3)
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This integral may be evaluated as in (a) above. Alternatively 
we note that, since ? and z are real and ^ 0, the integrand in 
(A5.1) is a continuous function of both 5and z in Co,®), and has a 
continuous z-derivative there. The integral (A5.1) is thus con­
vergent, and we may differentiate under the integral sign with 
respect to z, provided the integral in (A5.3) can be shown uniformly 
convergent on any fixed arbitrary interval of z in Co,®). The 
derived integral will be the value of (A5.3) (see Carslaw, 1921).
The integral (A5.3) is uniformly convergent by Dirichlet's 
test. We may thus write
00 00
0
T f -k *or I(z) ^ . ( - / T  n±) e
or I(z) * | e (A5.4)
This relation is used in §5.1.2(b) as equation (5.16).
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Appendix 6: Reduction of the Conplex Integrands to Real and
Imaginary Parts
The integrals of Table (5»2) may be considered as special cases of 
two particular types, depending on xfhether they refer to Region 1 or 
Region 2. These general forms are:
Region du
Region 2:
1; j un hyp [q _(Y+P_
o V u2-i (u2-ie2)mi D j 
un e^ slnh [qVu2- i 7 ]
(u2-i)m2V ^ 7  . D 4
(A6.1)
du (A6.2)
Here ‘hyp1 refers to either hyperbolic function 'sinh* or 'cosh', and the 
are given by
Dx = V u 2-ie2 sinh[o\/u2-ie2 ] + V u 2-i cosh [ $ C 2-ie2 ] V
I  ( A 6 . 3 )
D2 = V u 2-ie2 sinh[o'/u2-ie2 ] + cosh[o\t2-ie2 ]
The values of the indices n, m^, m2 and subscript i are given in 
Table A 6 . 1 ,
Table A 6 . 1
Values of the Indices in the Integrand Expressions
n *1
1
»5
1
m 2
1
>5
1
1
1
2
Relation
H
370
j
0
z
2
, O
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Denote: Vu2-ie = (axx + 18^)//2 Vu2-i =>
where = [(u4 + e4)^  + u2]^  8XX = -[(u4 + e4)^  - u2]
a2 2 = t(u4 + l ) h + a2 ]*5 8 2 2 * - C(u4 + l ) h - u2]%
Also let
(u2 - ie2) Vu2-i = (a1]L + i6n)2 (a22 - x^ flA = (?1 + iq^/2/2 
(u2 - i) Vu2-le2 = (a^ + iB^j) (<*22 + ^22^ ~  ^2 +
V(u2-i)(u2-ie2) = (an  + iBu )(a2 2 + iB2 2 ) / 2  = (P3 + iq3 ) / 2
where:
Pi " a2 2 (aU  “ ®1 1 ) ‘ 2 “ll 8 1 1 8 2 2
ql = 2all a2 2 8ll + 8 2 2 <all ~ 8 1 1 )
p 2 = all( a 2 2 “ 8 2 2  ^" 2 a 2 2 81 1  82 2
q 2 * 2all a 2 2 8 2 2 + 8 1 1 ^ ° 2 2  “ 8 2 2 ^
P3 " “ll °22 “ 811 822
q 3 S all 8 2 2 + “ 2 2 81 1
Now let «= Q a .^ f/2 ; 8  ^= for i « 1,2.
We have also
hyp [Q(Y+l)Vu2-ie2 ]
» hyp j(Y+l) (a^  + iB^ ) ]
(Y+l)a. f 18, (Y+l) -2a.(Y+l) -18. (Y+1)]
aige [ e i e  e A J _  _
where the + refers to 'cosh', the - to 'sinh'.
371
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Then
r -yfo— 7 ] <Y+1S
cosh |Q(Y+1) Vu -ie 1= e (n^ + it^)
sinh |q (Y+1)Vu2- ie2 J (Y+Da. (n3 + it3)
-QyVu2-! , a f  2 . 2  al e sinh QVu -ie = e
If we also designate
v  (n2 - it2>
snhm x * k ( l - e 2x) = e X sinh x
cshm x = k(X + e"*2x) = e X cosh x
then we may write:
= cshm ct^ (Y+l) cos 8^(Y+1)
t^ * snhm a^(Y+l) sin 8^(Y+1)
n2 = snhm a^(Y+l) cos 8^ cos Y82 + cshm a^(Y+l) sin 8^ sin Y82
t2 = cshm a^(Y+l) sin 8^ cos Y82 - snhm o^CY+l) cos 8^ sin Y82
n3 * snhm a^(Y+l) cos S^(Y+1) 
t3 - cshm a^(Y+l) sin 8^(Y+1)
The initial exponential factors are removed in the hyperbolic ex­
pressions since (proportional to Q and, approximately, to u) can 
become extremely large for large values of Q and/or u. Nevertheless 
there is a cancellation of large factors between the numerator and 
denominator (D^) hyperbolic expressions. Initial removal avoids over­
flow in the machine computations.
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Similarly we may write 
a,
D1 = e (r^ + i s^/Zf 
a,
D2 = e A Cr2 + i s2)/ZF
where:
r^ = snhm cos 6^^ - 0.^ cshm sin 0^ +
+ a22 cshm cos 0  ^- 022 snhm sin 0^
S1 * ^11 snhm al COS ®1 + all Cshm al sin ^1 +
+ 022 cshm cos 0^ + a22 snhm sin 0^
r2 = all sn*HB al C0S ®1 ” ^11 cshm ai s*n ^l +
2 2 + e a22 cshm cos 0^ - e 022 snhm sin 0^
s 2 B ^11 sn^m ai cos ®i + all cs^m ai s*n ®i +
2 2 
+ e 022cshm cos 6^ + e a22 snhm sin 0^
In the six expressions of Table5.2, there are five different 
denominators occurring in the integrands. These may be written as
-l
-1- („1 + i„l) Di - V  « 1 + i^)
“l
“ Z (p2 + i(l2  ^D1 = ^ 4“ ^ 2  + irn2*
°1
*p3 + lq3) D2 “ 4 ()t3 + **3*
*1
^  <p4 + V  D2 - V  <*4 + iV  
I  (»5 + V  D1 ’  ^  ^  <*3 + in5>
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The last of these expressions occurs in both of the relations 
(5.27). We may thus write out the £., m. in terms of p., , r ,  s.:y i> i ri* Mi* j* j
i -  < 1 ^  +  P j S jh  " pi r i  '  V i
h  “ p2rl " <I2Sl
&3 = plr2 " qls2
~  p 2r 2 "  q 2s 2
*5 * p3rl ‘ q3sl
m2 = p2r 1 + P2S1
ra3 - qlr2 + pls2
\  ’  q2r 2 + P2S2
The integrands of Table 5.2, represented by (A6.1) and (A6.2),
may therefore be resolved into real and imaginary parts, involving
only the £^, m^ and a preliminary real factor. We represent these
integrands by F(L,M), where L = 1,2,3 designate E , E , H respectively,
x y z
and M « 1,2 designate the real and imaginary parts of region 1,
M = 3,4, the real and imaginary parts of region 2. This nomenclature 
is used because of its convenience in the computer calculations.
The integrands F(L,F) are given in Table A6.2.
The relations specified in Table A6.2 may be used to express 
the real and imaginary parts of the expressions in Table 5.2. These 
are specified as relations (A6.4 - A6.9) in Table A6.3.
o
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The Real and Imaginary Parts of the Integrands of 
tho Field Component Expressions in Table 5.2
Table A6f2
Field Component Part Label
E . Real F(l,l)xl
x2
E
y i
E
y2
zl
H
z2
Imaginary F(l,2)
Real F(l,3)
Imaginary F(l,4)
Real F(2,1)
Imaginary F(2,2)
Real F(2,3)
Imaginary F(2,4)
Real F(3,l)
Imaginary F(3,2)
Real F(3,3)
Imaginary F(3,4)
4 e
4 e
4 e
4 e
Expressions
Y“ i  V i  *  V i2 2 
V  + rai
Yoil ^Tl ” mlnl 
* mi
- Y“ 2 b2*2 + V 22 2 
l 2 + m2Z
“Ya2 £2 fc2 ~ m2n2
o 2 . 2m2
, 2 Yal nlA3 + “a11!4 u e -----
V  + m3
2 Yal V l  " m3nl
6 7 “ r “ "
h  m3 
, 2 “Ya2 £4n2 + m4t24 u e -----
£4 + m4 
2 _Ya2 £4t2 “ m4n2
6 . T T  2
4 m4
Ya. n,£_ + mct_
2/2 e 1 - L J  L I
«  2 - 2 £^ + m,.
Ya £ t0 - m.n,
2/2.  P
V  + ”5
2/2 e "Y°2 + m5t22 2V + "5
2/2 .'Y“2 V »  ~
• 2 . 2 
5 m5
S
s
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The Real and Imaginary Parts of the 
Complete Field Expressions in Table 5.2
Table A6.3
Field Component Part
Ex.
y Ao
Real
Imaginary
/2 Qe
 1 _
Qe
j. 2 1-e + —
u Q
( A 6 . 4 )
/ F(l,2) du
o
Ex.
y wMJl a 
o
Real
Imaginary
1 2 l^e
J z Q Q
1 2 1-e
^ Q  * ' Q
2
/
o
F(l,3) du
( A 6 . 5 )
F(l,4) du
Ey.
Real
Imaginary
1 2 l^e
/2 Qe Q
1 +  2 1 -e
/2 Qe
IT Q /0
F(2,2) du
(A6.6)
F(2,l) du
Ey,
Real
Imaginary
/2 Q
/2 Q
+ ^  1'E
2 ®
TT Q
2 1-e
it Q
I F(2,4) du 
o
2 00
(A6.7)
/ F(2,3) du
o
Hz.
Real
Imaginary
2
IT
(1-e ) / F(3,2) du
o
Z  (l-e‘) / F(3,l) du
( A 6 . 8 )
Hz,
Real
Imaginary
2
IT
2
IT
(1-e ) / F(3,4) du
o
00o
(1-e ) / F(3,3) du
o
( A 6 . 9 )
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Appendix 7: The Asymptotic Expansion of the Complex Integrands 
in Table 5.2 for Large Values of u;
Asymptotic expansions to lowest order of the integrands of all 
of the expressions in Table 5.2 (when e/u << 1 and consequently also 
1/u << 1) may be made very easily by employing binomial expansions 
of the radicals and their hyperbolic functions. Unfortunately, 
however, it is necessary to go considerably beyond the lowest order 
expansions for useful purposes in the ranges where the integrands 
are still large enough to be Involved in the computations. This 
involves an enormous amount of exceedingly tedious algebra which 
we will only outline.
If we write f = —  «  1 u
then <u2- i e2)^ % u (1 - h  if2)
hyp (u2 - ie2)Hx % % eau cis (-^uf2) ± % e au cis (+^auf2) 
where ’hyp' represents a hyperbolic function cosh (+ sign on r.h.s.) 
or sinh (- sign on r.h.s.), and 'els' represents 'cos + i sin1. When 
the arguments of the 'cis* are very small, these can be further 
expanded by Taylor series. The expansion places a requirement on 
the value of a, a function of Q and Y. It is also useful to define 
a further parameter:
always slightly smaller than unity. Only the terms involving the two 
lowest orders were retained in the calculation of the expansions for
377
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each of the real and imaginary parts; however, it is found that the
lowest order term (which we term the zeroth order) is in all cases
purely real, while the next term is purely imaginary. Thus to obtain
an expansion of both real and imaginary parts to an order greater
than the lowest, it is necessary to consider three orders of terms
in any particular field component expression. It is this behavior
that causes the enormous amount of algebraic manipulation necessary
to obtain the relatively simple final expressions.
The expressions for the and integrands of Table 5.2 present
no difficulty. In the expression the denominator involves the term
2
instead of 0^, the difference being a quite innocent looking e
2
before the second term of its formula. This e results in the expan­
sions involving series in 6, which, although convergent, complicate 
the expression of even the zeroth order terms. These series, however, 
can all be summed in closed form and are basically special cases of
one of the following two series:
r n , . .2 -a(x + 2n) ( x + y )^  e °X .I a (x +y +2gn) e ' *  *--------- +
n=0 1 - ae
t a t  m  -a(x+2) „ 2 .2 -a(x+4)( 4aB(x 4- y+ 8) e ( 8a B e
378
, -2a. 2 -2a. 3
(1 - ae ) (1 - ae )
(A7.1)
c n . . -a(x+2n) (x + Y > e ” “ X , 2aB e a ^x + 2 ^I a <x + Y + 28n) e -.■■■■■*■..
n=0 1 - ae (1 - ae )
These series are summed to the terms on the right, in App. 8, under
the conditions: u »  Max (1,QY) in region 2
2
or u »  Max (l,Qe ) in region 1, 
and for the expressions we also need Qu £ 1.
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The asymptotic expansions of the integrands F(L,M) for large u, 
are given in Table A7.1.
The convergence of such complicated series would be difficult 
to establish; suffice it to say that at large u the terms themselves 
tend to zero very strongly and we might reasonably expect the series 
to converge, at least for realistic values of the other parameters.
For sufficiently large values of u, the higher order terms will 
certainly be smaller than the lower order terms, for any fixed set 
of the other parameters. Assuming that the series may be approximated 
sufficiently closely by such an expansion, and that it can be 
integrated term-by-term, we note that the integration beyond some
u = a reduces to a series cf terms in
00 ~ r -pQu
379
i (Qu)tla
d(Qu) (A7.2)
The expressions for are readily reduced to series in these 
-terms; in fact the series (A7.1) are series in such integrands, n being 
2,3,4, in the Oth, 1st, and 2nd order terms respectively.
The change of variable Qu = ax reduces the expression(A7.2) to
n-la
-pax 
e v ,   dx;nx
1
These integrals are the well-known generalized exponential integrals 
(for further information and tables see Gautschi and Cahill, 1964; 
Fletcher, et al, 1962, Pagurova, 1961):
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H b r  En <pa> 
a
The E^ Cpijpa) diverge at pa = 0, for n = 0, 1 (which are not involved here), 
but othe^iervisc converge. We thus have further indication of the con­
vergence ge behavior of the integrals of Table 5.2 in the extreme range 
of the ipEtitegiration variable u.
380
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Table A7.1
Asymptotic Expansions of Integrands with Respect to the Integration Variable u
(a) Terns in Ex
Integrand 
Region li oilyl^lj
Real*
Imaginary: *4“f<l, A) $
Region 21 |y|>*jl
Resit Z ** f------f------
Q I (Qu)
Imaglnaryt -r F(l,4) figr
2nd Order
II \  (Qu)4 I
.  s a d  [ ♦ »-irh2 \j! [3------- --  .
I  (Qu)6 }
( s a d  IyI.-*1*1 ♦ n-ltl) + ai ( M C2) +
\ *  (Qu)5 I  8 (Qu)6
(Qu)
.a t  | v2 ^  -m 2.2)2
(Qu)
J + al (^ic2) (.-»* ) + q-c2) L-1*-™ -T*-™ )
/  8 (Qu)6
381
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Table A7.1 (cont'd)
Aiyaptotie bpanalom of Integrands with Respect to the Integration Variable u
(b) Terns in By
Integrand 
Region 1: o<Jy|<Hti
kui i r(2,i)
Oth Order 1 s t Order
,-ou.iqYT
2 ,  _ *.-2Qu
JSl
(1+* )<Qu) 1 - «• 8(1+* )(Qu)
  y2.-QuIy1 + o-lYh2 .-».glrT . f|Tl+n .-».]rTw + 2„.|Th
. , -2qu +l- 6 e
+ 86
e-Qu.]Y]T4
Imaginary! ^  f ( 2 k2) % (0O* ltl.-»l»U (2-lTl> . 
l+*2)(Qu)3 i - « . ' 2Qu
a-Qu.|Y|+2 + ^ -Q u .r-jT l
( l- « e " 2Qu) 2
+ 2(1+c
(Qc)2 + ,-Q«..2qYr]+ H2(We2) . «~<>“|T| ..+
2> W  I / 2(l+*2>(qu>* 1-S.-2Q“
K+glon 2i |y|>%t>
K n i t  ^ F<2.3) Ife
j ______  ,-QuT .. -q u .Y + l
(l+*2)(Qu>2 1-8.~2Qu
 1 ------ -  Y2. - » ‘T-(Y +2c2) , - » • * «  1Y4C2) « - 0 - Y«  - m i e 2! . - » • « *  ^
8(1+* )(Qu) l-a«~2Qu . (1-5.‘2Qu)2
,  ,  -Qu.Y+4 -Qu.Y+8
+ 8‘4 •
Inglnmryl ^ Y(3.1) O2 Y .-<»u t-(Y+2*2l . - <|U>W2
2(l+'2)(qu)3 i-t«_21,u
 s-af  1.-0“ . -QU.Y+21,
«+*2)2«}u)* | )
,-QuY _e-Qu.Y+2
+■ 2* * fi --
-QuY+2 _ -Qu.Y+A
( l - {. - 2<)“ ) 2
!
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Table A7.1 (cont'd)
Aayeptotle Expansions of Integrands with Respect to the Integration Variable u
(c) Tens In Hs
Integrand Oth Order let Order 2°d Order
Region It oslyl<*itt
R ealt i » ( 3 . 1 )  *t ^  j  | 0O *  /  Y*a"<lu ^  - « - I y I i 2 . -Q u .2 - Iy I )0 A «->3 I W ^ --------- 1
( 0 t ) 2 / lY la  - ^ ^ l - d - l T l )  « -<l» - 2- l t l )  +  n2l1+t2t f j f . - Q u - l l l  - ^ -Q u .Z -Iy I ,^  a , . - Q u .2 + lY l ^ - Q u .d T r T ,  \
4 \ «lu)4 ' * I (Qu)5 }
Ineglneryt —, Y(3,2) %
Q
Region 2t
RoeJl A  Y(3,3) * 1»
0
/ -OuT -Qu.Y+2\ .  Q* IY 2 e~ “^ Y -  (T-2C*) .-Q t.T+2 |
V l 3  j __ W \ «,)’ I
Ineglneryt —- F(3,4) *  £  (^  ~ <T^ > - A ”  1 + <&*♦£. b it* *  ~ +  ™  - . - 0 - ^
<f '  « w  I 8 \ (Qu)5  I
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Appendix 8: Summation of the Series Occurring in the Asymptotic
Expansions
In Appendix 7, the series
S » I an(x+Y+28n)2 e“a(x+2n) 
n=0
r, v___________ -a(x+2n)S_ = £ a (x+y+20n) e
n=0
were mentioned. The constants a and a are both positive; x and y are
of either sign. Actually a = 6<1.
CO
Now the series £ n y n , r > o , ° i .5 1
n-0
are well-known, being special cases of the Dirichlet Series (Hardy and 
Riesz, 1915), and converge uniformly for all r and y in the above
domains. Since uniformly convergent series may be linearly combined
to give further uniformly convergent series, (see for instance, Knonp, 
1951), the series designated S^ and S2 above are also uniformly 
convergent. They may be written in the form:
- f  ((B-l)x-y) - -a(^L + 2n)
5j s 5 e I  a + 2n)2 e 0
n=0.
-  f  ( ( B - l ) x - y )  “  ~a(^ 7L +  2 n )
S2 = B e 8 I an(2*C + 2n) e »
n=0
Now let us consider the series:
°° + 2n) - a ® -
s .  I  8 .  .  8 I  (ae )
n=0 n=0
which is a form of the geometric series (we have specified a < 1 
already).
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Its derived series (with respect to a) are
-a(~^ + 2n)
S' = ~ l an (~^ + 2n) e 
n=0 15
00 0 ~ +
S" = I a 1 ^ +  2n) e 6 
n=0 15
Apart from constant factors, these are the series involved in 
and Sj, which we already know are uniformly convergent. We may there­
fore write:
- d2s
1 = e ~ 2da
S2 • -8 e
- -((B-l)x-y)
da
The geometric series S has the sum:
S = -2 a1-ae
so that the derivatives are
d2S
da2
4ae
dS
da
-2<
x-fy , 2ae~2ct 
8 . _ _-2a1-ae
x+x-
1-ae-2a
x±Y
6
1-ae-2a
. 2 -4a 
(l-ae~2a)2l (l-ae“2a)
+ £±1 + 2ae-2a
1-ae-2o 1-ae
-2a
The expressions (A7.1) then immediately follow from and S2?
Sx ■ (x+y)
S2 « (x+y)
? -ax*■ e___
1-ae
-ax
-2a (l-ae"2a)2 /n -2a* 3(1-ae )
+ 2a8e
-a(x+2)
i —2a ' -2av21-ae (1-ae “)
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Appendix 9. The Computer Program for the Numerical Evaluation of the 
Fields near an Infinitely Deep Dyke.
In § 5.1.4, the behaviour of the integrands of the expressions in 
Table 5.2 was briefly mentioned. We saw that the integration could best 
be carried out by considering several ranges of the variable u, and 
integrating these separately. It was most convenient to integrate all 
the expressions on any one range simultaneously, since most of the 
parametric equations had to be calculated anyway. The total integrals 
were finally evaluated by summing the sub-integrals from all ranges.
The eventual decrease to very minute values of the integrands, together 
with the known convergence of the integrals, enabled the u ->• « limit 
to be replaced with u = 100. In most cases, however, the integration 
cut-off was defined by computer underflow limitations long before this 
value was reached.
The total number of integration ranges needed was entirely depen­
dent on the value of e. The basic ranges selected were those ih 
Table A9.1, the range number being the parameter used in the computer 
programming to label the particular range in use.
Table A9.1 
Basic Integration Ranges
Range No,
J1 umax
1 point u=0
2 10"4
3 IO"3
4 10"2
5 0.36 . 2.0
7 10.0
8 100
386
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For a given value of e not all of these subdivisions would neces­
sarily be used. For larger values of e, the subdivisions corresponding 
to the lower values of J1 would be combined to give one range. At lower 
values of e however, it would be necessary to use all the subdivisions. 
Suppose that e was within the limits 10 n< e ' 10 The subdivi­
sions necessary in u would then be [0,10~D], (10~n, 10~^n ^ ] ;  for
n < 4, subject to the values of umay corresponding to J1 = 5,6.
-2
We clarify this with an example: suppose we have e = 10 , so that
n = 2. The appropriate integration ranges are then:
-7 -7
[0,10 ] •(10 , 0.3]; (0.3,2.0]; (2.0, 10.0]; (10,100] where the
square brackets indicate the inclusion of the range limits.
We now define some of the parameters used in the program. Table 
A9.1 indicates that there were eight ranges of integration possible in 
the program, and at least five were used no matter what the value of e. 
Within each integration range the value of the integration variable u 
varied from a minimum to a maximum and each range was subdivided into 
a number of intervals for use in the numerical integration procedure.
The following parameters specify these quantities in the program.
NR1: defines the total number of integration ranges used in the
whole integration. Its value depends on e and varies 
between 5 and 8.
Jl: specifies the number of a particular range, on an absolute
basis. It ranges from 1 to 8 and is independent of e.
N(J1): defines the number of integration intervals within the Jl'th
range.
UMAX(Jl): specifies the maximum value of the integration variable u in
the Jl’th range. UMAX(l) = 0; UMAX(8) = 100.
UMIN(Jl): specifies the minimum value of the integration variable u in
the Jl'th range. UMIN(l) = 0; UMIN(8) « 10.
Jll: specifies a particular range, varying contiguously between 1
and NR1, without jumps when any of the middle Jl values are 
omitted.
387
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These parameters are shown schematically in Fig. A9.1, for the
-2example given above, where e = 10 .
There are five input cards necessary for the program used here, the 
first card selects the number of values of the parameters e, Q, Y to be 
used, and specifies whether Y is positive or negative (ie, outside or 
within the dyke). Card 2 specifies N(Jl), the number of intervals in 
each of the eight ranges Jl, card 3 defines UMAX(Jl) for each range, and 
cards 4 and 5 specify the values of Y in each region. The values of c,
Q are built into the program, and may not be arbitrarily selected.
The following program is written in FORTRAN II, the data cards
specify e = 0.5, 10 It carries out the following steps:
(i) specifies the total range number NR1 according to the selected 
value of ej
(ii) designates the particular ranges of u needed for this value 
of e;
(iii) performs the integration over each of these ranges, using the
input data to define both the total number of integration points 
within each range, and the maximum value of u in the range;
(iv) calculates the sum of the integrations over all the ranges, to 
give the complete integral;
(v) computes the real and imaginary parts of all the fields, and
converts to polar form;
(vi) determines the polarization characteristics of the electric 
field.
388
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« =10“2 
NR I =6
N (J I) In te rva ls  in J I - T H  Range 
1
I_________I_________ I_________ I_________ 11111 i i it 11_________I_________ I_____________|
UMAX ( J I ) s 0  I 0 -4 I0 "3 I 0 '2 0 .3  2 .0  10 100 U
J I  = I 2 3  4  5 6  7 8
------------------ 2 ----------------- 3 4  5 6
t
NR I * 6  TOTAL RANGES
Fig. A9.1 Schematic representation of the numerical integration parameters . 
used in the computer program.
00vo
390
The controls placed on the calculation are:
(i) because the integrands decay to zero rapidly at large u, 
the computation has a maximum value of u * 100 imposed.
(ii) if the exponential term e a j I ^  I becomes too small for the 
computer's underflow limitation, the value of the integrand 
is taken as zero for the rest of the range and in all succeeding 
ranges. (The otj are defined in App. 6, and Table A6.2 indi­
cates the use of the above exponential).
(iii) the terms 0.^ and (see ^PP” ®) are calculated in a sub­
routine from a series expansion, whenever u > 5e or u > 5 
respectively.
(iv) ratios of hyperbolic functions are modified to avoid large 
numbers which essentially cancel out (see App. 6).
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C
C WAVE COMPONENT E V A L U A T I O N  AT S U R F A C E  NEAR O C E A N I C  R l D b E
C MKS U N I T S  AND E X P ( - I W T )  T I ME  D E P E N D E N C E
C
D I M E N S I O N  N ( 6 )  »U M I N ( 8 )  »UMAX<6)  , S O D l ( 3 , 4 )  , S E V 1 ( 3 , A ) » F ( S , 4 ) , F 0 ( 3 , 4 ) ,  
1 F M A X ( 3 > 4 ) »  F M I N (3♦A ) , T I N T<  3 , A ) ,  T R E ( 3 , 2 ) , T I M ( 3 , 2 ) ,
2 P H A S E (3 » 2)  »XMAG( 3 , 2 ) , I P ( 8 )  »
3 Y 1 ( 7 )  »Y2 <10)
C I NPUT  CARD 1 C O N T A I N S  THE F O LL OW IN G  P A R A M E T E R S
C I P (1 ) S P E C I F I E S  S TA RT  OF EP DO LOOP BY D E F I N I N G  110
C I P (2  ) » I P ( 3 ) S P E C  I F Y  THE L I M I T S  OF Q , T O  F A C I L I T A T E  ANY V A L U E S  OF u
C I P ( A ) , I P ( 5 J S P E C I F Y  THE NOo OF Y 1 , Y 2  V A L U E S  READ IN
C I P ( 6 ) » I P  ( 7 ) S P E C I F Y  R A NGE S  OF Y
C I E ,  0 1 , 0 1  = Y 1 O N L Y , 02  , 0 2  = Y2 O N L Y » 0 1 , 0 2  = dOTH Y1 AND Y2
C I P ( 8 )  S P E C I F I E S  END OF EP DO LOOP 8Y  D E F I N I N G  120
READ IN PU T  TA P E  5 , 1 0 1 2  , ( I P ( K 1 0 ) , K 1 0  = l  , 8 )
READ I NPU T  T A P E  5 , 1 0 0 7  , ( N ( I 1 2 > > I 12 = 1 , 8  )
READ I NP UT  TA P E  5 , 1 0 0 8 , ( U M A X ( I 13)  , 1 13= 1 ,  8)
I 51 = I P ( A)
I 52 = I P (5  )
READ I NP UT  T A P E  5 , 1 0 0 9 , { Y 1 ( I 5 ) , I 5 = 1 , I 5 1 )
READ I NP UT  T AP E  5 , 1 0 1 0  , ( Y 2( I o ) , I 6 = 1 , I 5 2 )
1 0 12  F O R M A T ( 8 1 2 )
1 0 0 7  F O R M A T ( 8 1 3 )
1 0 0 8  FORMAT ( F 3 »  1 ,  7.E6 • 5 )
1 0 0 9  F O R M A T (7  F A . l )
1 0 1 0  F O R M A T t l O  F 4 » l )
R A D = 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 0
C D O U BLE  P R E C I S I O N  P R E L I M I N A R Y  S E T T I N G S
D A2 = 0 o
D U = 0 o
D G 1 = 0 .
D G2 = 0 o
0 E P = 0 .
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D A4=0o
D AD =1 o
W R IT E  O UTPUT T A P E  6 , 1 0 1 1  
1 0 1 1  F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 » 1 8 X » 5 5 H W A V E  COMPONENT E V A L U A T I O N  AT S U R F A C E  NEAR O C E A N l  
1C R I D G E / 2 5 X , 3 9 H M K . S  U N I T S  AND E X P ( - I W T )  T I M E  D E P E N D E N C E / / 1 2 X , 6 5 H N t G  
2 A T I V E  Y S P E C I F Y  V A L U E S  OVER L A N D , MEASURED  F R O m SHORE TO C E N T R E / 1 2X 
3 » 6 1 H P O S I T I V E  Y S P E C I F Y  V A L U E S  OVER  O C E A N , ME AS UR ED  AWAY FROM S H O R c /  
4 / / / / / / 4 X  »2 H E P  » 7X »1HQ » 8 X » 1 H Y , 1 5 X , 2 H E X  » 2 0 X , 2 H E Y ,2  O X , 2 H H Z / 2  3 X , 3 ( 4 X , 1 9  
5 HMAGNI TUDE  P h A S E ) , 5 X »1 8 H R A T 1 0  I N C L I N A T I O N )
C
C P A RA M E T E R  LO O PS AND D E F I N I T I O N S
C
C P A R A M E T E R S  USED  BELOW MEAN A S  FOLLOWS
C N ( J 1 ) = N O oOF I N T E R V A L S  IN  RANGE J 1
C U M A X ( J 1 ) =MAXIMUM U FOR RANGE  J 1
C U M I N ( J 1 ) =MINI  MUM U FOR RANGE J 1
C N R 1 = T 0 T A L  NOoOF RANGES  B E I N G  C O N S I D E R E D  FOR T H I S  P A R T I C U L A R  EP
C
C EP  S P E C I F I C A T I O N
1 1 0 = I P  C1 J 
1 2 0 = IP (8 )
DO 6 0 1  1 1 = 1 1 0 , 1 2 0  
IF { 11 — 1)111,111,110
1 11  EP = U o 5 
NR1 = 5
GO TO 112  
1 1 0  E P = 1 0 o * * ( - I l + l )
N R 1 = I 1+3
1 1 2  A 3 = E P * * 4
A 1 4 = . 6 3 3 6 6 1 9 8 *  ( 1 « ,-E P * EP  )C CL S P_gC.LFL C A_U.QNK P1 = I P ( 2  )K P 2 = I P ( 3 )
DO 6 0 1  I 2 = K P 1 » K P 2
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2 1 0 1
C
C
C
800
C
801
802
803
804
C
1098
805
q = 1 0 » * * ( 1 2 - 3 )  
b a s ic  p a r a m e t e r s
Al = o 7 0 7 10678*Q 
A7 = 4 «/(Q * * 3 )
A9 = 2 o/(Q * A 1)
A 1 2 = l o / ( Q * l o 4 l 4 2 1 3 6 )
A 1 3 = A 12/EP 
A15=Q*Q*A14
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.2l0ltEP,G 
F O R M A T (1X*1PE8.0»1X,E8.0)
■Y S R E U f K A T I QN 
I 41 = I P (6)
I 4 2 = IP(7 )
DO 601 14=141,142 
GO T O (8 0 o ,801) ,14
13 = NO.OF Y VALUES BEING CONSIDERED 
REGION 1 
I 3 = I P (4)
Ml = 1 
M 2 = 2
GO TO 802 
REGION 2 
I 3 = I P (5 )
Ml = 3 
M2 = 4
DO 601 17=1,13 
GO T 0 ( 8 0 3 , 8 0 4 ) ,14 
Y = Y 1(17)
GO TO 1098 
Y = Y 2 (17)
PRELIMINARY VALUES FOR INTEGRAL SUMMATION 
DO 805 L=l,3 
DO 805 M=M1,M2
T I N T (L * M )=0o
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C
C DO LOOP D E F I N I N G  A L L  R AN GE S  FOR P A R T I C U L A R  EP
C
C N O T E -  J l l  HAS MAXIMUM OF NR 1
C J 1  HAS MAXIMUM OF 8
C
KK = 0
DO 6 0 2  J 1 1 = 1 » N R 1  
I F (J l l - 1 )1»1 *2
1 J 1 = J 1 1  
GO TO 6
2 NR2=NR1~4
GO T 0 < 3 » 4 * 5 , 1 ) * NR2
3 J 1=J 11+3 
GO TO 6
4 J l = J 1 1+2 
GO TO 6
5 J 1 = J 1 1 + 1
6 N 1=N( J1 >
C S P E C I F Y  V A L U E  OF UMIN
C CAS E  1 » U=0 »OR IN SECOND RANGE
I F ( J 1 1 —2 ) 7 » 7 » 8
7 U M I N ( J 1 ) = 0 •
GO TO 1 1 0 2
C C AS E  2 »U NOT = 0 » AND NOT IN SECOND RANGE
8 U M I N t J 1 ) = U M A X ( J l - 1 )
C KK D E F I N E D  =1 IN I NT EG RA ND  C A L C U L A T I O N  I F  E X P ( - Y a . )  TOO S M A L L
1 1 0 2  I F ( K K ) 1 0 , 1 0 * 6 0 3  1
C , I NCREMENT  OF I N T E G R A T I O N  H
10 DN1=N1
H = ( U M A X ( J 1 ) - U M I N ( J 1 ) ) / D N l  
H 1 = ® 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 * H  
P R E L I M I N A R Y  V A L U E S  
U = U M I N ( J 1 )
394
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DO 9 L = 1»3 
DO 9 M=M1»M2 
S O D 1 ( L » M ) = 0 «
9 S EV 1  ( L ) =0o
C
C DO LOOP FOR I NT EGRA NDS  FOR EACH U
C
DO 120  J 2 = 1 , N 1  
531  U=U+H
rV-
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF I NT F GRA N DS
C P ARA ME TE R  C A L C U L A T I O N
C P A RA M E TE R S  COMMON TO A L L  I N T E G R AN D S
i I F ( K K ) 3 /4 , 3 A , 2 3
3 A A 2 =U* *A
AA=U^U
A5 = S Q R T F ( A 2  + A3 )
D A6 = S Q R T F ( A2  + 1o )A 8 = A o* A A / Q  
A L 1 1 = S Q R T F ( A5 +A A)
A L 1 = A 1 * A L 1 1  
I F ( U ) 2 6 » 2 6 » 2 5  
26 B T 1 1 = - E P  
GO TO 188  
25 G l  = E P / U
I F ( G l - 0  o 2 ) 1 9 , 1 9 , 1 8  
D 19 C A L L  B E T A ( U , E P , 6 T )
B T 1 1 =-BT  
GO TO 188  
18 I F ( G 1 - 1 . 0 ) 2 7 , 2 7 , 2 8  
D 27  B T 1 1 = - U * S Q R T F ( S Q R T F ( 1 « + G 1 * * 4  ) - l . )
GO TO 188  
28 G 2 = U / E P
D B T 1 1 = - E P # S Q R T F (S Q R T F (1•+ G 2 * * 4 )- G 2 * G 2 )
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138 S T 1 = A 1 * B T 1 1
A L 2 2 = S Q R T F ( A 6+A 4)
A L 2 = A 1 * A L 2 2
GO TG( 5 01  , 5 0 2  ) , 1 4
501 I F ( Y * A L l + 8 8 o ) 5 0 7 , 5 0 7 * 5 0 3
502  I F ( Y * A L 2 - 8 8 . ) 5 0 3 , 5 0 7 , 5 0 7  
5 07  K K = 1
GO TO 23
50 3  I F ( U ) 1 8 9 , 1 8 9  , 1 9 0
189  8 T 2 2 = - 1 o  
GO TO 191
190 I F ( U - 5 o ) 1 6 , 1 5 , 1 5
0 15 C A L L  B E T A ( U , AD » B T )
B T 2 2 = - B T  
GO TO 191  
■j  16 B T 2 2 = - S Q R T F (  A 6 - A 4 )
191 BT2  = A 1 * B T 2  2 
B l = 2 o * A L l l * A L 2 2  
B 2 = 2 . * B T 1 1 * B T 2 2  
P3  = 0 o 5 * ( B 1 - B 2 )
Q 3 = A L 1 1 * B T 2 2 + A L 2 2 * B T 1 1  
I F ( 2 o * A L l - 8 8 . 1 2 0 0 , 2 0 1 , 2 0 1
2 0 0  C A L L  H Y P M ( A L 1 » S N H M * C S H M )  
C1=SNHM
C2=CSHM 
GO TO 2 02
2 01  C l  = 0o 5 
C2 = 0 b 5
202  C 3 = S I N F ( B T 1)
C 4 = C 0 S F ( B T 1)
C 5 = C 1 * C 4  
C 6 = C 2 * C 3  
C 7 = C 2 * C 4  
C 8 = C 1 * C 3
C 9 = A L 1 1 * C 5 - B T 1 1 * C 6
C 1 0 = A L 2 2 * C 7 - B T 2 2 * C 8
vD
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C 1 1 = B T 1 1 * C 5 + A L 1 1 * C 6
C 1 2 = b T 2 2 * C 7 + A L 2 2 * C S
R 1=C 9 +C 1 0
S 1 = C 1 1 + C 1 2
R 2 = C 9 + E P * E P * C 1 0
S 2 = C 1 1 + E P * E P * C 12
E L 5 = P 3 * R 1 - Q 3 * S 1
E M 5= Q 3*R 1+ P3*S1
W 5= EL5*EL5+ EM 5*EM 5
W6=A9/W5
C P A R A M E T E R S  P E C U L I A R  TO E A C n  R EG IO N
6 0  T 0 ( 2 1 » 2 2 ) * 14
C R E GI O N  TWO P A R A M E T E R S
22 B 6 = A L 2 2 * A L 2 2  
5 7 = B T 2 2 * B T  22 
3 8 = B 6 -B 7
P 2 = A L 1 1 * B 8 - A L 2 2 * B 2  
Q2 = 8 T 2 2 * 8 1  + 6 T l l * i 3 6  
D 8 = Y * B T 2  
D 9 = C O S F ( D 8 )
D 1 0 = S I N F ( D 8 )
E N 2= D 9*C 5+ D 10*C 6
T 2 = D 9 * C 6 -D 1 0 * C 5
E L 2 = P 2 * R 1 - Q 2 * S 1
EM 2= Q 2*R 1+ P2*S1
E L 4 = P 2 * R 2 - Q 2 * S 2
E M 4= Q 2*R 2+ P2*S2
W 2= EL2*EL2+ EM 2*EM 2
W 4= EL4*EL4+ EM 4*EM 4
W 20 =Y* AL 2
W 2 1 = E X P F ( - W 2 0 )
W 22 =( A 7 / W 2 ) * W 2 1  
W 23 =( A 8 / W 4 ) * W 2 1  
W24=W6*W21
397
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GO TO 23 
C R EGI ON  ONE P A R A M E T E R S
21 R 3 = A L 1 1 * A L 1 1  
B 4 = 8 T 1 1 * B T 1 1  
B 5 = 8 3 - B 4
P 1 = A L 2 2 * B 5 - A L 1 1 * B 2
G 1 = B T 1 1 * B 1 + B T 2 2 * B 5
D 1=Y+1 .
D 2 = D1 *A L 1
D3=D1*BT1
I F ( 2 « * D 2 - 8 8 o ) 2 0 3 » 2 0 4 * 2 0 4  
2 0 3  C A L L  H Y P M ( D2 * SNHM » CSHM ) 
D4=CSHM 
D5=SNHM 
GO TO 205  
2 04  D4=0 a 5 
D5 = 0 o 5 
2 05  D 6 = C O S F ( D 3 )
D 7 = S I N F ( D 3 )
EN 1= D 4*D 6
T 1=D5*D7
F L 1 = P 1 * R 1 - 0 1 * S 1
EM 1= Q 1*R 1+ P1*S1
EN 3= D 5*06
T3=D4*D7
E L 3 = P 1 * R 2 - Q 1 * S 2
E M 3= Q 1*R 2+ P1*S2
W 1= EL1*EL1+ EM 1*EM 1
W 3= EL3*EL3+ EM 3*EM 3
W 1 0 = - Y * A L 1
W 1 1 = E X P F ( - W 1 0 )
W1 2=( A 7 / W 1 ) * W 1 1  
W1 3=( A 8 / W 3 ) * W 1 1  
. W14=W6*W11
OJ
VOoo
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C S P E C I F I C A T I O N  OF I N TE GR A ND  TYP E
C S P E C I F I C A T I O N  OF I N TE GR A ND  R E GI ON
23  DO 120  L = 1 , 3  
DO 1 2 0  M=M1»M2 
K K 1 =KK+1
GO T O ( 5 0 9  » 5 0 8 ) »KK1 
3 08  F ( L , M ) = G „
GO TO 30 
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF I NT EG R AN D S
5 0 9  GO T0  (.41 »42 ) » 14 
C R E GI O N  TWO I N TE GRA ND S
42 GO TOt  7 5 , 8 5 , 9 5 )  *L 
75 GO T O ( 9 6 » 9 6 » 7 7  »78)  ,M
77  F t 1 , 3 > = W 2 2 * ( E N 2 * E L 2 + E M 2 * T 2 )
GO TO 30
78 F t 1 , 4 > = W 2 2 * ( E L 2 * T 2 - E M 2 * E N 2 )
GO TO 30
85 GO T 0 ( 9 6 , 9 6 , 8 7 , 8 8 )  ,M
87  F ( 2 , 3 ) = W 2 3 * ( E N 2 * E L 4 + E M 4 * T 2 )
GO TO 30
88 F ( 2 , 4 ) = W 2 3 * ( E L 4 * T 2 - E M 4 * E N 2 )
GO TO 30
95 GO T O ( 9 6 , 9 6 , 9 7 , 9 8 )  ,M
96 WR ITE  OUTPUT TA P E  6 , 1 0 0  
GO TO 30
97  F ( 3 , 3 ) = W 2 4 * ( E N 2 * E L 5 + E M 5 * T 2 )
GO TO 30
98  F t 3 , 4 ) = W 2 4 * ( E L 5 * T 2 - E M 5 * E N 2  )
GO TO 30
1 00  F O R M A T ( I X , 5 H E R R O R }
C R E G I O N  ONE I N TE GR AN DS
41 GO TOt  7 0 , 8 0 , 9 0  ) »L
70 GO TO ( 7 1 , 7 2 , 9 6 , 9 6 )  ,M
71 F ( 1 , 1 ) = W 1 2 * ( E N 1 * E L 1 + E M 1 * T 1 )
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GO TO 30
72 F ( 1 , 2 ) = W 1 2 * ( E L 1 * T 1 - E M 1 * E N 1 )
GO TO 30
80 GO T O ( 8 1 » 8 2 » 9 6 » 9 6 )  > N
81 F ( 2 , 1 ) = W 1 3 * ( E N 1 * E L 3 + E M 3 * T 1 )
GO TO 30
82 F ( 2 , 2 ) = W 1 3 * ( E L 3 * T 1 - E M 3 * E N 1 )
GO TO 30
90 GO T 0 ( 9 1 , 9 2 , 9 6 , 9 6 ) ,M
91 F ( 3 » 1 ) = W 1 4 * ( E N 3 * E L 5 + E M 5 * T 3 )
GO TO 30
92  F ( 3 , 2 ) = W 1 4 * ( E L 5 * T 3 - E M 5 * E N 3 )
C END I N T E G R A N D S  C A L C U L A T I O N
C
C O R D I N A T E  L A B E L L I N G  FOR S I M P S O N S  I N T E G R A T I O N  FORMULA
C
30 I F < J l l - 1 ) 4 3 , 4 3 , 4 4
A3 F 0 ( L , M ) = F ( L , M )
GO TO 20
4 4  I F ( J 2 —N 1 ) 4 5 , 4 6 , 4 6
4 6  F M A X ( L » M ) = F ( L , M )
GO TO 20
45  I F ( J l l - 2 ) 4 7 , 4 7 , 4 f a
4 7  F M I N ( L , M ) = F O ( L , M )
GO TO 49
48 F M I N ( L , M ) = F M A X ( L , M )
4 9  T T 1 = ( - 1 . ) * * J 2  
I F ( T T l ) 5 0 , 5 1 , 5 1
50 S O D 1 ( L » M) = S 0 D 1 ( L , M ) + F ( L , M )
GO TO 20
51 S E V l ( L , M ) = S E V l ( L , M ) + F ( L , i ' i )
20  Z Z Z = 0 ,
1 20  C O NT I N U E
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c  S I M P S O N S  R U L E  I N T E G R A L S  FOR E A C H , R A N GE
C
I F ( J 1 1 - 1 ) 6 0 3 » 6 0 3 » 5 3 4  
5 34- DO 6 0 0  L = 1 »3 
DO 6 0 0  M=M1,M2 
F R = F M I N ( L »M ) + F M A X ( L , M )
S I N T l = H l * ( F R + 2 o * S E V l ( L , M ) + 4 o * S O o > I ( L » M )  ) 
T I N T  ( L » M ) = T I N K L , M ) + S I N T I  
6 0 0  ZZZ=0o  
6 0 3  C ONT I NU E  
6 0 2  CONT IN UE
C
C R E A L  AND I M A G I N A R Y  P A R T S  OF EACH COMPONENT
C
GO TOt  7 0 1 , 7 0 2 )  , 1 4  
C R E G I O N  1
701  T R E t 1 » 1 ) = A 1 3 + A 1 5 * T I N T ( 1 , 1 )TI Mt 1 , 1 ) = - A l 3 + A 1 5 * T I  NT ( 1 * 2 )
T RE t  2 , 1 ) = - A 1 3 - A 1 4 * T I N T  ( 2 » 2 )
T I M ( 2 , 1 ) = A 1 3 + A 1 4 * T I  N T ( 2 , 1 )
T R E t  3 , 1 ) = - A 1 5 * T I N T ( 3 , 2  )
T I M t  3 , 1 ) = A 1 5 * T I N T ( 3 , 1 )
GO TO 7 1 0  
C R E G I O N  2
7 0 2  T R E t 1 » 2 ) = A 1 2 - A 1 5 * T I N T ( 1 , 3 )
T I M t 1 , 2 ) = —A12—A15*TI  N T ( 1»4)
T R E t 2 , 2 ) = - A 1 2 + A 1 4 * T I N T ( 2 » 4 )
T I M ( 2 , 2 ) = A 1 2 - A 1 4 * T I  N T ( 2 , 3 )
T R E t  3 , 2 ) = - A 1 5 * T I N T { 3 » 4 )
T I M t 3 , 2 ) = A 1 5 * T I N T ( 3 , 3 )
C C O N V E R S I O N  TO P O L A R  C O O R D I N A T E S
7 10  DO 7 0 3  L = 1 , 3  
V X = T R E ( L , I A )
VY = T I M ( L , I A )
401
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X M A G ( L » 1 4 ) = R A N G E ( V X * V Y )
P H A S E { L » I A ) = R A D * A R G ( V Y  »VX )
7 0 3  C O NT IN UE
C S P E C I F I C A T I O N  OF P O L A R I Z A T I O N  OF T OT A L  E COMPONENT
C ( A S S U M I N G  |a1=|B| IN  H O R I Z O N T A L  H COMPONENT AT Z = 0)
GG1 = X M A G (1 » I A )
GG2 = XMAG< 2 ,  I A )
P H I  = ( P H A S E (2 » I A ) —P H A S E ( 1 , 1  A)  ) * . 0 1 7 A 5 3 2 9  
C A L L  P O L Z N ( G G l »G G 2 , P H I , RAT 1 0 , X I N C )
GO T O ( 7 0 A , 7 0 5 ) , I A  
7 0A  WR IT E  OUTPUT TA PE  6 » 1 7 0 A »Y * ( X M A G ( L * 1) »P H A S E ( L * 1 ) »L=1 , J ) , R A T  10 ,  
I X  INC
GO TO 7 0 6  j
70 5  WRI TE  OUTPUT T A P E  6 » 1 7 0 A »Y » ( X M A G ( L , 2 ) * P H A S E ( L , 2 ) , L = 1 , 3 ) , R a T 10 ,  
2 X I N C
1 7 0 A  F O R M A T ( 2 I X »F 5 o 1 » 3 ( 2 X » E 1 2 o 5 , 2 X ,  F 6 . 1 ) , 3 X , F 9 » 6 , 3 X , F 6 . 1 )
7 0 6  C O NT I NU E  
6 0 1  C O NT I NU E
C A L L  E X I T  
END
S U B R O U T I N E  B E T A ( U , X X , 3 T )
D R T 2 I N = . 7 0 7 1 0 6 7 8 1 1 8 6 5 A 8
D C 1 0 = o 0 7 8 1 2 5
D C 1 1 = . 0 5 A 6 8 7 5
D C 1 2 = . 0 2 0 5 0 7 8 1 2 5
D A 1 0 = X X / U
D A 1 1 = X X * A 1 0 * R T 2 I N
DO A 00  L L = 1»5 
L L 1 = A * L L  
A A = L L 1
B B = A A * ( L O G F ( X X ) - L O G F ( U ) )
I F ( BB+88  o ) A 0 2 , A 0 2 , A 0 1  
D A0 2  AB= 0 o
GO TO A 03
A02
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D 4 0 1  A B = A 1 0 * * L L 1
4 0 3  GO T 0 ( 4 0 4 , 4 0 5 , 4 0 6 * 4 0 7 , 4 0 8 ) » LL  
D 4 0 4  A 12= AB
GO TO 4 0 0  
D 4 0 5  A 1 3 = A B
GO TO 4 0 0  
D 4 0 6  A 14= AB
GO TO 4 0 0  
D 4 0 7  A 15= AB
GO TO 4U0  
D 4 0 8  A 1 6= A B
4 0 0  C O NT I N U E
D B T = A 1 1 * S Q R T F < 1 . - . 2 5 * A 1 2 + . 1 2 5 * A 1 3 - C 1 0 * A 1 4 + C 1 1 * A 1 5 ~ C 1 2 * A 1 6 )
D RETURN
END
SUB  R O U T I N E  H Y P i H  X , SNHM , CSHM )
E X = E X P F ( - 2 . * X )
S N H M = 0 . 5 * ( l o - E X )
CSHM=0 e 5 * { l . + E X )
RETURN
END
F U N C T I O N  R A N G E ( X , Y )
C C O MP UT A TI ON  OF MA GN ITUDE  OF Z = X + I Y  WITH REDUCED CHANCE OF
C UNDERFLOW 0R OVERFLOW
T 0 = 1 . 0 E - 1 9
I F ( A B S F ( X ) - A 8 S F ( Y ) )2  » 2 , 1
1 T1 = X 
T 2 = Y / T 1  
GO TO 3
2 T 1 = Y 
T 2 = X / T 1
3 I F ( A B S F ( T 2 ) - T 0 ) 4 , 4 » 5
4 RANGE = A B S F {T 1)
GO TO 6
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5 R A N G E = A B S F ( T 1 ) * S Q R T F < l . + T 2 * T 2 )
6 RETURN
END
FU N CI.IjQ ilL.ARG ( Y »X )
C COMP UT AT ION  OF A R T A N ( Y / X  ) W IT H I N  ( - P I . + P I )
C D E F I N E  ARTAN 0 / 0  =0 .
C R E S U L T  =OoOR P I  I F  Y=0»
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
I F ( Y ) 5 > 1 » 5
1 I F ( X  > 2 . 3 , 3
2 ARG=PI  
GO TO 3U
3 ARG = 0 o 
GO TO 30
C R E S U L T  = - P I / 2  OR + P I / 2  l/F A B S ( Y / X )  G R EA T ER  THAN 1 0 * * F , W H E R E
C F I S  M A C H I N E S  L I M I T I N G  EXPONENT
C T R I C K . I F  X+Y = Y ON COMPUTER * THEN Y I S  MUCH G R EA T ER  THa N X
5 I F ( ( Y + X ) - Y > 1 0 , 6 » 1 0
C SET  S I G N  OF R E S U L T  = S I G N  OF Y
6 I F ( Y ) 7 * 7 » 8
7 A R G = - 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3  
GO TO 30
8 A R G = 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3  
GO TO 3o
10 A R G = A T A N F ( Y / X )
C R E S U L T  IN 1ST OR 4TH QUADRANT I F  X G R EA T ER  THAN 0
I F ( X ) 1 1 » 1 1 » 3 0
C R E S U L T  IN  2ND OR 3RD QUADRANT I F  X L L ^ S  THAN 0
11 I F ( Y > 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 3
12 ARG=ARG~PI  
GO TO 30
13 ARG=ARG+PI
30 RETURN ;
END
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C
C D E T E R M I N E  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  OF E L E C T R I C  F I E L D
C
SUB ROUTI NE POLZN ( G G 1 , G G 2 , PH I , RAT 10 , X I N C )
C D E T E R M I N E S  R A T I O  OF A X E S  AND I N C L I N A T I O N  OF MAJOR A X I S  TO P O S I T I V t
C X D I R E C T I O N  FOR P O L A R I Z A T I O N  E L L I P S E  OF E COMPONENTS
C R A T I O  = MINOR A X I S / M A J O R  A X I S
C G=GAMMA
C
C I F  6 = I N F I N I T Y , T H E N  RAT 1 0 = U , X INC = 9 0 » L I  NEAR P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT VO
C ( L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  A L S O  OCCURS  FOR G=0»AT A N G LE  0
C AND FOR D E L = + O R - 9 0  »+ O R - 2 7 0  »AT ANGLE  = X I N C )
C
P I 2 = 0 . 6 3 6 6 1 9 7 7  
D E L = - P H I
I F ( ( G G 1 + G G 2 ) - G G 2 ) 1 , 2 , 1  
2 RAT 1 0  = 0 .
X I N C = 9 0  o 
GO TO 14 
1 G=GG2/GG1  
G2=G*G
C
C WHEN G = 1 , AND DEL  = 0 , + O R - 1 8 0 , + O R - 3 6 0 , THEN RAT 10 = 1 , AND
C X I N C  I N D E T E R M I N A T E . . . C I R C U L A R  P O L A R  I Z A T  I O N , X I NC  = 9 99
C WHEN G = 1 , AND D E L = + O R - 9 0 , + O R - 2 7 0 , THEN R A T I 0 = 0 , AND
C X I N C = + 4 5  I F  D EL  = - 9 0  OR +270
C - 4 5  I F  DEL =+90  OR - 2 7 0
C
C USE  G*G AS C R I T E R I O N  '
I F ( G 2 - 1 « ) 3 » 4 » 3 
4 A D EL  = D E L * P 1 2 
DO 1 0 0  ND=1 , 9  
DN=ND
I F ( A b S <  A D E L + 5 . - D N ) - l . E - 0  5 ) 6 , 6 , 6 0
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6 0  I F ( AD EL + 5  o - D N )5  »6 »100
6 GO T O ( 7 » 8 » 7 » 9 » 7 » 8 » 7 » 9 , 7 ) * N D
C
C C I R C U L A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N
7 RAT 1 0 = 1 o 
X I N C = 9 9 9 .
GO TO 14
C i
C L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT - 4 5
8 RAT 10=0 «
X I N C = - 4 5 •
GO TO 14
C
C L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT +45
9 RAT 10=0 o 
X I N C = + 4 5  o 
GO TO 14
C
C WHEN G = 1 » DE L  NOT=+OR-  N * P I / 2 * T H E N  E L L I P T I C  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT + O R - 4 5
C N O T E o o S T I L L  NEED R A T I O  C A L C U L A T I O N
C
5 GO T 0 ( 3 * l l » 1 1 . 1 2 » 1 2 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 2 , 1 2 ) ,ND
C
C D E L = ( - 3 6 0 * - 1 8 0 ) O R ( 0 » 1 8 0 ) »THEN P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT +45
11 X I N C = + 4 5 .
GO TO 13
C
C D E L = ( - 1 8 0 » 0 ) O R ( 1 8 0 * 3 6 0 ) »THEN P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT - 4 5
12 X I NC=—45  o 
GO TO 13
100  C O N T I N U E
C
C NON S P E C I A L  D ENOMI NATORS
3 V X = 1 . - G 2
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VY=2o*G*S lN(DEL>XINC=ATAN2( VY,VX) * 2 8 o64 769c
13 R= ( SQRT ( < 1<,-G2 )**2+4»*G2*(  ( S IN  (DEL)  >**2) ) ) / ( 1 « +02 + 2 »*G*C05 ( DEL ) ) 
RATIO=Ad S ( ( 1 o - R ) / ( 1 o+R))
14 RETURN 
END
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* DATA
0 1 0 1 0 6 0 7 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2
0 0 1 0 1 6 0 3 2 0 3 2 0 6 AO 32064032
0 . c „ 1 E - 0 3 o1 E - u 2 » 1 E - 0 1 « 3 E - 0 0 » 2 E + 0 1 o1E+02 o1E+03
- 1  o 0—0 . 7 —0 o 5 - 0 o 3 - 0 c , 2 —Oo 1 - 0  oO
0 0 oGOO.1 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 3 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 7 0 1 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 5 . 0 1 0 . 0
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Appendix 10. The Computer Program for the Numerical Evaluation 
of the Fields Near an Inclined Fault.
The program uses four input cards, specifying the conductivity 
ratio (FF=e^), angle of inclination a in degrees (=ALP), and the dis­
tance Y^(=YY). The first card specifies the number of values of each 
parameter used as input on cards 2 to 4.
The program itself is a straightforward calculation of the relations
of Table 6.4, with subroutines to determine (a) the coefficients a , b
P P
(AB), (b) D_ and Du in case (i) (FLSA) and case (ii) (FGSA) of Table 6.4£» H
and (c) the polarization of the electric field (POLZN) by the method
described in App. 1.
The program is written in FORTRAN IV, making use of the complex
arithmetic facility of this language. The only difference from the
equations of Table 6.4 is that the /-T factor of the E and E relationsx y
is omitted (essentially absorbing it onto the left hand side of these 
relations). The phases thus represent Arg (E/Em), instead of Arg 
(Ej/Hjc^ ) 38 calcu*ate<* ^or t*ie other models of this study. This compu­
tational difference has been adjusted in plotting the results in Figs.
6.8 - 6.9.
The limiting cases, as e becomes very small, were checked by
recomputing the calculations of Berdichevskii (1961), with e = 0. The
values of the coefficients a , b are assigned in statement 4 of the
P P
2
main program, when F * e = 0. This short-cuts the computation by 
avoiding the subroutines AB, FLSA, and FGSA.
409
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C
C F I E L D  COMPONENTS OVER I N C L I N E D  OCEAN bED
C MK.S U N I T S  AND E X P ( - I W T )  TI i ' i E  D E P E N D E N C E
C
D I M E N S I O N  F F ( 1 0 ) > A L P ( 1 0 ) » Y Y ( 2 0 ) , X M A G ( 4 ) , P H A S E ( 4 )
COMPLEX  Z » Z l * S l * S 2 , S 3 , E l » E Y , E Y l , E Y 2 » A P , d P » F X ( 4 ) » D X  
COMMON F , A L P H A , Z * P , S A , A P » t J P  
C I N PU T  CARD l  S P E C I F I E S  L I M I T S  TO NUMdERS  OF F F , A L P »YY V A L U E S  U S t -
C I NPUT  CARD 2 C O N T A I N S  RAT I o S  OF CONDUCT I V I T Y »FF
C INPUT  CARD 3 C O N T A I N S  A N G L E S  OF I N C L I N A T I O N  »A L P H A , IN D EG RE ES
C I NPUT  CARD 4 C O N T A I N S  D I S T A N C E S  FROM S U R F A C E  C ON J U N C T I  O N , Y Y ,
C IN U N I T S  P R O P O R T I O N A L  TO P E N E T R A T I O N  DEPTH
R E A D ( 1 , 5 0 0 ) N F , N A , N Y  
R E A D (1» 5 0 1 ) ( F F ( J 1 )  » J 1 = 1 » N F )
R E A D ( 1 » 5 0 2 ) ( A L P ( J 2 ) * J 2 = 1 » N A )
R E A D ( 1 * 5 0 3 ) ( Y Y ( J 3) , J 3 = 1 » N Y )
C
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 0 1 )
C
C L OOPS  S P E C I F Y I N G  S L J C C F S S I V E  V A L U E S  OF F , A L P H A , Y  R E S P E C T I V E L Y
C
DO 101  J F = 1 , N F  
F = F F ( J F )
DO 101 J A = 1 , NA 
A L P H A = A L P ( J A > * . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 2  
W R I T E ( 3 * 1 0 0 2 ) F , A L P ( J A )
DO 101  J Y = 1 , NY 
Y = Y Y ( J Y >
C
C P R E L I M I N A R Y  C O N S T A N T S ,  V A R I A B L E S
C
Z=(0o0,l*0 )
Z 1= < « 7 0 7 1 0 6 7 8  , - o 7 0 7 1 0 6 7 8 )
P I 2 = 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3
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R A D = 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 0  
S A = S I N ( A L P H A )
N= ( 90  <• /  A L P  ( J A  ) ) —1 o
C
C T E ST  N EVEN OR ODD
C
I F ( MOD( N »2 ) ) 1 » 1 » 2  
C N E VE No GO TO 1
C N ODDo GO TO 2
1 M=N/2  
GO TO 3
2 M - ( N - l ) / 2
3 S l = ( 0 o G » 0 o 0 )  
S 2 = ( 0 o 0 » 0 o 0 )  
S3=(0o0»0<>0)
C
C SUMMATION LOOP
C
DO 1 00  M l = 1 »M
P=M1
P 2= P* P
A 1 = 2 • * P #A L P H A
A2=2o*Al
B 1 = C 0 S ( A 1 )
B 2 = S I N ( A 2 )
B3  = S I N ( A 1 ) 
E 1 = C E X P ( - Z * A 1 * P )  
E Y = C E X P ( ~ Z 1 * 8 3 * Y ) 
E Y 1 = E 1 * B 2 * E Y  
E Y 2 = B 1 * E Y
C
C
C
D E T E R M I N E  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
I F ( F ) 4 * A , 5
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4 A P = ( - 1 . ) **M1  
B P = C E x P ( - 2 o* Z * P 2 * A L P H A )
6 0  TO 6
5 C A L L  AB
C
C C A L C U L A T E  SUMS
C
6 S 1 = S 1 + B P * E 1 * E Y 2  
S 2 = S 2 + ( ( - 1 . ) * * M 1 > * A P * E Y 2  
S 3 = S 3 + B P * E Y l
100 C O NT I NU E
C
C C A L C U L A T E  F I E L D  COMPONENTS
C
F X (1  ) -  1 o+2 o * S 1 
F X ( 2  ) =1« + 2 • * 5 2  
F X ( 3 ) = 1 „ - Z * S 3  
F X ( A ) = - S 3
C
C C A L C U L A T E  M A G N I T U D E , P H A S E  u F h ACH COMPONENT
C
DO 10 1 = 1 , 4  
DX = F X ( I )
X M A G ( I ) = C A B S ( D X )
P H A S E ( I ) = A T A N 2 ( A I M A G ( D X ) » R E A L ( D X ) ) *RA D 
10 C O NT I NU E
C
C C A L C U L A T E  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  E L L I P S E  OF E L E C T R I C  F l L L u
C RAT 10=MINOR A X I S / H A J O R  A X I S
C X I N C  = I N C L I  NAT I ON OF MAJOR A X I S  TO X - A X I S
C GG1=EX
C GG2=EY
C P H I = P H A S E ( E Y ) - P H A S E < E X )  IN R A D I A N S
C
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G G 1= X MA G (1 )  ,
GG 2= XMA G(2 ) I
PHI  = ( P HA S E  (2  ) - P H A S E  (,1 ) ) * . 0 1 7 4 5  3 2 9 2
C A L L  P O L Z N t G G l , G G 2 , P H I , RAT 1 0 , X I N C )
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 ) Y , (  XMAG ( I ) , P H A S E  ( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 4 )  , R A T I 0 , X 1 N C  
101 C ONT I NU E
1001  F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 , 2 8 X »5 4 H S U R F A C E  F I E L D  COMPONENTS OVER OCEAN WITH I n C L I N L  
ID B A S E / 3 5 X  » 39HM KS U N I T S  AND E X P ( - I W T )  T I M E  D E P E N D E N C E / / / / / / / 1 X , 1 7H 
2RToCONDo S L O P E  Y » 1 3 X , 2 H E X » 1 9 X >2 H E Y , 19X » 2HHY » 1 9 X , 2 H H Z , 1 1 X »4 H A X E S , 3  
3X , 4 H I N C L / 2 X , 5 H R A T 1 0 , 3 X , 5 H A L P H A » 4 X , 4 ( 7 X » 3 H M A G , 6X »5 H P H A S E ) » 4 X » 5 HRa TI  
4 0  »2 X , 5 H A N G L E )
1 0 0 0  F O R M A T ( 1 4 X , F 6 . 2 , 4 ( 3 X , E 1 0 . 3 , 2 X , F 6 o 1) *3X , F 6  . 3 , I X , F 6 . 1 )
1 0 0 2  F O R M A T ( 2 X , E 8 o l , l X » F 4 „ j O )
5 00  F O R M A T ( 3 1 2 )  1
501  F O R M A T ( 1 0 E 8 . 1 )
5,02 FORMAT ( 1 0 F 5 .  1 )
5 0 3  F O R M A T ( 1 6 F 5 , 1 )
END
C
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF C O E F F I C I E N T S  A ( P ) , B ( P )
C
S U B R O U T I N E  AB 
COMPLEX  Z , DH » D E , A P , BP 
COMMON F , A L P H A , Z »P , S A , A P »BP 
F 2 = F * F  
NP = P
C
C P R E L I M I N A R I E S  FOR D M U L T I P L I C A T I O N
C
A P = ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
B P = ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
C
C C A L C U L A T E  E ACH  D P R I O R  TO M U L T I P L I C A T I O N
C
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DO 1 00  NS =1 *N P
C
G D I R E C T  TO C A L L  FOR D , D E P E N D I N G  ON F / S 1N ( A L P H A )
r
I F ( F - S A ) 1 , 1 . 2
1 C A L L  F L S A ( N S » F 2 , D E , D H )
GO TO 3
2 C A L L  F G B A ( N S » F 2 , D E , D H )
3 AP = AP*'DH 
6 P= dP*D E
100  C ONT I NU E  
RETURN 
END
C
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF D E , D H  WHEN F L E S S  THAN S I N ( A L P H A ) OR S I N ( 2 S - 1 ) A L P H A
C
S U B R O U T I N E  F L S A ( N S , F 2 *D E , D H )
CO M PLEX D H , D E , Z  
COMMON F , A L P H A , Z  
S=NS
S A 2 = ( 2 . * S - 1 . )#A L PHA 
T = S I N (S A 2 )
T 2 = C O S ( S A 2 )
X = ( S O R T ( T * T - F 2 ) ) / ( F * T 2 )
X 2 = ( X * X ) + 1 .
D H = ( - l o + 2 o / X 2 ) - ( Z * 2 o * X / X 2 )
V = F / T
P H I = A T A N 2 ( T * S Q R T ( l . - V * V ) * T 2 )
D E = C E X P ( - 2 . * Z * P H I )
RETURN
END
C
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF D E , D H  WHEN F G R EA T ER  THAN S I N ( A L P H A  I
C •
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S U B R O U T I N E  F G S A ( NS >F2 > DE »D h  ) 
CO M PLEX Z »DE * DH 
COMMON F , A L P H A , Z  
S = NS
SA2  = ( 2 o * S - l o ) * A L P H A  
T = S I N ( S A 2 )
T2 = C O S ( SA2 )
C T EST  S I Z E S  OF F AND S I N ( 2 S - 1 ) A LP H A
I F (F - T )1 >1 »2
1 C A L L  F L S A ( NS »F2  » D t  »D H )
GO TO 3
2 X = ( S Q R T ( F 2 - T * T ) ) / ( F * T 2 )
D H = - l « + 2 o / ( l o + X )
V = F / T
T F = ( T / T 2 ) * S Q R T ( V * V - 1 „ )
D E = - l o + 2 o / ( l o + T F )
3 RETURN 
END
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C
C D E T E R M I N E  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  OF E L E C T R I C  F I E L D
C
S U B R O U T I N E  P O L ZN  ( G G 1 , G G 2 , PH I , RAT 10 , X I N C )
C D E T E R M I N E S  R A T I O  OF A X E S  AND I N C L I N A T I O N  OF MAJOR A X I S  TO
C X D I R E C T I O N  FOR P O L A R I Z A T I O N  E L L I P S E  OF E COMPONENTS
C R A T I O  = MINOR A X I S / M A J O R  A X I S
C G=GAMMA
C
C I F  G = I N F I N I T Y  » THEN RAT 10 = U , X INC = 9 0 » L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT
C ( L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  A L S O  OCCURS  FOR G = 0 , A T  A N G L E  0
C AND FOR D E L = + 0 R - 9 0 » + 0 R - 2 7 0 » A T  A N G L E = X I N C )
C
P I 2 = 0 o 6 3 6 6 1 9 7 7  
D EL=—PHI
I F ( ( G G 1 + G G 2 ) - G G 2 ) 1 , 2 , 1  
2 RAT I 0=0•
X I N C= 90  o 
GO TO 1A 
1 G=GG2/ GG1  
G2=G*G
C
C WHEN 6 = 1 , AND DEL  = 0 , + 0 R - 1 8 0 , + 0 R - 3 6 0 »THEN RAT 10=1 , AND
C X I N C  I N D E T E R M I N a T E o o o C I R C U L A R  P O L A R  I Z A T  I O N , X I NC  = 9 9 9
C WHEN G = 1»AND D E L = + O R ~ 9 0 , + O R - 2 7 0 , THEN RAT 10=0 »AND
C X I N C= + A5  I F  D EL  = - 9 0  OR +270
C - A 5  I F  D EL =+9 0  OR - 2 7 0
C
C • USE  G*G AS C R I T E R I O N  
I F ( G 2 - 1 a )3 » A , 3  
A A D E L = D E L * P I 2  
DO 1 00  ND=1 , 9  
DN=ND
I F ( A B S ( A D E L + 5 o- D N ) - 1 . E - 0 5 ) 6 , 6 , 6 0
P O S I T I V E
90
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60  I F ( A D E L + 5 o - D N ) 5 , 6 , 1 0 0
6 GO T O ( 7 , 8 , 7 , 9 , 7 , 8 , 7 , 9 , 7 ) ,ND
C
C C I R C U L A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N
7 RAT 10 = 1 o 
X I N C  = 9 9 9  a 
GO TO 14
C
C L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT - 4 5
8 RAT 10=0 o 
X INC = - 4 5 •
GO TO 14
C
C L I N E A R  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT +45
9 RAT I 0=0 o 
X IN C = + 4 5  o 
GO TO 14
C
C WHEN G=1 , D EL  NOT=+OR-  N * P I / 2 , T H E N  E L L I P T I C  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT + 0 R - 4 5
C N O T E o o S T I L L  NEED R A T I O  C A L C U L A T I O N
C
5 GO T O O , 1 1 * 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 2 )  , ND
C
C D E L = ( - 3 6 0 » - l 8 0 ) 0 R ( 0 » 1 8 0 ) , T H E N  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT +45
11 X I N C = + 4 5 .
GO TO 13
C
C D E L = ( - 1 8 0 , 0 ) O R ( l f a 0 , 3 6 0 ) , THEN P O L A R I Z A T I O N  AT - 4 5
12 X I N C = - 4 5  <>
GO TO 13
1 00  C ONT I NU E
C
C NON S P E C I A L  DENO M INATORS
3  V X = 1 — G2
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VY=2 o* G * S I N (D EL )
XINC=ATAN2( V Y , V X ) * 2 8 « 64769b  
13 R=( SORT( ( l o - G 2 ) * * 2 + 4 . * G 2 * <  ( S I N ( D E L )  )**2 )  ) ) / ( 1 » +G2 + 2 » * b * C O S (D E L ) ) 
RATIO = AoS(  ( l o - R ) / (  K + R )  )
1A RETURN 
END
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